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Silences enter the process of historical
production at four crucial moments:
the moment of fact creation (the making of sources);
the moment of fact assembly (the making of archives);
the moment of fact retrieval (the making of narratives);
and the moment of retrospective significance
(the making of history in the final instance)
– Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past.
Power and the Production of History (1995)
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

This book is based on a question that lies at the heart of every nation: what
makes a citizen? More specifically, this book raises the question of what makes
someone a Dutch citizen. In the historical context of the post-war period, it
addresses how notions of Dutch citizenship acted as mechanisms of inclusion
and exclusion for German residents in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. On 20
October 1944, anticipating the end of the Second World War, the Dutch govern
ment-in-exile in London promulgated het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen (‘the
Decree on Enemy Property’, ‘Decree E-133’). The Decree classed all nationals
of Germany, Italy and Japan as enemies of the state, or vijandelijke onderdanen
(‘enemy citizens’), and entitled the Dutch State to confiscate all assets belonging to enemy citizens within the Kingdom of the Netherlands.1 The Decree
also meant that thousands of German civilians who resided and worked in the
Netherlands, some for many years, were suddenly deprived of their status as
(permanent) residents. Het Nederlands Beheersinstituut (the ‘Dutch Custody Institute’, or ‘NBI’), a newly established institute, was authorised to detect, administer and control the expropriated assets. The objective of this administration
was the liquidation of assets (by sale or otherwise) on behalf of the Dutch State.
Soon after the end of the German capitulation, tens of thousands of enemy
citizens – primarily German civilians – were stripped of their assets, regardless of their place of residence or political allegiance and without any Dutch
compensation. Enemy citizens were also deprived of their social rights; their
pre-war residence or work permits were no longer considered valid. Some were
arrested, imprisoned or expelled, whereas others left the Netherlands of their
own accord. Many tried to appeal their status of enemy citizen by submitting a

1

Besluit van 20 October 1944, houdende vaststelling van het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen, no. E-133, Article One,
Section Two, Staatsblad.
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request for an ontvijandingsverklaring (‘declaration of de-enemisation’), with the
hope of gaining their rights and assets back. In order to qualify for the decla
ration of de-enemisation, enemy citizens had to provide evidence of ‘typical’
Dutch behaviour, ‘that they had behaved during the years of occupation as the
greater majority of the Dutch people did and had thus de facto not sided with
the enemy’.2 Importantly, what this Dutch behaviour entailed and what the
criteria for ontvijanding (‘de-enemisation’) were, was not specified.
The Burden of Nationality discusses the government-imposed classification
of Germans in the Dutch Kingdom as enemy citizens after 1944 and explores
the meaning and implications that came with this label. It examines how the
enemy status impacted on the everyday lives of the people who were targeted.
Furthermore, it analyses how different actors – German enemy citizens, Dutch
government officials, NBI employees – defined and perceived ‘Germanness’,
as opposed to being Dutch. Scholars have made detailed analyses of how Nazi
policies enforced a strict categorisation and isolation of citizens, in particular
of Jews, with genocide as the ultimate consequence.3 Yet the German aggression and ideological constructions of Germanness and Brudervölker (‘brethren
people’) also had a major impact on the meaning of German nationality. As this
study shows, the Dutch government judged every man, woman and child on
the basis of their German citizenship, regardless of their political allegiance
or place of residence. Notwithstanding the fact that many Germans had not
committed any crime and had never been prosecuted, and that the majority
of the German nationals in question had lived in the Netherlands for decades,
the burden of proof for acquittal lay with the enemy citizen. Germans were
considered accountable, simply because they were, had become by marriage or
had once been, German nationals.
Generally, citizens are defined as legally recognised subjects or nationals of
a sovereign state, nation or commonwealth, who have either inherited certain

2

3

Criteria for de-enemisation published in the Staatscourant (‘Government Gazette’) of 25 October 1948:
‘dat zij zich gedurende de bezetting hebben gedragen op de wijze, waarop de grote meerderheid van
het Nederlandse volk dit heeft gedaan en zich dus niet de facto aan de zijde van de vijand hebben
geschaard’.
Many scholars have published on the persecution and destruction of the Jews. See for example, Saul
Friedlander, Nazi Germany and the Jews: The Years of Persecution, 1933-1939 (New York: HarperCollins,
1997) and The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939-1945 (New York: HarperCollins,
2007); Raoul Hilberg, The destruction of the European Jews (first published 1961, 3rd edition New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2003). In the Netherlands, Abel Herzberg was the first to publish on this
topic: Kroniek der Jodenvervolging 1940-1945. (Amsterdam: Querido, 1985 (first edition 1950)). In 1965, an
influential study by Jacques Presser followed: Ondergang: De vervolging en verdelging van het Nederlandse
Jodendom 1940-1945 (The Hague: Staatsuitgeverij/Martinus Nijhoff, 1985 (first edition 1965)). Recently,
Katja Happe published Veel valse hoop: de Jodenvervolging in Nederland 1940-1945 (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij
Atlas Contact, 2018).

4
5

6

Linda Bosniak, The Citizen and the Alien: Dilemmas of Contemporary Membership (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2006), 1-2.
Bosniak, The Citizen and the Alien, 3, 9-10. See also Kim Wünschmann, ‘The Politics of Citizenship and
Nationality: Enemy Aliens in the Dutch-German Confrontation during World War II’ (unpublished
paper), 6. I thank Kim Wünschmann for kindly sharing with me her work in progress.
Rijkswet op het Nederlanderschap van 19 december 1984 (‘Law on Dutch citizenship’) published in Staatsblad
(1984), 628. The Law on Dutch citizenship of 1984 is the direct successor to the Law on Dutch citizenship of 1892 that was in force during the post-war period. The 1984 law has been adjusted over time,
but is still in effect.
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rights and privileges or have been given these rights by naturalisation. In addition to these rights, we associate citizenship with protection by the state, political engagement, participation, community membership and identity.4 Citizenship has often been seen as an ideal status, closely allied with freedom and
a specified level of equality, but citizenship also has other connotations. States
implicate their citizens in a web of responsibilities and obligations, and (without asking for consent) in various ethical, political and social decisions. Casting
a vote, paying taxes, civil rights and participation in the polity and military
duty are examples of the rights and obligations that come with citizenship as
a legal status. Furthermore, citizenship always has an element of exclusion, as
membership for some is determined by excluding others from legal, political
or social rights and privileges. In normative terms, citizenship is boundary-
focused and understood to denote not only community belonging but also
community exclusivity and closure. This other side to citizenship, which promotes political and social inclusion, is found in particular in the ambiguous
position of people designated as noncitizens (foreigners), legally defined by
their status of alienage (statelessness).5 Thus, citizenship entitlements are a
mechanism of both inclusion and exclusion.
In the Dutch context, the Rijkswet op het Nederlanderschap (‘Law on Dutch
citizenship’) defines who is legally a Dutch citizen.6 Individuals acquire Dutch
citizenship according to the ius sanguinis principle (‘the right of blood’). One
automatically becomes a Dutch national when one of your parents is Dutch,
or when paternity is acknowledged by a Dutch national. Dutch citizenship can
also be acquired via the ‘option procedure’, a short procedure for people who
belong to a special group defined by law, or by naturalisation. Foreign nationals
can apply for Dutch nationality if they have lived in the Netherlands legally
for at least five years. In order to live and work in the Netherlands, naturali
sation is not a conditio sine qua non: a (permanent) residence and work permit are
sufficient. Within the European Union, EU citizens can move freely between

18
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member states and reside in any member state they choose.7 The Netherlands
is home to a large number of foreign nationals.8
Traditionally, German nationals are a prominent minority on Dutch territory. From the eighteenth century until the census of 1971, Germans formed
the largest immigrant minority in the Netherlands and a considerable mi
nority in the Dutch overseas colonies. German-Dutch marriages were, and still
are, common – the genealogy of the royal family is one famous example among
many.9 Many Dutch citizens have a German ancestor in their family tree. However, paradoxically, little is known about the history and the experiences of
the German population in the Netherlands during and after the Second World
War. This study sheds light on a forgotten page in the book of Dutch post-war
history.

Research questions and objectives

T

he main question that runs through this study as a leitmotiv is how notions of citizenship functioned as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion for German nationals in the Netherlands in the aftermath of the
Second World War. What did German citizenship imply for German residents
in the Netherlands, and how did the status of enemy citizen affect their daily
lives? What were the aims behind the expropriation legislation, what was the
historical context? How could German nationals appeal their imposed enemy
status? And, how did notions of Dutch citizenship serve as criteria for inclusion
of certain German nationals? These questions derive from the observation that
in several cases of de-enemisation, German citizenship was the mechanism
used to exclude German nationals from Dutch society, whilst notions of Dutch
citizenship constituted the main criteria for de-enemisation and inclusion.
This observation was first made in 2014 when I undertook a thorough examination of the published jurisprudence on the appeal procedures of German
enemy citizens in the course of my Research Master’s Thesis. I found that in
several court rulings by the Raad voor het Rechtsherstel (‘Council for the Resto-

7

8
9

Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the right of
citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely within the territory of the
Member States amending Regulation (EEC).
Annual statistics by the Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek (‘Central Statistical Office’, or ‘CBS’). Last access
via https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/dataset/37325/table?ts=1552395398797 on 6 July 2019.
The family tree of the Dutch monarchs includes several German-Dutch marriages. The most famous
examples are former Queens regnant of the Kingdom of the Netherlands Wilhelmina (1890-1948),
Juliana (1948-1980), and Beatrix (1980-2013), all of whom had German husbands.

10

Marieke Oprel, Ontvijandingsbeleid en rechtsherstel. Een verkennend onderzoek naar het beleid ten aanzien van
vijandelijke onderdanen in Nederland tussen 1945 en 1967 [unpublished RMA thesis] (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 2014).
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ration of Rights’) ‘typical Dutch behaviour’ and ‘an intrinsic Dutch attitude’
were put forward as criteria for judging German enemy citizens.10 The published court rulings, however, only specified the conclusions of the often timeconsuming, bureaucratic procedures that awaited German nationals who had
made the effort to appeal their enemy status. Documentation on the initial
appeal against enemy status and material on the sometimes complicated deenemisation procedure that followed are preserved in the archive of the Dutch
Custody Institute (NBI). In 2015, I started my quest through the NBI archive.
Public access to the files of individual German nationals was restricted until
January 2018, but, as explained in Chapter 2, I eventually found a way to access the so-called beheersdossiers (‘administration records’) via the card-index
system. Research on the individual de-enemisation cases of former German
enemy citizens has never been conducted; this study is the first to disclose this
unique post-war archival material.
Analysis of a hundred de-enemisation cases in a pilot preceding this study
confirmed that notions of citizenship were the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of so-called enemy citizens. However, the archival material also raised
new questions. Who were considered German enemy citizens? Austrians, Sudeten Germans and even stateless Jewish refugees from Germany were also
categorised as German nationals. Who defined what German citizenship was,
or who it included and excluded? Another question following this line of argument concerns the criteria for de-enemisation. Notions of Dutch citizenship
were taken as criteria by which to judge German nationals who appealed their
enemy status. But what was considered ‘typically’ Dutch? What characterised
Dutch citizenship, and again, who defined this? How could German nationals successfully appeal their imposed enemy status if these criteria were not
clearly defined?
The archival documents also provoked questions about the legitimacy and
validity of the post-war policies towards German nationals. What were the
aims behind the expropriation legislation, what was its historical context?
Contemporary legal actors were already debating whether the Decree on Ene
my Property was in conflict with International Law. The Decree on Enemy
Property was not a penal measure, but an administrative means to address the
damages caused by the German occupation. Yet in practice, thousands of German men, women and children were affected by the post-war measures. In addition, despite Dutch promises that the German government would compen-
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sate its citizens, the greater majority of the targeted German minority never
received full compensation for the assets they were stripped of. How should
one interpret the Dutch post-war policies towards German enemy citizens in
the context of discussions on human rights and in particular the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and the European Convention on Human
Rights (1950)?
Finally, the examination of notions of citizenship in individual de-enemisation cases of German nationals on the one hand, and the post-war political
discourse on Germans as a specific minority group on the other, resulted in
a set of questions concerning integration and assimilation policies. Were the
criteria evaluated in the de-enemisation procedure actually parameters of
integration and assimilation? Thus, did the post-war policies towards German nationals set an example for future integration policies? Do the post-war
policies towards German nationals after 1945 expose a (re)definition of Dutch
citizenship, which affects meaning-making processes in Dutch immigration
and integration procedures to this day? As this study shows, the question of
how the politics of citizenship informed the treatment of German nationals
illuminates a fundamental dilemma regarding what makes someone a Dutch
citizen.

1.1 Defining citizenship

Citizenship is one of those ‘keywords’ in political language and scholarship
that is subject to confusion and debate. The term citizenship conventionally
describes a certain set of institutions, practices and identities. But citizenship
is also a political and constitutional concept, and its scope of reference and its
application easily lead to misunderstandings and disagreements about what
citizenship entails, where it takes place and who exactly can claim it. This section addresses what I take to be the (ambiguous) meaning of the category ‘citizenship’ in German and Dutch constitutional tradition and how I employ conceptions of citizenship and nationality in this study to investigate citizenship
as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion in Dutch post-war policies towards
German nationals.

The legal status of German citizens

M

ost German nationals who are the subject of this study were officially Reichsdeutsche, citizens of the German Reich. Until 2000, German
citizenship law was an example of the strict application of the rule
of descent: German citizenship was attributed according to the ius sanguinis
principle, the law of blood. Citizenship was acquired by birth, i.e. a child inherited the citizenship that the father (or, if illegitimate, its mother) possessed
at the time of birth. Citizenship could also be obtained, by naturalisation or by
marriage, but, until significant reforms passed the Bundestag in 1999, (non-)
German immigrants and their descendants remained indefinitely outside the
community of citizens.11
The strict and consistent German definition of the citizenry as a community of descent was crystallised in the German Law on Citizenship (Reichs- und
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Staatsangehörigkeitsgesetz) of 1913, yet German citizenship as a legal institution regulating membership of the German empire was established earlier in
1871.11 At the palace of Versailles, on 18 January 1871, King Wilhelm I of Prussia
was proclaimed emperor of the Deutsches Reich. The ceremony marked the official political and administrative integration of 25 German kingdoms, grand
duchies, duchies, principalities and free cities, excluding Austria, into a unified German empire. The de facto transition of German speaking populations
into a federation had already been set in motion at the beginning of the nineteenth century, but it was under the leadership of Prussia after the appointment of Otto von Bismarck as minister president in 1862 that a unified state
was created. Germany became a national state, nationwide institutions and
processes were developed and introduced and all residents acquired national
citizenship: Reichsangehörigkeit.
Formal membership of the state was not an invention of the new German
nation. Reichsangehörigkeit came from Landesangehörigkeit or Staatsangehörigkeit:
citizenship of the individual constituent states.13 In the early nineteenth century, the growing freedom of movement within the territory of the German states
had forced the individual states to determine who had access to their territory
and who had a right to the benefits of membership of their state.14 The 1820
constitution of the Grand-Duchy of Hesse, for example, shows how membership was defined.15 Staatsangehörigkeit was acquired (i) by birth, (ii) by naturalisation, (iii) by the marriage of a female alien to a male citizen, or (iv) by employment as a civil servant. Inversely, state membership was lost by (i) emigration,
(ii) in case of marriage or (iii) because of employment as a civil servant.16
The first formal codification of state membership on a national level was
the Prussian Law on the Acquisition and Loss of the Quality of Prussian Subject
of 1842. By codifying the criteria associated with Prussian Staatsangehörigkeit,
the government clarified the distinction between Prussian and non-Prussian
subjects. The alien, in legal terms, was increasingly transformed into the for-

11
12

13
14
15
16

Rogers Brubaker, Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), 114.
Dieter Gosewinkel provides in his monograph Einbürgern und Ausschließen: die Nationalisierung der
Staatsangehörigkeit vom Deutschen Bund bis zur Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 2001) an overview of the history of citizenship in 19th and 20th century Germany. Sebastian Conrad discusses migratory trends in Germany including the so-called ‘Holland-goers’ in: Globalisation and the Nation in Imperial Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) 8-10.
Brubaker, Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany, 12.
John Torpey, The invention of the passport: surveillance, citizenship and the state (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 71.
Andreas K. Fahrmeir, ‘Nineteenth-Century German Citizenships: A Reconsideration’ in: The Historical Journal, Vol. 40: 3 (1997) 721-752: 732.
Fahrmeir, ‘Nineteenth-Century German Citizenships: A Reconsideration’, 732.

17
18
19
20
21

Torpey, The invention of the passport, 74.
Brubaker, Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany, 12-13.
Ibid., 13.
Brubaker, Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany, 115.
Brubaker, Citizenship and nationhood in France and Germany, 115.
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eigner, the person from another place into the person from another country,
the local resident into the national.17 The Prussian law became the basis of the
legal system of the new German nation and later citizenship laws: a German
citizen was a person who held state membership, i.e. was Staatangehörige, of one
of the states of the German Reich.
Although Germany was considered a nation-state by both those who welcomed and those who feared it, the German state was, in fact, a quasi-nationstate, and doubly imperfect in its internal constitution and external boundaries.18 On the one hand, as a kleindeutsches Reich, Germany was ‘underinclusive’,
excluding millions of German-speaking residents in what today is known as
Austria. On the other hand, it was ‘overinclusive’, as Germany included ethnic French in Alsace-Lorraine, Danes in North Schleswig and Poles in Eastern Prussia. These were not simply linguistic minorities, but – especially the
Poles – self-conscious, national minorities. Despite the fact that the integrative
working of the state increased national consciousness, the old dualism, the
tension between Prussian statehood and ethnocultural components in German nationhood, hindered the replacement of Volksnational by Reichsnational
consciousness. The ethnocultural conception of nationhood remained available for political exploitation, which showed in the development of Deutschtumoriented politics during the Weimar Republic and völkisch thought employed
by Nazi propagandists.19
Based on an older model of the citizenry as a territorial community (a
product of the absolutist territorial states) and a newer model of the citizenry
as a community of descent (a product of the emerging nation-state), German
citizenship law was internally inconsistent.20 In 1913, a new citizenship law
was adopted to separate citizenship from residence and define citizenship by
descent. The new law was more inclusive towards emigrants and exclusive
towards immigrants. Whereas Germans residing abroad – Auslandsdeutsche –
had previously lost their citizenship after ten years of residence abroad, they
now retained their citizenship indefinitely, and thus could transmit their right
to their descendants. In addition, the law facilitated reacquisition by former
citizens and their descendants, even those who had been domiciled abroad for
a long time. By contrast, for children of non-German immigrants, born and
raised in Germany, no amendments to accord the right of naturalisation were
made, thereby disabling a transformation from immigrants into citizens.21
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Thus, the 1913 law marked the nationalisation, even the ethnicisation, of German citizenship, preserving Deutschtum abroad and at home.
For German migrants, such as the Germans in the Netherlands, but also
for Germans in the German and other European colonies like the Netherlands East Indies and Suriname, the law meant that (a) they remained
German citizens, regardless of their place of residence and the duration of
their stay abroad and (b) that their children inherited German citizenship (via
the father, or, if it was not recognised by a father, the child received the citizenship of the mother). In addition, the Vestigingsverdrag (‘Settlement Treaty’) between the Netherlands and Germany of 1907 safeguarded the status of German
nationals in the Netherlands. This bilateral treaty enabled Germans to work
and live in the Netherlands, and vice versa. It prevented arbitrary expulsion of
Dutch citizens from Germany and German citizens from the Netherlands and
included mutual agreements on military service, the right to medical care and
poor relief. In the 1920s, especially, tens of thousands of Germans arrived in
the Netherlands seeking work.22 Applying to all citizens of Germany on Dutch
territory, the Decree on Enemy Property of October 1944 affected both German
nationals who had been living in the Netherlands – sometimes for decades –
and Germans born in the Netherlands. What is more, Dutch-born women who
had changed citizenship by marriage to a German man were considered enemy
citizens as well.

Citizenship as analytical tool

I

n the German language, formal state membership, participatory citizenship and ethnocultural nation membership are designated by distinct
terms: Staatsangehörigkeit for formal state membership, Staatsbürgerschaft
for participatory citizenship and Nationalität for ethnocultural membership.
In the Dutch language, both staatsburgerschap (‘citizenship’) and nationaliteit
(‘nationality’) generally indicate Nederlanderschap (‘membership of the Dutch
state’). Staatsburgerschap and nationaliteit both denote a legal status, whilst in
political language and public discourse, the term burgerschap (‘citizenhood’) is
often used to refer to social and cultural notions of citizenship. Interestingly, in the English translation of Nederlanderschap on the website of the Dutch
government, citizenship and nationality are rough synonyms and used interchangeably to denote state membership. Although nationality in the various
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Corrie van Eijl, Al te goed is buurmansgek: het Nederlandse vreemdelingenbeleid 1840-1940 (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2005) Chapter 4, 73-96.
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24 See Wünschmann, ‘Politics’, 7.
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languages is often used as a substitute for citizenship and vice versa, the difference is vital. Nationality reveals someone’s place or country of birth and has
cultural and ethnic connotations. Nationality is a relevant legal category in international relations, as it is crucial for receiving full recognition under international law. Article 15 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares
that ‘Everyone has the right to a nationality’ and ‘No one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality’.23 By
contrast, the Universal Declaration is silent on citizenship. Citizenship is primarily important in domestic affairs. Citizenship does not have to accompany
nationality. In comparison to nationality, it is a narrower concept: citizenship
is a specific legal relationship between a state and a person that gives the person certain rights and responsibilities.24 Citizenship refers to nationally circumscribed conceptions of justice and well-being.
In this study, I trace the usage and meaning of German and Dutch citizenship in the aftermath of the Second World War, a period when borders as well as
the status of borders and (trans)national citizenship changed all over Europe.
Nationality determined enemy status: everyone with a German nationality
was classified as an enemy citizen. Politics of citizenship and belonging, by
contrast, determined complex questions of identities and loyalties, beyond
national borders. Paying close attention to the wording of citizenship, I focus
on how notions of Dutch citizenship were defined to judge the civic attitude
of German Staatsangehörigen in the Netherlands. In particular, in this study I
examine the tension between citizenship as a normative concept in legal procedures and citizenship as a category of analysis in empirical data. I examine
the difference between notions of citizenship and belonging in political and
juridical discourse of the 1940s and 1950s and the actual application of citizenship as a criterion for inclusion or exclusion in policy-making on the ground
by the NBI employees. For the analysis and interpretation of the over 300 individual cases that I examined for this study, I made use of analytical tools
provided by legal scholars, political scientists, philosophers and historians
working in the field of citizenship studies.
Following Walter Bryce Gallie, who in 1956 termed citizenship an ‘essentially contested concept’ to overcome conceptual confusion and to facilitate an
understanding of different applications or interpretations of abstract, qualitative and evaluative notions, I approach citizenship as exactly this: an essentially contested concept, the interpretation of which may change depending on
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the perspective and the historical context. I thus threat citizenship as a fluid
concept which is generally accepted as not having a fixed meaning. I acknowledge the fact that notions of citizenship in political and social theory are rarely
consistent with the implementation of citizenship criteria in policy-making.
Furthermore, I take into account that there is an unbridgeable gap between the
interpretation of citizenship today and the definition and understanding of
citizenship in bygone times. Already in the early city-states of Ancient Greece
and in Roman times, scholars observed the first instances of citizenship. The
Athenians associated citizenship with the practice of self-governance, the process of ruling and being ruled. Early Roman thought, by contrast, approached
citizenship as an entitlement possessed by an individual to protection by the
rulers themselves, and enjoyment of certain rights. The Roman model con
stitutes the basis of present-day conceptions of citizenship.25
Today, most scholars in the field of citizenship studies agree that citizenship consists of at least three dimensions or elements: a legal, political and
identity component.26 Citizenship is first of all a legal status, defined by civil,
political and social rights. Secondly, citizens are considered political agents
who ought to participate in society’s political institutions. The third element
of citizenship consists of citizenship as membership of a (political) community, in which citizenship furnishes a source of distinct identity. The relationships between the three dimensions are complex; differences between conceptions of citizenship centre on the precise definition of the three elements, their
relative importance, and appropriate normative standards. Citizenship as a
legal status is the keystone of present-day conceptions: its normative core is
the principle that citizens shall enjoy equal rights, but this broad agreement
leaves ample room for disagreement over the particulars, such as minority
rights.27 A proper balance between the recognition of differences on the one
hand and the affirmation of common principles to which all citizens adhere on
the other hand remains a puzzle for most societies today.

25 Bosniak, The Citizen and the Alien, 19 footnote 2.
26 See, for example, works by Joseph Carens, The ethics of Immigration (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Jean Cohen, ‘Changing Paradigms of Citizenship and the Exclusiveness of the
Demos’, International Sociology, 14: 3 (1999) 245–268; Will Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1995); Will Kymlicka, ‘Citizenship in Culturally Diverse Societies: Issues,
Contexts, Concepts’, in W. Kymlicka, W. Norman eds. Citizenship in Diverse Societies (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000) 1–41.
27 Report ‘Minority Rights: International Standards and Guidance for Implementation’, Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) (2010). See also the works of Will
Kymlicka and Seyla Benhabib on the treatment of minority groups.
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DEFINING CITIZENSHIP

T

he definition of citizenship in this study builds on work by Seyla
Benhabib, Etienne Balibar, Engin Isin and Greg Nielsen and, in particular, Linda Bosniak. This means that, in addition to socio-political
membership and expressions of identity, I also take notions of belonging into
account in my reading and understanding of citizenship. Linda Bosniak defines
citizenship as four separate concepts: (1) citizenship as a legal status, (2) citizenship as the enjoyment of rights, (3) citizenship as political activity, the practice
of active engagement in the life of the political community and (4) citizenship
as a form of collective identity and sentiment, affective elements of identification and solidarity.28 She argues that because citizenship is conceived as repre
senting political or social membership (almost always in the context of the
nation-state), the question of citizenship’s subjects is consequently the question
of who will be counted as a (usually national) political or social member. This
emphasis on membership is also essential in the work of Seyla Benhabib, who
has shown how membership practices define a nation’s ‘members’ and ‘others’,
within and beyond the political boundaries of a state.29 Etienne Balibar
concluded that, legally, foreigners are considered those ‘other humans’, that
is, strangers. In his reflections on transnational citizenship, he questions
the relationship between the construction of the stranger (or the reproduction of strangeness) and the status of the ‘citizen’, stressing that geopolitical,
economic, security borders and mere administrative separations increasingly
constitute or ‘produce’ the stranger/foreigner as a social type.30
Engin Isin and Greg Nielsen introduced the concept of ‘acts of citizenship’ as an alternative means to investigate citizenship. They focus on the deeds
rather than the doer: the acts performed when, regardless of status and substance, individuals constitute themselves as citizens, or, as those to whom the
right to have rights is due. They suggest that this shift towards acts or deeds
as performed by subjects is crucial to analyse ways of being or becoming a
citizen, because acts of citizenship are acts through which citizens, strangers,
aliens and outsiders emerge, not as already previously defined beings, but as
beings who act and react to others.31 It is particularly relevant for this study
that Isin investigates under what conditions people act as citizens, and how
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they transform themselves into actors, as claimants of rights, entitlements and
responsibilities.32 More importantly, he inquires how beings decide between
performing solidaristic, agonistic and alienating acts.33 Acts cannot be separated
from motives, purposes, reasons and decisions. However, Isin observes that
these reasons and decisions cannot be reduced to calculability, intentionality and responsibility – some acts do not originate in the name of anything,
though we as interpreters will always try to define underlying orientations
or principles.34 Finally, he wonders whether acts of citizenship can happen
without being founded in law or responsibility, or if they are only legitimate
when they are founded in law or responsibility. He concludes that for acts of
citizenship to be acts at all, they must call established forms of responsibilities
into question and, sometimes, be irresponsible.35 In addition, theorising acts
requires the recognition that acts of citizenship do not need to be founded in
law or enacted in the name of law.36
Although Isin and Nielsen’s study lacks an empirical and more historical
underpinning, their theoretisation of acts of citizenship still proves valuable
when it comes to to analysing notions of citizenship in the NBI archives at
the centre of this study. Focusing on the acts of German nationals, in addition
to the German as an actor, enables critical examination of what, according to
Dutch post-war views, a German national ought to have done during the war
in order to qualify for de-enemisation. It allows us to investigate the norms
that characterised the acts of a ‘good’ and ‘typical’ Dutch citizen, but also
leaves room for inexplicable acts caused by emotions rather than political con
victions. In my reading and discussion of the sources, I therefore focus on normative aspects of citizenship as defined by Dutch post-war policy makers and
legal actors, but also on descriptive and interpretive reflections on citizenship
as provided by NBI employees and German enemy citizens. In particular, I
highlight acts of German nationals that, according to the NBI, might or might
not have been acts of Dutch citizenship, whilst for German nationals these acts
were evident proof of their pro-Dutch stance. Vice versa, I also outline acts that
the Dutch people who assessed the cases of German enemy citizens considered
acts of German citizenship, even though the motives for German nationals (to
join the German Wehrmacht, for example) were neither political nor voluntary
in some cases. As a result, my analysis of citizenship as a mechanism of inclu-
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sion and exclusion for German nationals after 1945 is based on notions of both
Dutch and German citizenship.
Furthermore, following Bosniak and Balibar, I focus on the functioning
of borders in my reading of the sources. I argue that German nationals were
foreigners, who were, in varying degrees, ‘strange’ and who were treated as
enemies as a result of a changing meaning and mapping of political and legal
borders after 1945. What is significant for analytical purposes is that enemy
status represented an arena in which both the formal legal status and the
perceived aspects of social membership and commitment were relevant and
determinative. Legally, as previously explained, most of the Germans classed
as enemy citizens in the Netherlands were Reichsdeutsche, Staatsangehörige. They
held a passport of the German Reich which certified their identity and nationality. However, this study shows that the Dutch definition of German citizens
exceeded national borders, including residents in territories annexed by Germany in the late 1930s in their definition of German enemy citizens. The D
 ecree
on Enemy Property also affected Dutch women who had become German by
marriage and, most strikingly, Jews who had lost their German citizenship as a
result of Nazi racial laws. Thus, I argue that the question: ‘Who was a German
citizen in Dutch post-war policies?’ has two kinds of answers: a German, strictly national answer (Staatsangehörige) and a Dutch, more ethnocultural answer
(anyone who was, or had been, Angehörige of the German Reich).
Taken as a formal legal status, citizenship defined who was an enemy citizen. Political and social membership, by contrast, manifested in acts and decisions made during war time, constituted who were not enemy citizens. To
understand the de-enemisation procedure that Germans had to go through
after 1945, citizenship also needs to be understood as designating some form
of community membership, either membership of a political community
or social membership. Germans did not need to possess Dutch citizenship
in order to live in, or be part of, the Dutch community. Academic literature
on German residents in the Netherlands before 1940 stresses that the majority of Germans were not simply residents in the Netherlands, but integrated
members of the Dutch state.37 Psychologically, they felt they were members
of the Netherlands, as well as possessing a sense of binational or transnational
belonging to both their Heimat and the new homeland. The case studies in this
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book illustrate the diversity of views and experiences. The outbreak of war in
1940 naturally changed the soft dividing lines between Dutch and German
inhabitants of the Netherlands into a hard demarcation. First, the German
occupational administration headed by the Reich Commissar for the Occupied
Netherlands, Arthur Seyss-Inquart, changed the status of German residents in
the Netherlands both politically and socially, expecting German citizens to act
upon the occupational regime’s expectation of loyalty toward Nazi Germany,
thereby often displaying disloyalty toward their Dutch friends, colleagues and
neighbours.38 In May 1945, when the Decree on Enemy Property, which had
been proclaimed in 1944, was implemented in the liberated Netherlands, the
formal legal status of Germans in the Netherlands changed. As enemies of the
state, they no longer held residence or work permits and their property was
taken into custody. Only when a German could convince the Dutch Custody
Institute that they had acted as ‘a typical Dutch citizen’, that is, expressing
commitment and acts belonging to what was perceived to be political and
social Dutch citizenship, did enemy citizens qualify for a declaration of deenemisation. The citizenship questions in this study can therefore be divided
into two questions: who is an (enemy) citizen and what acts make an (enemy)
citizen?
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Any criticism of, or resistance to, the German occupation was forbidden by law. See: Frits Boterman,
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1.2 Dutch restitution and
expropriation legislation:
Decree E-133

The Decree on Enemy Property that classed German nationals as enemy citizens was part of systems of restitution and reparations created by the Dutch
government to counterbalance losses incurred by the Dutch state at the
hands of the Nazis during and after the war. The pillars of those systems were
established in a series of Koninklijke Besluiten (‘Royal Decrees’). These Royal
Decrees were emergency decrees, promulgated by the Dutch government-inexile. Shortly after the German invasion of the Netherlands on 10 May 1940,
Queen Wilhelmina and the ministers of her cabinet had fled the country. The
Netherlands was brought under the rule of a German civilian administration
led by Reichskommisssar Arthur Seyss-Inquart. During the German occupation,
the Senate and House of Representatives remained seated in The Hague and
it thus proved impossible for Parliament to pass new legislation. The Dutch
constitution did not provide for a situation of occupation such as the one in
1940 and considering that the Dutch Kingdom had remained neutral during
the First World War, there was no precedent to fall back on. The only solution for the ministers in London was to base its decrees on the so-called subjectieve (staats)noodrecht (‘subjective emergency law’). This emergency law was
not based on positive, established rules of law, but constituted on natural law,
which was still commonly acknowledged in the 20th century as a legitimate
judicial foundation for emergency legislation. It enabled the Dutch government in exile to formulate decrees alongside official Dutch legislation, in the
spirit of the Dutch constitution. After the liberation, on 30 October 1946, the
Supreme Court of the Netherlands confirmed the legality of the 160 decrees
promulgated between 1940 and 1945.39

39 Foskea van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland. De eigendom van het eiland Schiermonnikoog in het geding (Groningen: van der Ven, 1993) 171, footnote 27.
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Three Royal Decrees are relevant for this study: Decree A-6 on trading with
the enemy, Decree E-100 on restoration of rights and, in particular, Decree
E-133 on enemy property. The working of these decrees has been accurately described and explained in a recent judgment by the United States District Court
for the Central District of California in the case of von Saher v. Norton Simon
Art Foundation.40 Wouter Veraart, amongst other Dutch legal and historical
experts, provided an expert report in this Nazi-looted art case, which also elucidates the interaction between the three decrees as well as the main tasks of
these legal entities.41 I will draw on these sources for a brief explanation of the
legal objectives and interplay of these decrees.
Royal Decree A-6 was issued on 7 June 1940, as one of the first legal mea
sures after the arrival of the Dutch government in London.42 In an effort to
protect the Dutch State against enemy attempts to damage its economic interests and plunder Dutch assets, Decree A-6 ‘prohibited and automatically
nullified agreements’ with Germans and other enemies with consequences
outside the Nazi-occupied Netherlands, unless prior approval was obtained
from a special committee, the Commissie Rechtsverkeer in Oorlogstijd (‘Committee
for Wartime Legal Proceedings’, ‘CORVO’).43 Royal Decree E-100 was enacted
on 17 September 1944. The Decree established a Council for the Restoration of
Rights ‘with broad and exclusive authority to declare null and void, modify or
revive any legal relations that originated or were modified during enemy occupation of the Netherlands’ if a) ‘these legal relations existed between persons
of whom at least one is an inhabitant of the Netherlands or if these legal relations concerned an item or a right located within the Netherlands’ and b) the
Council concluded that ‘non–intervention would be unreasonable in view of

40 See judgement by the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, Case Marei von Saher v. Norton
Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena; Norton Simon Art Foundation, 30 July 2018. Case: 16-56308. D.C.
No. 2:07-cv-027866-JFW-Ss. See also: Judgment by the US District Court Central District of California, Case Marei von Saher -v- Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, et al., 9 August 2016, Case:
2:07-cv-02866-JFW-SS Document 331.
41 Wouter Veraart, Von Saher v. Norton Simon Museum of Art at Pasadena, No. 07-2866-JFW (SSx) (C.D.
Cal.) Expert Report, PACER (February 2016).
42 Patrick Körver, De Besluitwetgeving van de Nederlandse regering in Londen in internationaalrechtelijk en
staatsrechtelijk perspectief (Rotterdam: Sanders Instituut Kluwer, 2004) 22-25.
43 US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 30 July 2018, 8-9. Such prohibited transactions were automatically void if entered into without CORVO’s prior consent. However, Decree ‘A-6 vested authority
in (…) CORVO’ ‘to “revoke the invalidity” of such transactions “by declaring the agreement or act
still effective”’. In 1947, CORVO revoked Decree A-6’s automatic invalidation of all agreements with
the enemy for property that had been returned to the Netherlands by the Allies. CORVO based its
decision on the grounds that A-6 was enacted to protect Dutch property interests from the Nazis,
‘but once property was returned to the Dutch government, “this initial interest of nullity was eliminated”. After property was returned to the Netherlands, the original Dutch owners could petition for
a restoration of rights to said property under Royal Decree E-100.’ See also: Veraart, Expert Report, 6-7.

44 US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 30 July 2018, 8; US District Court Central District of California, 9 August 2016, 4.
45 US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 30 July 2018, 8.
46 Henny van Schie, Inventaris van het archief van de Raad voor het Rechtsherstel: Afdeling Rechtspraak, 19451967 (1971), Edition 18-06-2018, as published on the website of the Dutch National Archives.
47 Veraart, Expert Report, 11.
48 Ibid. Veraart refers here to article 19.1 of Decree E-100: ‘De gewone rechter is onbevoegd kennis te
nemen van vorderingen of verzoeken, tot behandeling waarvan krachtens dit besluit de Raad be
voegd is.’ He also points to a judgment of the Dutch Supreme Court on 28 November 1952, published
in Nederlandse Jurisprudentie (1953), 465.
49 US District Court Central District of California, 9 August 2016, 4; Veraart, Expert Report, 53.
50 Veraart, Expert Report, 13.
51 US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 30 July 2018, 9.
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the special circumstances’.44 Furthermore, this new legal entity was equipped
with the ‘exclusive power to order the return of property and to restore proper
ty rights to the original Dutch owners’.45
The Council for the Restoration of Rights consisted of four departments:
the Administration Division which encompassed the NBI, the Immovable
Property Division, the Securities Division and the Judicial Division.46 Res
titution decisions made by the other departments, including the NBI, could
be appealed to at the Judicial Division – the only independent judiciary
entity within the Council. Claimants could also submit their requests directly
to the Judicial Division. As Veraart explained in his expert report, the verdicts
of the Judicial Division could not be appealed and the possibility of cassation
was excluded.47 It was, however, possible to demand ‘revision’ of a verdict of
the Judicial Division when new facts came to light. After the promulgation of
Decree E-100, the Judicial Division became the only competent judge in the
field of post-war restoration of rights.48 Decisions of the Judicial Division were
not open to appeal and were therefore final; there was only a possibility of revision under strict conditions.
Claimants could file a request under E-100 until the cut-off date of 1 July
1951.49 After that date, the Judicial Division could still order restoration of
rights ex officio, but claimants were no longer entitled to file new claims and
demand restitution. As a basic principle under E-100, claimants should not
be enriched through the process of restitution.50 Thus, when a former owner
had received money in exchange for property he had lost during the war years,
the Judicial Division would generally order restitution under the condition
that the received purchase price be paid to the Dutch State or to the current
owner who was obliged to return the property. Decree E-100 also enabled the
Council to dispose of property of ‘unknown owners’ – for example by selling
the property to the benefit of the Dutch State – who had not filed claims by 30
September 1950.51
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The Decree that is most important for this study on Dutch post-war policies
towards German nationals in the aftermath of the Second World War is Decree
E-133, the Decree on Enemy Property, promulgated on 20 October 1944 and effective the following day. This Decree facilitated the expropriation of enemy
assets ‘in order to compensate the Netherlands for losses it suffered during the
Second World War’.52 Article 3 of E-133 decreed that all enemy property within
the jurisdiction of the Netherlands, ‘belonging to an enemy state or to an ene
my national, automatically passed into ownership of the [Dutch] State with
the entering into force of the decree’.53 The expropriation was automatic and
continued until July 1951, when the Netherlands ceased hostilities with Germany.54 All assets expropriated as enemy property were placed under the supervision of the Dutch Custody Institute. This Institute, officially established
on 9 August 1945, administered and controlled on behalf of the Dutch State all
assets belonging to enemy citizens and/or enemy enterprises, including Dutch
enterprises with a strong German influence.55 The objective of this administration was the liquidation of the assets, by sale or otherwise, after diverse
claims of other right holders had been dealt with in accordance with E-100
and other, related measures. It is important here to emphasise the interplay
between E-100 and E-133. Although legal ownership was automatically trans-

52 Ibid, 9-10.
53 Ibid.
54 Worth mentioning here is the Rebholz-case, in which the temporal limitiation of the Decree on Enemy Property was discussed. Two German-Dutch nationals living in the Netherlands, Erna Anna
Rebholz and her husband, Otto Rebholz, claimed to be disadvantaged by the Stichting Nederlands
Kunstbezit (‘Dutch Art Property Foundation’, ‘SNK’) and the NBI with regard to a painting by Jan
van Goyen. This painting had belonged to a certain H. Cohn, but as he was considered an enemy
citizen by the German occupational administration his property had been put under administration
by the DRT. In July 1941, Erna Rebholz had bought the painting at a public auction. Subsequently,
she had sent the painting to Germany. After the Second World War, it was tracked down, returned to
the Netherlands and processed by the SNK as recuperated artwork. During the Rebholz’s attempts
to recover their property, the legal ownership of the painting was questioned. Had the Dutch State
acquired full legal ownership over the recuperated artworks? Or was the Dutch State just a custodian of these assets? The NBI and the Dutch State argued that the full transfer of ownership of the
painting to the Dutch State had already occurred under the applicable legislation in the occupied
zones in Germany. On 23 November 1953, the Judicial Division of the Council for the Restoration of
Rights determined that the Dutch State could not escape the applicability of E-133 within its own
jurisdiction with regard to recuperated artworks belonging to enemy citizens in the sense of E-133.
More importantly, the ruling clarified that E-133 not only applied to enemy property located within
the jurisdiction of the Netherlands at the time of its enactment in October 1944, but also to assets
categorised as enemy property after this date, or from the moment it was returned to jurisdiction in
the Netherlands. See for more: Veraart, Expert Report, 30-32; Archives SNK 2.09.42, inv. 1050 Ruling of
the Judicial Division in the Rebholz-Kohn case, 23 November 1953 (Rebholz-Kohn-case).
55 Seized enemy cultural objects were, at least for some time, administered by the SNK under supervision of the NBI. Decree E-133 was supplemented by other legislation on war booty and assets
within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands which had been bought by non-enemies with German
Reichsmarks after 1 April 1941.

Defining the enemy in E-133

D

ecree E-133 entitled the Dutch State to confiscate all assets belonging
to enemy citizens within the jurisdiction of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands. Apart from German nationals, the Dutch authorities
also classed some other nationals as enemy citizens. The definitions of ‘enemy
citizens’ and ‘enemy state’ as put forward in the Decree on Enemy Property
were open to wide interpretation. Article 1 of Decree E-133 stated that Germany,
Italy and Japan, as well as territories that had been occupied by one of these
states from 1 January 1938 onwards, were classified as enemy states.56 Article 2
then defined who enemy citizens were:
1. civil servants, officers, agents and representatives of an enemy state, as well
as people who fulfilled a similar position between 10 May 1940 and the
implementation of this Decree
2. persons, who are or have been citizens of an enemy state since 10 May 1940
3. legal entities
a. founded or existing by the law of an enemy state
b. of which the main seat or head office was located on enemy territory
after 10 May 1940
c. of which the actual enterprise or main company was on enemy territory
at the time of/after 10 May 1940
4. persons, who according to Royal Decree A-6 of 7 June 1940 (as published in
the Government Gazette) were declared citizen of an enemy state
5. persons, who are neither Dutch, nor a Dutch citizen, who were declared
citizen of an enemy state by the Minister of Justice.57

56 Decree E-133, Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen, 20 October 1944, Staatsblad.
57 Decree E-133, Article 2. See for full text, appendix no 1.
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ferred to the Dutch State under article 3 of E-133, the timespan of the procedure of restitution of rights to former private owners under E-100 prompted
the NBI to postpone liquidation of enemy assets (possibly looted from original
owners, Jewish or otherwise) until the deadline of 1 July 1951 had expired. A
successful claim under E-100 trumped the property right of the Dutch State to
German enemy assets on the basis of E-133: the automatic transfer of ownership to the Dutch State of German assets ex E-133 could not block the restitution of property rights to private owners whose property had been looted by
German institutions between 1940-1945 on the basis of E-100.
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Following Section One of Article Two, apart from citizens of an enemy state,
individual civil servants who served the German civilian administration and
Dutch nationals accused of collaborating with the occupying German forces,
treason or membership of the Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging (‘National Socialist Movement’, or ‘NSB’) were also classed as enemy citizens, and, accordingly, their property was taken into custody by the NBI. However, treatment of
Dutch enemy citizens and their assets differed from that of German nationals
and other foreign nationals. Whereas assets of German and other foreign nationals classified as enemy citizens were expropriated and liquidated in order
to compensate for losses that the Netherlands suffered during the war, administration of the assets of Dutch citizens was a temporary measure. After former
NSB members, Dutch SS members and other Dutch nationals who had served
in the German army served their sentences, their properties were released. In
addition, when the NBI announced on 23 May 1949 that all people categorised
as enemy citizens under Section One of Article Two were no longer considered
enemy citizens, all the assets of this particular group of enemy citizens were
released.58
Importantly, as this study shows, as well as the Reich-German nationals,
German Jewish refugees, political refugees from German-controlled territories such as Austria and Sudetenland and naturalised Dutch citizens of German
origin were also categorised as German enemy citizens. Furthermore, analysis
of the requests and appeals against their enemy status by civilians classed as
enemy citizens indicated that Czechs, Hungarian, Belgians, Poles and Frenchmen and various other nationals were sometimes seen as enemy citizens, too.
Enemy status was given irrespective of a person’s place of residence or origin
and regardless of their political allegiance.
Enemy citizens had the right to object against their status at the Dutch Custody Institute, with the option to appeal at the Judicial Division of the Council
for the Restoration of Rights. Article 34 of Decree E-133 vested the authority in
the Dutch Custody Institute to issue a ontvijandingsverklaring (‘a declaration of
de-enemisation’) which released the petitioners from restrictions on their private assets. Like the interplay between E-100 and E-133, there was also interplay
between the de-enemisation procedures and the right of the Dutch State to liquidate seized enemy assets under E-133. As a matter of policy, the liquidation of
enemy assets was postponed until the de-enemisation procedure was finalised.
In practice, enemy assets were sometimes liquidated before the NBI or, following an appeal, the Judicial Division came to a final judgment. In that case, dis-

58 Nationaal Archief The Hague (NA), Archief van het hoofdkantoor van het Nederlandse Beheersinstituut
(NBI), (1944) 1945-1967 (1979), 2.09.49, inv.nr. 377.

Reparations

T

he confiscation of enemy property was considered a proper instrument
to claim reparations for war damages and to simultaneously diminish
Germany’s collective war debts.60 Initially, individual German na
tionals who lost their assets on the basis of E-133 were promised compensation
in the future. This compensation would not be paid by the Dutch government;
the Dutch authorities expected a future German government to compensate
its citizens for their losses. However, this promise was not backed by a peace
treaty or national legislation. The Law of 26 July 1951 that marked the official
end of the state of war between the Netherlands, the Bestemmingswet, did not
include a peace treaty that stipulated this promise. Right before the Netherlands ceased hostilities with Germany, on 20 July 1951 the Dutch State issued a
statute on the destination of enemy property. After the enactment of this law,
which is further discussed in Chapter 5, Germans and persons of several other
nationalities were no longer considered to be enemy citizens. According to Article 4 of the 1951 Statute, though, E-133 remained in force with regard to all
German enemy assets of which the ownership rights had already transferred
to the Dutch State by the operation of law.61 The revenues from the liquidation
of the confiscated enemy assets were allocated for general use, in particular to
help finance compensation for war damages. According to estimates presented

59 Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 188, 192, 298; Wouter Veraart, ‘The assets of the Schichts. The fate of
enemy property in the Netherlands and Switzerland between 1945 and 1952’ in: Gosewinkel, Holec,
Řezník eds., Eigentumsregime und Eigentumskonflikte im 20. Jahrhundert. Deutschland und die Tschechoslowakei im internationalen Kontext (Essen: Klartext Verlag, 2018) 351-372, 361.
60 Wouter Veraart, Expert Report, 17.
61 Wet tot het vaststellen van regelen met betrekking tot de bestemming van het vijandelijk vermogen
en wijziging van enige bepalingen van het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen, 20 July, 1951, Staatsblad No.
311.
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possessed owners could only request compensation for their liquidated assets.
Legal scholars Foskea van der Ven and Wouter Veraart have suggested that in
general the de-enemisation procedure was a time-consuming and painstaking
affair and effectuated in an arbitrary manner.59 It must be noted, however, that
this observation was based on a small selection of cases, all of which concerned
German nationals with considerable assets. This study is the first to analyse
hundreds of cases involving ordinary Germans and it investigates whether the
de-enemisation procedure was truly as time-consuming, painstaking and arbitrary as has been claimed.
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in the States-General in 1960, the confiscation and liquidation of German assets yielded at least 750 million Dutch guilders, the equivalent of billions of
euros today.62 This sum of money played a role in negotiations on financial
Wiedergutmachung between the Netherlands and the Bundesrepublik Deutschland
(‘Federal Republic of Germany’, or ‘FRG’), established in 1949, which, in 1960,
resulted in a final settlement known as the Ausgleichsvertrag, ratified by the
Netherlands in 1963. West Germany ultimately assumed the responsibility for
compensating deprived German nationals. In 1969, the FRG adopted a concrete law, the Reparationsschädengesetz, which enabled former German owners
to claim (fairly modest) compensation for any of their assets confiscated in the
Netherlands. Those who filed a claim for legal redress received only minor
compensation. Germany employed the principle of proportional distribution
and a degressive standard.63 According to this scheme, those who suffered severe financial losses were allocated comparatively less compensation than people who lost less. None of the applicants received full compensation for their
confiscated assets.
The confiscation of German enemy assets by the Dutch State was part of a
broader, inter-allied effort to rid former Nazi-controlled territory of all German economic influence and to diminish Germany’s war debt. The Paris Agreement of December 1945 stated that every allied country had to implement
measures with regard to enemy assets within its jurisdiction.64 These measures included the registration of all proceeds resulting from the confiscation
of enemy property. An international body, the Inter-Allied Reparation Agency
(IARA) was established to supervise the settlement of claims and mediate in
(international) inter-custodial conflicts, revolving around the liquidation of
enemy assets in more than one country. Furthermore, the Allies established a
distribution code for the allocation of reparations among the former occupied
territories. The Netherlands was entitled to keep up to 3.9% or 5.6% (depending on the kind of enemy property confiscated) of the total amount of Western
allied proceeds resulting from the overall liquidation of enemy property in all
formerly occupied territories. Proceeds above the 3.9 or 5.6% threshold were
to be transferred to the Allies and distributed proportionally among the other
countries.65 The IARA percentages played an important role in the post-war
debate among Dutch state officials on German enemy citizens and their assets.
Politicians and legal scholars agreed that the Netherlands should to be very
62
63
64
65

Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 196, footnote 128.
Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 235 footnote 272.
See Final Act of the Paris Conference on Reparation with Annex. Paris, December 21, 1945.
See Final Act of the Paris Conference on Reparation with Annex. Paris, December 21, 1945, Part 1,
Article 1.

Anti-German policies in neighbouring countries

D

utch post-war policies towards German nationals were not a new phenomenon. Several other European countries administered German
assets as enemy property during and after the Second World War.
Earlier during the First World War, many governments had enacted laws or
passed acts to prosecute, deprive and expel German nationals. For the Nether
lands, anti-German policies in neighbouring countries such as Belgium and
Britain might have been a particular source of inspiration. In fact, thousands
of Belgian Germans were expelled to the Netherlands over the course of the
First World War.67 In addition, only a few weeks before the First World War
came to an end, the exceptional Aliens Act of 12 October 1918 was issued by
Royal Decree, which gave the Minister of Justice absolute power over foreigners and Belgians who had been born as enemy citizens or aliens.68 German
Belgians were now considered second-rate Belgians, as were naturalised Belgians. Along with all foreigners, these ‘inferior’ Belgians had to report to local authorities, with 30,000 individuals doing so.69 German and Austro-Hungarian citizens were collectively exhorted to leave the country voluntarily. By
contrast, those who had served in an enemy army or had cooperated with the
occupying government were interned with a view to expulsion.70 Four groups
were exempted from expulsion because they had been loyal or neutral during
the war: (1) members of religious orders and closed orders, (2) German domestic servants who had resided in Belgium for a long time and were too old to
earn a living elsewhere or whose care was necessary for older individuals, (3)
German women of Belgian origin and, finally, (4) Germans born in Belgium
or who had resided in Belgium for a long time and who did not have any relationship with their country of origin.71 The wide definition of German enemy

66 Veraart, Expert Report, 24; Veraart, ‘The assets of the Schichts’, 359.
67 Frank Caestecker and Antoon Vrints, ‘The national mobilization of German immigrants and their
descendants in Belgium 1870-1920’ in: Panikos Panayi ed., Germans as Minorities during the First World
War: A Global Comparative Perspective (London: Routledge, 2014), 123-146, 140.
68 Caestecker and Vrints, ‘The national mobilization of German immigrants and their descendants in
Belgium’, 140.
69 Ibid.
70 Ibid., 141.
71 Ibid., 144.
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careful as to what should be considered enemy property in order to guarantee
that the proceeds would benefit the Dutch economy, rather than dealing it a
financial blow.66
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citizens and the plans to expel all German nationals after the German occupation are two clear points in which anti-German Belgian policies during the
First World War and Dutch policies after 1945 show a clear resemblance. These
repressive measures, though, did not yet involve depriving individual Germans of their private property. This was arranged in the Wet op de Sekwestratie
en de vereffening van de goederen der Duitse onderhorigen (‘Law on the sequestration
and liquidation of property of German subjects’) of 10 November 1918, ratified on 23 November 1921.72 The proceeds resulting from the confiscated assets
were considered compensation for the damage caused by the German occupier
during war. Archival research by Monika Triest and Guido van Poucke has provided insight into long-term procedures, financial arbitrariness and even terror.73 During the Second World War, Belgium was again occupied by Germany.
For a second time, the Belgian government went into exile, this time fleeing to
London. Here, they issued a law that prepared for sequestration after the liberation. When Brussels was liberated on 4 September 1944, all assets belonging
to enemy citizens (German, Japanese and to a certain extent Italian citizens)
were immediately put under administration of a newly established institute
for sequestration, the Dienst van het Sekwester.74 How many German nationals
and other individuals classed as enemy citizens were deprived of their assets
has not yet been studied.75
Besides Belgium, anti-German measures implemented in Great Britain
during the First World War might have also inspired the Dutch governmentin-exile in London. As was the case in the Netherlands before the outbreak of
the Second World War, Germans were the largest group of foreign nationals
in Britain on the eve of the First World War. Furthermore, both in the Nether
lands and Britain, a direct correlation between anti-German policies and future immigration policies can be demonstrated. In Britain, legislation initially
introduced as emergency legislation in 1914 as a result of widespread xenophobia and Germanophobia became fundamental for the development of immigration controls.76 Several Royal Decrees promulgated in London in the period
1940-1945 present evident similarities with British Acts enacted in the period
1914-1918. Orders under the Aliens Restrictions Act of 5 August 1914 affected

72 Monica Triest and Guido van Poucke, De oorlog na de groote oorlog. Anti-Duitse repressie in België na WOI
(Antwerpen: Uitgeverij Polis, 2015).
73 Triest and van Poucke, De oorlog na de groote oorlog, 267-272.
74 Rijksarchief Brussel, Archives du Service du Séquestre de l'Administration des Domaines 19191996, Dienst van het Sekwester (Tweede Wereldoorlog): ‘Verdachten’ en ‘Vijanden’: https://portal.ehri-
project.eu/units/be-006093-be_ara2_agr2_545_363. Last access 6 July 2019.
75 Correspondence with prof. Frank Caesteker, University of Ghent, 1 July 2018.
76 Panikos Panayi, The Enemy in our Midst. Germans in Britain during the First World War (Oxford: Berg Publishers Limited, 1991), 287.
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Panayi, The Enemy in our Midst, 60.
Panayi, The Enemy in our Midst, 136, footnote 14.
Ibid., 136, footnote 15.
Ibid., 138, footnote 23.
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many aspects of the lives of German nationals: this legislation closed down
German institutions and newspapers and ruined German communities in
Britain. It introduced an iron grip on the activities of enemy aliens. They could
not travel beyond their immediate area without official permission, could not
leave the country, were not allowed to change their names and could not participate in social activities with their countrymen.77
Trading with the Enemy Acts issued in the course of 1914 introduced
measures that affected German property in England. The original Act, also
proclaimed on 5 August 1914, forbade transactions with a person residing in
the German Empire. There was, however, no objection to British firms trading with German or Austrian firms established in neutral or British territory.
This initial liberal policy changed in the subsequent Trading with the Enemy
Act of September 1914 and the amendment to this act of 27 November 1914.
The government could now appoint inspectors to look through the books of
companies largely owned or controlled by persons in an enemy country and
businesses suspected of enemy trading. Custodians were created for enemy
property in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. All persons who held enemy
property or acted as trustees for enemy property had to return said property to
the custodian, while all sums which – had a state of war not existed – would
have been payable and paid by firms or companies to or for the benefit of an
enemy by way of dividends, interest, or share of profits were to be paid to the
custodian.78 Another amendment to the Act, of 29 July 1915, required the custodian to be notified of bank balances, deposits or debts due to enemies.79 On
27 January 1916, when the revised Trading with the Enemy Amendment Act became law, alien enemies were deprived of the right to trade in Great Britain.80
More measures against German business interests followed over the years. The
British government tried to lay its hands upon all German property within its
reach. By the time hostilities had ceased and the Peace Treaty was signed, the
government had been granted the right to retain and liquidate all German
property within the British Empire. The proceeds from this property formed a
fund from which part of Germany’s reparation payments could be recovered.
As agreed under the Treaty of Versailles, owners who suffered ‘involuntary
dispossession’ would receive compensation from the German government,
though they would not be able to reclaim former property in excess of £500.
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Information about the sale of their possessions could be obtained through the
German Office in London.81
During the Second World War, the Aliens Restriction Act and Trading with
the Enemy Acts were modified and reimplemented. Again, thousands of German nationals in Britain were deprived of their rights and property. Germany,
on the other hand, also seized assets as Feindvermögen (‘enemy property’) in
several European countries during the Second World War. In fact, on 24 June
1940, the German occupying administration issued a Decree on Enemy Proper
ty in the Netherlands. These special regulations classified civilians living in,
or originating from, one of the Allied countries, anti-Nazis and Dutch Jews
residing in Allied territories as enemy citizens.82 Dutch people living on what
the Germans perceived as enemy territory on or after 10 May 1940 were seen as
enemies as well. Their property was seized and taken into custody by a special
department, the Deutsche Revisions und Treuhand Aktien Gesellschaft (German Revision and Trustee Stock Company, ‘DRT’). In addition, attempts were made
by the German occupying administration to lay its hands on gold, silver, platinum, diamonds, foreign currency and foreign shares. Art and book collections
and companies, in particular those of Jewish owners, were also confiscated.83
A report of May 1944 gives an estimate of the scope of the assets confiscated as
Feindvermögen: 411 administrators were appointed for industry and trade businesses, 158 for banks and credit institutions, 69 for insurance companies, 27 for
minority participation in companies and 88 administrators for ‘miscellaneous’
enemy assets.84 It is estimated that the department for enemy property of the
DRT held custody over enemy assets worth 1.2 billion guilders.85
In contrast to international developments, the Dutch employed a very
broad definition of enemy property and enemy citizens. The Allies agreed to
restrict the definition of enemy property to foreign property belonging to Germans living in Germany.86 This narrow definition conflicted with the Dutch
objectives to confiscate all assets within the territory of the Netherlands belonging to enemy citizens as defined under Article Two, Section Two of Decree
E-133. In his study on the elite Eastern European Schicht family, Wouter Veraart concluded that the Dutch approach to enemy property was more radical

81 Ibid. 148, footnote 56.
82 Het Koninklijk Besluit Bezettingsmaatregelen 17 September 1944, Staatscourant 20 Sept. 1944 no. E
93, Lijst B, 17.
83 Gerard Aalders, Roof: de ontvreemding van joods bezit tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Den Haag; Sdu Uitgevers, 1999), 77, 82.
84 Aalders, Roof, 131.
85 Aalders, Roof, 131.
86 Wouter Veraart, ‘The assets of the Schichts’, 360, 371.

87 Ibid., 371-372.
88 Ibid., 371-372.
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and relentless than that of most other Western Allies, the Inter-Allied Reparation Agency and the neutral Swiss, who only very reluctantly cooperated with
the Western Allies.87 Britain, the USA and France sooner or later settled on a
limited, narrow definition of enemy citizens and enemy property. The Dutch
definition, by contrast, remained very broad, in addition to being both de facto
and de jure problematic.88 Most people affected by E-133 had no government to
turn to for some form of compensation until late in the 1960s, but more importantly, in some cases, their relationship with enemy state Germany was not
self-evident. Cases of Jewish refugees, Sudeten Germans, Austrian nationals
and residents of the city of Danzig discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 testify to this.
The debates amongst politicians and legal scholars about the validity and legitimacy of Decree E-133 are analysed in Chapter 5.

1.3 Marginalised minority

The (de-)enemisation and expropriation of German nationals by the Dutch
government post 1945 is a forgotten episode in Dutch post-war history. Nor
did the Dutch post-war policies towards German citizens get much attention
in German historiography on the aftermath of the Second World War either.
Although studies on the Second World War and its aftermath dominate Dutch
and German historiography, Dutch policies towards German nationals after
1945 are not included in the grand narrative of the (post-) war period. Historians
either overlooked the history of Germans in the Netherlands after 1945 or did
not wish to address the rather sensitive issue of German nationals being cate
gorically classed as enemy citizens. The evolution of Nazi Germany, the singularity of the Holocaust and the impact of the Nazi past on national identity
spark debates that continue to this day.89 The attempt to analyse, digest and
learn to live with the past, known as Vergangenheitsbewältigung, has resulted in
innumerable studies, yet the fate of ordinary German civilians affected by the
Nazi regime, or by European governments in the post-war period, is still a contested theme. Microhistories of individual experiences and intergenerational
trauma have only recently gained more attention. Websites launched by relatives of German expellees, such as Germans deported from the Netherlands,

89 For a historiographical overview, see: Reinhard Alter, Rewriting the German Past: History and Identity in
the New Germany. (New Jersey: Humanities Press, 1997); Egon Bahr, Der Deutsche Weg: Selbst Verständlich
Und Normal (Munich: Blessing, 2003); Stefan Berger, The Search for Normality. National Identity and the
Historical Consciousness in Germany since 1800. (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 1997); Karl Heinz Bohrer, Ekstasen Der Zeit. Augenblick, Gegenwart, Erinnerung (Munich: Carl Hanser Verlag, 2003); Martin Broszat,
Nach Hitler: Der Schwierige Umgang Mit Unserer Geschichte. (Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag,
1988); Norbert Frei, ed., 1945 Und Wir Das Dritte Reich Im Bewusstsein Der Deutschen (C.H. Beck Verlag,
Munich, 2005); Andreas Hillgruber, Endlich Genug Über Nationalsozialismus Und Zweiten Weltkrieg?
Forschungss Tand Und Literatur (Düsseldorf: Droste, 1982).

90 For example: http://www.operatieblacktulip.nl/, last visit 12 March 2019.
91 Hans Blom, In de ban van goed en fout? Wetenschappelijke geschiedschrijving over de bezettingstijd in Nederland
(Bergen: Octavo, 1983); Hans Blom, In de ban van goed en fout. Geschiedschrijving over de bezettingstijd in
Nederland (Amsterdam: Boom, 2007); Pieter Lagrou, ‘The Politics of Memory. Resistance as a collective myth in post-war France, Belgium and the Netherlands 1945-1965’ in: European Review 11: 4 (2003)
527-549.
92 Exceptions were the studies Kroniek der Jodenvervolging by Abel Herzberg and Ondergang by Jacques
Presser, published in respectively 1950 and 1965; Blom, In de ban van goed en fout, 128. Blom identified
a five-phase model. The fourth phase (1980s) and fifth phase (1990s) showed an increasing focus on
the fate of Jews, homosexuals, Roma and Sinti, Dutch East-Indians. Transnational history, as well as
histoire croisée, gained ground, challenging the geographical borders of historiography. Chronological frameworks were also critically revised (for instance diachronic conceptualisation, contemporary
history of wars and genocides) and – in particular – the multi-disciplinarity of research increased
(cultural history and cultural studies, gender studies, transitional justice, research on perpetrators
and criminology, media studies and digital humanities) resulting in new studies and new insights.
As a result of the rise of postcolonial studies, various studies were published about the events in
Surinam, the Dutch Antilles and the Dutch East Indies in the aftermath of the Second World War,
see for example: Lizzy van Leeuwen, Ons Indisch Erfgoed: Zestig jaar strijd om cultuur en identiteit (Amsterdam: Bakker, 2008) Ulbe Bosma, Terug uit de koloniën: Zestig jaar postkoloniale migranten en hun organisaties (Amsterdam: Bakker, 2009); Gert Oostindie, Postcolonial Netherlands: sixty-five years of forgetting,
commemorating, silencing (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2011). Notwithstanding all these
efforts, the history of the Netherlands as an empire has not been integrated in the national historical
narrative.
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testify to the growing desire for more historical research on post-war policies
towards German nationals.90
In the Netherlands, the size and state of the NBI archive is one explanation
for this historiographical hiatus. The NBI archives are a labyrinth and tracing
the paper trail of enemy citizens is a challenge for a number of reasons further
explained in Chapter 2. Another, more important factor, however, is the moral
dichotomy that characterised Dutch post-war historiography for decades. Normative accounts of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ and the strong conviction that Dutch
people collectively resisted German occupying forces pervaded Dutch society
and historiography. A mythical, self-confident image of nation-wide resistance
was the sole basis for the reconstruction of the national identity in the immediate post-war years.91 The experiences of minorities, including even the persecution and extermination of Jews, did not receive much attention until the
1980s and 1990s.92 Furthermore, anti-German sentiment prevailed in Dutch
society. Germans were seen and framed as occupiers, perpetrators and war
criminals; any attempt to frame a more nuanced depiction of Germans would
have challenged this widely supported idea of Germans as ‘bad guys’.93
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S

cholarly interest in Dutch policies towards Germans initially focused
on the deportation and annexation plans. In 1980, Melchior Bogaarts
was the first to publish an article about the expulsion of German nationals. In Weg met de Moffen (‘Out with the Krauts’) he addressed the parliamentarian considerations that led to the start and end of the deportations.94
Initially, the plan had been to deport all German nationals in the Netherlands.
This number was adjusted in 1946 to 17,000 Germans. Ultimately, ‘only’ fifteen
percent (3691 Germans) were deported: 3588 people to the British zone, 79 to
the American zone, 24 to the French zone and none to the Russian zone.95 In
1982, an article on the proposed border corrections followed.96 Bogaarts concluded that this plan also failed to bring about the desired results; only 69
square kilometres of land was annexed. More recently, Jan Sintemaartensdijk
and Yfke Nijland (2009), Marlou Schrover (2015) and Sophie Molema (2018)
have researched Operatie Black Tulip.97 Sintemaartensdijk and Nijland, as well
as Molema based their findings on interviews with relatives, highlighting
the fear and anxiety experienced by Germans who were arrested, interned

93 Directly after the end of the Second World War, the British and US occupation forces promoted
shame and guilt with a publicity campaign, which included posters depicting concentration
camps with slogans such as ‘These Atrocities: Your Fault!’ The most illustrative are the ‘Willing
Executioners’/’Ordinary Men’ debates as a result of studies by, amongst others, Götz Aly, Christopher
Browning and Daniel Goldhagen in the 1990s. But there are many studies that address Germans as
Täter (perpetrator) or bystanders. See also Jeffrey Olick’s work on the guilt of nations (2003, 2010). In
late 1990s, early 2000s, the idea that Germans were, or could be, victims, too, received more attention, see for example: Robert G. Moeller, ‘Germans as victims? Thoughts on a post-cold war history of
World War II legacies’ in: History and Memory: studies in representation of the past 17: 1-2 (2005) 147-194. See
also: Christina Morina and Krijn Thijs eds., Probing the limits of categorization: the bystander in Holocaust
history (New York: Berghahn Books, 2018).
94 Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Weg met de Moffen. Een studie naar de uitwijzing van Duitse ongewenste
vreemdelingen uit Nederland na 1945’ in: Politiek(e) Opstellen: Jaarlijkse uitgave van het centrum voor parlementaire geschiedenis van de juridische faculteit 1 (1980) 1-18; Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Weg met de Moffen. De
uitwijzing van Duitse ongewenste vreemdelingen uit Nederland na 1945’ in: Bijdragen en mededelingen
betreffende de geschiedenis der Nederlanden 96 (1981), 334-351.
95 According to Bogaarts, circa 25.000 German nationals were residing in the Netherlands in 1945. But
as explained in Chapter 2, there are no official sources on the exact number of German residents in
the Netherlands until 1947.
96 Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Land in zicht? Een schets van de ontwikkelingen rondom de Nederlandse plannen tot verwerving van Duits grondgebied en het tijdelijk beheer over Duitse economische hulpbronnen 1944-1963’ in: Politiek(e) Opstellen: Jaarlijkse uitgave van het centrum voor parlementaire geschiedenis
van de juridische faculteit 3 (1982) 1-19.
97 Jan Sintemaartensdijk & Yfke Nijland, Operatie Black Tulip: de uitzetting van Duitse burgers na de oorlog
(Amsterdam: Boom, 2009); Marlou Schrover, ‘The deportation of Germans from the Netherlands
1946-1952’ in: Immigrants & Minorities 33:3 (2015) 250-278; Sophie Molema, Wie is de vijand (Soesterberg:
Uitgeverij Aspekt, 2018). Furthermore, in 2014, an episode of Dutch television series Andere Tijden increased public awareness of the fate of (almost) expelled German nationals.

Legal historiography

T

he most detailed studies on the Dutch confiscation policies have been
conducted by legal scholar Foskea van der Ven. Firstly, her 1993 dissertation on the history of the island of Schiermonnikoog includes a
detailed overview of the legal steps taken by the dispossesed German Count
von Bernstorff.102 Her articles on the residence of the former German emperor

98 Schrover, ‘The deportation of Germans from the Netherlands’, 270.
99 Friso Wielenga, West-Duitsland: Partner uit noodzaak. Nederland en de Bondsrepubliek 1949-1955 (Utrecht:
Het Spectrum, 1989).
100 Loe de Jong, Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog 1939-1945 12:2 (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1989), 663.
101 Gerard Aalders, Berooid: de beroofde joden en het Nederlandse restitutiebeleid sinds 1945 (Amsterdam: Boom,
2001); English edition: A disgrace? Postwar restitution of looted Jewish property in The Netherlands (Leiden:
Brill, 2001); Gerard Aalders, ‘Organized Looting: the Nazi Seizure of Jewish Property in the Netherlands, 1940-1945’ in: Feldman and Seibel ed., Networks of Nazi persecution: bureaucracy, business, and the
organization of the Holocaust (New York: Berghahn Books, 2005), 168-188.
102 Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, chapter 8.
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and sometimes deported. Schrover, on the other hand, analysed parliamentary debates and newspaper articles, observing that the discourse shifted from
revenge to pity in a relatively short period of time – between 1945 and 1948.
Furthermore, she underlined the role played by a concerted effort of the press,
clergy and charitable organisations to acquit Germans of enemy status. Collective feelings of moral superiority, Schrover argued, ultimately outweighed
motives of revenge.98
The expropriation of German assets was first discussed in 1988 and 1989
by Loe de Jong and Friso Wielenga, respectively. Wielenga explained the confiscation of German property in the context of the restoration of bilateral relations between the Netherlands and Germany, arguing that, ultimately, political motives to restore these relations overruled financial interests.99 Loe de
Jong briefly discussed the Decree on Enemy Property and the expropriation
of German assets in the final volume of his magnum opus ‘The Kingdom of
the Netherlands during the Second World War’, Epilogue Part Two. He was
the first to point out the post-war injustices done to German Jewish refugees
in the Netherlands. He emphasised that the term ‘Jew’ did not appear in the
legislation formulated in London.100 The government did not distinguish between Jews and non-Jews. Post-war institutions of the Dutch administration
of justice did not use the term ‘Jew’ either, speaking of dispossession instead
of plundering or looting.101
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Wilhelm II, Huis Doorn, castle Cannenburgh and the estates of Nickolaus Fürst
zu Salm-Salm also highlight the effects of the Decree on Enemy Property.103 In
general, most studies on the history of legal redress come from legal scholars.
August Belinfante put the theme of restorative justice on the academic agenda
in 1978, and Wouter Veraart has recently published extensively on the postwar history of restitution.104
Since the 2000s, the history of legal redress has also been studied by historians. Peter Romijn paved the way for research on extraordinary jurisdiction and
public governance during and directly after the Second World War.105 Studies
by Martin Bossenbroek, Jeroen Kemperman, Joggli Meihuizen, Eelke Muller,
Hinke Piersma, and Helen Schretlen, amongst others, have examined restoration and restitution issues.106 Henk Eefting and Lou Heynens have published
two studies that can best considered popular non-fiction books on the confiscation of enemy property in the eastern and southern provinces of the Nether-

103 Foskea van der Ven, ‘De onteigening van huis Doorn: een hoofdstuk uit de Nederlandse geschiedenis’
in: Rechtsgeleerd Magazijn Themis: Tijdschrift voor publiek- en privaatrecht 162: 3 (2001) 67-81; Foskea van der
Ven, ‘Pacta sunt servanda ofwel enige opmerkingen over de confiscatie van de landerijen van Fuerst
zu Salm-Salm’ in: Groninger Opmerkingen en Mededelingen 27 (2010) 79-117; Foskea van der Ven, ‘De confiscatie van kasteel ‘de Cannenburch’ in 1945, in: Bijdragen en Mededeelingen/Gelre, Vereeniging tot beoefe
ning van Geldersche geschiedenis, oudheidkunde en recht 102 (2011) 229-252.
104 August Belinfante, In plaats van Bijltjesdag: de geschiedenis van de bijzondere rechtspleging na de Tweede
Wereldoorlog (Assen: van Gorcum, 1978); Wouter Veraart, Ontrechting en rechtsherstel in Nederland en
Frankrijk in de jaren van bezetting en wederopbouw (Deventer: Kluwer, 2005); Wouter Veraart and L
 aurens
Winkel eds., The post-war restitution of property rights in Europe. Comparative perspectives (AmsterdamAalen: Scientia, 2011); Wouter Veraart, ‘Between Justice and Legal Closure: Looted Art Claims and
the Passage of Time’ in: Campfens ed., Fair and Just Solutions? Alternatives to litigation in Nazi-looted art
disputes: status quo and new developments (The Hague: Eleven International Publising, 2014) 211-221.
105 Ido de Haan and Peter Romijn, ‘Nieuwe geschiedschrijving van de collaboratie: introductie bij het
thema’ in: Bijdragen en mededelingen betreffende de geschiedenis der Nederlanden 124:3 (2009) 323-328; Peter
Romijn, Snel, streng en rechtvaardig: politiek beleid inzake de bestraffing en reclassering van 'foute' Nederlanders,
1945-1955 (Houten: De Haan, 1989); Peter Romijn, Burgemeesters in oorlogstijd: besturen tijdens de Duitse
bezetting (Amsterdam: Balans, 2006); Peter Romijn, ‘Ambitions and Dilemmas of Local Authorities
in the German-Occupied Netherlands, 1940-1945’ in: De Wever, Van Goethem, Wouters eds., Local
government in occupied Europe (1939-1945) (Ghent: Academia Press, 2006), 33-66; Peter Romijn and Erik
Schumacher, ‘Transitional Justice in the Netherlands after World War II’ in: Wouters ed., Transitional
justice and memory in Europe (1945-2013) (Cambridge: Intersentia, 2014) 133-171; Peter Romijn, Der lange
Krieg der Niederlande: Besatzung, Gewalt und Neuorientierung in den vierziger Jahren (Göttingen: WallsteinVerlag GmbH, 2017).
106 Martin Bossenbroek, De Meelstreep. Terugkeer en opvang na de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Amsterdam: Uitge
verij Bert Bakker, 2001); Joggli Meihuizen, Noodzakelijk kwaad: de bestraffing van economische collaboratie
in Nederland na de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Amsterdam: Boom, 2003); Joggli Meihuizen, Smalle marges: de
Nederlandse advocatuur in de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Amsterdam: Boom, 2010); Eelke Muller and Helen
Schretlen, Betwist Bezit. De Stichting Nederlands Kunstbezit en de teruggave van roofkunst na 1945 (Zwolle:
Waanders Uitgevers, 2001); Hinke Piersma and Jeroen Kemperman, Openstaande rekeningen: de gemeente
Amsterdam en de gevolgen van roof en rechtsherstel, 1940-1950 (Amsterdam: Boom, 2015); Maarten-Jan Vos
and Serge ter Braake, Rechtsherstel na de Tweede Wereldoorlog van geroofd Joods onroerend goed (Amsterdam:
Boom, 2013).

107 Henk Eefting, De zaak Lasonder: een gerechtelijke dwaling van een Tribunaal (Soesterberg: Aspekt, 2016);
Lou Heynens, Geconfisqueerd als ‘vijandelijk vermogen’. Het dossier Limburgse kastelen. (Valkenburg aan
de Geul: Pons Mosae, 2013). See also: Marieke Oprel, ‘(On)eigenlijk Onteigend’ in: Kasteelkatern NKS
(2012) 14: 37, 4-7.
108 Wouter Veraart, ‘The assets of the Schichts’, 351-372.
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lands.107 The dispossession of ordinary German residents in the Netherlands
is, however, neglected. Most recently, the far-reaching consequences of the definition of ‘enemy’ as put forward in the Decree on Enemy Property have been
discussed in international and interdisciplinary studies. The German-English
volume Eigentumsregime und Eigentumskonflikte im 20. Jahrhundert, for example,
includes an article by Veraart on the fate of enemy assets in the Netherlands
and Switzerland.108 It stresses the effects of Dutch confiscation policies on the
property of one of the most financially powerful families in Eastern Europe,
the Schicht family. The experiences of ordinary German men and women in
the Netherlands, however, also merit analysis in a broader, international discussion on the dispossession of property and deprivation of rights. This was
the motive behind my decision to undertake this study on Dutch policies in
English, seeking to contribute to both Dutch and international historiography and strengthen debate amongst historians and other scholars beyond the
national framework.

1.4 Unhinging
the national frame

The history of German enemy citizens in the Kingdom of the Netherlands requires examination beyond national borders. The Decree on Enemy Property
affected Germans and other enemy citizens in both the Netherlands and its
overseas territories Suriname, Curaçao, the Antilles and the former Dutch East
Indies. Furthermore, many German nationals left the Netherlands to build a
new life in the the USA or Australia, for example, because they had lost their
residence or work permit. Others were forced to return to their place of origin in Germany. As the statistics presented in Chapter 3 illustrate, people all
over the world felt the consequences of their status as German enemy citizens
on the basis of Dutch legislation. Offices and agencies of the Dutch Custody
Institute in Brussels, London, Paris, New York, Paramaribo, Willemstad and
Batavia administered enemy assets outside the Netherlands.109
Policies towards foreigners resident in a country with which their state of
origin is at war were not a new phenomenon in or after the Second World War.
During the First World War, non-naturalised foreign nationals and Germans
in particular were seen as a threat. They were subjected to measures of registration, surveillance, internment and deportation. Great Britain was gripped
by Germanophobic hatred, and between September 1914 and November 1915,
thousands of Germans were interned.110 In Italy, enemy citizens with a foreign
nationality – especially Germans – were subject to restrictions on personal

109 Batavia had become Jakarta after the Japanese occupation in 1942, but despite Indonesia’s unilateral
declaration of independence on 17 August 1945, the Dutch continued to call the city Batavia.
110 Panikos Panayi and Trevor Wilson, ‘The enemy in our midst: Germans in Britain during the First
World War’ in: The International History Review 3 (1993) 597-599; Panikos Panayi, Enemy in our midst.
Germans in Britain during the First World War (Oxford: Berg Publishers Limited, 1991).

Citizenship between empire and nation

A

cademic interest in the history of enemy citizens and enemy aliens
focuses mainly on the First World War and civilian internment.114
When considering foreign nationals classed as enemies of state
during the Second World War, the fate of Japanese nationals and Japanese-

111 Daniela L. Caglioti, ‘Germanophobia and economic nationalism: government policies against enemy
aliens in Italy during the First World War’ in: Panayi ed., Germans as minorities during the First World War
– a global comparative perspective (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014) 147-171; Daniela L. Caglioti, ‘Why and how
Italy invented an enemy aliens problem in the First World War’ in: War in history 21: 2 (2014) 142-169.
112 Frank Caestecker and Antoon Vrints, ‘The national mobilization of German immigrants and their
descendants in Belgium’, 123-147.
113 Panikos Panayi, ‘Introduction’, in: Panayi ed., Germans as minorities during the First World War – a global
comparative perspective, (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014), xiv.
114 This review of the scholarly literature on the history of ‘enemy aliens’ and civilian internment is
based on Wünschmann, ‘Politics’, 4-5. I would like to thank Kim Wünschmann for her permission to
use this comprehensive overview in my study. For the First World War, see Daniela L. Caglioti, ‘Why
and how Italy invented an enemy aliens problem in the First World War’ in: War in History 21: 2 (2014)
142-169; Panikos Panayi, The Enemy in Our Midst: Germans in Britain During the First World War (Oxford
1991); Matthew Stibbe, British Civilian Internees in Germany: The Ruhleben Camp, 1914-18 (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2008). Worth mentioning are also, amongst others, Christoph Jahr,
‘Zivilisten als Kriegsgefangene: die Internierung von ‘Feindstaaten-Ausländern’ in Deutschland
während des Ersten Weltkrieges am Beispiel des Engländerlagers Ruhleben’, in: Rüdiger Overmans
ed., In der Hand des Feindes: Kriegsgefangenschaft von der Antike bis zum Zweiten Weltkrieg (Cologne, 1999),
287-321 and Jörg Nagler, Nationale Minoritäten im Krieg: ‘feindliche Ausländer’ und die amerikanische Heimatfront während des Ersten Weltkriegs (Hamburg: Hamburger Edition, 2000).
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freedom.111 Their property was seized, and in some cases, they became victims
of violence. On the other side of the Dutch border, in Belgium, where German
is an official language, people of German descent were arrested, i nterned and
sometimes even expelled.112 Not just in Europe, but also in Australia, New
Zealand and the United States, German minorities were affected because of
their German citizenship. In European colonies, German residents experienced public hostility that went as far as internment. In British and German
East Africa, the hierarchical division between Africans and Europeans as separate categories was challenged. For the first time, European colonising p
 owers
fought against each other with the support of African soldiers on African soil.
Both British and German governments hesitantly started to arrest enemy
aliens, targeting Europeans who, in some cases, had been living in the colonies
for decades, and of whom many held a prominent position in the colonial hierarchy. The arrest, and subsequent internment, of these people undermined the
paradigm of white prestige, overstepping racial boundaries that were central
to colonial thinking and practices.113
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Americans in the United States and Jewish refugees from Nazi Germany in
Britain have gained most attention from historians.115 Several studies investigate American measures against Germans, including German Jewish refugees,
and Italians, who were also classified as enemy aliens by the Presidential Proclamation.116 Academic interest in the colonial dimension is still scarce for both
the First and the Second World War.117 In Dutch overseas territories, foreign
nationals were also interned during the Second World War. German nationals in the former Dutch East Indies, Suriname and the Antilles were arrested
and interned as soon as the news of the German invasion of the Netherlands
reached the colonies. In the Dutch East Indies, almost 3000 Germans were arrested and interned.118 In Suriname, 82 German men, 45 German women and
35 German children were imprisoned. In Aruba, 200 German nationals were

115 On Japanese American internment, see, for example, Brian Masaru Hayashi, Democratizing the Enemy:
The Japanese American Internment (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Peter Irons, Justice at
War: The Story of the Japanese American Internment Cases (New York, Oxford 1983); Tetsuden Kashima,
Judgment without Trial: Japanese American Imprisonment during World War II (Seattle, 2003) and Greg
Robinson, By Order of the President: FDR and the Internment of Japanese Americans (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 2001). With regard to British enemy alien measures studies worth mention
are: David Cesarani, Tony Kushner eds., The Internment of aliens in twentieth century Britain (London:
Cass, 1993); Gerhard Hirschfeld ed., Exile in Great Britain: Refugees from Hitler’s Germany (Leamington
Spa, 1984); Louise London, Whitehall and the Jews 1933-1948: British Immigration Policy and the Holocaust
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Bernard Wasserstein, Britain and the Jews of Europe,
1939-1945 (New York: Clarendon Press of Oxford University Press, for the Institute of Jewish Affairs,
London, 1979).
116 Presidential proclamation 2525 of 7 December 1941, US Code Congressional Service 77 Cong. 1st Sess.
885. Stephen Fox, Fear Itself: Inside the FBI Roundup of German Americans During World War II. The Past as a
Prologue (New York, 2007); Arnold Krammer, Undue Process: The Untold Story of America’s German Alien Internees (London: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1997); Anne Schenderlein, ‘German Jewish ‘Enemy
Aliens’ in the United States during the Second World War’, in: Bulletin of the German Historical Institute
(GHI) (2017) 109; Lawrence Di Stasi ed., Una Storia Segreta: The Secret Story of Italian American Evacuation
and Internment during World War II (Berkeley Heyday Books, 2001).
117 See Sandra Barkhof, ‘The New Zealand occupation of German Samoa during the First World War,
1914-1918: Enemy Aliens and Internment’, in Manz, Panayi and Stibbe eds., Internment during the First
World War. A Mass Global Phenomenon (New York: Routledge, 2019), 205-226.
118 Almost 3400 civilians were interned in the West and East Indies. Figures compiled by the German
Foreign Office record 162 Germans captured in Suriname, 202 in the Netherlands Antilles and the
overwhelming majority some 3000 in the Dutch East Indies. International Committee of the Red
Cross Archives (ICRC) in Geneva, G 25, Carton 618, Foreign Office Merkblatt: Die Lage der Deutschen
in niederländischen Besitzungen (Stand Oktober 1940) compiled by German Foreign Office. I thank
Kim Wünschmann for pointing me to this source. De Jong speaks of 2,800 arrestees in the Dutch
East Indies, including 900 seamen. De Jong, Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereld Oorlog.
Nederlands-Indië; vol. 11a:1, 532. The overall number of Germans living in the Dutch East Indies according to the 1930 census was 6,867. Uitkomsten der in de maand november 1920 gehouden volkstelling Deel
II (Batavia 1922) 129, 257; Departement van Economische Zaken, Volkstelling 1930, Deel VIII. Overzicht
voor Nederlandsch-Indië (Batavia, 1936), 11. Maaike van den Berg, A German border crossing in a European
colonial community: The Deutsche Bund in the Dutch East Indies and its transnational sense of national belonging (1915-1940) [unpublished master thesis] (VU University of Amsterdam 2015), 67, 133. See also:
Wünschmann, ‘Politics’.

119 Liesbeth van der Horst, Wereldoorlog in de West: Suriname, de Nederlandse Antillen en Aruba, 1940-1945
(Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, 2004) 16.
120 Elizabeth Buettner, Europe after empire. Decolonization, society and culture (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2016) part two: Migrations and multiculturalisms in postcolonial Europe, 216-223,
375-388; Remco Raben, ‘A New Dutch Imperial History? Perambulations in a Prospective Field’ in:
BMGN-Low Countries Historical Review 128-1 (2013) 5-30.
121 Friso Wielenga, A History of the Netherlands. From the sixteenth century to the present day (London/New
York: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 2015) 236-240.
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arrested in the middle of the night and interned.119 In both the Eastern and
the Western overseas territories, German Jewish refugees were treated as
enemies and imprisoned, too.
Dutch historiography on the Second World War and the aftermath of this
war has a predominantly national focus. Most studies on this period take the
nation-state as their point of departure, neglecting the scope of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the impact of the colonial past on post-war and
present-day society. Imperial histories are only marginally integrated.120 Yet
the impact of empire on Dutch society and political culture, as well as the spatial, cultural and moral relationships deriving from the colonial connections,
played a significant role in Dutch post-war citizenship policies. The Second
World War changed old and defined new political, geographical and juridical borders. The restoration of bilateral relations with West Germany was, for
example, a direct effect of the decolonisation of Indonesia. Re-establishment
of trade with the FRG was intended to cover the loss of Indonesian resources.
In addition, Dutch initiatives for European cooperation and ultimately integration have been interpreted as a reaction to the demotion of the Netherlands
from a middle-sized to a small empire.121 The (re)construction of national
identity, citizenship and belonging was a pressing issue in this time of (post-)
conflict, transition and major migrations. The criteria formulated for the deenemisation procedure of German nationals proved to be a precedent for future integration policy.
Analysis of post-war history viewed through the lens of citizenship highlights the particular experiences of imperial, national, ethnic or culturally
defined minority groups. It allows for a critical analysis of Dutch politics of
citizenship towards Germans, unrestrained by national borders. Examining
the Netherlands’s geographic flexibility in classing German nationals on the
one hand, and the Dutch political and legal rigidity in defining Dutch citizens
on the other, The Burden of Nationality discusses the ways and extent to which
notions of citizenship defined Dutch post-war policies towards foreign nationals, and German nationals in particular. In addressing the biographies
of German nationals in the Netherlands and the Dutch overseas territories,
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and emphasising the different wartime experiences in the colonies, this study
rejects the established academic tendency to keep Western European nations
separate from their empires. The study thus aims to fight against the fragmentation of post-1945 Dutch history into a national history without its imperial
dimension. That said, this study commits its own sins of omission by b
 uilding
primarily on sources preserved in the Netherlands, excluding material in
Suriname or Indonesia that might also have been relevant. Although Germans
in the colonies were classed as enemy citizens years before Decree E-133 was
promulgated, this book necessarily favours cases of German nationals in the
Netherlands over cases of German nationals abroad, as the number of requests
submitted by Germans in the Netherlands outnumbers the small collection of
appeals from Germans of the former colonies. It was beyond the scope of this
research project to travel to Paramaribo and Jakarta to search for paper trails of
German enemy citizens in the overseas territories.
Still, this study makes a strong plea for scholars examining the aftermath
of the Second World War to pay more attention to national-imperial cases and
to include imperial histories in the Dutch national narrative and memory of
the Second World War. Clearly, an imperial approach is vital to understand
the practice of classifying civilians as German nationals or Dutch citizens.
When Germany invaded the Netherlands in May 1940, both the German Third
Reich and the Kingdom of the Netherlands were empires with strong imperial
orientations. As this study argues, the imperial dimension in particular shows
that sorting people along the line of citizenship and nationality results in institutionalised prejudices and cultural cleavages, and that nationally defined
notions of citizenship fuel attempts to sort people into friends and foes.

1.5 Sources and methodology

The Burden of Nationality is a historical study with an interdisciplinary character. Using a variety of primary and secondary historical and legal sources, the
study describes and explains how citizenship and nationality functioned as
mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion in Dutch policies towards German nationals in the Kingdom of the Netherlands after 1945. The analysis of requests
and appeals by enemy citizens found in the archives of the Dutch Custody Institute forms the foundation of this study. Other primary sources examined included case law, correspondence between the NBI and the Council for the Restoration of Rights, correspondence between the NBI and related institutions
and ministries, and parliamentary minutes. Both quantitative and qualitative
historical research methods were applied, as is explained in further detail in
Chapter 2 and 3. Historiographical studies, articles, newspaper clippings and
discussions amongst legal actors published in the legal magazine Het Nederlandse Juristenblad were used to interpret, analyse and contextualise the archival sources. Interviews with family relatives conducted for the case studies in
Chapter 4 complement the primary and secondary sources.

NBI archives

S

ince 1980, the archives of the NBI have been part of the collection of
the National Archives in The Hague. The Dutch Custody Institute was
a substantial bureaucratic apparatus with, at its height, 64 regional
offices and Vertegenwoordigingen (‘agencies’). Its Head Office was located in The
Hague, at the Neuhuyskade 94. Sub-offices existed in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Further agencies were established in cities such as Arnhem and Eind-
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hoven.122 To administer assets of enemy citizens who lived outside the Netherlands, the NBI also had offices in Brussels, London, Paris, New York and,
obviously, in Suriname, the Dutch Indies and on Curaçao. Policy documents
and periodical reports offer insight into the activities and modus operandi of
the NBI. Although it is one of the most significant institutions of Dutch postwar administration of justice, the institute has hardly received any scholarly
attention. Restrictions on public or scholarly access imposed by the 1995 Public Records Act and the 2000 Personal Data Protection Act can account for this.
On 1 January 2018, restrictions were lifted. Technically speaking, the NBI archival collection is a complex of archives. It includes, for example, the records
of the NBI Head Office, local offices, deposited archives of administrators and
personnel files. Correspondence between the NBI and various Ministries is
preserved, too. The NBI answered to a host of ministers, including the Ministries of Finance, Justice, Economic Affairs, Foreign Affairs and Overseas Territories and the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Policy. The ultimate
responsibility lay with the Minister of Justice. Minutes and letters show that
he frequently discussed the state of affairs with regard to legal redress policies
with the board of the NBI.
The bulk of the archival documents analysed and cited in this study is
made up by the so-called beheersdossiers, the records on the administration,
liquidation and restitution of enemy property held in trust. The main tasks
of the NBI were to detect, register, administer and liquidate the assets of
individuals a ccused of being political delinquents, traitors and enemy citizens.
These assets varied from stocks and shares to houses, companies and moveable objects. In addition to the administration of enemy property, the NBI
also made special provisions for the management of property of legal persons
and absentees, primarily Jewish civilians deported from the Netherlands and
murdered in the Holocaust.123 The NBI kept a beheersdossier on the status of
the (presumed) assets of every single enemy citizen, every person and a bsentee.
In total, over 150.000 records are preserved in the National Archives, of which
the total number of files on enemy citizens is uncertain. In some cases, all
information on an enemy citizen is collected in one file, whilst in other cases
there are two (or sometimes even more) files about one person. This hinders an

122 Victor van den Bergh, Henny van Schie, Inventaris van het dossierarchief van het Nederlandse Beheers
instituut (NBI), en van de in beslag genomen administraties, 1945-1967, version 31-05-2019, last access via
the website of the National Archives on 7 July 2019.
123 Over 100.000 of the 140.000 Jewish civilians that held residence in the Netherlands in 1939/1940 were
deported from the Netherlands. See: Katja Happe, Veel valse hoop: de Jodenvervolging in Nederland 19401945 (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Atlas Contact, 2018). There are no data on the exact number of files of
so-called ‘absentees’.

CABR archives

I

n the random sample, 25 enemy citizens were accused of membership of the
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (‘National Socialist German Workers’ Party’, or ‘NSDAP’) or of displaying symbols associated with the Nazi regime such as flags, swastikas or uniforms.126 They were investigated and interrogated by the police and the newly established political investigative services,
the Politieke Opsporingsdiensten (‘POD’), Politieke Recherche Afdelingen (‘PRA’) and

124 In 2017, students conducted a pilot study in the Minor ‘Digital Humanities’ at the Vrije Universiteit,
with promising results presented at the DH Benelux, 2018. See: Bob Steenmeijer, Angelique Schriever, Max Rensburg, David Rubens, Victor de Boer and Marieke Oprel, Linking Data on the Termination of
Enemy Status (research output). An example of one of the index cards is attached as appendix no. 2.
125 Marijke van Faassen and Marieke Oprel, ‘Paper trails to private lives. The performative power of card
indexes through time and space’ in: Nijenhuis, Van Faassen eds., Information and Power in History. Towards a Global Approach (London/New York: Routledge, forthcoming, 2020).
126 In the total dataset, 292 cards concerned enemy citizens who were either registered as member of the
NSDAP or accused of membership of the National Socialist German Worker’s Party.
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a ccurate calculation of the archival records on enemy citizens or enemy assets.
The information in the database of the National Archives is also incomplete.
The most exact source to gather statistical information on the composition of
the category of enemy citizens is the contemporary card-index system of paper
cards that accompanied the beheersdossiers. 23,960 paper index cards, stored
in alphabetical order in eighteen boxes, contain personal data such as name,
place of birth, place of residence and final verdict. With the help of student
assistants and volunteers, this database avant la lettre was digitised for statistical analysis for this project.124 The data on the cards allows for an estimation of
the size and heterogeneity of the enemy population, as Chapters 2 and 3 of this
study show. Furthermore, analysis of stamps and scribbles on the cards and
records reveal how enemy citizens were categorised and classified.125
In addition to queries on the dataset, a random sample of 237 cards and the
accompanying beheersdossiers was closely examined for style, format and content. The beheersdossiers include financial and accounting documents on asset
management and audits, including for example, reports on the status of assets confiscated as enemy property. More importantly, they contain (copies of)
requests by enemy citizens who appealed their status. In addition, testimonies
and personal statements enclosed in most beheersdossiers offer insight into the
lives of enemy citizens. The records thus prove a rich source to examine the
bureaucratic procedure of de-enemisation in detail, as well as the (long-term)
effects that enemy status had on people’s daily lives.
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the Politieke Recherche Afdelingen Collaboratie (‘PRAC’). Records of the interrogations and police and court reports are preserved in the Centraal Archief Bijzondere
Rechtspleging (‘Central Archive of the Extraordinary Judiciary’, ‘CABR’), which
contains files on citizens accused of collaborating with the occupying German
forces, treason or membership of the National Socialist Movement, ‘NSB’. This
archive is the largest, and most researched, archive on the Second World War
in the Netherlands. Like the archive of the Dutch Custody Institute, the CABR
archive is a complex of archives. It consists of smaller archives of local institutions that were related to the special jurisdiction. In the 1950s, kilometres of
files, registers, lists, reports and card systems were merged into a centralised
archive in The Hague. In 2000, the CABR archive was transferred to the National Archives. Many files include privacy sensitive information, which is why
access to records is only granted with the permission or after the death of the
person in question. Scholars are allowed to examine the archive for scientific
research, but only if they respect certain privacy rules.
In contrast to the NBI archive, the card index system of the CABR archive
has been completely digitised. In fact, the CABR archive is often used for pilot studies on the advantages and disadvantages of archive digitisation.127 Although progress has been made in recent years, research on the individual files
is still difficult. Not all index cards lead to a record, and not all records have
a corresponding index card. In addition, the index card system of the CABR
archive only provides the name of the person concerned. Names of witnesses,
judges or victims, for example, are not written on the cards. In this respect, the
cards in the NBI card index system offer more detailed information. In most of
the 25 cases of enemy citizens suspected of collaboration or treason, the documents in the accompanying CABR records overlapped in content with the NBI
records. The NBI seems to have worked closely together with the police services: key evidence and research findings were exchanged. All accompanying
CABR files were closely examined, but due to privacy restrictions imposed on
the CABR archive, analysis in this study exclusively refers to copies of police
and court reports found in the NBI records.

127 See, for example, the final report on project TRIADO, presented in May 2019.

Additional archives
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A

part from requests, appeals and in some cases sentences of enemy
citizens, stacks of policy documents were extensively studied to
analyse the implementation of the Dutch post-war policies towards
enemy citizens. Reports and correspondence in the archive of the NBI Head
Office were used to reconstruct the modus operandi of the NBI as discussed
in Chapter 2. The archive of the Council for the Restoration of Rights was examined on court rulings and other judgements that might have set the course
for the expropriation and restitution of enemy citizens. As further discussed
in Chapter 2, correspondence between the NBI and the Council found in both
archives revealed frustrations in the cooperation between the two related institutions. The archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Finances and the Ministry of Justice as well as minutes of the Dutch parliament
were examined for developments in policy making towards German nationals.
The archive of the Ministry of Justice in London, in particular, included valuable information on the realisation of the Decree on Enemy Property. Some
findings were ultimately not included in this study. Material on the extensive
discussion on the annexation of German territory and the status of German
nationals living in these areas was, for example, beyond the scope of the questions raised in this research project. Correspondence between the German
Embassy in the Hague and the Auswärtige Amt (‘Ministry of Foreign Affairs’) of
the Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn preserved in the Politisches Archiv des
Auswärtigen Amts in Berlin gives proof of German interest in German e nemy
property under Dutch jurisdiction. Most records date from the late 1950s and
1960s, when the Dutch negotiated Wiedergutmachung with the FRG. By that
time, the deadline for appeals against enemy status had expired. The only
option for dispossessed German owners was to submit a claim for compen
sation to the German government. Interestingly, records kept in the Politisches
Archiv des Auswärtigen Amts primarily concern cases of German nationals living
in Germany who had once owned property in the Netherlands. There are no
requests for restitution or compensation submitted by German nationals residing in the Netherlands. Documentation relating to these claims is presumably kept in regionally organised archives in Germany. In two of the cases discussed in Chapter 4, the cases of Jewish refugee Ruth Weil and Auslandspfarrer
Hans Fischer, records were found in Berlin. The Landesarchiv in Berlin holds
records on the restitution claim submitted by Ruth Weil. Correspondence and
other personal records of Hans Fischer are preserved in the Evangelische Zentralarchiv in Berlin. An overview of all archives referred to in this book is listed
in the bibliography.
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P

rimary legal sources analysed and referenced in this study included legislation established in London, treaties between the Netherlands and
West Germany and case law published in the legal magazines Rechts
herstel, Nederlands Juristenblad (NJB) and Tribunalen in Nederland en andere naoorlogsche Rechtspraak (NOR). It is important to emphasise that these legal sources
were critically examined using historical methods, rather than legal ones.128
The beheersdossiers, including testimonies and police reports that functioned as
legal evidence, were examined in this study as historical evidence or proof of
the de-enemisation procedures of enemy citizens. History involves a process of
interpreting the past based on evidence available in the present, including accounts inherited from earlier times. As a discipline, history claims a scientific
status through its careful use of sources and the weighing of evidence. Evidence, such as clues or proof, is thus a crucial word for the historian, as it is for
a judge, yet the concept of evidence is also contested. Documents presented or
preserved as evidence can be fake, can be authentic but unreliable or the information they provide can contain either lies or mistakes.129 In addition, a piece
of historical evidence can be either involuntary (like a footprint) or voluntary
(as is the case with a chronicle or a notarial act). In both cases, a specific interpretative framework is required to analyse how and according to what code the
evidence has been constructed or perceived.130 As Carlo Ginzburg concluded, a
sound historical reconstruction is impossible, but a purely internal reading of
the evidence, without any reference to its referential dimension, is also impossible.131 In the case of the beheersdossiers it is an unattainable goal to reconstruct
an enemy citizen’s wartime behaviour exclusively on the basis of the reports by
police officers and NBI employees. Concurrently, the testimonies and recommendation letters provided by enemy citizens themselves must be approached
with caution, too. Testimonies might be false and include lies; recommendation letters might have been written on request, or even drafted by the enemy
citizens themselves. However, whereas an NBI employee or a judge sometimes
dismissed this documentation as legally non-existent, individual testimonies
can turn out to be fruitful to the historian’s eye. They reveal motives, strategies and personal views, thus complementing the accounts and reports of state
officials. Even though it might be false evidence in the legal context of the
128 A legal historical analysis of the case law related to the Decree E133 is yet to be undertaken.
129 Carlo Ginzburg, ‘Checking the Evidence: The Judge and the Historian’ in: Critical Inquiry, 18: 1 (1991)
79-92, 83.
130 Ginzburg, ‘Checking the Evidence’, 84.
131 Ibid., 84.

1. The historian works on evidence.
2. Rhetoric is not his business.
3. The historian has to assume ordinary common-sense criteria for
judging his own evidence.
4. He must not allow himself to be persuaded that his criteria of truth
are relative, and that what is true for him today will no longer be true
for him tomorrow.133
Ginzburg argues that the first position has become less and less obvious, both
in itself and in its implications. The second statement seems impossible to accept, above all if we assume that the historian’s language has cognitive and not
merely rhetorical implications. The third position looks, according to Ginzburg, like a conscious provocation. Finally, he adheres to the rejection of relativism expressed so strongly in the fourth position – he regards this statement
as particularly important, and basically true. He does, however, suggest a distinction between truth as a regulative principle and criteria of truth. He also
proposes a simple analogy in this context; ‘neither the past and future developments of the language we speak, nor the existence of other languages, affect
our commitment to the language we speak or its grip over reality. Translata
bility and relativism are not synonymous.’134

132 Ibid., 90.
133 Arnaldo Momigliano, ‘Considerations on History in an Age of Ideologies’, in: Settimo contributo alla
storia degli studi classici e del mondo antico (Rome, 1984), 268; in the passage quoted above the numbers in
square brackets are by Carlo Ginzburg.
134 Ginzburg, ‘Checking the evidence’, 92.
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court room, for a historian, the documentation remains evidence or proof in
a historical sense.
In this study, I follow Carl Ginzburg’s view that the use of court records
does not imply that historians, disguised as judges, should try to re-enact the
trials of the past.132 In particular, I concur with his attitude towards the issues
of evidence and proof presented in his article Checking the evidence: the Judge and
the Historian, which he, in turn, based on the work of Arnaldo Momigliano. Momigliano expressed in four positions what he considered vital to the way in
which the historian works:
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G

inzburg’s concluding words on language are particularly relevant
to this study, in which language plays an important, and sometimes
even crucial role. First, because the contemporary wording and legal
and accountancy jargon in the sources constituted criteria and legal borders
for German nationals classed as enemy citizens. As explained before, the wor
ding of citizenship is an object of study in this research project. Second, because
terminology used in the 1940s and 1950s might have a different denotation or
connotation today. Third, sometimes handwriting or scribbles in the margin were undecipherable, leaving room for wide interpretation on the part
of NBI employees then, or historians nowadays. Fourth, linguistic skills and
command of the Dutch language, were a criterion in the de-enemisation and
integration procedures. And last, but not least, language was also sometimes
an obstacle in communicating the results of this study. Most sources cited or
quoted in this study are in Dutch or German and had to be translated into English. As translation is also an interpretive act, meaning may be lost (or overemphasised) in the translation process. The original quotations in Dutch or
German are therefore included in the footnotes.
The translation of the central term vijandelijke onderdaan into ‘enemy citizen’ requires some explanation. In the Anglo-Saxon tradition, historians employ the term ‘enemy alien’ to describe natives, citizens, denizens or subjects of
German, Italy and Japan who were considered enemies of the state in the First
and Second World War.135 However, the enemy status of German nationals
in the Kingdom of the Netherlands was not legally defined by their status of
alienage, but by their German citizenship and nationality. Furthermore, as
the definition of ‘alien’ in the Encyclopaedic Dictionary of International Law
points out with regard to English law: ‘the distinction between subject and
alien, based as it was on allegiance, came to be blurred by the drawing of a further distinction in time of war between alien ami (or friend) and alien enemy on
the basis of domicile rather than allegiance or nationality’.136 This distinction
between friendly aliens and enemy aliens is exactly what makes the term ‘enemy
aliens’ deficient for the analysis and historicisation of Dutch post-war policies
towards Germans in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The German nationals
central in this study were categorised as enemies of state regardless of political allegiance or place of residence. It was not allegiance or loyalty, but their

135 See, for example, aforecited studies by Daniela L. Caglioti and Panikos Panayi.
136 John P. Grant and J. Craig Barker, Encyclopaedic Dictionary of International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) 23.

Intersectional analysis

T

he NBI used index cards for data collection and information management on German nationals and other foreign nationals classed as enemy citizens. In this respect, the card index system provides a silent testimony of state power. The index also offers insight into the order established
by the creators of the records. Index cards are an efficiency-enhancing tool
used by administrators that are vital in order to gain insight into the relationship between information and power. The cards show which files are preserved
(and which are missing), how records are grouped with other documents and
what larger power system hides behind, or is protected by, the archives. As I discuss in Chapter 2 and 3, these cards reveal the categorisation of enemy citizens
by NBI employees and the hidden power structures of this categorisation. In
daily practice, the classification by nationality proved to be so general that NBI

137 Hannah Weiss Muller, Subjects and Sovereign. Bonds of Belonging in the Eighteenth-Century British Empire
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017) 6.
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status as (former) citizens of Germany that defined their status as vijandelijke
onderdaan. Aiming to emphasise and scrutinise how this citizenship status was
defined and applied in Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals, I
refer to vijandelijke onderdanen as ‘enemy citizens’. The emphasis on citizenship
also explains why I prefer ‘enemy citizen’ over ‘enemy subject’. ‘Subject’ is the
literal translation of onderdaan, but subjecthood is most generally the state
or condition of being a subject of a sovereign in monarchical societies. Like
the word ‘citizenship’, it implies that there is a larger community of belonging. With subjecthood, however, the community is one composed of subjects
rather than of citizens. The term ‘British subject’, for example, historically had
several, different meanings.137 Subject status was granted to members of all
social and political classes and to colonised peoples dispersed across the globe.
At times, it was intended to simply describe someone as the monarch’s subject, while at other times, it was used to denote a specific legal status distinct
from that of an alien, referring to all those who were subjects of the British
sovereign, regardless of whether they were of British origin. German nationals
classed as enemy citizens by the Decree on Enemy Property had not been subjects of a reigning monarch, but were citizens of the German Reich. This legal
status of citizen, but also the boundaries of subjecthood for immigrants from
the (ex-) colonies, which are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6, motivated
my choice to use the term ‘enemy citizen’ in this study.
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employees introduced several sub-classifications and categorisations. Stamps
and symbols serve as evidence of the dilemmas associated with implementing
the policy. Apart from nationality, the cards also contained people’s age, place
of residence, religion and sometimes class or gender.
To examine and identify the relationship between the various categories
on the cards, I approach the data on the index cards and the accompanying
beheersdossiers through an intersectional lens. Coined by black feminist scholar
Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989, intersectionality initially articulated the perception that ‘experiences of women of color are frequently the product of intersecting patterns of racism and sexism’.138 Today, as Roopika Risam articulates
clearly: ‘(…) intersectionality has come to signify the ways that oppression
manifests itself through multiple facets of identity that confer or withhold
privilege, unearned advantages that accrue to individuals on the basis of identities’.139 Intersectional analysis now also examines ‘additional axes of difference, resists binary logic, encourages complex analysis and, foregrounds
difference’ and thus looks beyond the race-class-gender triad described by
Crenshaw .140
While intersectionality has been defined and utilised in various ways, for
the purposes of this study I refer to it as a framework that focuses on the ways
multiple identity categories intersected and co-constructed one another at
the macro and micro levels to produce a broad range of different outcomes in
the de-enemisation procedures. I analyse, for example, the effects of occupation and religion on the judgements received by German nationals in the de-
enemisation procedures. I cross-examine the links between nationality and
gender, nationality and social benefits and between nationality, gender and
occupation. Property and wealth were not always clearly defined on the index
card, yet were important parameters for NBI employees in de-enemisation procedures and thus an interesting category for analysis as well. I also look at the
ways in which family composition was taken into account in the settlement of
cases. Thus, I apply intersectional analysis to survey the methods of categoris
ing and quantifying procedures that defined the differential, and sometimes
preferential, treatment of enemy citizens. Deployed in conjunction with other

138 Kimberlé Crenshaw, ‘Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against
Women of Color’, Stanford Law Review 43 (1991) 1241-1299, 1243.
139 Roopika Risam, ‘Beyond the Margins: Intersectionality and the Digital Humanities’ in: Digital
Humanities Quarterly 9: 2 (2015) Open Access via: http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/
vol/9/2/000208/000208.html.
140 Risam, ‘Beyond the Margins’. See also: Kathy Davies, ‘Intersectionality as buzzword. A sociology
of science perspective on what makes a feminist theory successful’ in: Feminist Theory 9: 1 (2008) 6785 and Helma Lutz, Maria Teresa Herrera Vivar & Linda Supik, Framing Intersectionality. Debates on a
Multi-Faceted Concept in Gender Studies (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011) 1-21.

Interviews

A

part from the NBI and other State archives, this study also uses private archival collections and oral histories. In historiography, lifestory narratives have gained an important role since the establishment of “oral history” and the “history from below” in the 1970s and 1980s.
Especially in the field of transitional justice, the usefulness of testimonies has
increasingly been asserted.141 Rather than gathering evidence about specifics
of the past, oral histories often derive their values from the way in which interviewees remember and express their experiences, how people compose
narratives about the past and the ways in which memory is socially, culturally
and mentally constructed. Interviewees’ accounts enable historians to recover
‘lost’ aspects of history, challenge historical knowledge and provoke dialogue
about the past. It is more of a means to engage with experiences, subjectivity
and historical imagination of eye witness participants in events of the past
than a method or quest for objective eye-witness accounts. It is important to
note that also in this study, the interviews serve mainly as an extra source of
historical information. Valuing the memories of others is important for developing a discerning memory.142 Memory plays a vital role in the formation and
maintenance of one’s own past and the past of a collective people or nation.143
However, memory is framed and modified over time, as well as being highly
susceptible to distortion and error. As Selma Leydesdorff has argued in many
of her studies on oral history: every interview, even if it is short, also contains
other moments and life experiences after the events. As such, any suggestion
that interviews create a ‘true’ picture ignores the fact that memories constantly

141 Nicole Immler, ‘Individual Desire or Social Duty? The Role of Testimony in a Restitution Procedure:
An Inquiry into Social Practice’ in: Adler and Leydesdorff eds., Tapestry of Memory: Evidence and Testimony in Life Story Narratives (New Brunswick: Transaction Publisher, 2013) 219-236.
142 Dominick, LaCapra, Writing History, Writing Trauma (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001) 91.
143 Daniel M. Bernstein, Veronika Nourkova and Elizabeth F. Loftus, ‘From Individual Memories to Oral
History’ in: Advances in Psychology Research 54 (2008), 157-181.
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methodological tools, intersectional analysis of the NBI archives enhances
the understanding of politics and in particular hidden power differentials of

governance through legislative and judicial action.
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change and adapt to master narratives. The reality of the past is always presented under layers of new context.144
During the period 2015-2019, more than fifty people contacted me to share
their family histories. Many were willing to talk openly about their lives and
I conducted about twenty life history interviews. The interviews were informal, conversational interviews, in order to remain as open and adaptable as
possible to the specificities of the case and the interviewee’s nature, memories
and priorities. Varying between the ages of 40 and 90, interviewees reflected on
the role that enemy status played in their upbringing and family life. In this
respect, the interviews supplement the personal data in the reports and questionaires drafted by NBI employees I found in the beheersdossiers. They produce
detailed information about personal feelings, perceptions and opinions of the
former enemy citizens and their offspring. Furthermore, personal anecdotes
and family photos sketch a picture of the character of the German men and
women who appealed their enemy status.
After analysing the interviews and accompanying NBI records, I selected
ten case studies for Chapter 4. The selection illustrates the diversity of experiences of the German minority in the Kingdom of the Netherlands and reflects
the different effects of enemy status on children, grandchildren and family
relatives. The interviews were used to investigate the biographies of Germans
classed as enemy citizens. They are, thus, not employed as testimonies to validate or verify the evidence in the NBI archives. The oral histories give particular insight into the short-term and long-term effects of enemy status on
the daily lives of the people portrayed in this study. In follow-up conversations, the children, grandchildren and other relatives confirmed that telling
their story had been a positive experience. Although painful memories from
the past were sometimes recalled, in addition to related personal traumas, respondents were all eager to participate.
At the participants’ request, the conversations were not recorded on (video)
tape. As the interviewer, I took extensive notes, which I transcribed into a manuscript that was seen and approved by the people involved. All participants
signed a consent form, which included an option to remain anonymous. The
consent forms were handed in to the Ethical Review Board of the Faculty of
Humanities of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

144 Selma Leydesdorff, ‘Oral History, trauma and September 11, comparative oral history’ in: Pierre ed.,
September 11th-12th: the individual and the State faced with terrorism (Paris: Hermann, 2013) 141-159, 147. See
also: Nanci Adler and Selma Leydesdorff eds., Tapestry of memory: evidence and testimony in life-story narratives (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2013).

1.6 Outline of the study

This study adopts a thematic approach. Together, the chapters offer a multifaceted overview of the history of German enemy citizens in the Netherlands by
highlighting the different actors, stakeholders and institutions that d
 efined,
implemented or challenged the Decree on Enemy Property. Chapter 2 introduces the Dutch Custody Institute and its archives. It discusses the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property and the modus operandi of the NBI. As
I argue in this chapter, the NBI archives not only disclose many accounts, but
also reveal different, fragmented stories and histories that provide new, sometimes competing, insights into the confiscation policies. When a pproached as
both a container of narratives and a literary, narrative device, the NBI archives
display tensions and discrepancies that raise the question whether the Decree
on Enemy Property was a means of delivering justice.
Chapter 3 discusses the categorisation and classification of the enemy
population in the Netherlands. Nationality determined enemy status, yet in
the de-enemisation procedure enemy citizens were also sorted out and classified by ethnicity, race, class, religion, gender and occupation. Operationalizing
intersectionality as an analytical framework, the chapter answers questions
about the differential treatment of German, Austrian and, for example, Italian
enemy nationals, preferential treatment of women, as well as unequal treatment of Jewish refugees from Germany.
In Chapter 4, the central theme is the impact of enemy status on the daily
life of those declared enemy citizens and their children and grandchildren.
Ten biographies are presented, showing the diversity of experiences of the
heterogeneous German minority in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Here,
in addition to Chapter 2, I further unravel the status and power of the NBI
archives as a container of narratives and object an sich. Apart from police reports
and testimonies on the behaviour of enemy citizens during and after the war
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that were kept in the NBI archives, private archives and conversations with
family relatives are also examined to analyse the effect of the enemy status on
enemy citizens and their offspring. Personal correspondence, testimonies and
photos complement the bureaucratic NBI reports.
Chapter 5 questions the validity and legitimacy of the Decree on Enemy
Property. Analysing legal magazines and minutes of parliamentary meetings,
I discuss the most important themes in contemporary debates amongst various political and legal actors on the interpretation and implementation of the
Decree. Furthermore, I examine to what extent the Decree on Enemy Property
conflicted with international law. I also evaluate whether the Dutch policies
towards German nationals did justice to the title rechtsherstel (‘restoration of
rights’).
Finally, Chapter 6 answers the main question asked by this study: how citizenship functioned as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion in Dutch policies towards German nationals. Here I return to my hypothesis that notions of
German citizenship functioned as a mechanism of exclusion, whilst notions of
Dutch citizenship acted as a mechanism of inclusion. I contextualise Dutch citizenship policies towards German nationals by exploring citizenship policies
towards collaborators, postcolonial migrants and guest workers. The chapter
closes with some overall conclusions that may be drawn on the basis of the material presented and discussed in this study.

2
ALONG AND
AGAINST
THE ARCHIVAL
GRAIN

‘Some windows were broken and pigeons had found
their way into the storage rooms. The records, and
sometimes even documents within the records, were
befouled with pigeon excrement. Some pigeons had not
managed to find their way out again; in and between
the files, the remains of dead pigeons were found.
Explaining the unpleasant smell in the archive rooms.’145
– Henny van Schie (2013)
‘The archive is dead, long live the archive!’146
– Charles Jeurgens (2017)

145 Henny van Schie, ‘Het archief van het Nederlandse Beheersinstuut: de verwerving’ in: Gijs Boink ed.,
Een kapitaal aan kennis: Liber Amicorum Sierk Plantinga (Voorburg: Stichting Uitgeverij Clinkaert, 2013)
167-170, 170.
146 Title inaugural lecture Charles Jeurgens, professor in Archival Science (2017).

Introduction

This chapter is about the written and printed traces of German enemy citizens
in the archives of the Dutch Custody Institute. It looks at the information the
archives disclose about enemy citizens, discusses the implementation of the
Decree on Enemy Property and reconstructs the methods of the Dutch Custody Institute. Furthermore, it discusses and questions the NBI archives as a historical and legal source. Institutions create archives to capture, classify, manage and store documents and activities. However, as consecutive professors
in archival science Eric Ketelaar, Theo Tomassen and Charles Jeurgens have
argued, archives are more than means of production, or the result of production.147 They are also instruments of accountability and justification. Archives
are used to lay bare facts, and to help reconstruct the past.148 Thus, archives
have power, in the sense that they preserve texts that represent power and,
more importantly, because they store records: evidence that something has
happened. Charles Jeurgens named this ‘the power of the selective bureaucratic state archive’.149 As archives of a governmental body, the NBI archives are, in
this respect, no different from any other state archive. The records emerged as
instruments of accountability and justification in the process of implementing the Decree on Enemy Property, both for enemy citizens and NBI employees. Today, the archives are proof of widely unknown government policy and
practice, as both a repository of historical source material and a result of gov-

147 Eric Ketelaar, Archivalisering en archivering. Inaugural lecture at the University of Amsterdam (UvA)
(Alphen aan den Rijn: Samsom, 1998); Theo Thomassen, Archiefwetenschap, erfgoed en politisering.
Inaugural lecture at the UvA (Amsterdam: Vossiuspers, 2010); Charles Jeurgens, Het archief is dood, leve
het archief! Inaugural lecture at the UvA (Amsterdam: AHM, 2017).
148 See also Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past. Power and the Production of History (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1995), 26.
149 Jeurgens, Het archief is dood, leve het archief!, 9.
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ernment action. They are not just sources of data to be mined by historians
or other researchers, but also more than the sum of their parts – instruments
of political actions, implements of state formation (‘technologies of rule’) and
sites of social struggles. Analysing the NBI archives along and against the
archival grain, using traditional methods and digital tools, the political line
of reasoning and the modus operandi of the Dutch post-war administration of

justice unfolds – in all its inconsistency and arbitrariness.
Semantically, the term ‘archives’ has a dual meaning. First, it denotes a
collection of objects (often, but not exclusively documents) analysed for their
content. Second, it refers to a place where historical records are stored, a politicised and contingent (state) institution that houses said documents or objects.150 In addition, archives are conceptualised as ‘the presence of the past
in the present’.151 Socially and culturally speaking, archives are repositories of
memory, knowledge and (power) relations found in the heads and hearts of
people and cemented in policies, organisational rules and, in common-sense
everyday knowledge.152 In this chapter, the term ‘archives’ refers to the first
definition, an accumulation of documents and historical records produced
by, or drawn up for, the Dutch Custody Institute. In my examination of the
NBI archives, however, I employ a multi-faceted definition of archives. I argue
that the archives must be conceptualised as both a container of narratives and
a literary, narrative device. On the one hand, the archives hold reports and testimonies on enemy citizens’ daily lives and wartime behaviour, which include
life stories of a very heterogeneous, diverse minority in the Netherlands. They
are a repository for political and legal documents, personal testimonies, strategies of survival; a depot of individual accounts of war. On the other hand, the
NBI archives are an object an sich. They reflect the work and priorities of the
NBI administrators, post-war power structures, archival practices, and gover
nance. When approached by the historian as a narrative device, a narrator or
protagonist that voices life stories, views and practices, the archives offer many
different stories and questions. The inscriptions in the margins, together with
the stamps and the codes on the documents, present a story of bureaucratic
inconsistency, administrative chaos and post-war arbitrariness. The records
and files echo the personal convictions and uncertainties of NBI employees,
defective reasoning, misunderstanding and miscommunication. Notes writ-

150 Kirsten Weld, Paper Cadavers: The Archives of Dictatorship in Guatemala (Durham: Duke University Press,
2014), 13.
151 Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977); Gloria
Wekker, White innocence. Paradoxes of colonialism and race (Durham and London: Duke University Press,
2016), 19.
152 Wekker, White innocence, 19.

153 Some results have been previously published in: Marieke Oprel, ‘The Archive as Narrator? Narratives
of German ‘Enemy Citizens’ in the Netherlands after 1945’ in: Adler, Ensel and Wintle eds., Narratives
of War. Remembering and Chronicling Battle in Twentieth-Century Europe (London/New York: Routledge,
2019) 51-63.
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ten in the archive’s margins, oblique to official prescriptions, reveal what the
NBI employees thought and experienced. In addition, the form and style of
the documents, and the order in which they were grouped and preserved, helps
us to understand why and how the archives came into being. As this chapter
demonstrates, the archives disclose and reveal many different, fragmented stories and histories. The records highlight the experiences of German nationals
and the consequences of enemy status for German nationals in the Netherlands, but also raise the question whether the Decree on Enemy Property was
a means of delivering justice. The tension and discrepancy in and between the
individual accounts and the political and legal documents challenge historians
to come to new, sometimes competing, insights.153

2.1 The implementation of the
Decree on Enemy Property

By the time that the Dutch Custody Institute started in August 1945, almost
a year had passed since the promulgation of the Decree on Enemy Property.
The political vacuum in the wake of the liberation of the southern parts of the
Netherlands in Autumn 1944 and the German capitulation in May 1945 was
filled by the Militair Gezag (‘Military Authority’, ‘MG’). The Military Authority
was established in January 1943 in response to the martial law imposed by the
occupying German forces. Torn apart between Dutch interests and Allied demands on the one hand, and the German occupier who still held control over
the central and northern provinces of the Netherlands in 1944 on the other
hand, the MG faced the difficult task of taking the first steps in the process
of restoration and reconstruction. On 8 December 1944, an additional Militair
Commissariaat voor het Rechtsherstel (‘Military Commissariat for the Restoration
of Rights’, ‘MCRH’) was installed to carry out the tasks assigned to the future
Council for the Restoration of Rights and Dutch Custody Institute. This included the implementation of the Decree on the Restoration of Legal Relations
and the Decree on Enemy Property. Plaatselijke Militaire Commissarissen (‘Local
Military Commissioners’) were appointed to oversee the process of legal redress. Loe de Jong and Dirk Schoonoord have provided a detailed overview of
the activities of the MG, which was initially to be disbanded on 1 September
1945 but would eventually continue until 4 March 1946.154 How the MG enforced the Decree on Enemy Property is, however, barely explained in these
studies.

154 Loe de Jong, Het koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Het laatste jaar Vol 10:1 (The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1980); Dirk C.L. Schoonoord, Het ‘Circus Kruls’: Militair Gezag in Nederland, 1944-1946
(Amsterdam: NIOD, 2011).

The first set of instructions

155 Staatscourant no. 2, 17 March 1945; no. 103 2 November 1945, no. 130 11 December 1945.
156 Leidraad voor de toepassing van het Besluit Herstel Rechtsverkeer en het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen door het
Nederlandsche Beheersinstituut 1945, 9.
157 Copies of Leidraad 1945 and 1946 have been preserved in the NA, Archive of the States-General,
2.02.28, inv. 1781.
158 Leidraad (1945), 43; Leidraad (1946), 20.
159 Leidraad (1945), 43: ‘[…] eenieder, die inlichtingen of aanwijzingen kan verschaffen omtrent de hier
bedoelde goederen van vijandelijke onderdanen, van N.S.B.-ers of andere landverraders, verplicht
is hiervan onmiddellijk aangifte te doen bij het bureau. […] Art. 44 E133 stelt het nalaten van de
aangifte als misdrijf strafbaar met een gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste 4 jaren of geldboete van ten
hoogste vijftigduizend gulden.’
160 Leidraad (1945), appendix no 5 Instruction form BIII, 43.

T H E I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F T H E D E C R E E O N E N E M Y P R O P E R T Y

A

nnouncements on the implementation of the Decree on Enemy
Property initially took place via the media. In the Staatscourant
(‘Government Gazette’) of 17 March 1945, 2 November 1945 and 11
December 1945, respectively, the obligation for German nationals to declare
all goods was published.155 Changes in the implementation of the Decree on
Enemy Property, the management of confiscated property or the NBI staff in
subsequent years were also published in national and local newspapers. Local Military Commissioners had to ensure that the government’s orders were
announced in local press.156 Guidelines to inform and instruct the local Military Commissioners are found in the pamphlet Leidraad voor de toepassing van het
Besluit Herstel Rechtsverkeer en het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen, published in 1945
and revised in 1946.157 Here the obligation for enemy citizens to declare their
assets either to the Dutch Tax Authorities, or to the office of the nearest local
Military Commissioner, is explained in further detail.158 Special forms were
circulated for this purpose. Banks and other institutions with German or other
enemy assets in trust were also asked to declare goods, facing (undefined) fines
if they failed to do so. In addition, fellow citizens were summoned to report
potential enemy property. The Leidraad indicates that the implementation of
the Decree on Enemy property was considered a collective action.159 Everyone who could supply information on assets of enemy citizens was obliged to
immediately declare these goods at the NBI. Refraining from this obligation
would lead to up to four years of imprisonment or a fine of fifty thousand guilders. Mayors, amongst others, were instructed to communicate the obligation
to their community. The appendix of the Leidraad included special instruction
forms drafted by the MG for mayors to circulate in their municipality and to
inform ‘the public’ of its duties.160
The Leidraad of 1945 indicates that, in the pre-NBI period, the MG dele
gated the organisation of immoveable and moveable enemy assets to munici-
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pal bureaus.161 In early August 1945, these tasks were transferred to NBI bureaus and agencies. Stock-taking, registration and management of declared
enemy assets was thus organised on a local level. One would expect that a
document titled ‘Guidelines’ would include clear instructions enabling the
historian to easily reconstruct the first phase of the process of legal redress, but
the opposite is true: the Leidraad seems to have been written for insiders only.
In rather woolly language, it explains various ways of processing and adminis
tering enemy property and the way the Decree on Enemy Property relates to
other Royal D
 ecrees. The Decree identified three types of enemy property:
(1) property belonging to an enemy state or an enemy citizen, (2) property
belonging to an NSB member or equivalent Dutch collaborator with the
Germans, (3) property belonging to citizens under arrest.162 It also authorised
the NBI to appoint administrators for property of afwezigen (‘absent persons’),
for example, deported Jewish civilians who did not return from the concentration camps. The property of suspended legal persons and the property of
unknown owners was administered by the NBI, too.
The assets varied enormously in scale and scope: from cutlery, books,
paintings and clothes to complete households, companies, shares and even
real estate and actual estates. To administer the great variety of enemy assets,
Leidraad subdivided the assets into three categories: (a) bank accounts, paper
money and shares (b) business- or private property, (c) valuable objects, such
as paintings or sculptures. The first category was administered by banks, and
the second type of object was placed under the custody of an administrator or
accountant by the municipal bureaus. Valuable assets were stored in repositories of museums. All declared assets had to be registered as enemy property,
categorised, valued and assigned a number. The guidelines specifically underlined that the administered assets must not be sold. In the case that liquidation should take place, the local MC or MCRH (later the NBI) made the final
judgement call.163
The deadline for the declaration of enemy assets was 1 January 1946. This
explains the absence of declaration forms in the Leidraad of 1946. Of course,
not all enemy assets had been reported by that time. Assets of enemy citizens
abroad were often declared later; in general, several records include later notes
on presumed enemy assets made by institutions. Another question is whether
enemy citizens directly declared all their assets as enemy assets. Some might
have tried to hide part of their personal belongings. When the NBI discovered

161 Leidraad (1945), 40-41.
162 Ibid., 8-9.
163 Ibid., 41.

Open to interpretation

T

he 1945 and 1946 versions of the Leidraad provide insight into the cooperation between the MG, later NBI, and local municipalities. In addition, the booklets discuss the categorisation of different assets and the
different types of administrators and reveal practical details, like the salaries
of administrators. Nonetheless, it is difficult to deduce what the administration of enemy property actually entailed. At first sight, the forms and contracts
in the appendix provide a detailed overview of the tasks of the administrators
and accountants responsible for confiscated enemy property. But closer analysis shows that the instructions are open to wide interpretation. In the section
‘task and responsibilities of the administrator’ of the Leidraad of 1946 we read,
for example, that enemy property had to be managed with utmost precision
and meticulousness.164 Administrators were supposed to maintain and manage the allocated assets. During the period of administration, the original
owner no longer held any authority over the assets. However, the administrator was not entirely free to do as he pleased. He was entitled to take actions that
were considered part of normal operational management, the daily affairs.
All other actions, such as sublease, renovations, purchases or sales, required
approval of the MCRH/NBI.165 The supervision and management of farms
and agricultural companies was outsourced to the Provincial voedselcommissaris
(‘Provincial Food Commissioners’, ‘P.V.C.’).
How the administrators were recruited is not mentioned in the Leidraad.
The decision-making process with respect to the persona of the administrator
remains a puzzle. In some cases, a neighbour was appointed to manage enemy
assets, whilst in other cases an established lawyer handled the confiscated as-

164 Leidraad (1945), 32. Leidraad (1946), 67: ‘Het is de taak van den beheerder zorg te dragen voor de instandhouding en het beheer van het hem toevertrouwde vermogen. Hij dient hierbij de zorgvuldigheid en nauwkeurigheid van een goed beheerder in acht te nemen. Gedurende den tijd van zijn
beheer worden de bevoegdheden van den eigenaar van zijn beheerde vermogens en van andere tot
beheer van dat vermogen bevoegde personen opgeschort.’
165 Ibid.
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that assets had been withheld, these were still taken into custody. The NBI
tried to monitor the administration of enemy assets in detail. Banks were
asked to give quarterly updates on the financial status of enemy citizens, after
which the NBI compared the bank’s records with its own. Certified accountants were asked to inspect the records regularly; the enormous stacks of receipts and bank statements kept in the archives testify to this.
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sets. On what criteria the administrators were assessed is unclear, but we do
know exactly who was not allowed to be an administrator. The MG and NBI
preferred avoiding conflicts of interests, for example, in case of divorce or inheritance. Married women and family relatives were therefore considered ‘undesirable’ as administrators.166

166 Leidraad (1945), 12; Leidraad (1946), 22: ‘In het algemeen is het niet gewenscht om een getrouwde vrouw,
een gezins- of familielid met het beheer te belasten. Mocht dit in een bijzonder geval toch voorkeur
verdienen, dan kan zulks geschieden, mits aan het Militair Commissariaat voor het Rechtsherstel
opgave van de motieven worde gedaan. De getrouwde vrouw zal echter vooraf machtiging nodig
hebben, hetzij van haar man, hetzij van de arrondissementsrechtbank of van den kantonrechter.’

2.2 The de-enemisation
procedure

According to Article 34 of the Decree on Enemy Property, enemy citizens had
the right to apply for exemption from the restrictions imposed by the Decree.
By submitting a written request to the MCRH, and later to the NBI, they
could request a declaration of de-enemisation and return of property. Criteria
for the de-enemisation procedure were not stipulated; paragraphs 34d, e and
f only prescribed that persons (or a group of people) who were niet (‘not’) or
niet langer (‘no longer’) considered enemy citizens could be exempted. From
the published jurisprudence, legal scholar Foskea van der Ven has concluded
that the differences in legal consequences between the two variations were left
open. In addition, she argues that judgements by the NBI often show signs of
arbitrariness.167
My analysis of over three hundred cases confirms Van der Ven’s observations. The arbitrariness and inconsistency of the NBI manifest themselves in
the development of the guidelines for the declaration of de-enemisation. In the
Decree on Enemy Property, citizenship and nationality determined enemy status, but not all German nationals had actually behaved as enemies of the state.
The 1945 Leidraad had already cautioned that the definition of enemy citizen as
put forward in the Decree on Enemy Property included civilians who had not
supported, but in fact opposed the Axis-powers.168 Enemy citizens who could
provide evidence of a ‘rightful attitude’ during the German occupation stood
a chance of de-enemisation, revocation of their enemy status. They had to submit a written request, in duplicate, to the local Military Commissioner or local
167 Foskea van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 183.
168 Leidraad (1945), 10; Leidraad (1946), 22: ‘In de practijk is gebleken, dat de toepassing van alle wette
lijke gevolgen verbonden aan het begrip ‘vijandelijke onderdaan’ tot onbillijkheden aanleiding kan
geven. Verschillende vijandelijke onderdanen toch hebben tijdens de bezetting een vijandige hou
ding tegenover de asmogendheden aangenomen.’
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NBI office. Instructions in the Leidraad show that the request should include
name, address and nationality (stateless persons should give notice of their
former citizenship) and the grounds upon which the application was based.169
The local Military Commissioner then examined the case and wrote an advice,
before sending the request and his judgement on the person in question to
the head office in The Hague. In the 1945 Leidraad, the rest of the procedure is
not elucidated, but in the revised version of 1946 we read that the applicant
was required to mention whether his assets were under administration, and by
whom. Applicants also had to provide a certified copy of their bank accounts
and a statement by the tax inspector that all taxes had been paid. Furthermore,
the request should contain testimonies of te goeder naam en faam bekend staande
personen of instanties, persons or instances with a good reputation, who would
confirm the applicant’s correct attitude during the occupation.
In principle, declarations of de-enemisation were intended for ingezetenen,
residents. In special circumstances, niet-ingezetene vijandelijke onderdanen (‘nonresident enemy citizens’) whose property had been confiscated by the Dutch
authorities could also apply for a de-enemisation procedure, but only when
they could provide a supportive statement issued by the local police of their
place of residence, a statement issued by the Alien Police and a motivated advice by the Consul, all confirming the trustworthiness of the person in question. These additional requirements also applied to, for example, Germans
who had become residents after the implementation of the Decree on Enemy
Property.

Rights for the rightful

E

en juiste houding, a correct, rightful, trustworthy attitude was, a ccording
to the Leidraad, the key criterion for qualifying for exemption from
the Decree on Enemy Property. What this attitude entailed, however,
was not specified. A court order of 8 June 1946 provides a first interpretation,
emphasising that enemy citizens were judged on their hostility and disloyal
ty to the Axis powers.170 The court order was published in Rechtsherstel, the
two-weekly legal magazine published by the Council for the Restoration of
Rights. This new magazine, first published on 24 June 1946, was established in

169 Leidraad (1946), 23.
170 Afdeling Rechtspraak, judgement no. 151, Rechtherstel 1st edition (1946) 71: ‘Voor het ontvangen van
een ‘no-enemy’ verklaring komen in aanmerking vijandelijke onderdanen, die tijdens de bezetting
actief een vijandelijke houding tegenover de Asmogendheden hebben aangenomen.’

171 Rechtherstel 1st edition (1946) 5: ‘Rechtsherstel’ is een pretentieus woord. Het wekt bovendien groote
verwachtingen. […] Dit orgaan bedoelt gegevens en daardoor inzicht te verschaffen van wat de Raad
voor het Rechtsherstel behoort te doen en wat hij werkelijk doet.’
172 Rechtsherstel 1st edition (1946), 449: ‘Het verzoekschrift dient behoorlijk gemotiveerd te zijn en o.m.
vergezeld te gaan van verklaringen van te goeder naam en faam bekend staande personen of instanties, waaruit blijkt dat de verzoeker niet tekort geschoten is in het aannemen van de juiste houding
tijdens de bezetting. Deze ietwat negatieve formuleering van het hoofdvereischte voor de verkrij
ging van een no-enemy verklaring heeft de vraag doen rijzen welke graad van goed-Nederlandsche
gezindheid eigenlijk vereischt is, wil een vijandelijk onderdaan in het bezit van de zoozeer begeerde
verklaring worden gesteld.’
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order to circulate a systematic overview of all court rulings, articles published
in the State Bulletin and announcements of the NBI to everyone involved in
the process of legal redress. Chairman of the Council for Restoration of Rights,
former Minister of Justice and Prime Minister during wartime Pieter Sjoerd
Gerbrandy, stated in the introduction to the first edition of Rechtsherstel that
the Council had to meet high expectations.171
What distinguishes Rechtsherstel from other legal magazines on jurisprudence such as Tribunalen in Nederland and Na-oorlogsche Rechtspraak, are the instructions, explanations and reflections it contained. The first edition of 1947,
for example, discusses the de-enemisation procedure in further detail. The
slightly negative formulation in the Leidraad, specifying that an applicant
should prove that they had not failed in taking a rightful attitude during the
occupation, had given rise to discussion.172 In order to judge enemy citizens
on their behaviour, first, a generally accepted definition of what was a typical,
intrinsic and correct Dutch attitude was required. Article Two of the Decree on
Enemy Property ruled that nationality was the prime criterion for determining
enemy status. German, Italian and Japanese nationals, as well as residents of
Austria, Sudetenland and other territories annexed or occupied by Nazi Germany, were classed as enemy, regardless of political persuasion or actions. The
declaration of de-enemisation was a favour, intended for those enemy citizens
who had shown a positief gebleken Nederlandsche gezindheid, a loyal disposition
towards the Netherlands. An enemy citizen’s actions should actively testify
to an intrinsically Dutch attitude in order to qualify for a declaration of deenemisation. Afwezigheid van misdragingen, the absence of misconduct, was not
sufficient.
How hard it was to assess someone’s acts, and how vague the dividing lines
between right and wrong were in practice, was illustrated in Rechtsherstel by the
case of a German national who had made himself useful to the Dutch cause,
whilst simultaneously supporting the German occupier. On the one hand,
the man helped runaway prisoners of war and people seeking a place to hide,
issued warnings of upcoming razzias and circulated radio messages broadcast
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by the Allies. On the other hand, he was also a member of the NSDAP, sent his
children to school in Germany and contributed to Wehrmacht deliveries. The
Dutch Custody Institute had rejected his request for a declaration of de-enemisation, whereupon the man took his case to the Council for the Restoration
of Rights. On 25 June 1946, the Council ruled that, although the enemy citizen had served Dutch interests, his acts and attitude had not been intrinsically
Dutch. The Council thus confirmed the NBI’s refusal.173

Explanation or justification?

T

he judgments published in Rechtsherstel constituted a legal interpretative framework. The magazine thereby elucidates the case law of the
Council for Restoration of Rights. The proceedings of the Dutch Custody Institute are frequently discussed in the magazine, too, but the journal
does not provide insight in the administration of enemy property in practice.
The most valuable primary source on the activities of the NBI is the 1962 volume Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid voorzover het Nederlands Beheersinstituut (NBI) hierbij betrokken is geweest, written by former NBI-director Dirk Mulder.174 This historical account contains first-hand information
on the discussions about, and within, the NBI and the shifts in policy making
that occurred over time. In 664 sections, Mulder explains the definitions, cate
gories and criteria employed by the NBI, step by step. Drawn up after almost
all de-enemisation procedures had been completed, the volume reads as a justification to account for the policy pursued. For example, Mulder questioned
the status of guidelines published in 1945.175 According to an unsigned, undated document, victims of the Nazi regime, people who had actively played
a part in resistance movements, Dutch women (married before May 1940) and
monks and nuns qualified for a declaration of de-enemisation, but Mulder
doubted whether these guidelines had been applied. Even if this were the case,
they had only been of small significance. In his opinion, the Leidraad published

173 Tribunalen in Nederland en andere naoorlogsche Rechtspraak (NOR), 553/R29, 25 June 1946, 6.
174 Personal information on the personnel of the NBI has not yet been disclosed, wherefore reflection on
Mulder as director is left out of this study. The historical account by Dirk Mulder, Overzicht nopens de
geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid voorzover het Nederlands Beheersinstituut (NBI) can be found in NA,
Archive NBI, 2.09.49, inv. 506.
175 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no. 17, 3: ‘Wat de oudste richtlijnen
van het NBI betreft, is een ongetekend en ongedateerd afschrift te voorschijn gekomen […] volgens
de tekst zou ontvijanding kunnen worden gegeven in gevallen van nazi-slachtofferschap, actief en
manifest verzet, nederlandse vrouwen (géén D16) en kloosterlingen. Indien de bewuste regeling inderdaad heeft gegolden, kan zij slechts zeer geringe betekenis hebben gehad […].’

176 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16, inv. 5557 and inv. 117758 on Hermann Lahn.
177 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no. 86, 19-20.
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on 15 May 1946 constituted the first comprehensive set of guidelines. The NBI
required applicants for a declaration of de-enemisation to prove that they had
not failed in their duty to take the right stance towards the Allied powers during the years of occupation. Mulder admitted that the NBI had deliberately
formulated ‘vague criteria’ and ‘high demands’ in order to guarantee that enemy property was only returned to its owner in exceptional cases. Contrary to
Mulder’s claim, though, copies of the 1945 Leidraad found in the NBI archives
confirm that guidelines actually did circulate amongst NBI administrators
before 15 May 1946. Furthermore, analysis of applications for de-enemisation
handled between May 1945 and May 1946 shows that MG and NBI employees
always applied the second criterion for de-enemisation: civilians who could
prove their acts of resistance had their status as enemy citizens revoked.176 It
seems that Mulder retroactively depicted the NBI’s struggle with criteria as
coherent policy. This also comes across from Mulder’s statement on the settlement of applications by Jewish enemy citizens. Mulder stated that Jews, by
contrast, were excluded from the 1946 criteria for de-enemisation. Furthermore, he claimed that applications submitted by Jews with a residence permit were prioritised.177 Thousands of index cards reveal, however, that, in
practice, cases involving Jews were often put on hold for months, if not years.
Whereas the Leidraad, Rechtsherstel, annual reports and Mulder’s account provide an overall picture of policy formulation, the index cards and the beheersdossiers show how the policy in real practice was perceived and, more importantly, pursued in practice.

2.3 Tracing the paper trail

Eighteen boxes with a total of 23,960 index cards give access to the preserved
files on enemy citizens. Arranged in (almost) alphabetical order, the cards are
an analogous database. Index cards were used by NBI secretaries a) to order
and file the incoming requests for declarations of de-enemisation or b) to archive the documents of enemy citizens who declared their property to the Tax
Authorities, local Military Commissioner or NBI. The pre-printed cards have
nine entry fields for personal data such as place and date of birth and nationali
ty and details on the progress of the case. The information on the cards was
filled in manually by NBI secretaries of the NBI Head Office in The Hague and
marked with a number. The cards record which office or agency received the
request, which lawyer represented the enemy citizen in question and the final judgement and date of notice. Furthermore, the cards are stamped with
various stamps, symbols and signs, which give additional insights into the deenemisation procedure. The index cards thus contain a wealth of information.
After a successful pilot in 2015, a group of ten student assistants and volunteers entered all data on the cards into a database in order to sort out, search,
filter and select the information on the cards, and to edit, process, present and
examine the data in different ways. This study regards the method of analysing
archives with digital tools to count, query and filter the data against its order
as a reading of the archives ‘against the archival grain’. This name comes from
the practice of reading sources and writing history ‘against the grain’ in order
to restore history to the subordinated, as proposed by Subaltern Studies and
Ann Laura Stoler’s anthropological approach ‘along the archival grain’ in her

178 Sabra J. Webber, ‘Middle East Studies & Subaltern Studies’ in: Middle East Studies Association Bulletin 31:
3 (1997) 11-16, 11. See also, for example, David Ludden, Reading Subaltern Studies: Critical History, Contested
Meaning and the Globalization of South Asia (London: Anthem South Asian Studies, 2002).
179 Essay by the Subaltern Studies Group of California State University, last access via http://web.csulb.
edu/~ssayeghc/theory/subalternstudies.htm on 7 July 2019.
180 Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival Grain. Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense (Princeton and
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2009).
181 Weld, Paper Cadavers: Introduction.
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studies on colonial administrations.178 Proponents of Subaltern Studies advocated that, in order to retake history for the voices that had not been previously
heard, alternate sources had to be located, and that elite records, like those at
the foreign office, had to be read by historians and other scholars through a different set of lenses, ‘against the grain’.179 In her study on colonial administrations, Stoler demonstrated that archival documents can be active, generative
substances with histories and itineraries of their own. Examining the archival
habits, conventions and the inscriptions in the margins, she tried to uncover
what colonial agents knew, but also what their thoughts, their uncertainties
and wishes were.180 Her work has inspired scholars all over the world to approach archives not just as records of rule, but as active forces that could even
have violent effects. Kirsten Weld’s historical and ethnographic study Paper
Cadavers on the archives generated by Guatemala’s National Police is just one
example. Weld convincingly shows that archives, which functioned as tools of
state repression during war, can be repurposed for historical accounting and
postwar reconstruction. Her definition of archival thinking as both a method
of historical analysis and a frame for political analysis has been a major inspiration for this study on the NBI archives.181
As the title of this chapter indicates, in this study, the NBI archives are
analysed along and against the archival grain. This means that the archival records – index cards, beheersdossiers and policy documents – were qualitatively
and quantitatively examined on content, style, format, order, handwriting,
stamps and symbols, using a combination of traditional methods such as close
reading with digital tools. The analysis along the archival grain focused on
the purpose, content and place in the archive of certain documents. Inscriptions, symbols and other marks were examined in order to disclose not only
the narrative in the document, but also the story of the document as a material object. The analysis revealed what administrators knew, their struggles
and the complexities and ambiguities of the implementation of the Decree on
Enemy Property. The analysis against the archival grain complemented the results and challenged hypotheses. Using digital tools to filter, count and query
the collected data, a random sample of records and index cards was created for
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further analysis. This cross section of the archives offers a different and additional perspective on the grand narrative put forward in the policy documents.
It showed regularities and irregularities in every step of the procedure – from
the application for a declaration of de-enemisation until the record was stored
in the archives. When analysing the archives against the grain, small signs and
clues of the (often arbitrary) categorisation of, and criteria for, enemy citizens
suddenly emerged. In Chapter 3 and 4, the classification of enemy citizens and
the contents of a selection of beheersdossiers are discussed in detail. First, the
next section shows what the approaches along and against the archival grain
revealed about bureaucracy at the NBI and the changes made in the de-enemisation procedure.

Disorder and diversity

T

he NBI archives are a labyrinth and tracing the paper trail of enemy
citizens is a challenge for a number of reasons. First, the files on the
implementation and administration of the Decree on Enemy Property
are spread over two archives: the archive of the Head Office (2.09.49) and the
archive holding the beheersdossiers and administrative records of confiscated
property (2.09.16). The inventories show that both archives are repositories
for a diverse collection of records. The archive of the Head Office primarily
concerns the organisation and administration of the NBI; the archive with
beheersdossiers holds the records on enemy citizens and confiscated assets. Second, several card-index systems disclose the beheersdossiers, with the previously
mentioned eighteen boxes of index cards serving as the entry point into the
files on enemy citizens. However, the paper index cards no longer correspond
directly, or necessarily, to an archival record. Some index cards no longer have
a matching file, and some files do not have an accompanying index card. All
index cards are numbered, but the numbers no longer match the original archival order. After the archives were transferred from the ministry of Justice
to the National Archives in the 1980s, the collection was re-organised and the
records were re-numbered. Third, some cases consist of two or three records.
When piled together, the files are the product of the archiving of the NBI archives in the 1960s and 1980s. In this process, regional and national records
were combined. Some records are preserved separately, whereas other files
have been merged. Usually the cover sheet or the addressing shows the origin
of the archival record, but some files are a pile of incoherent papers. Fourth,
every single beheersdossier is unique. Not one file includes the same collection
of documents. Forms and questionnaires differ in format and in content, and

182 The questionnaire can be found in various forms in many beheersdossiers. For a few examples, see
appendix no. 3. Appendix no. 4 includes examples of declaration of de-enemisation.
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the NBI stationery used varies per office. Many records include a report by an
accountancy office, notary, Tax inspector or the Centrale Vermogensopsporingsdienst (‘Central Property Investigation Inspection’, ‘C.V.O.’). These financial
statements, although usually printed and neatly arranged, differ in format
and content, too. Furthermore, many files contain correspondence between
the NBI and the regional police or Alien Police on the antecedents of an enemy
citizen. Again, some letters are handwritten, while others are official printed
forms. The criminal investigation department of the police, the Politieke Opspo
ringsdienst (‘P.O.D’), for example, used a form with boxes to indicate w
 hether
the person in question was a collaborator (NSB member), a German or a profiteer. Often the letters were short, just a couple of sentences long, whereas some
records contain complete police reports. This did not mean by definition that
an enemy citizen had a criminal record, but it implied that the police had investigated someone’s antecedents in detail. Neighbours and other witnesses
were interrogated, both those in favour and those against the enemy citizen
in question. In contrast to the accountancy jargon of the financial statements
provided by Tax inspectors and NBI administrators, these police reports are
vivid descriptions of individual life stories.
One form regularly appears in more or less the same format: the Vragenlijst
voor (gewezen) Duitsers met verblijfvergunning. This questionnaire, filled in by NBI
employees during a probing interrogation, was a thorough inquiry into the antecedents of applicants for a declaration of de-enemisation. The questionnaire
consisted of approximately fifty questions. The first set of questions concerned
someone’s actions in the pre-war period: time of residence in the Netherlands,
membership of German organisations or schools, command of the Dutch language. Then, the wartime behaviour of the enemy citizen was questioned. Had
the applicant conscripted into military service? Had he or she joined or supported any German national-socialist initiative? If an enemy citizen had children, whether the children attended German schools or youth organisations
was a factor that was examined. Furthermore, the applicant was interrogated
to determine whether they had displayed any external characteristics of the
Nazi regime, such as the hakenkruis (‘Swastika’). The third part of the questionnaire focused on the applicant’s actions during the war.182 The NBI employee
investigated whether the enemy citizen had performed ‘rightful’ actions, and
to what extent these acts facilitated primarily family and friends or benefited
the Dutch people. The final section of the form concerned the judgement of
the NBI employee and motivation of this decision. Judging by the dates on
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several forms, the questionnaire was introduced in early 1947. The form marks
an important step towards a more transparent assessment procedure of enemy
citizens.

The symbolics of the NBI

C

odes, stamps, symbols and signs on the index cards and beheersdossiers
divulged the details of a case to NBI employees. For the historian,
however, these signs are a puzzle. The key or legend to abbreviations
was never found. Statistical analysis of the data on the index cards indicates
that, in alphabetical order, the stamps B, D, E, I, J, O and V occurred most regularly on cards.183 The D, E, I, J, O and V are found in the left corner of the cards,
denoting the nationality or country of origin of an enemy citizen. By contrast,
the B was usually stamped in the upper right corner of the index card. The
letter was often stamped with an L, a number and a date. Analysis of a random set of 237 index cards and corresponding beheersdossiers suggests that the
B must have meant Betaald (‘paid’). The L, the number and the date – usually
only a year – referred to the bank statement or receipt of the transaction when
the payment shifted accounts and the NBI’s financial administration. The L
thus might have been the symbol for Leges (‘legal dues’). Enemy citizens had to
pay a Recht (‘Right’) of fifty Dutch guilders for the de-enemisation procedure.
The number of B’s stamped on an index card indicates the number of persons
mentioned in the application: an index card marked with several B’s usually
concerns an application by a family or company. Especially in the first postwar years, fifty guilders (equivalent to approximately 260 euros in 2016184) was
a considerable amount of money. The de-enemisation procedure, sometimes
followed by a naturalisation procedure, was an expensive affair. Enemy citizens had to bear these costs themselves.
The importance of financial aspects is visible on the index cards in more
than one way. At least, that is the conclusion after an in-depth investigation

183 I thank Laura Brinkhorst and Volkert Visser for kindly assisting me in analyzing the various codes,
stamps, signs and symbols.
184 The International Institute for Social History has developed a calculating tool to compare the purchasing power of the guilder over the years: http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/calculate2-nl.php

185 50 beheersdossiers with a cross were selected for analysis, but there is not yet an overall conclusion on
the exact meaning of this symbol. The 44 records with a match that were examined were: 2.09.16.01,
inv. 2834; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6541; 2.09.16.02, inv. 2083; 2.09.16.02, inv. 2266; 2.09.16.02, inv. 3076;
2.09.16.02, inv. 3157; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6100; 2.09.16.02, inv. 33294; 2.09.16.02, inv. 5886; 2.09.16.02, inv.
6220; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6102; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6157; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6214; 2.09.16.03, inv. 44481; 2.09.16.03,
inv. 44951; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5389; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5442; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5449; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5453;
2.09.16.03, inv. 60619; 2.09.16.04, inv. 6299; 2.09.16.04, inv. 70495; 2.09.16.04, inv. 73791; 2.09.16.04,
inv. 74483; 2.09.16.04, inv. 77334; 2.09.16.05, inv. 3247; 2.09.16.05, inv. 62522; 2.09.16.05, inv. 63032;
2.09.16.06, inv. 90391; 2.09.16.06, inv. 90392; 2.09.16.08, inv. 5824; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153389; 2.09.16.13,
inv. 153389; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153442; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153513; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153535; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153556;
2.09.16.13, inv. 153710; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153714; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153814; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153873; 2.09.16.13,
inv. 153961; 2.09.16.13, inv. 160438; 2.09.16.13, inv. 160453.
186 25 beheersdossiers with triangular of box 10338, sample of 30 by random selection from the other 17
boxes. 54 cards with a match were examined: NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.01, inv. 2097; 2.09.16.01, inv.
2439; 2.09.16.01, inv. 3849; 2.09.16.01, inv. 5944; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6309;2.09.16.01, inv. 4535; 2.09.16.01,
inv. 6187;2.09.16.01, inv. 6187; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6302; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6378; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6443;
2.09.16.02, inv. 6245; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6281; 2.09.16.02, inv. 30176; 2.09.16.02, inv. 30514; 2.09.16.02,
inv. 52343;2.09.16.02, inv. 5990; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6197; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6244; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6297;
2.09.16.02, inv. 6361; 2.09.16.03, inv. 3667; 2.09.16.03, inv. 4082; 2.09.16.03, inv. 59132; 2.09.16.03, inv.
6214; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6311; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6358; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6439; 2.09.16.04, inv. 6136; 2.09.16.04,
inv. 73188; 2.09.16.04, inv. 73732; 2.09.16.04, inv. 74554; 2.09.16.04, inv. 76443; 2.09.16.05, inv. 6198;
2.09.16.05, inv. 6271; 2.09.16.05, inv. 6351; 2.09.16.06, inv. 6107; 2.09.16.06, inv. 6374; 2.09.16.06, inv.
68344; 2.09.16.06, inv. 92306; 2.09.16.07, inv. 69036; 2.09.16.07, inv. 69094; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153514 ;
2.09.16.13, inv. 153515; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153630; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153642; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153789; 2.09.16.13,
inv. 153849; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153934; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153950; 2.09.16.13, inv. 160533; 2.09.16.13, inv.
160947; 2.09.16.13, inv. 6389; 2.09.49, inv. 1163.
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into coloured dots, triangles and other symbols.185 A sample survey on 100 beheersdossiers corresponding to index cards with a coloured symbol shows that
most cases concerned enemy citizens with considerable assets. Initially, the hypothesis was that the triangles identified categories of enemy citizens.186 This
assumption derived from colour codes in Nazi bureaucracy. In the concentration camps, inmates were categorised by coloured triangles: red triangles demarcated political suspects, criminals were denoted with a green triangle and
homosexuals, for example, were identified with a pink sign. The triangles on
the Dutch index cards are found in the same colours, though the triangles do
not symbolise categories but rather the financial status of enemy citizens. The
common denominator between the cases is that the enemy citizens possessed
thousands of Dutch guilders, or a thriving company. In addition to the trian-
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gles, coloured dots also appear on index cards.187 The random sample learned
that blue dots referred to enemy citizens at an advanced age, who requested
that their pension be released. Green coloured dots, by contrast, seem to indicate doubtful political trustworthiness. The files corresponding to index cards
with these signs usually still exist, and include correspondence with the police, mayors and even the US Army in Berlin to double check the antecedents
of the applicant.
A special, eye-catching symbol on the index cards is the blue sun or flower
shaped sign.188 The symbol was used primarily in cases involving Jewish enemy citizens. NBI employees used various methods to denote applicants with a
Jewish heritage. The term Jood, Joods or Joodse, denoting Jewish lineage, a ppears
in different entry fields on the cards: Jewishness is either considered a feature
of nationality or written as an additional remark in the entry fields for notes.
In addition to these written identification marks, the stamp J was also used.
Some cards contain both a written mark and a stamp, others only one of the
indications. The blue sun or flower sign seems to designate a specific category
of Jewish civilians. Close reading of 25 files with this sign suggests that the
NBI employees used this symbol to identify cases of Jewish enemy citizens
who were prioritised in 1947. Almost all cases concerned Jewish civilians who
had lost everything, either during their escape from Nazi Germany or because
they were deported to a concentration camp. They requested de-enemisation,

187 25 beheersdossiers box 10338, 25 from the other 17 boxes. 45 records had a match and were examined:
2.09.16.01, inv. 26393; 2.09.16.01, inv. 2834; 2.09.16.01, inv. 29714; 2.09.16.01, inv. 6541; 2.09.16.02,
inv. 2083; 2.09.16.02, inv. 2264; 2.09.16.02, inv. 2266; 2.09.16.02, inv. 3076; 2.09.16.02, inv. 52074;
2.09.16.02, inv. 6100; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6314; 2.09.16.02, inv. 6535; 2.09.16.03, inv. 44104; 2.09.16.03, inv.
53548; 2.09.16.03, inv. 55806; 2.09.16.03, inv. 56380; 2.09.16.03, inv. 56784; 2.09.16.03, inv. 57945;
2.09.16.03, inv. 59183; 2.09.16.03, inv. 59239; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6102; 2.09.16.03, inv. 6157; 2.09.16.03,
inv. 6214; 2.09.16.04, inv. 71615; 2.09.16.04, inv. 72863; 2.09.16.04, inv. 73414; 2.09.16.05, inv. 3110;
2.09.16.05, inv. 3247; 2.09.16.05, inv. 5954; 2.09.16.05, inv. 62521; 2.09.16.05, inv. 63042; 2.09.16.07,
inv. 95855; 2.09.16.08, inv. 5824; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153389; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153442; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153513;
2.09.16.13, inv. 153535; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153556; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153710; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153714; 2.09.16.13, inv.
153814; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153873; 2.09.16.13, inv. 153961; 2.09.16.13, inv. 160438; 2.09.16.13, inv. 160453.
188 The data on the index cards was retrieved by several volunteers. Initially, there was no separate entry
field for a sign shaped like a flower or sun. However, when in box 10338 the sign appeared frequently,
an extra column was added to the database. It was not possible to revisit the index cards that already had been entered, therefore there is a considerable margin of error – the dataset is not representative for the complete number of blue signs, but does give an indication. 33 records were examined: 2.09.16.01, inv. 2014; 2.09.16.01, inv. 5581; 2.09.16.02, inv. 3516; 2.09.16.02, inv. 3800; 2.09.16.02,
inv. 52067; 2.09.16.02, inv. 32039; 2.09.16.03, inv. 4936; 2.09.16.03, inv. 42981; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5541;
2.09.16.03, inv. 5620; 2.09.16.03, inv. 44595; 2.09.16.03, inv. 53432; 2.09.16.03, inv. 60453; 2.09.16.03,
inv. 55482; 2.09.16.03, inv. 53432; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5657; 2.09.16.03, inv. 5634; 2.09.16.03, inv. 53892;
2.09.16. 03, inv. 5483; 2.09.16.04, inv. 5573; 2.09.16.04, inv. 5591; 2.09.16.04, inv. 70810; 2.09.16.04,
inv. 72829; 2.09.16.04, inv. 72946; 2.09.16.04, inv. 77129; 2.09.16.04, inv. 77234; 2.09.16.05, inv. 78873;
2.09.16.13, inv. 161872; 2.09.16.13, inv. 168238; 2.09.16.13, inv. 68235; 2.09.16.13, inv. 154464; 2.09.16.13,
inv. 54604; 2.09.16.13, inv. 167706.

189 Rechtsherstel 10 (1947), 253-254.
190 The number of Jewish cases is based on a calculation of all cards with a J-stamp and the written remark ‘Jew’ or ‘half-Jew’. Analysis showed that this was the most accurate way of calculation to count
the total number of enemy citizens classified as Jew. Some Jews were only classified by written remarks, for instance in 1947 this concerned 4 Jews. 1147 Jews were classified by only the J-stamp. This
makes a sum of 1151 for the year 1947. It is possible that the cards concerned more people, thus, the
number of cards (or cases) is not representative for the total number of Jewish enemy citizens.
191 NA. Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 506, no. 20, 5.
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but without return of property as they no longer owned property or because
their belongings were registered outside Dutch jurisdiction. The state of their
assets, or to put it differently, their absence of property, accelerated the procedure. Rechtsherstel learns that applicants for a declaration of de-enemisation
were not only judged on their political attitude and actions, but also on their
fiscal and financial status. The confiscation of enemy property was first and
foremost a means of compensation, not a repressive or punitive measure.189
The interpretation of the blue sun or flower shaped signs as marks of priority disputes Mulder’s claim that Jewish cases were prioritised from the beginning. The body of settled cases in 1945, 1946 and early 1947 does include a
number of Jewish cases, but the dataset shows a substantial increase from 1947
onwards: 493 Jewish cases were settled before 1947, 1151 cases in 1947 and 1727
cases in the years 1948-1951.190 The final 530 cases (approx.) were dealt with
in the years 1952-1954. All in all, more than 4448 Jewish cases were settled between 1945 and 1954; of 545 Jewish cases settled in this period, the exact date
of the decision is not mentioned on the index card. Financial interests must
have played an important role. Mulder’s account echoes the financial motives
of the de-enemisation policy when he discusses the discrepancies between
the views of the Minister of Justice and the Minister of Finance.191 Whilst the
Minister of Justice pleaded for soepeler (‘tolerant’) guidelines, the Minister of
Finance primarily focused on generating revenue. The latter immediately dismissed, for example, the suggestion of de-enimising all enemy citizens with a
residence permit, as it would result in the Dutch State losing millions of confiscated properties. Jewish enemy citizens who owned stocks, bank savings or
material assets would usually have to go through a longer process than those
who had no belongings. The blue sign seems to mark the difference between
these groups.

2.4 Criteria for inclusion
and exclusion

The index cards and the variety of documents in the beheersdossiers show the
development of the NBI as a bureaucratic apparatus. Although the first cases
were settled as early as the summer of 1945, it took years before the procedures were finally crystallised. The index cards reflect the attempts by NBI
secretaries to organise the administration of the Head Office, but the records
mirror the uncertainty felt by NBI administrators. Due to the absence of well-
defined criteria for de-enemisation, many cases were put on hold. In Mulder’s
account, 1947 appears to be a year of discussion and frustration for the NBI
employees. Awaiting further instructions from the Ministers, the institute
fell behind in its administration. In the meantime, the number of incoming
applications grew. Interestingly, Mulder put the blame on the media. From
1947 onwards, the de-enemisation policy was increasingly criticised by the
press.192 Enemy citizens who, in Mulder’s view, had been ‘very hostile’ during
the years of occupation were encouraged by lawyers to submit applications for
de-enemisation.193 The situation gave cause for action and a new study group
was established by the NBI to advise on more specific criteria for declarations
of de-enemisation. In November 1947, guidelines were issued for two specific
categories of German enemy citizens: non-resident German nationals and the
so-called IARA-Germans.194
The de-enemisation procedure was closely linked to immigration policy. As
previously mentioned, in order to qualify for a declaration of de-enemisation,

192 Parool, 28 August 1947; Volkskrant, 28 August 1947; Volkskrant, 28 August 1947; Limburgsch Dagblad, 30
August 1947; Maasbode, 28 August 1947; Maasbode, 29 August 1947; Zierikzeesche Nieuwsbode, 7 November 1947; Parool, 3 September 1947; Maasbode, 13 September 1947; Groene Amsterdammer, 25 October
1947. See also: Marlou Schrover, ‘The deportation of Germans from the Netherlands’, 250-278.
193 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.49, inv. 506, no. 21, 5.
194 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 507; Archive NBI, 2.09.17, inv. 17, annual report 1947, 5.

195 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.49, inv. 17, annual report 1947, 6.
196 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.49, inv. 506, no.134, 29.
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enemy citizens needed a residence permit, or a positive statement by the Alien
Police. If an enemy citizen did not, or could not, acquire a residence permit,
he or she faced expulsion. As the NBI annual report of 1947 states: deportation was the counterpart of de-enemisation.195 According to the NBI, enemy
citizens living outside the Netherlands would have to bring up more weighty
arguments in order to qualify for a declaration of de-enemisation than those
residing in the Netherlands. In addition to political trustworthiness and a
good reputation, they needed to prove that they had a) obtained the nationality of an Allied country, b) had been persecuted by the Nazi regime, c) had the
right to moral claims such as pensions or interests, d) served Dutch economic
interests and/or e) that they deserved a declaration of de-enemisation for services rendered to the Allied cause during the war.
For IARA-Germans, criteria were also formulated. IARA is the abbreviation for Inter Allied Reparation Agency, the committee of experts that was established to oversee the liquidation and division of property according to the
principles of the Paris Agreement of 24 January 1946. As explained in Chapter 1, the intention of the Paris Agreement was to rid former Nazi-controlled
territories of all German economic influence and to diminish Germany’s war
debt and balance the reparations. Formerly occupied countries had to declare
all German assets on their territory to the IARA, who then would administer
the sum and distribute the proceedings of the liquidation. In this context, the
NBI had to declare German assets marked as enemy property to the IARA.
Similar to the Dutch Decree on Enemy Property, the actual target group of
the IARA and the definition of enemy property were rather vague. Professor
Marcel Bregstein, the Dutch delegate of the IARA, suggested that all assets
outside of Germany belonging to Germans who resided in Germany on or after 24 January 1946 – the date the Paris Agreement was ratified – were to be
considered as assets of IARA-Germans. The criteria for this group of Germans
were comparable to the guidelines for non-residents. For non-IARA Germans
residing outside the Netherlands, that is, people who lived in Germany, Italy,
any state occupied by one of the Axis-powers during war, or Switzerland, and
who did not reside in Germany on or after 24 January 1946, the criteria were
more mild. Mulder speaks of a ‘goodwill factor’.196 Non-IARA, non-resident
Germans qualified for a declaration of de-enemisation if they could prove
their wartime attitude had been ‘correct’. The underlying idea here was that
Pro-allied behaviour in one of these ‘hostile’ territories had been much riskier
than in other foreign countries. Analysis of the 23,960 index cards with IARA
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written in pencil show that the number of decisions in IARA-cases increased
after November 1949.197

Published guidelines

O

n 25 October 1948, at long last, official guidelines for de-enemisation
were published in the Staatscourant. The announcement marks the
end of many years of dispute about whether the guidelines for a
declaration of de-enemisation were to be made public. Opponents argued that
judgements would be more objective if the guidelines were not published, as
they believed that enemy citizens would tailor their letters to the guidelines
and might bend the truth in order to qualify.198 Proponents pleaded for transparency and the right of verification. Their lobby proved successful. Almost
exactly four years after the day the Decree on Enemy Property had been issued,
guidelines were published. First, the Minister of Justice ruled that all German
nationals in the Netherlands regained full legal capacity. Second, qualification
criteria for enemy citizens were determined. An enemy citizen qualified for a
declaration of de-enemisation if a) this was in Dutch interest or b) someone
who:
1. had resided in the Netherlands before the war,
2. was integrated in Dutch society and
3. had behaved during wartime as the majority of the Dutch people and
had not de facto sided with enemy199
For Austrian nationals, a similar set of guidelines was published. They also had
to provide evidence that they had resided in the Netherlands before 1940. In
addition, they were judged on their attitude during the wartime, though, the
criterion on wartime behaviour was slightly different. German nationals were
judged on their Dutch behaviour, whilst for Austrian nationals an absence of
political misconduct was sufficient to qualify for a declaration of de-enemi
sation.
The guidelines published in October 1948 marked a breakthrough, if not
a watershed, in Dutch policies towards enemy citizens. Ultimately, the NBI

197 Mulder also mentions this in account on pages 26-27. 39 cards in the dataset had a written remark
‘IARA’.
198 NA, Archive Council for the Restoration of Rights, 2.09.48.02, inv. 115.
199 Staatscourant no.206, 25 October 1948.

Figure 1 Graph showing the decisions of the NBI regarding IARA-Germans

Mulder argues that the final guidelines were much more favourable to enemy
citizens than initially intended.201 The NBI gave importance to the financial
status of enemy citizens, after all, the aim of the NBI was to confiscate and
liquidate enemy assets to the benefit of the Dutch treasury. Since in-depth investigation of the political antecedents of enemy citizens without many belongings cost more than it yielded, kleine luyden (‘simple people’) were rapidly
and mildly de-enemised.202 Symbols on the index cards, including the triangle
and sunflower, and the beheersdossiers show how the NBI separated the wheat

200 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid no 41, 11.
201 Ibid., no. 38, 10.
202 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid no. 53, 14.
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started settling cases that had been on hold for two or three years. In November 1948, additional guidelines were issued for naturalised Dutch citizens,
Dutch-born women who had become German by marriage but had regained
their Dutch citizenship after divorce, or German-Dutch bipatrides (‘bina
tionals’), such as Dutch women who married a German after May 1940.200 In
January 1949, all Germans who fell within Dutch jurisdiction were restored in
their legal capacity. To have their property returned, however, they still needed
a declaration of de-enemisation.
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from the chaff. Mulder’s account also suggests that the NBI faced increasing
criticism. The Ministry of Justice accused the institute of neglect and a lack of
communication. The NBI, as revealed by the correspondence in the archives,
felt caught in a straitjacket of new regulations, which in practice still proved
to be rather vague. The number of applications submitted by enemy citizens
residing in the Netherlands increased enormously in the late 1940s, whilst
the procedure became more time-consuming and complex, as illustrated by
the aforementioned questionnaire, containing more than fifty questions. In
addition, the NBI quarrelled with the Judicial Division of the Council for the
Restoration of Rights. Enemy citizens, whose application for a declaration
of de-enemisation had been rejected, could submit an appeal to the Council.
As a judicial organ, this department reviewed the Decree on Enemy Property
differently and often revoked NBI decisions. In contrast to the NBI, a moral
legal rationale prevailed over financial interests in appeal cases.
Financial and political motives dominated Dutch policies towards enemy
citizens in the first post-war years. Coloured by feelings of revenge and anger
brought on by the German occupation, the confiscation of enemy property
was considered a just way to extort reparations from Germany and its citizens.
By 1948, however, the tide had started turning. The Marshall Plan, the war in
the Netherlands East Indies, the first steps towards European integration and
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights forced the Dutch government to
gradually abandon its anti-German policies. Economically, the Netherlands
depended on other Western countries and the United States. The Dutch therefore had no choice but to follow the demands of the Allied authorities, who
wished to avoid a repetition of the Peace Treaty of Versailles in 1919 and strove
for completion of the reparation programme in 1948. This deadline proved unfeasible, but the increasing tension between the Soviets and the ‘West’, resulting in the founding of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1949, boosted the urge to settle reparation
claims quickly. To safeguard the profits stemming from enemy assets that had
already been confiscated, the NBI started liquidating property, sometimes – it
seems – even before a case had been settled. The enemy citizens who successfully appealed the rejection of their applications at the Council for the Restoration of Rights often found out that their property had already been liquidated.
Many had their rights restored, but often without financial compensation for
the loss of their property. The exact number of cases in which property was returned remains unclear. The data on the index cards are insufficient to provide
this information.

The end of the state of war
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I

n July 1951, the role and position of the NBI changed fundamentally. More
than six years after the German capitulation, against a background of European integration and increasing Cold War tensions, the state of war between
the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Germany had become an anachronism.
In early July 1951, several countries including the United States, the United
Kingdom and France signed a treaty declaring the end of the state of war with
Germany. A few weeks later, on 26 July 1951, the official end of the state of war
between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Germany was also proclaimed.
The signature of Queen Juliana put an end to the enemy status of German
nationals in the Kingdom of the Netherlands, but their those assets which
had already beem confiscated were not returned. The so-called Bestemmings
wet (‘Allocation Act’) of 20 July 1951 ruled that enemy assets confiscated by the
NBI would remain in Dutch hands. German nationals could still apply for a
declaration of de-enemisation to retrieve their property, but the procedure
changed. The NBI settled applications submitted before 17 March 1951 – the
date the first draft of the Bestemmingswet was presented in Parliament. After
that date, applications had to be submitted directly to the Judicial Division. In
this respect, the Bestemmingswet marked the beginning of the end for the NBI:
in the following years, the NBI was gradually dismantled.
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2.5 An evaluation of
bureaucracy

One explanation for the marginalisation of the NBI in the 1950s seems to stem
from the increasing criticism faced by the institute. The minutes of the StatesGeneral and the annual reports show that the NBI was under attack. The institute was considered inefficient, non-transparent and slow. Furthermore,
rumours circulated that some administrators were not trustworthy, as they
confiscated enemy property for their own good, or prolonged the process to
guarantee their own income. The absence of detailed guidelines, and the wide
interpretation of the rather vague existing criteria, came under fire. The criticism targeted NBI policies towards enemy citizens, but also those concerning
political delinquents.203 In addition, the 1947 annual report already states that
the public opinion towards the NBI had changed over the years. Whereas in
1945 the Dutch people welcomed strict and severe punishment of traitors and
enemy citizens, by 1947 the general public took a different view.204 Confiscation of German property was considered onbillijk (‘unfair’). German nationals
had to be treated with more benevolence and kindness, even when it concerned
German suspects who had not been punished: ‘Those people cannot help being German, they have a right to livelihood, too,’ As defence to the accusations
of iniquity, the NBI management stated that the NBI only did what was required from the institute by the government in the Decree on Enemy Property.

203 NA, Archive Council for the Restoration of Rights, 2.09.48.02, inv. 62.
204 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16, inv. 17, annual report 1947, A2: ‘Thans is bij zeer velen van hen, die in openbare lichamen of in de pers de publieke mening verkondigen, een ander uiterste waar te nemen. […]
Zij vinden het hoogst onbillijk, dat het vermogen van de Duitsers naar Nederlands en internationaal
recht, behoudens bekrachtiging bij vredesverdrag, aan de Staat is vervallen en dat dus de vroegere
eigenaren, indien er zich geen bijzondere motieven tot een gunstige regeling voordoen, worden
gealimenteerd op de voet van alle andere onvermogenden: de mensen “kunnen toch niet helpen dat
zij Duitsers zijn en moeten toch ook leven?”’

Who is judging?

C

apital letters, exclamation marks, underlined words or other punctuation marks emphasised what employees thought was right or
wrong. YES’s or NO’s in the margins of the beheersdossiers echo the
personal convictions of the officials who processed the requests. In some cases,
the comments, notes and the definition of good actions reflect personal moralistic opinions on ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. Often, there is reason to doubt the impartiality of NBI administrators. Yet the truth value of the evidence is, however,
in some cases uncertain, too. Whether NBI employees verified all submitted
testimonies remains an unanswered question. There are records that include
printed testimonies without a date or signature, or letters of recommendation
that enemy citizens might have signed themselves.
Some enemy citizens consulted a lawyer. The data on the index cards are
insufficient to provide information on the total number of cases in which legal
counselling was sought, but statistical analysis of the names of the counsellors mentioned on the index cards shows that some lawyers appear on more
than hundred index cards. As Figure 2 shows, A.J.J Willemse appeared most
frequently with 148 references, followed by T.A. van Dijken, with 135 references, B. Karlsberg, with 84 references, L. Landsberger, with 52 references and
W.S. Wolff de Beer, with 51 references. K.F. Mannheimer (46 references) and
Y.H.M. Nijgh (42 references) were also consulted frequently by several enemy
citizens.206 The statistics raise the question of shared interests, opportunity
structures and networks. Karlsberg, de Beer, Landsberger and Nijgh, for example, seem to have represented Jewish enemy citizens. By contrast, Willemse
and Van Dijken had many farmers amongst their clientele. In Chapter 5, some
of these lawyers are discussed in greater detail.

205 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16, inv. 17, annual report 1947, A6, 7.
206 I would like to thank Volkert Visser and Martijn Oprel for their help with the figures and graphs
presented in this study.
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In addition, NBI employees simply followed orders and NBI managers therefore called for more recognition for those loyal employees who dutifully carried out their tasks.205 The establishment of a special committee for conflicts
related to the administration of enemy property, the Commissie Beheersconflicten
on 5 October 1948 suggests, however, that the complaints and criticism could
be substantiated.
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Figure 2 Overview of the top 20 most frequently consulted counsellors

Output

S

tatistical analysis of the data on the index cards provides insight into
the output of the NBI over the years. Queries on data entered in the
fields Besluit (‘verdict’) and Directie (‘direction’) show when decisions
were taken, what the outcome was and when the judgement was communicated. The absolute peak year was 1949, when 5272 (22%) of the total number
of cases (according to the index cards) were settled. This seems a logical consequence of the publication of guidelines in 1948: finally, the NBI knew the
criteria on which it was to base its judgement. The year 1952 stands out, too, as
can be explained by the political events of 1951. After the end of the state of war,
the NBI finished the applications submitted before 17 March 1951.
Many of the applications were eventually honoured: in 11,770 (out of
23,960) cases, a declaration of de-enemisation was toegewezen (‘allocated’).
Allocation meant that a German national was no longer an enemy citizen
and that they recovered the authority to act with full legal capacity. However,
return of property was not guaranteed. The codes 34 d, e and f on the index
cards refer to article 34 of the Decree on Enemy Property and marked different
versions of declarations of de-enemisation. Paragraph 34 d allowed for an exemption from the Decree on Enemy Property for enemy citizens who had never
been an enemy citizen, for example stateless Jews. They retrieved their proper
ty, or a compensation for their assets, which had, in some cases, already been

Figure 3 Output of the NBI in de-enemisation procedures over the years

Figure 4 Output of the NBI in de-enemisation procedures per month
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l iquidated. Paragraph e authorised the NBI to issue individual permissions for
juridical transactions to enemy citizens. Paragraph f applied to enemy citizens
who had been granted a declaration of de-enemisation and who were, thus,
no longer enemy citizens. This category had their rights restored, but did not
always recover their assets. Close reading of a selection of beheersdossiers shows
that the exact implications of paragraphs e and f vary per person.
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Figure 5 Overview of the total
number of decisions

Figure 6 Overview of the ratio of
changed decisions

Sometimes, the final judgement was abbreviated on the index cards with the
code A.A.B (1287 cards) or A.B.B (359 cards). Investigation of the files marked
with A.A.B indicates that the codes must have meant Als Afgedaan Beschouwen
(‘consider settled’). In some cases, the assets were nihil (‘zero’), whilst in other
cases an application had gone missing or the applicant had withdrawn an application. Various cases concerned requests submitted just before or after the
Bestemmingswet – after 26 July 1951 German nationals were no longer enemy
citizens and thus there was no longer need for de-enemisation. In several cases
stamped with A.B.B, the NBI did not hold any assets in trust for the applicants
and thus there was no need to issue a declaration of de-enemisation. Their
cases were settled without a final judgement and immediately archived. The
hypothesis was formulated that A.B.B could stand for Afdeling Bijzonder Beheer
(‘department for special administrations’) or Als Betaald Beschouwen (‘consider
paid for’). But the exact definition has not been found. By contrast, other codes
were successfully deciphered. The code G.V.O, for example, stood for Geen
Vijandelijk Onderdaan (‘not an enemy citizen’). Cards stamped with PU concerned cases in which an enemy citizen requested return of their pension or
social security: Pensioen Uitkering (‘payment of pension’).

Numbers and figures

T

he NBI was centralised over the years. In order to operate more efficiently and transparent, this centralisation meant rationalisation. The
initial number of 64 NBI offices and agencies was reduced to 19 in 1949
and 9 in 1950. Figure 7 shows that most enemy citizens submitted their application for de-enemisation at the office in Amsterdam (3324 cases). The Hague
ranked second (1926), the agency in Zuid-Limburg third (1852). The offices in
Arnhem, Zwolle, Winterswijk and Hengelo handled the requests of Germans
in the border regions. Enemy citizens residing outside the Netherlands could

Figure 7 Overview of the top 20 most frequently consulted offices or agencies

It is difficult to conclude from the archives how many applications were settled
by the NBI over the years. NBI management published the number of applications processed and assets held in the annual reports, but these figures are not
exhaustive.207 The statistical overviews and stacks of receipts and bank statements require further research to estimate the full extent of NBI activities.
Figure 8 gives an idea of the total number of requests settled per year, based on
the index cards. The data on the index cards gives an indication of the number
of applications, and the outcome of the cases, but we must not forget that there
are no statistics on the total number of people declared enemy citizens. The
23,960 index cards refer only to enemy citizens who appealed their status or
to enemy assets declared by banks or institutions. 59% of the cards concerned
German nationals, 14,154 cards in total. If Volksdeutsche, such as Austrians,
are also included in the calculation, 14,834 of the cards (62%) concerned enemy
citizens categorised as Germans. However, this number does not include all
stateless Jews categorised as enemy citizens. Furthermore, the unknown number of enemy citizens that did not take action makes it difficult to argue on the

207 NA, Archive of the Council for the Restoration of Rights, 2.09.48.02, inv. 86.
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apply for a declaration of de-enemisation at Consuls’ offices, for example in Vienna, Berlin, Cleves, Emden, Gronau or Dortmund. Military Missions in Munich, Frankfurt, Mühlheim, Hannover and Aachen received applications, too.
Enemy citizens in the Dutch overseas territories could turn to NBI offices in
Willemstad (Curaçao), Paramaribo (Suriname) and Batavia/Jakarta (Indonesia).
A cross query on place of residence and place of submission indicates that enemy citizens lodged appeals against their enemy status from all over the world.
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basis of cold facts. By contrast, the proceeds of the Decree on Enemy Property
are more accurately mapped. Around 1951, it was estimated that the confiscation and liquidation of German enemy assets yielded 450 million Dutch guilders. A financial overview of 1960-1961 mentions a total amount of 750 million
Dutch guilders. This amount does not include the costs of the NBI itself. The
entire bureaucratic apparatus was financed by the yearly levies on confiscated
property – it is estimated that the NBI cost 100 million Dutch guilders. Since
the NBI only settled a handful of cases in the 1960s, with a small staff of eleven,
and in 1966, 9 employees, chances are that the estimations come close to the
eventual profits. 750 million Dutch guilders is equivalent to over two billion
euros today.

Figure 8 Output of the NBI in de-enimisationprocedures per year

2.6 Archival allure

The NBI archives are a collection of incoherent, multi-interpretable, dynamic, talkative or rather closed texts. They can make a historian feel like she is
drowning in an ocean of letters and signs. The disorder, variety of formats
and formulae and the accountancy jargon are a big challenge. In many cases it
proves difficult to reconstruct wie es eigentlich gewesen, what bureaucratic steps
were taken and in what order. In addition, the question of who evaluated the
enemy citizen often emerges: a local NBI administrator or employees at the
Head Office in The Hague. The recommendations given by the local NBI offices
were supposed to provide guidance for the eventual judgement, but analysis
of notes in the margin, handwriting and initials show that Mr Verdam, Mr
Diemont and Mr Mulder overruled decisions on a regular basis. Mr Diemont
and Mr Mulder were both directors of the NBI, Mr Verdam one of the senior
employees at the Head Office in the Hague. Verdam, in particular, stands out
for his conscientious, systematic approach: when he filled out a questionnaire, he always included a schematic overview of the ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ on the
enemy citizen in question.208 His notes display the moralistic vision of ‘right’
and ‘wrong’ as found in many beheersdossiers. In a normative sense, Verdam, as
well as many of his colleagues, interpreted the criterion of ‘being Dutch’ as
heroic. They used adjectives like ‘true’, ‘brave’ and ‘trustworthy’ to describe
the attitude that was considered typically Dutch. Also, they characterised the
behaviour of enemy citizens as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ conduct.

208 The cases of Josef Ebel and Theodor Schüller (with interventions by Verdam) exemplify the way
moralistic visions echoed in the comments and scribbles. For the record on Ebel see: NA, Archive
NBI, 2.09.16.04 inv. 70544, 3799 (PE’40’2847) and 5814 (WFV’5656). For the case of Schüller see: NA,
Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 5785 (WFV’5004); 2.09.16.13, inv. 170277.
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The archival chaos, the notes and scribbles in the margin and the variety of
stamps used on the index cards and beheersdossiers all disclose histories, on different levels. The biographies of enemy citizens, opinions of the NBI employees, evaluations by Tax inspectors and reconstructions by police men allow for
qualitative case study research into personal, individual histories. In addition,
the annual reports, official memo’s and jurisprudence sketch an institutional
history of the NBI and its policies towards German enemy citizens. By contrast,
analysis of the reports on the bureaucratic proceedings and developments, the
discussions on the (lack of) criteria for de-enemisation, the absence of certain
documents, the various stamps and signs show the uncertainty and arbitrariness of the institute that was established to implement a rather abstract, generalising decree. Once approached as a container of narratives and an object
an sich, the NBI archives thus disclose a range of sometimes competing, sometimes fragmented, microhistories of people, and mesohistories of bureaucracy
and institutions.
The material analysed in this study provides a multifaceted view of the
Dutch post-war administration of justice towards German nationals, but the
NBI archives have more to offer. For conclusions on the modus operandi of
NBI institution(s) and the Dutch post-war administration in general, further
research in records of other enemy groups, as well as the thousands of ‘absentees’, the stacks of admin papers and the. as yet. undisclosed personnel files is
required. This chapter has shown that the archives narrate the way the NBI
came into existence, how it functioned, and how people struggled in their efforts to bring order into the enormous stack of papers as well as to the general
chaos of the post-war period. When analysed along and against the grain, the
archives report how testimonies were deployed and empowered, but also how
narratives were problematised and judged by NBI employees. The archives
lend themselves to an institutional history of the NBI, a historical account of
the administration of justice in the post-war period and for research into the
(post)war-time experiences of various minority groups in the Kingdom of the
Netherlands.
The next two chapters further discuss the wealth of information that the
NBI archives disclose about German enemy citizens. They demonstrate that if
historians use the NBI archives as a narrative device, a narrator or a protagonist, a narrative ‘I’, as found in novels, the archives also tell life stories. In addition, the chapters show how the archives echo how notions of ‘loyalty’ and
‘belonging’ were defined differently, and how moralistic visions of ‘right’ and
‘wrong’ coloured Dutch policies towards German nationals. First, Chapter 3
analyses the population of enemy citizens in the Netherlands on the basis of
the data on the index cards introduced in this chapter. Chapter 4 then exam-
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ines a selection of beheersdossiers and shows the effects of the Decree on Enemy
Property on the lives of individuals. Together with this chapter, these two
chapters reflect the agency of the different actors, from the enemy citizens, the
NBI employees and the NBI managers, and the archivists who preserved the
archives.

3
CATEGORISING
ENEMY CITIZENS

Introduction

Nationality determined enemy status in the Decree on Enemy Property.
According to Article 1 paragraph 5 and Article 2 paragraph 2, civilians who
were subject of enemy states Germany, Italy and Japan after 10 May 1940 were
considered enemy citizens. Residents of Austria, Sudetenland and other territories annexed or occupied by Germany before or throughout the course of the
Second World War were regarded and treated as enemy citizens as well. Furthermore, the data on the index cards shows that the NBI also categorised and
classed certain other nationals as enemy citizens. This chapter discusses the
population of enemy citizens in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. It asks who
these enemy citizens were and how they were classified. In addition, it examines the identity categories and methods of categorizing that defined the differential, sometimes preferential, treatment of enemy citizens. By analysing
the multiple, intersecting relationships between various forms of social stratification, such as gender, age, ethnicity, religion and occupation, the plural
nature of the population of enemy citizens is explored. Jewish refugees from
Germany, for example, were treated differently from farmers in the border
areas, or Dutch women married to German men. The intersectional analysis
facilitates a nuanced articulation of the specificities of individual experiences
of the Dutch citizenship politics and de-enemisation procedures.

3.1 Along the lines of
nationality

For centuries, Germans were the largest minority group in the Netherlands. As
early as 1650, thousands of Germans flocked to the precursor of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands, the Dutch Republic, every year. In particular, the higher
wages and plentiful employment opportunities in the maritime sector and
urban industries attracted immigrants who settled in the coastal cities in the
western part of the Netherlands.209 At the end of the seventeenth century, Germans still made up a considerable share of the Dutch population. In the nineteenth century, German immigrants constituted 60% of the total immigrant
population; around 1850, approximately 40,000 Germans lived in the Netherlands.210 After the First World War, when Germany was politically and economically unstable, the German population in the Netherlands almost doubled. Migration studies mention a number of 56,351 Germans residing in the
Netherlands in 1920 and an increase to 102,833 German residents in 1930.211
At the outbreak of war, the exact number of German nationals in the
Netherlands was unknown.212 There are no official, national statistics on
the population in the Netherlands in the period between 1940 and 1947.213
Melchior Bogaarts mentioned in his article on the expulsion of German

209 Jan Lucassen, Migrant Labour in Europe 1600-1900. The drift to the North Sea (London: Croom Helm, 1987)
268-278. See also: Jelle van Lottum, Across the North Sea. The impact of the Dutch Republic on international
labour migration, c.1550-1850 (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2007) and Marlou Schrover, Een kolonie van Duitsers,
82-83.
210 Marlou Schrover, Een kolonie van Duitsers, 79.
211 Herman Obdeijn and Marlou Schrover, Komen en gaan: Immigratie en emigratie in Nederland vanaf 1550
(Amsterdam: Bakker, 2008), 62; Marlou Schrover, ‘The deportation of Germans from the Netherlands’, 254, table 3.
212 Loe de Jong, De Duitse vijfde colonne in de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Arnhem: Van Loghum Slaterus, 1953), 243.
213 Centraal Bureau Statistiek (CBS): Vijfennegentig Jaren Statistiek in Tijdreeksen 1899-1904 (The Hague:
SDU Uitgeverij/CBS, 1994), 19.

214 Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Weg met de Moffen’, 334-351, 349 footnote 20.
215 Bogaarts referred to Loe de Jong’s study on Germans as a fifth column, who paradoxically stated
that the exact number of civilians with the German nationality, including Jews and other refugees
from Germany, is not known for certain. Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Weg met de Moffen. Een studie naar de
uitwijzing van Duitse ongewenste vreemdelingen uit Nederland na 1945’, 1-18, 1. De Jong, De Duitse
vijfde colonne in de Tweede Wereldoorlog, 243.
216 CBS, Vijfennegentig Jaren Statistiek in Tijdreeksen, 19.
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 ationals that in 1940, 52,000 Germans resided in the Netherlands. By 1945,
n
this number had decreased to 25,000 Germans. Approximately 1000 Germans
left Germany on their own accord between 1945 and 1946, with about 17,000
receiving temporary residence permits between 1946 and 1948, and 3691 Germans ultimately being deported.214 However, Bogaarts did not mention the
source for these numbers.215 Numbers from the Central Statistical Office show
a decline from 31,900 Germans in 1900 to 27,900 in 1947. Germans remained
the largest minority immigrant minority until the census of 1971.216
In the absence of statistics on the German population in the Netherlands in
the period 1940-1950, the only primary sources that can be used to calculate the
size of the enemy population in the Netherlands are the archives of the Dutch
Custody Institute and the Alien police. The 23,960 index cards introduced in
the previous chapter give an indication of the number of enemy citizens that
appealed their status. Whether this number approaches the total number of
enemy citizens is uncertain; some enemy citizens might never have appealed
their status. How the total number of cards sorted out on nationality relates
to the total German, Italian and Japanese population in the Netherlands is, in
the absence of demographic figures, also difficult to deduce. If ever there was a
numerical overview of the enemy population, it is still hidden in the ‘mist’ of
archival documents.
Fortunately, the available index cards prove a rich source. For one thing,
they provide insight into the composition of the group of enemy citizens.
Every index card stated the nationality of the enemy citizen (a person, fami
ly or a firm) in question. 14,154 of the cards are records of German nationals.
Furthermore, the stamp D denoted Duiters (‘Germans’). When these stamps are
included in the equation, 20,358 cards (85%) concern people categorised as German nationals. This difference in numbers is explained by the fact that the D
was also used to demarcate a change in nationality, for those who had become
German during the war. In addition, in many cases, cards with a D concerned
stateless people without a nationality. By contrast, 583 of the index cards corresponded to Italians. In comparison with the German population, the Italian
population in the Netherlands was rather small: in 1910, only a few hundred
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Italians were registered; increasing to 3400 by 1947.217 As for Germans, there
was a stamp to mark Italian applications: on 3525 cards, we find the I for Ita
liaan (Italian). As such, it is hard to estimate the total number of Italian nationals amongst the people categorised as enemy citizens.
Figure 9 and 10 show the variety in nationalities and countries of residence
found on the index cards. The majority of enemy citizens were registered as
German nationals. Stateless people constituted the second largest group,
followed by Austrian nationals, Italians and Dutch citizens. The index cards
show that enemy citizens marked as stateless were often Jewish refugees from
Germany. Nazi racial laws had deprived Jewish citizens of their German citizenship, but as the Dutch government declared all Nazi laws invalid, many
former German Jewish citizens were registered as German nationals. Others
were categorised as stateless persons from Germany. Section 3.4 discusses the
treatment of Jewish enemy citizens. The group of stateless enemy citizens also
included people who had lost their citizenship in the political turmoil resulting from the First World War, or persons with a Nansen passport. This internationally recognised travel document for officially stateless persons was issued
by the League of Nations to stateless refugees.218 The passport was provided
to Russian refugees who had become stateless after Lenin revoked citizenship
for Russian expatriates in 1921, as well as to Armenian, Assyrian and Turkish
refugees. The number of enemy citizens from the former Ottoman empire and
the Soviet Union is negligible in comparison to the number of stateless people
from Germany.
In the next sections, I discuss various categories and typologies used in
the random sample of 237 beheersdossiers to adjudge the enemy citizens who
appealed their status. First, I analyse the categorisation of enemy citizens on
the basis of nationality: Austrian nationals, Sudeten Germans, Danzig Germans, Jewish refugees, Italian and Japanese nationals and Dutch (-born) ene
my citizens. Subsequently, I examine the multiple, intersecting relationships
between nationality, gender, ethnicity, class, religion and occupation, scrutinising several of the sub-categories created and cemented by NBI employees,
including nuns, monks, domestic workers, farmers, mineworkers and nobility. As the cases cited from the random sample show, many enemy citizens fall
into more than one category.

217 CBS, Vijfennegentig Jaren Statistiek in Tijdreeksen, 19.
218 John C. Torpey, The invention of the Passport: Surveillance, Citizenship and the State (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000) 127-130.

Nationality (in English)

Duits
Nederlands
Statenloos
Oostenrijks
Italiaans
Amerikaans
Brits
Zwitsers
Pools
Palestijns
Tsjecho-Slowaak
Frans
Belgisch
Canadees
Joegoslaaf
Braziliaans
Costa-Ricaans
Hongaars
Zweeds
Boliviaans
Chileens
Uruguees
Argentijn
Australisch
Deens
Tsjechisch
Zuid-Afrikaans
Peruaans
Spaans
Colombiaans
Japans
Russisch
Turks
Venezolaans
Chinees
Cubaans
Estisch
Israëlisch
Paraguayaans
Portugees
Roemeens
Sudeten
Armeens

German
Dutch
Stateless
Austrian
Italian
American
British
Swiss
Polish
Palestinian
Czechoslovakian
French
Belgianw
Canadian
Yugoslavian
Brazilian
Costa Rican
Hungarian
Swedish
Bolivian
Chilean
Uruguayan
Argentinean
Australian
Danish
Czech
South African
Peruvian
Spanish
Colombian
Japanese
Russian
Turkish
Venezuelan
Chinese
Cuban
Estonian
Israeli
Paraguayan
Portuguese
Rumanian
Sudeten
Armenian

Number
14214
1016
784
653
589
363
182
29
26
25
24
16
13
10
10
9
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Figure 9 Overview of the variety in nationalities as found on index cards in NBI
archive 2.09.16 10324-10341
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Nationality (in Dutch)
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Figure 10 Map visualising the variety in countries of residence of enemy citizens

3.2 Austrians as Germans?

There were 628 index cards relating to enemy citizens from Austria. According
to the Decree on Enemy Property, citizens from territories annexed by Nazi
Germany before or throughout the course of the Second World War were considered enemy citizens. Thus, people from Austria, Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia and, for example, the city of Danzig were treated as enemy citizens, too.
The Dutch argument for the enemy status of the so-called Volksdeutsche (‘ethnic
Germans’) was that they had acquired German nationality during the Nazi
regime. Austria, for example, had ceased to exist as an independent country
after the Anschluss in March 1938. Its citizens had become part of the German
Reich and thus German Staatsangehörigen. As a result, the Dutch authorities considered former Austrian nationals accessory to Germany’s debt to the Netherlands. This argumentation was questionable. Ethnic Germans were not German citizens by free choice: they had been forced by the new authorities to take
on German nationality. But after the Council for Restoration of Rights (department Amsterdam) ruled on 16 April 1946 that Austrian citizens were officially
German citizens, Austrian nationals were treated as enemy citizens by the NBI
in the first years of the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property.219
In his historical account of 1962, NBI director Dirk Mulder reported on
the development of policies towards Austrian nationals.220 In November 1946,
the Minister of Foreign Affairs almost released persons with concrete proof of
their Austrian nationality from the provisions of the Decree on Enemy Property.221 The other Ministers disagreed with his line of reasoning, but in January
1947 the NBI agreed with the Austrian delegate that it would give preferential

219 NA, Raad voor het Rechtsherstel: afdeling Rechtspraak, 1945-1971, 2.09.48.02, inv. 112.
220 Dirk Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no. 91, 20.
221 Rijksbegroting voor het dienstjaar 1946, Memorie van Antwoord 29 November 1946.
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treatment to persons with an Austrian Staatsbürgerschaftsnachweis, the official
certificate of Austrian citizenship.222 In October 1948, guidelines for de-enemisation of Austrian enemy citizens clarified the criteria.223 Austrian residents
of the Netherlands who possessed the official Austrian citizenship certificate
regained full legal capacity. Furthermore, if they could prove that they had
lived in the Netherlands before the war, and that their behaviour had been politically correct, their confiscated assets were also returned.
The 1948 regulations significantly improved the situation of most Austrian
enemy citizens, yet Austrians who had not resided in the Netherlands before
1940, or those who lived outside the Netherlands after 1945, awaited a complicated de-enemisation procedure. The Dutch government did not plan to release
their confiscated assets and inheritances and stocks, for example, were held in
trust. It took until 1955 for the Dutch and Austrian governments to come to a
financial agreement.224 For the sake of comparison, all German nationals were
collectively de-enemised as a result of the end of the state of war in 1951.

Never a stranger, long the enemy

E

lisabeth Augustina Angelina Kirchmeyr-Pollak was an Austrian national who experienced difficulties in her de-enemisation procedure
and her case is an illustrative example of the slow and reserved treatment of Austrian requests.225 Born in Graz in 1892, Elisabeth had lived in the
Netherlands since September 1920. In 1923, she married Austrian Adolf Kirchmeyr. Her record shows that she was a well-educated woman, holding a PhD
in Arts from the University of Graz. After her marriage, she gave up her job
to become a homemaker and gave birth to their daughter, Gertrud, in 1925.
When her husband died in 1932, Elisabeth returned to work and found a job as
a newspaper correspondent. In November 1945, she applied for a declaration
of de-enemisation. Her request states that she considered the Netherlands her
tweede vaderland (‘second fatherland’), and that she (had) behaved accordingly.226 Her daughter attended Dutch schools only and neither of them joined a

222 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no. 91, 21.
223 Staatscourant Monday 25 October 1948, no. 206.
224 The compensation was part of the Austrian State Treaty that re-established Austria as a sovereign
state on 15 May 1955. Staatsvertrag betreffend die Wiederherstellung eines unabhängigen und
demokratischen Österreich, unterzeichnet in Wien am 15. Mai.
225 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.08, inv. 103923.
226 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.08, inv. 103923, Request for declaration of de-enemisation, 25 November
1945.

(No) Preferential treatment

E

lisabeth’s case is one of the 237 beheersdossiers examined on classification and categorisation. The files were selected based on their numbers
in the index card system. All records accompanying every hundredth
index card (number 0, 100, 200 up to 23,700) were closely examined with re-

227 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.08, inv. 103923, Testimony by J.F. van Hasselt, 1 November 1945. ‘Trude heeft
zich ingezet voor verwaarloosde jeugd. Steeds solidair getoond met allen die hier werkten en die alles
in het werk stelden om de minderjarigen uit de handen der Duitschers te houden en hen by te staan in
de ellende, die door onze vyanden werd veroorzaakt. Wy hebben nimmer het gevoel gehad dat zy een
vreemdelinge was. Alle mededeelingen en geheimen die in de bezettingstyd plaatsvonden waren by
haar veilig. Wy kunnen dus met een gerust hart verklaren dat Mej. K. politiek betrouwbaar is.’
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national socialist organisation. To strengthen her case, she included positive
testimonies on her behaviour. During the war, Elisabeth had helped many
Jews. She took care of a little Jewish girl during razzias in Amsterdam, helped
a woman avoid deportation to the concentration camp Westerbork and she
warned several people about upcoming razzias. In her application, she emphasised that she had also helped others in the early years of the war, before it had
become evident that Germany would lose the war. Other evidence of her proDutch attitude was her modest, but regular, contribution to Vrij Nederland (an
underground newspaper). In addition, she never accepted any extra rations.
Her record also includes testimonials for her daughter Gertrud, referred to as
Trude. The letters substantiate that Trude acted as a Dutch citizen by helping
uncared-for children. She was never considered a stranger, and she was always
believed to be trustworthy.227
The testimonials suggest that mother and daughter qualified for de-enemisation, but their nationality caused problems. After Austria was annexed by
Germany, Elisabeth was forced to report to the German consulate, where she
had to give up her Austrian passport for a German one. The Netherlands acknowledged her new status as a German citizen, and treated her accordingly.
Elisabeth did regain her Austrian citizenship, but only after her request for
de-enemisation was taken up by the NBI. By that time, she was already registered as a German enemy citizen, which caused confusion and delay in settling
her case. Furthermore, financial interests might have played a role. As an Austrian citizen, Elisabeth would pay lower taxes. It took until 1 February 1949 before the NBI came to a final decision. Ultimately, Elisabeth and Gertrud were
granted the declaration of de-enemisation and their property was returned.
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spect to the line of reasoning, (conclusive) evidence and style.228 Thirteen files
of the random sample turned out to concern Austrian citizens or Austrian assets.229 The contents of the 13 beheersdossiers vary in wording and in documentation, yet the argumentation by the NBI shows similarities: Austrians were considered German enemy citizens. Many Austrians awaited years of uncertainty
in which they either had to regain Austrian citizenship or convince the NBI of
their righteous attitude during the war.
In the case of the Austrian-born housemaid Else Anna v.d. Voort-Thomele,
the impact that new geographical and legal borders had on people’s daily lives
during and after the Second World War shows clearly.230 A few months pregnant by her Dutch fiancée, Else travelled to her parents in Austria in the summer of 1939. The plan was to stay for a couple of weeks, but after Hitler invaded
Poland on 1 September, the German authorities in Austria did not allow her to
return to the Netherlands. Fortunately, her future husband Nicolaas received
permission to visit her in Austria in November 1940, and a month later the
couple got married. Upon marrying Nicolaas, Else acquired Dutch citizenship
in addition to her Austrian nationality, but she was still denied permission
to leave Austria. Out of necessity the newlyweds stayed at Else’s parents and
Nicolaas found a job as a pastry chef. After the war, in October 1945, Nicolaas
received permission to return to his motherland. For Else and their child, it
took until September 1946. After returning to the Netherlands, she applied for
a declaration of de-enemisation. Due to her troubles with the Austrian and later German authorities, though, Dutch authorities now considered Else to be
an enemy, and her dual citizenship, in particular, proved to be a problem. The
testimonies in favour of her application did not accelerate the case. Ultimately,
she was granted a declaration of de-enemisation on 31 March 1950.
By contrast, Herbert Josef Gustav Stifter was considerably wealthier.231
His case illustrates that the NBI engaged in favouritism in some cases. Born
in Vienna in 1897, Herbert moved to the Netherlands to work as a translator at
Philips in the late 1930s. Similar to the other Austrian enemy citizens, he was

228 The cards 23700-23960 concerned duplicates, cards with additional notes or cards left for the most
part blanco.
229 The files of Briegleb (2.09.16.02, inv. 6282, 48723), Cebrat (2.09.16.01, inv. 5937), Hilger (2.09.16.01,
inv. 6190), Kunst-Jansen (2.09.16.02, inv. 5899), Kirchmeyr-Pollak (2.09.16.08, inv. 103923), Peika
(2.09.16.11, inv. 140957, CABR 95013, 111933), Pompe (2.09.16.05, inv. 5759; 2.09.16.11, 142443), Preisinger (2.09.16.01, inv. 5383; 2.09.16.11, inv. 142675), Reitter (2.09.16.12, inv. 144097), Roll (2.09.16.03,
inv. 5587; 2.09.16.12, inv. 150560 and 150561), Schreitl (2.09.16.05, inv. inv. 5351, 2.09.16.13, inv.
161057 and CABR 91559), vd Voort-Thomele (2.09.16.04, inv. 5399; 2.09.16.15, inv. 191731), Wallenta
(2.09.16.04, inv. 5814; 2.09.16.16, inv. 187717).
230 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 5399 and 2.09.16.15, inv. 191731.
231 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.03, inv. 5643 and 2.09.16,13, inv. 169944.

Flirting with the wrong party

M

ost cases in the random sample of 237 beheersdossiers concern ene
my citizens who behaved in what the Dutch considered a correct
manner. The Austrian widow Rudolfine Roll-Osenegg is an exception, and her case is a particularly interesting one.232 Rudolfine was born in
Vienna in 1878. She arrived in the Netherlands in 1914, but lived in Luxembourg between 1932 and 1940. Only a few days before the German invasion,
she returned to the Netherlands, which meant she did not meet the first of the
criteria for Austrian enemy citizens: residence in the Netherlands before 1940.
More importantly and problematically, Rudolfine was a musician, a violinist,
who played with her orchestra in bars and cafes were the German Wehrmacht
came to drink and dance. Furthermore, she was often seen with NSB members.
A final piece of evidence that pleaded against her case was the purchase of a
house in the Sarphatistraat in Amsterdam. She bought the house during the
occupation, in the knowledge that it had originally belonged to a Jewish family. According to the NBI, this demonstrated that she had a foreigner’s mentality.233 Her application was declined on 15 February 1950.

232 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.12, inv. 150561, 5587 and 150560.
233 Questionnaire. NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.12, inv. 5587: ‘het tekent toch wel enigszins de mentaliteit
van deze Oostenrijkse vreemdelinge’.
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registered as a German citizen and thus treated as such. On 31 March 1947, he
submitted a request for a declaration of de-enemisation. By that time, the NBI
had already amassed an enormous stack of applications from Austrian citizens, yet Herbert’s case received preferential treatment. The reason was that
he was appointed honorary vice-consul of Austria for the provinces of NoordBrabant and (temporarily) Limburg. In this new position, Herbert no longer
suffered any restrictions, and the de-enemisation procedure was completed on
1 February 1949.

3.3 Reichs-, Ausland- (n)or
Volksdeutsche

Austrian nationals were not the only civilians affected by their (imposed) German citizenship. Sudeten Germans, residents from the city of Danzig and
other ethnic Germans were also treated as enemy citizens by the NBI. This
inclusive interpretation of German citizenship requires some elucidation
regarding the status of German citizenship in the German Reich. In Nazi German terminology, race was the primary criterion for defining Germans living
within and beyond the borders of the German Reich.234 The racial policies implemented between 1933 and 1945 asserted the superiority of the Aryan race.
Jews, Romanis, the vast majority of Slavs and non-Europeans were considered
inferior non-Aryan subhumans. The Racial hierarchy identified different types
of Germans: Reichsdeutsche (‘imperial Germans’), Auslanddeutsche (‘German citizens residing outside Germany’) and Volksdeutsche (‘ethnic Germans’). Reichsdeutsche were German citizens who resided in the Deutsches Reich, the official
name for Germany between 1871 and 1949. Auslanddeutsche were German emigrants. They held official German citizenship, whilst living abroad. By contrast, Volksdeutsche did not always have the paperwork to prove their legal citizenship, though some originated from Germany or from territories that were
lost by Germany during or after the First World War. They were defined as
Germans on the basis of race rather than citizenship. Volksdeutsche were further
divided into ‘racial’ groups based on special cultural, social, and historic criteria elaborated by the Nazis. Jews were neither Reichs-, Ausland- nor Volksdeutsche.
After the implementation of the Nuremberg Racial Laws in 1935, Germans of
Jewish origin living in Germany were no longer considered German citizens;

234 Dieter Gosewinkel, Einbürgern und Ausschließen; Dieter Gosewinkel, Schutz und Freiheit? Staatsbürgerschaft in Europa im 20. und 21. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Suhrkamp Verlag, 2016).

Sudeten Germans

E

ight of the 23,960 index cards include a reference to Sudeten Germans
or Germans from Sudetenland. Sudetenland is the historical German
name for areas in former Czechoslovakia, which were inhabited by
German speakers from Bohemia, Moravia and Czech Silesia, the Sudeten Germans. The approximately 3.5 million Germans had come under the jurisdiction of the Czechoslovakian state after the dissolution of the Austrian-Hungarian empire in 1918.235 Relations between the Czechs and the native German
speakers were difficult: separate cultural, educational, political and economic
institutions isolated the groups from each other. In the 1920s, due to high unemployment and the imposition of the Czech language in schools and public
spaces, national socialism gained popularity amongst many ethnic Germans.
Hitler made himself into an advocate of these people who desired autonomy.
This resulted in the so-called ‘Sudeten-crisis’ of 1938.236 The Czechoslovakian

235 Eva Hahn and Hans Henning Hahn, ‘Between ‘Heimat’ and ‘expulsion’: the construction of the
Sudeten German ‘Volksgruppe’ in post-war Germany’: in Elenore Breuning, Jill Lewis and Gareth
Pritchard eds., Power and the People. A social history of Central European Politics, 1945-1956 (Manchester University Press, 2005) 79-80; Eva Hahn and Hans Henning Hahn, Hundert Jahre sudetendeutsche Geschichte.
Eine völkische Bewegung in drei Staaten (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2007).
236 Frank McDonough, Hitler, Chamberlain and Appeasement (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002); Hans Mommsen, The Third Reich Between Vision and Reality: New Perspectives on German History
1918-1945 (Oxford and New York: Berg Publishers, 2003); Hugh Ragsdale, The Soviets, the Munich Crisis,
and the Coming of World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Theodor Schieder ed.,
Dokumentation der Vertreibung der Deutschen aus Ost-Mitteleuropa (5 volumes, Bonn, 1953-61).
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as a result of an additional Verordnung in 1941 German Jews residing outside of
Germany were also deprived of their German citizenship.
A grasp of the different types of German citizenship is essential for understanding the Netherlands’ inclusive categorisation of Germans as enemy citizens as well as the written objections submitted by ethnic Germans. The definition of Germany in the Decree on Enemy Property followed the geographical
borders of the German Third Reich, including the occupied territories. In addition to Austrians, Germans Bohemians and German Moravians (the so-called
Sudeten Germans) and inhabitants of the former semi-autonomous city-state
of Danzig were also considered German, and thus enemy citizens, according
to this reasoning. Whether these ethnic Germans were rightfully considered
accountable and co-responsible for financial compensation was contested at
the time. Case law shows that ethnic Germans underwent long, complicated
de-enemisation procedures.
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government was forced to accept the Munich Agreement of 30 September 1938
and cede Sudetenland to Germany. In March 1939, Hitler occupied Czechoslovakia completely and imposed German citizenship on almost all Germans residing in the country. After the German capitulation in May 1945, hundreds of
thousands of German citizens were evacuated and expelled from Central and
Eastern Europe.237 Many fled, some of them to the Netherlands, where the refugees were treated as German enemy citizens. For the brothers Wilhelm Robert Friedrich Weber and Robert Rudolf Wenzelf Weber this was unbearable.238
They were Austrian by birth and had acquired Czechoslovakian citizenship in
1920. In 1938, they had officially become German citizens but they verfoeiden
(‘detested’) their imposed German nationality. Although the brothers were
victims of Nazi aggression, the Council for the Restoration of Rights ruled on
27 May 1953 that the two were German. Their request for a declaration of deenemisation was declined. A few years later, the decision was reversed, as legal
scholars disputed the citizenship status of Sudeten Germans. In 1956, after
several conflicting judicial decisions on the same issue, the Judicial Division of
the Council for the Restoration of Rights decided in a final judgement that the
practice of considering Sudeten Germans as German nationals violated Dutch
and international law.239 Sudeten Germans never had an option to maintain
their Czechoslovakian nationality since German nationality had simply been
enforced by the German occupier. The German nationality of Sudeten Germans was thus not recognised by International Law. In addition, the Judicial
Division argued that the 1938 Treaty between Germany and Czechoslovakia
had been concluded under duress, especially under the threat of violence and
aggression.240 For this reason, the Dutch judges decided that the Treaty was
null and void. On 4 July 1955, the verdict was reversed and, in the end, Wilhelm
and Robert were granted a declaration of de-enemisation.241

237 A bibliography on the expulsion of ethnic Germans is part of: Steffan Prauser and Arfon Rees eds.,
The expulsion of the ‘German’ communities from Eastern Europe at the end of the Second World War (Florence:
EUI Working paper 2004).
238 Rechtsherstel edition 8 1953/1954, 27 May 1953, no. 53/340, 881-893.
239 Veraart, ‘The assets of the Schichts’, 369.
240 Case of Emma Ratz Lienert, Nederlandse Jurisprudentie 1956/471, 993-1001.
241 Rechtsherstel, edition 10 1955/1956, 4 July 1955, no. 55/486, 1215-1217.

Danzig Germans

242 John Brown Mason, The Danzig Dilemma: A study in peace-making by compromise (Stanford University:
Stanford University Press, 1946).
243 Rechtsherstel edition 6 1951/1952, 14 September 1951, no. 51/110, 293-299.
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A

lmost all cases of Sudeten Germans postdate 1951 and were settled
by the Council for the Restoration of Rights. Why Sudeten Germans
only appealed their status after 1951 is an unanswered question, but
there seems to have been a general tendency for ethnic Germans to lodge an
appeal years after the end of the Second World War. Citizens of the city of Danzig also turned to the Judicial Division of the Council for the Restoration of
Rights after 1951. Like Sudetenland, the Free City of Danzig has its history.242
The semi-autonomous city-state was created in accordance with the Treaty of
Versailles on 15 November 1920 and existed until 1939. It consisted of the Baltic
Sea Port of Danzig (present-day Gdańsk in Poland) and some hundreds of towns
and villages in the surrounding areas. The greater majority of the population
was German-speaking, although a significant ethnic Polish minority was also
present. All residents had the Danzig nationality. The Treaty of Versailles ruled
that newly formed states had their own citizenship, based on residency. Thus,
the German inhabitants of Danzig lost their German citizenship with the creation of the Free City. A census in the 1920s shows that almost all residents held
Danzig nationality.
In 1939, after the German and Soviet Russian invasions of Poland, the Free
city was abolished and incorporated in the German Reich. Polish and Jewish
inhabitants were subjected to discrimination, forced labour and later sent to
death camps. The war reduced most of the city to rubble. At the Yalta Conference in February 1945, the Allies agreed that the city would become part of
Poland. On 30 March 1945, the city was taken by the Red Army, after which
German residents were expelled to West or East Germany, although some of
them fled. In the Netherlands, Danzig Germans were treated like Sudeten
Germans, even though they, too, had become German citizens involuntarily.
Edgar Adolph Nix was one of the refugees affected by the Decree on Enemy
Property.243 Born in Münster on 17 May 1906, Edgar was originally a German
citizen. At a young age, he moved with his mother to Danzig, which at that
time was still part of the German Reich. When Danzig became a Free City in
1920, Edgar lost his German citizenship and gained Danzig nationality. He settled in the Netherlands a few years later, in 1929. In 1934, he married Marie,
who was Dutch-born citizen, but lost her Dutch citizenship and acquired Danzig nationality by marriage. The couple lived in Berlin from 1936 until 1939,
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where Edgar worked as an accountant. In 1939, Marie began to suffer health
issues and returned to the Netherlands. Edgar stayed in Berlin until he found a
new job in the Netherlands in 1942. As a German citizen, he was forced to enlist
in the German army in 1944, but he chose to go into hiding instead. After the
war, Edgar applied for declarations of de-enemisation for him and his family,
and though his case shows that the family received a residence permit, they
did not qualify for a declaration of de-enemisation because of Edgar’s German
citizenship and his wartime residence in Berlin.
The line of reasoning of the NBI in cases of Danzig Germans is the same
as in cases of Sudeten Germans. The NBI argued that all Danzig citizens had
either lost their citizenship when Danzig was annexed or had become stateless.
Whether the annexation was illegal or internationally unrecognised was not
for them to decide. The option that the Danzig constitution and citizenship entitlements were still valid was ignored. According to the NBI, Edgar was a German enemy citizen. Marie and the children were approached differently because
Marie was a Dutch-born woman and lived in the Netherlands in 1940. However,
since Marie had exchanged her expired Danzig passport for a German passport,
both she and the children were officially enemy citizens, too. On 23 December
1949, the family’s application for a declaration of de-enemisation was refused
by the NBI. In January 1950, Edgar appealed to the Council, and although the
family lost its enemy status in 1951 when the state of war was officially ended,
the family still needed a declaration of de-enemisation to recover their assets.
In September 1951, the Council finally decided that Edgar had rightfully been
treated as an enemy citizen because of his years in Berlin. By contrast, Marie
and the children were granted a declaration of de-enemisation, and Marie was
able to recover her family’s property because of her Dutch origins.

3.4 Jewish refugees

Jews were neither Reichs-, Ausland- nor Volksdeutsche in Nazi German ideology:
Germans of Jewish origin were not considered German citizens. However, the
Decree on Enemy Property included former German Jewish refugees in its
definition of enemy citizen. After the German capitulation, the Dutch authorities declared invalid the Nazi racial laws that deprived Jewish citizens of their
German citizenship, but it should be noted that this was a unilateral decision.
Jewish citizens from Germany initially had no legal status in the immediate
post-war period, and the Allied nations considered them officially stateless.
Nevertheless, in the Netherlands, many Jewish refugees from Germany were
registered as German nationals. Others were categorised as stateless persons
from Germany. The index cards show that the NBI administrators used various
methods to mark and identify cases concerning Jewish enemy citizens. Of the
cards, 3247 include a written reference to Jewish enemy citizens. As discussed
in the previous chapter, in many cases Jewishness was registered as a nationality. Enemy citizens were either marked as Joods (‘Jewish’) or Half-Joods (‘HalfJewish’). In other cases, the Jewish identity of the enemy citizen was written in
the margin of an index card. Stamps were used, too: a J in the left corner of the
index card denoted Jewish enemy citizens. There is a J-stamp on 4347 cards,
with a further 4104 cards bearing a DJ-stamp, indicating German Jews.
In his account of the NBI proceedings, Dirk Mulder stated that Jews were
treated as a separate, special category. As symbol analysis discussed in Chapter
2 showed, it seems that the NBI did indeed accelerate the settlement of cases
involving former German Jews from 1947 onwards.
Victims of Nazi persecution were exempted from the de-enemisation procedure. The burden of evidence in these cases lay with the victims. In order to
recover rights and property, Jewish citizens had to submit an application for a
declaration of de-enemisation and provide evidence of, for example, their de-

Figure 12 Number of decisions per year in cases of Jewish enemy citizens
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Figure 11 Statistics on Jewish enemy citizens
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Burden of proof

I

n the random sample of 237 beheersdossiers, 14 cases concerned Jewish people.245 They are proof of the complicated, rigid bureaucratic procedure
that awaited Jewish enemy citizens after 1945. In many cases, the applicant
requested the release of the family’s inheritance. Frederico Moosberg, for example, submitted a request for a declaration of de-enemisation in order to
inherit the assets of his brother Paul.246 Paul and his Dutch wife were killed
in Auschwitz; his name is found on the Judentransport aus den Niederlanden-list
from transitcamp Westerbork of 9 October 1942. To qualify for de-enemisation,
Frederico had to provide evidence and testimonies of anti-Nazi wartime behaviour for both his brother and himself. He also needed to submit an o
 fficial
death certificate for his brother and sister-in-law. For Frederico, who had lived
in Buenos Aires since 1938, these criteria were hard to meet, but his historical
account shows that the motive for his passage to South America was, in fact,
his anti-Nazi attitude. In 1934, Frederico had been arrested for espionage in his
hometown of Lippstadt. He was imprisoned by the Nazis in a Gestapo prison
and shortly after his release in 1937, he was informed that he would be arrest-

244 See the case of, for example, the Grüneberg family, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 4864, 2.09.16.04,
inv. 5806.
245 The files of Alkan (2.09.16.01, inv. 6229), Cohen (2.09.16.03, inv. 54312), Epstein (2.09.16.04, inv. 6190,
62327), Guttmann (2.09.16.03, inv. 6032), Grüneberg (2.09.16.02, inv. 4864, 2.09.16.04, inv. 5806),
Heller (2.09.16.02, inv. 5900, 2.09.16.06, inv. 88079, 88080), Heineberg (2.09.16.01, inv. 5987), Israels
(2.09.16.07, inv. 69480), Levi (2.09.16.09, inv. 119116), Milch (2.09.16.02, inv. 6040 and 2.09.16.10,
inv. 127199), Witten-Oettinger (2.09.16.11, inv. 2783), Schröter (2.09.16.02, inv. 5965), Schweitzer
(2.09.16.02, inv. 5848, 2.09.16.13, inv. 167757), Tannenbaum (2.09.16.14, inv. 164753).
246 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.10, inv. 129047.
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portation. In addition, children and relatives of people who were killed in one
of the death camps had to enclose an official death certificate. In many cases,
these official documents were hard to obtain. The Red Cross and concentration
camp survivors, such as Sobibor-survivor Selma Wijnberg, tried to help people
acquire testimonies and the required documents.244 The cards demonstrate
that the NBI did not distinguish any differences within the Jewish population.
The term or label ‘Jew’ was used as an umbrella term to define a very heterogeneous ethnoreligious group of Jewish people, with different cultural, ethnic,
religious, political, genealogical and personal dimensions. In some cases, the
term ‘Jewish’ denoted political status – being referred to as ‘being Jewish’ was
the equivalent of having citizenship status described. In other cases, NBI employees interpreted someone’s Jewishness in a religious manner.
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ed once more. Frederico decided to flee to the Netherlands, together with his
mother and brother. The mother’s fate is not mentioned in the file, though we
know that Paul settled in Zwolle. Dutch family members helped Frederico to
acquire a temporary residence permit and a travel permit. Frederico then left
for Argentina, leaving his brother and mother behind in the Netherlands.
Frederico’s record shows how the NBI interrogated Jewish enemy citizens.
According to a note in the margin of the questionnaire, the NBI asked Fre
derico to provide an official certificate of inheritance and information about
the date of Pauls’ death in order to settle the case.247 The exact details surrounding Paul’s death, however, were never registered, though he was presumably murdered upon arrival in Auschwitz. Frederico therefore turned to the
Red Cross, which sent an official explanation to the NBI on 4 December 1947.
In the letter, the director of the Red Cross stated the place and date of deportation and confirmed that Paul must have died from disease, from exhaustion
or in the gas chamber.248 Testimonies from Dutch family relatives and friends
further substantiated Frederico’s plea. Eventually, Frederico was granted two
declarations of de-enemisation on 2 November 1948. Correspondence from the
year 1952 indicates, however, that Paul’s assets were not returned. It seems that
Frederico ultimately received some compensation, but not the full amount.
The case of the brothers Moosberg shows the effort (former) German Jews
had to make to prove they were not German enemy citizens or supporters of
the German regime. Frederico and Paul had officially lost their German citizenship due to the Elfte Verordnung zum Reichsbürgergesetz of 25 November 1941,
but in the view of the Dutch authorities who disregarded these racial Nazi
laws, they were still German citizens. Various documents and testimonies were
required to substantiate the defences lodged by Jewish enemy citizens. For
children and minors who had been orphaned during the war, it was even more
difficult to qualify for a declaration of de-enemisation and to have their family
assets returned, as is illustrated by two virtually identical cases from the random sample. Rene Israel Grüneberg and Georg Jan Schweitzer both lost their

247 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.10, inv. 129047: Note with pencil on request for de-enemisation, dd. 23
September 1948. ‘schrijven dat zolang P.I Moosberg afwezig is de zaak niet in behandeling wordt
genomen; overgelegd moet worden: verklaring van erfrecht, [dat er, MO] op welke datum P.I. Moosberg is overleden en omtrent de gerechtigheid van requestrant tot de nalatenschap; opmerken dat
aan niet-ingezeten vijandelijk onderdanen in principe geen no-enemy verklaringen worden verstrekt.’
248 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.10, inv. 129047: Statement by director of the Red Cross, J. Vande Vosse, dd 4
December 1947. ‘In aanmerking genomen, dat sedert de deportatie van of omtrent gezochte niets naders werd vernomen, kan worden aangenomen dat Paul Israel Moosberg voornoemd, aan de gevolgen van ziekte, uitputting of vergassing om het leven is gekomen.’

Custody conflicts

G

eorg Jan Schweitzer’s case is an example of the bureaucratic fights
for custody over Jewish minors and their inheritance. Georg’s parents Julius and Auguste died in Sobibor, but they had taken Georg to
a foster home as early as 1942. Reports in his NBI file show that he arrived as
a nervous child and was often sick. Over the years, he grew up to be a healthy
and lively child, with a strong emotional attachment to his foster mother. He
had completely integrated in his new surrounding. Georg’s official custodian
and the foster mother had come to an agreement: nothing seemed to hinder
shared custodianship. Georg’s Jewish uncle Erich Arthur Altmann, however,
interfered from religious motives. As an orthodox Jew, Erich wanted Georg to
be raised in a Jewish family and therefore appealed the Judicial Division of the
Council for Restoration of Rights. The correspondence in the file argues that
Georg’s parents were no longer practicing Jews and had converted to Catholicism, and Georg attended a Catholic Montessori school, where he had mostly
non-Jewish friends. Ultimately, the Council ruled in favour of Georg. He was
allowed to stay with his foster parents. Furthermore, Georg and his parents
were (posthumously) de-enemised and what was left of the family’s possessions were recovered.

249 Grüneberg: NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 4864, 2.09.16.04, inv. 5806.
Schweitzer: NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.13, inv. 5848 and 167757.
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parents in the Sobibor extermination camp.249 This is confirmed by a letter
from the Red Cross in which Sobibor survivors, Chaim Engel and Selma EngelWijnberg, testify that almost none of the more than 33,000 people that were
deported from the Netherlands to Sobibor survived the death camp. Almost all
deportees were immediately gassed and then cremated upon arrival. Notwithstanding the statement by the Red Cross, the NBI questioned whether Rene’s
parents had been legally declared dead. They reasoned that a de-enemisation
procedure was required in order to file an insurance claim. For the time being,
Rene’s guardian Lion Berg gained full custody over both Rene and his family’s
possessions. Correspondence reveals that there was, in fact, no property. As a
minor, Rene received a declaration of de-enemisation without further ado. His
parents were not officially de-enemised: the NBI argued that posthumous deenemisation was not required, as they presumably died long before the Decree
on Enemy Property was implemented.
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Another case involving a Jewish child is that of Egon Levi.250 Born in 1924 in
Duisburg, he was almost mature when the war broke out, but he arrived in the
Netherlands on the children’s transport. One of the reports in his file shows
that he stayed in the children’s home De Steeg in Arnhem, the youth hostel De
Kleine Haar in Deventer, Het Dommelhuis in Eindhoven and a home for Jewish
boys at the Amsterdamsestraatweg in Arnhem. In December 1942, he was deported to camp Westerbork. In contrast with many other Jewish people, he was
not deported any further, staying in Westerbork until the liberation in 1945.
He was subsequently employed at Schoenmakerij Frantzen in Amsterdam for
eighteen months. According to testimonies of 1946 and 1947, Egon was a known
opponent of national socialism, but it would take years for the NBI to start processing his case, ultimately beginning in 1951. Egon was finally de-enemised
in 1952. What makes Egon’s case special is one of the recommendation letters
in his favour. Well-known politician Hilda Verwey-Jonker – the first female sociologist with a university degree in the Netherlands – wrote a letter in which
she stated that she had known Egon Levi since 1939 and that he had behaved according to Dutch standards during the war.251 The letter was typed out, yet the
words heeft gedragen (‘behaved’) are handwritten. Nor was her signature printed
either, the letter being signed by hand. Verwey-Jonker was known for supporting refugees and migrants, fighting for Jewish refugees during and after the
Second World War. The document in this file testifies to this.

Diplomatic urgency

S

pecial recommendation letters can also be found in the file of dr. Herbert Tannenbaum and his wife Juliana Maria Elisabeth TannenbaumNostisch.252 Herbert was an art dealer, who fled Germany in 1937. He
settled in Amsterdam, where he (re-)established his business until the firm was
closed by the German occupier in 1941. Herbert was a well-known figure on
the cultural scene in Amsterdam: he gave tours of the Stedelijk Museum (‘Museum for Contemporary Art’), contributed to periodicals and participated in

250 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.09, inv. 119116.
251 2.09.16.09, inv. 119116: Letter by Mrs. Hilda Verwey-Jonker, dd. 9 October 1947. ‘de ondergetekende
verklaart gaarne, dat Egon Levy, die zij sinds begin 1939 kent, zich gedurende de bezettingstijd als
ware een Nederlander heeft gedragen.’ In 1991, journalist Elma Verhey published a book on the experiences of Jewish children in hiding during the Second World War, Om het joodse kind (Amsterdam:
Nijgh & Van Ditmar, 1991). In 2005, a second study followed, titled Kind van de rekening. Het rechtsherstel
van de joodse oorlogswezen 1944-2004 (Amsterdam: de Bezige Bij, 2005).
252 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.14, inv. 164753.
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the philharmonic orchestra Mozart. His record is full of testimonies, including
statements by the director of the Rijksmuseum (‘National Museum’), nobleman
David Cornelis Roëll, and the director of the Museum of Contemporary Art,
nobleman Willem Jacob Henri Berend Sandberg. They stated that they knew
Herbert as an opponent of national-socialism and that he had never joined or
cooperated with any German organisation. On the contrary, the Tannenbaum
family had supported the Dutch and the resistance. The inscription SPOED
(‘Urgent’) on one of the documents explains why Herbert received a declaration of de-enemisation as early as August 1946, only a few months after he submitted his application. Herbert had been tasked by the Ministry of Onderwijs,
Kunsten en Wetenschap (‘Ministry of Education, Culture and Science’) to organise
an exhibition on Dutch modern art in Switzerland, but he needed a declaration of de-enemisation in order to travel abroad. Testimonies by the head of
the department of Arts of the Ministry and the mayor of Amsterdam strengthened his case. He received his declaration of de-enemisation quickly and his
property was returned one year later, in September 1947.

3.5 Enemies by alliance: Italian
and Japanese enemy citizens

The Decree on Enemy Property affected predominantly German citizens, or
presumed German citizens. Nationals of the other enemy states, Italy and Japan, were treated as enemy citizens too, but for Italian citizens, the enemy status changed already in 1946. The restoration of diplomatic relations between
the Netherlands and Italy on 26 November 1945 and the soon expected peace
treaty cleared the bureaucratic path.253 On 21 December 1946, a law was issued
that de-enemised all Italian citizens residing in or outside the Netherlands.254
Confiscated assets remained, however, in Dutch hands. To recover their property, Italians still needed to apply for a declaration of de-enemisation. Awaiting a Peace Treaty with agreements on reparations, a period of uncertainty
awaited both the Dutch Custody Institute and the Italians. In March 1947, all
pension entitlements returned to Italian members of the Algemeen Mijnwer
kersfonds (‘Miners Union’, ‘A.M.F.’). In December 1947, property of Italians residing in the Netherlands with a residence permit was released.255 All other
Italian property was held in trust until a peace treaty with Italy was finalised,
but when the peace treaty was ratified on 15 December 1948, there was still no
agreement on financial compensation. Many applications for declarations of
de-enemisation were put on hold. In his historical overview, Mulder wrote
that by November 1950, the number of complaints about unfinished cases

253 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no. 407, 88.
254 Wijziging Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen en met die wijziging samenhangende voorzieningen
omtrent Italiaansch vermogen. Kamerstuk Tweede Kamer 1946-II kamerstuknummer 265: 3.
255 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 521 Stukken betreffende de behandeling van beheersaangelegenheden
met betrekking tot Italiaans vermogen in verband met de uitvoering van het Besluit E 133, 1945-1966.
2.09.49, inv. 522 Stukken betreffende het verzoek aan de bureaus en vertegenwoordigingen om opgave van de onder hun beheer staande Italiaanse vermogens, 1948-1949.

Italian ice-cream

T

he random sample of 237 beheersdossiers included seven Italian cases.258
They all illustrate the uncertainty and ambiguity of the NBI policies
towards Italian enemy assets. Whereas other enemy citizens requested
a declaration of de-enemisation, Italian nationals asked that their property
be returned. The procedure was, however, no different. As was the case in deenemisation procedures, Italians had to prove that they had been loyal to the
Dutch cause during the war and were asked to provide testimonies proving
their pro-Dutch, anti-German behaviour. In addition, the request was to include detailed information on the financial status of their property and reports
of Tax Authorities. Many Italians were employed in, or owners of, a Gelateria
(‘ice cream shop’). The beheersdossiers contain long inventory lists, registering
kitchen tools, ice-cream makers and cooling systems, which were carefully reviewed. In the case of Giacomo Antonio Belfi and Giovanni Belfi-Talmini, the
NBI administrator reported a mistake. In the margin, he wrote: ‘Is he [Giacomo Belfi, MO] capable of calculating?’.259 Giacomo had undervalued his furniture by a thousand guilders, leading to his property being confiscated. The
records show that Giacomo asked permission to continue making ice cream
while the NBI investigated his past. Permission was granted, as Belfi’s Gelateria was his source of income, and though the ice cream shop was re-opened,
it was held in trust. On 14 November 1947, Belfi received a declaration of deenemisation. The NBI administration of the shop ended a few weeks later, on
1 December 1947.260

256 Mulder, Overzicht nopens de geschiedenis van het ontvijandingsbeleid, no 424, 92.
257 Ibid., no. 427, 429, 92-93.
258 The files of Belfi (2.09.16.02, inv. 34307), Coral (2.09.16.03, inv. 56092, 5390), Domenici (2.09.16.03, inv.
5872, CABR 97646), Gamba (2.09.16.05, inv. 62534), Moilini (2.09.16.03, inv. 5560, 2309; 2.09.16.10,
inv, 130563), Sfreddo (2.09.16.02, inv. 4052; 2.09.16.13, inv. 171155, 5689), Torre Alfina (2.09.16.03, inv.
5929).
259 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 34307. No enemy request Belfi, note in pencil.
260 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 34307. Announcement of de-enemisation and release of property.
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increased to such a level that it put pressure on international relations.256 In
June 1951, parallel to the settlements with Germany, the Netherlands and Italy
finally reached an agreement. A deal on Italian property in the Dutch overseas
territories followed in September 1951.257
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J

apan had joined the military alliance of the ‘Axis powers’ with the
Tripartite Pact of 27 September 1940 motivated by imperialism and
expansionism. The empire aimed to unite East Asia under Japanese
leadership in a Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. The Dutch colonies in
the East were included in this plan, too. After the attack on Pearl Harbor on 7
December 1941, Japan declared war on the United States and the British Empire. In reaction, the Netherlands declared war on Japan. In early 1942, Japan
invaded and occupied the Dutch East Indies. The Japanese occupation would
prove an important if not decisive factor in the timing of the unilateral proclamation of Indonesian independence immediately after the Japanese capitulation, upsetting diplomatic relations for decades. Politically, the peace treaty
between the Netherlands and Japan was ratified in 1952.
Amongst the 24,032 index cards, only three cards concern Japanese citizens.261 Dirk Mulder explained that because of the negligible number of Japanese enemy citizens, guidelines were never issued. Two out of four cards refer
to a record on Akira Torisawa, a Japanese citizen in the Netherlands who was
married to a Dutch-born woman.262 The couple lived in Schiedam, until Akira
was deported to Germany on 12 September 1944. What happened to the couple is uncertain, but the file includes inquiries by various institutions and the
Red Cross. On 20 March 1950, the couple’s confiscated assets were liquidated.
By contrast, the record on Japanese enemy citizen Yoshira Yuasa is extensive.
His file is not preserved in the NBI archives, but is part of the archive of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.263 The correspondence in the file explains this
archival twist. Yoshira, born in Kyoto on 29 November 1902, was expelled from
the Netherlands on 18 June 1949, because he was considered subversive by the
Dutch authorities and a risk to civil order and morality.264
On 26 April 1950, Yoshira boarded the SS Meerkerk, destined for Kobe, J apan.
Two days later, the Head of the Dutch Mission in Japan in Tokyo wrote a letter to the Dutch government. Yuasa’s arrival in Kobe had not gone unnoticed
by international press, and copies of American and English news articles are

261 NBI 2.09.16, inv. 10332: card of Kluth-Fudjita and card of Koguchi-Reus. NBI 2.09.16, inv. 10340: card
Torisawa.
262 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 6534.
263 NA, Archive of the Dutch diplomatic representation in Japan (Tokyo) 1945-1953 2.05.116, inv. 394.
264 NA, Archive of the Dutch diplomatic representation in Japan, 2.05.116, inv. 394: Letter written to H.
Mouw, Head of the Dutch Mission in Japan in Tokyo by acting representative D. Ketel of the department in Kobe on 28 April 1950: ‘De heer Yuasa werd […] het verdere verblijf in Nederland ontzegd, op
grond van het feit dat zijn persoon gevaarlijk werd geacht voor de openbare orde en zedelijkheid´.
The reason for Dutch authorities to consider Yoshira Yuasa subversive is not explained in the sources.

‘Dutch newspapers reported on the birth control problems in Japan,
the reconstruction of Hiroshima and on other Japanese problems
in minute details. […] Except in some special quarters, the general
public’s attitude towards Japan is neither good nor bad. It can be said
to be “indifferent”.’266
To earn some money, Yuasa pursued a career in journalism. Letters by his hand
– in Dutch – show that he searched for facts, numbers and historical data to
write an article on Dutch politics. He asked, for example, the Dutch delegates
in Tokyo for material on the coronation of Queen Juliana.267 The Dutch captain
in Tokyo agreed to help him collect several documents. Although the Ministry

265 NA, Archive of the Dutch diplomatic representation in Japan, 2.05.116, inv. 394: Letter addressed
to Mr Van Dijk, Captain of the ‘M.S. Meerkerk’ written by the Dwars Family, dd. 28 February 1950
Amsterdam.
266 NA, Archive of the Dutch diplomatic representation in Japan, 2.05.116, inv. 394: Appendix V. Report
titled ‘Recent Situation of Holland, Country of Wind-Mills; Americanism Overflowing ON Street;
Suffering from Housing Difficulties and High Commodity Prices – says Yuasa who returned after 21
years’, Mainichi, April 26, 2.
267 NA, Archive of the Dutch diplomatic representation in Japan, 2.05.116, inv. 394: Letter marked as
‘Confidential’ addressed to Baron Lewe and Mr. Ketel, written by Jongejans, dd. 12 May 1950 Tokyo.
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included in the file. On the basis of these articles and a recommendation letter by a family from Amsterdam, the course of events can be reconstructed.
Yoshira is depicted in the letter as a dreamy artist, a friendly person, a harmless man. He studied French literature at the Sorbonne University in Paris. In
1934, he arrived in the Netherlands, where he specialised in the art of painting,
in particular the tradition of 17th-century Dutch painting. After the liberation,
he was interned by Canadian soldiers, until Japan capitulated in August 1945.
He was released, but his property – money, paintings and the inventory of his
atelier – were confiscated. He was evicted from his house, obliged to report
himself to the Alien Police. In April 1949, he found a job in the kitchen of a children’s home. He enjoyed a good reputation, but later that year he was arrested,
imprisoned and eventually deported. According to the letter, the reason for
deportation was that, as a Japanese citizen, he was an ongewenschte vreemdeling
(‘unwanted alien’).265
In the newspaper articles, Yoshira’s fate is used as a case in point to c riticise
Dutch politics. Yoshira’s brother was President of the Doshisha University
in Tokyo and his statements on the ‘unemployment problem’ and ‘living
conditions’ in the Netherlands constitute the basis for a discussion on the (un
successful) Dutch economic reconstruction. The articles also analyse Dutch
feelings towards Japan:
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of Foreign Affairs feared that Yoshira could act as an anti-Dutch propagandist,
he was eventually employed by the Dutch Embassy. Ironically, the unwanted
alien and deported enemy citizen became a Dutch correspondent, making the
single case involving a Japanese enemy citizen in the NBI archives a rather extraordinary one.

3.6 Dutch (-born) enemy citizens

In addition to files on foreign nationals, there are records on collaborators,
traitors and members of the Dutch National Socialist Party (Nationaal Socialistische Beweging, ‘NSB’) in the NBI archives, too. Among the eighteen boxes of
enemy citizens, 375 cards concern Dutch enemy citizens. Their NBI files usually correspond to records in the archives of Extraordinary Jurisdiction. Most
Dutch enemy citizens supported the German occupier, but Dutch women who
had acquired German nationality by marriage were also denoted Dutch enemy
citizens.268 Dutch-German and German-Dutch marriages were common in the
Netherlands, but legally, marriage to a foreigner had far-reaching c onsequences
for the status of a woman’s citizenship. Whilst German women who married
a Dutch man lost their German nationality and acquired Dutch citizenship,
Dutch women who married a German man lost their Dutch nationality and became German citizens.269 Before 1940, this had never been a problem. The Vestigingsverdrag of 1907 (‘Settlement Treaty’) allowed German citizens to work and
reside in the Netherlands, and vice versa. The Netherlands and Germany had
come to this agreement in order to decrease the deportation of poor migrants
on both sides of the border.270 The treaty included restrictions on the expulsion
of subjects, military service, medical treatment and poor relief. Furthermore,
the treaty enabled commuter traffic for Germans and Dutch, even when border
control became stricter in the 1930s. Since naturalisation was expensive and offered few advantages in addition to the rights safeguarded in the treaty, only a

268 Marieke Oprel, ‘Vijand door haar huwelijk’ in: Historica 3 (2017) 4-8.
269 Betty de Hart, Een tweede paspoort. Dubbele nationaliteit in de Verenigde Staten, Duitsland en Nederland (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012), 216; Barbara Henkes, Heimat in Holland: Duitse dienstmeisjes 1920-1950 (Amsterdam: Babylon-de Geus, 1995), footnote 43.
270 Corrie van Eijl, Al te goed is buurmans gek. Het Nederlandse vreemdelingenbeleid 1840-1940 (Amsterdam:
Aksant, 2005), Chapter four ‘Een goede buur?’, 73-96.
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few German immigrants applied for Dutch citizenship before the outbreak of
the Second World War. Many Dutch-born women were thus registered as German citizens. In pre-war Dutch society, this was not a problem.
After the war, when the Decree on Enemy Property came into effect, these
married women were affected by the previous loss of their Dutch citizenship.
They were included in the definition of German enemy citizens and treated
as such. Most of them were registered by the NBI as German citizens. In some
cases, the women were marked as Dutch enemy citizens because their German
nationality had been renounced. Article 8 of the Law on Dutch Citizenship of
1892 ruled that women could regain Dutch citizenship by divorce or by their
husband’s death.271 A request to this end was to be submitted within one year
of the marriage ending in divorce or of the husband’s passing. Official naturalisation was not required.

Enemy by marriage

M

aria Anna Schnitzler-Reynen was one of the 35 Dutch women in the
sample of examined beheersdossiers who married a German before
1940.272 Born on 17 December 1887, she was 44 years old when she
married Gustav Schnitzler in 1931. In 1937, the couple moved to Germany. The
NBI questionnaire shows that they decided to move because they had been
unemployed in the Netherlands. Gustav found a job in Cologne, and thus the
couple settled in that area. When Gustav died in April 1943, Maria immediately
returned to the Netherlands, moving in with her sister, who had people in hiding in her warehouse. Maria helped take care of them and was also involved
in other resistance activities. She circulated, for example, oral and written illegal messages including the newspaper Oranje Post. The NBI employee who
evaluated her request judged that Maria was a real Dutch woman with a brave
attitude.273
By contrast, the Head Office in The Hague was not yet convinced that Maria
qualified for a declaration of de-enemisation. According to an inscription in the

271 Wet op het Nederlanderschap en het ingezetenenschap (‘Nationality Act) of 1892.
272 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.05, inv. 5859.
273 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.13, inv. 5859: Questionnaire, dd. 14-9-49. ‘Mevrouw Schnitzler-Reynen is
een echte Nederlandse en dat is zij altijd gebleven. Dat zij destijds naar Duitsland ging was waarlijk niet voor haar genoegen, maar omdat zij en haar man het slachtoffer dreigden te worden van de
vreselijke werkloosheid, die in de jaren die aan oorlog en bezetting voorafgingen Nederland op een
ontzettende manier heeft geteisterd. Haar dapper gedrag in het verzorgen van de onderduikers is
zeer zeker voldoende compensatie voor hetgeen overigens aan de vereisten voor ontvijanding zou
mogen ontbreken.’

274 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.13, inv. 5859: Request for de-enemisation, dd. 17 June 1948.
275 De Hart, Een tweede paspoort, 216-219.
276 Ibid., 216.
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margin they thought it wise to check Maria’s history at the Document Center
in Berlin. Apparently, Berlin did not provide any new facts, because Maria was
granted the declaration of de-enemisation shortly afterwards. When she officially regained her property, however, the financial overview shows that she
had no property (‘nihil’).274
Dutch-born women who had married a German husband during the war
faced a different situation. In 1943, the Dutch government-in-exile in London
had promulgated a Decree on the undesirable consequences of the acquisition
of a foreign nationality by Dutch citizens after 9 May 1940.275 This Royal Decree D16 ruled that Dutch citizens who acquired the nationality of a state with
whom the Netherlands maintained no diplomatic relations after 9 May 1940,
would not lose their Dutch citizenship unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Thus, Dutch women who married a German during war or after the war did
not lose their Dutch citizenship but acquired a dual nationality. Nationalist
interests explain this special Royal Decree: since the Kingdom of the Netherlands was at war with Germany, it seemed undesirable for the Dutch government that the German occupier could deprive Dutch citizens of their natio
nality by marriage, for example. The Decree also prevented Dutch citizens who
were found guilty of high treason from avoiding punishment by acquiring a
foreign nationality. For German and other foreign women who had married
Dutch men after 9 May 1940, an additional Decree was issued on 17 November
1945.276 They did not automatically acquire Dutch citizenship. In addition,
the women who had already acquired Dutch citizenship by marriage lost their
Dutch citizenship on the day Decree F278 came into force. The Decree applied
to women who had become enemy citizens by marriage as well as women who
were not enemy citizens, but had married a Dutch man on enemy territory,
such as convicts. A special committee was to be established to assess any requests for naturalisation made by these women. However, guidelines were
never formulated and requests were never considered.

3.7 Classified by gender

Nationality determined enemy status. In the de-enemisation procedure, enemy citizens were then sorted out and classified by ethnicity, race, class, religion, gender and occupation. Close reading of the beheersdossiers shows that the
NBI made a clear distinction between men and women, yet gender was not a
separate category on the index cards. It is difficult to deduce solely from the
cards whether an enemy citizen was male or female. In some cases, a double
surname or prefixes such as weduwe (‘widow’) or echtgenote (‘wife’) clarify the
gender of the person in question, but most index cards contain only one name,
suggesting that the enemy citizen was male. The random sample shows that
this premise was false. Married women who applied for a declaration of deenemisation were usually filed under their husband’s name only. Naturally,
unmarried women did not have a double surname. Furthermore, in cases of
a family – father, mother and child(ren) – only the name of the man was mentioned on the index card. The index cards were thus not sufficient to determine
the gender of enemy citizens. As a result, statistics on the gender of enemy citizens are inaccurate. However, this does not mean that gender was not an important category in practice. As previously mentioned, the status of female enemy citizens varied. Marriage to a foreign man had far-reaching consequences
for the status of a woman’s citizenship. A Dutch woman married to a German
man lost her Dutch citizenship, or received dual nationality, and because of
her (new) citizenship status was affected by the Decree on Enemy Property. By
contrast, a German woman who had married a Dutch man before the war was
registered as a Dutch citizen. Her property was usually not confiscated.
In general, the NBI focused on male enemy citizens. Men earned the money and, generally, owned the house: they possessed the assets. There are some
cases, though, of wealthy women. When the woman in question was born in
the Netherlands, the assets were often released by the NBI as her assets were

German passport, Dutch by heart?

T

he sample of beheersdossiers indicates that the experiences of Dutchborn women married to German husbands varied. For example, the
case of Maria Anna Veerman is characteristic of Dutch women who had
acquired German nationality, but had remained Dutch at heart.277 By contrast,
the reports in the file of Nicoletta van Stralen show that some women chose
to collaborate with the German occupier.278 Whereas the behaviour of Maria
Anna Veerman was hardly questioned and was positively supported by many
testimonies, Nicoletta faced a considerable number of negative charges. Born
on 6 October 1915, Nicoletta married the German national Friedrich Wilhelm
Walter Kähne on 23 April 1935. She divorced him six years later, but she kept
her German passport. After the war, she managed to regain her Dutch citizenship. When she submitted her request for a declaration of de-enemisation in
1949, she was once again a Dutch citizen, but the NBI still treated her as an
enemy citizen. A substantial list of arguments provides insight into the NBI’s
line of reasoning: the question was not whether or not Nicoletta was part of
Dutch society, but her actions during the war were severly disputed and criticised. From June 1940 until 5 September 1944, Nicoletta had worked for the
Luftgaukommando (‘Administrative Unit of the Luftwaffe’) in Hotel L’Europe in
Amsterdam. After she had divorced her husband, she joined the Wehrmacht as
a Blitzmädel (‘female armed forces helpers’) in 1941. She moved back in with her
parents, who were members of the NSB. Furthermore, she officially registered
as a member of several German organisations, such as the NS Frauenschaft (‘National Socialist Women’s League’, NSF) and the NS Volkswohlfahrt (‘National
Socialist Welfare Organisation’, NSV). She had regular contact with German
soldiers and used seats reserved for Germans only when she made use of public transport. Witnesses stated that Nicoletta enjoyed herself when Germans
harassed Dutch people. A final argument against her case was that she fled the
country on Dolle Dinsdag (‘Mad Tuesday, 5 September 1944’), the day the Allies
crossed the border. After this list of accusations and charges, it should come
as no surprise that Nicoletta was not granted a declaration of de-enemisation.

277 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.13, inv. 5859.
278 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.03, inv. 5699 and 2.09.16.13, inv. 163844.
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not considered to be enemy property. When the property belonged to a female
enemy citizen with children, the assets were confiscated but the woman would
receive payment or an allowance to support her family.
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She filed an objection against the verdict at the Council for the Restoration of
Rights, but was unsuccessful. She would remain an enemy citizen until July
1951, when all enemy citizens were acquitted of their enemy status after the
official end of the state of war with Germany was proclaimed.

Money matters

T

he case of ‘Dolly’ Zacher-Jansen, also referred to as Dien Tina Jansen,
shows that the NBI was always keen on property.279 Dolly, born in
Kruiningen on 21 April 1917, had lost her Dutch citizenship when she
married in 1934. Between 1944 and 1945, she divorced her German husband.
After the war, she applied for a declaration of de-enemisation from her place
of residence at the time: Berlin. What makes her case rather special is that it
shows that the NBI intercepted and investigated correspondence. A note by
her friend John caused her lot of trouble, as he mentioned a sum of money unknown to the NBI.280 John stated in his letter that he had invested her money
in a mortgage. He also mentioned money being kept safe in England and Belgium. In the margin of the letter, an NBI employee scribbled that he requested
further investigation into this ‘hidden enemy property’. He also noted: ‘Please
Report. Urgency’. This report of 3 March 1948 showed us that the mysterious
‘John’ was dr. Johannes Martines Elisabeth Maria Afonses Zonneberg, a Dutch
economist. He was interrogated by the NBI on the status of Dien’s money. He
clarified that he had taken 250 guilders of Dien in trust in 1937, which he invested in his parent’s house in Rotterdam. In 1947, Dien wrote him about her
weak financial position in Germany and inquired after the status of her money.
The intercepted letter contained the answer to her question. When Dien visited John in February 1948, he had paid her travel costs and returned the 250
guilders. To his knowledge, Dien had used the complete sum of money during
her stay in the Netherlands, so there was no hidden enemy property. In fact,

279 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.03, inv. 6122.
280 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.17, inv. 6122, Letter (no date): ‘Blijkbaar heb je mijn brief van begin April
niet gekregen. Ik geloof, dat men bij de censuur in D eenvoudig maar alle brieven vernietigt. Leve
de democratie van de Engelsen en de Amerikanen. Je geld is belegd in een hypotheek, maar als je in
Nl bent, zal ik het je wel overhandigen; dat bepraten we wel, hoe we dat doen. Ik heb b.v. ook geld
in Engeland en Belgie staan. Het gaat lekker in de wereld vind je niet? Over een paar jaar: overal
hongersnood en dikke kans op een derde wereldoorlog. Ja, we hebben prima staatslieden. Echt geschikt om concentratiekampen te leiden met millioenen inwoners erin. In geestelijk opzicht voel
ik me sterker dan ooit. Ik werk druk aan een politieke carriere op brede, eerlijke oprechte en ruime
grondslagen. God geve dat ik eens een staatsman worde die het goede brengt. De strijd met de Ned.
leeuw moet nog beginnen. W.g. John’
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the property no longer existed. John also explained why he had not reported
Dien’s money to the NBI when this was announced in the newspapers: he
had never considered Dien an enemy citizen. His story was confirmed by his
brother Theodorus, after which the NBI closed the case. Dien never received
a declaration of de-enemisation. Striking detail: Dien did not pay for the NBI
procedure herself; John paid on her behalf.

3.8 Ordered by occupation

Stamps, symbols and scribbles on the index card show that the classification
and categorisation of enemy citizens was not systematically planned. Rather,
various annotation techniques were adopted over the course of time. Titles of
academics such as ‘Prof.’ or ‘Dr.’, membership of organisations like the NSDAP
and other specifics concerning the applicant were written on the cards. Pension requests by mineworkers, for example, are easily identified by the stamps
M and PU. The M presumably denoted Mijnwerkers (‘mineworkers’), the PU
stood for Pensioen Uitkering (‘pension’). In addition, in cases of kloosterzusters
or kloosterlingen (‘nuns’ and ‘monks’), a note of the applicant’s profession was
made after the applicant’s name. It is more difficult to discover how domestic
workers, nobility and farmers were classified solely on the basis of the index
cards, but the beheersdossiers do reveal that the NBI ordered and assessed enemy
citizens by religion, occupation and class.

Nuns and monks

R

eligious persuasion was not a special category for the NBI. As previously mentioned, observing and non-observing Jewish Germans belonged to one and the same category. On some cards, the abbreviation
R.K. reveals that the enemy citizen in question was Roman Catholic (RoomsKatholiek). References to Protestant enemy citizens or enemy citizens of other
religions were not found on the cards. Yet close reading of the beheersdossiers
shows that religion did matter in declarations of de-enemisation, as enemy
citizens who were part of a religious community often enjoyed an advantage
in their de-enemisation procedure. In many files, testimonies by ministers,
pastors or priests support the application for a declaration of de-enemisation.

281 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.01, inv. 5918.
282 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.01, inv. 5918: Letter by the Secretary of the town of Aarle-Rixtel, Michael
Servatius van Roij, dd. 26 January 1951. ‘Zij was vooral gedurende de bezettingsjaren een zeer respec
tabele dame, die te fijngevoelig was om iemand in zijn vaderlandsliefde te kwetsen en alles vermeed,
wat het bezettingsleed van de goede Nederlanders nog kon vergroten.’
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These people usually personified the preferred type of character that the NBI
liked as witness: qualified and with a good reputation in terms of moral and
ethical judgements. In addition, a socio-religious network was also of value
for practical matters: enemy citizens who were waiting for a residence or work
permit could rely on their church to look after them.
Nuns and monks prove an outstanding category of enemy citizens for further analysis. Of the index cards, 295 concern nuns and monks (‘kloosterling, kloos
terzuster, kloosterbroeders’). They seem to have been classified according to their
occupation rather than their religious persuasion. Usually, nuns and monks
worked in schools or health care facilities and most enjoyed a good reputation.
Furthermore, most of the religious men and women did not own individual
property. Still, they, too, had to submit an official request for a declaration of
de-enemisation. Sister Henriette Francisca Hubertine Duffhaus, referred to in
her file as Sister Elise, is one of the nuns in the random sample who appealed her
status as enemy citizen.281 Born in Cologne on 11 March 1895, she moved to monastery ‘Mariëngaarde’ in Aarle-Rixtel (province of Noord-Brabant) in July 1914,
where she lived until 18 August 1950. By the time she submitted her request for
de-enemisation in April 1951, however, she lived in Arnhem. According to the
testimonies in her file, Sister Elise’s wartime behaviour met the Dutch standards. In fact, only a handful of people knew that she was a German national.
She had taught at the Roman Catholic Primary School for girls in Aarle-Rixtel
for many years. The secretary of the town, Michael Servatius van Roij, declared
that he knew Elise as a most respectable lady.282 She was most trusted during
the war, and her actions after the war were praised, too. After the liberation of
the southern parts of the Netherlands in 1944, Sister Elise took care of female
wounded evacuees from Venray. She acted as an interpreter and spokesman
and she managed to obtain bread, tea, cheese and other items from English
soldiers. Elise’s loyalty to the Dutch also manifested in her teaching: she asked
her pupils to write cards to the Royal Princesses on their birthdays. The Alien
Police and the Police also had no comments on Sister Elise’s behaviour: her
residence permit was renewed several times. In January 1952, Elise was granted
a declaration of de-enemisation and because she had no personal belongings,
the costs for the procedure were refunded by the NBI.
The beheersdossiers suggest that it was rather easy for nuns and monks to obtain a declaration of de-enemisation. The case of Heinrich Sauren, however, is
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an exception.283 His file shows that the NBI did carefully investigate the past of
religious persons too. Heinrich, born in Aachen on 28 October 1902, had lived
in the Netherlands since 1924. He was employed as a help and handyman in
the St. Joseph Monastery in Valkenburg, where he enjoyed a good reputation.
During the war, Heinrich served in the German army – like so many other Germans, forced to complete his military service. He was taken prisoner, though
it is unknown where and when. After the war, he lived in a monastery in Germany. Over the years, he made several unsuccseful attempts to return to the
Netherlands. In 1952, he submitted a request to have his property returned,
by which time Heinrich was no longer an enemy citizen: the Bestemmingswet of
July 1951 ended his enemy status. However, his property – approximately 2700
guilders – remained confiscated. The NBI was divided on Heinrich’s case: on
the one hand, he was highly regarded and the Sisters with whom he lived before the war had asked him to help renovate the monastery. On the other hand,
there was no evidence of special merits in favour of the Dutch. Ultimately, the
NBI came to a negative recommendation on Heinrich’s request. Correspon
dence with the Ministries of Justice and Finance shows that Heinrich applied
for compensation in 1956. In 1957, his request was again denied: the Ministries
ruled that the German state should compensate its citizens.

Domestic workers

N

ext to nuns and monks, domestic workers formed a specific category of enemy citizens. In the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of young,
unmarried German girls arrived in the Netherlands to work in the
households of private families. In general, they were praised as diligent and
reliable employees. After Hitler seized power in 1933, some returned to Germany, while others stayed in the Netherlands. A considerable group of German housemaids and servants ended up marrying Dutch men. In her research
on German housemaids, Barbara Henkes concluded that many of these girls
found a Heimat in Holland, and for many, the Netherlands became a home
away from home.284 After the German invasion in May 1940, most women were
caught between feelings of loyalty and belonging to their German fatherland
and their new Dutch motherland. They suddenly faced political, legal and social borders that had not existed before 1940. Women who had been welcomed

283 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.02, inv. 6267; 2.09.16.13, inv. 159629.
284 Henkes, Heimat in Holland, 217-222.

285 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.10, inv. 130299.
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with open arms in the early 1930s were now considered enemies. This enemy
status was officially stipulated in the Decree on Enemy Property of 1944.
The random sample of beheersdossiers shows that, in comparison with other
German enemy citizens, domestic workers enjoyed an advantage. Similar to
the kloosterlingen, they could rely on a Dutch support network. Their Dutch employer could write a testimony in favour of their application for a declaration
of de-enemisation and help them with the highly bureaucratic de-enemisation
and naturalisation procedure. Many employers also supported the applications
of their housemaids financially. In many cases involving domestic workers, the
Dutch employer thus played an important, if not crucial, role. The case of Anna
Sophia Louise Meyer exemplifies this.285 Anna, born in Hannover in 1898, had
lived and worked in the Netherlands since 1921. Her record shows that she was
employed at the house of an Israelitische (‘Israeli’, which is a synonym for ‘Jewish’) family in Haarlem for five years, after which she worked for notary Dolleman in Santpoort for more than twenty-one years. In 1945, her property, a house
with a shed, yard and garden, as well as a savings account, was confiscated by
the NBI. Anna argued that her property was her pension, and she therefore
hoped to recover all of it. Her letter did not, however, mention special merits
during war. She only emphasised that she never meddled in political discussions and that her mentality during that time had been Dutch. The testimonies
by notary Dolleman and neighbours are more informative. First, Dolleman
explained that Anna was indispensable to him and his wife. Anna had always
taken care of the family, because his wife was physically not strong enough to
raise their children. Now that Dolleman and his wife were at an advanced age,
Anna looked after the couple. Second, the notary explained Anna’s wartime actions. He confirmed her own statements and added further proof of her Dutch
disposition by stating that she had mastered the Dutch language. In addition,
he wrote that she had been hospitable to the people who were in hiding in Dolleman’s house during war. He also put forward the argument that when many
Germans tried to flee to Germany in 1944, Anna decided to stay and take care
of Dolleman’s sick wife. The crux of Anna’s case was her quite substantial property. Dolleman declared that if ‘the little capital’ that Anna had was to be confiscated permanently, this would, ultimately, be his burden. As her employer,
it was after all his obligation to take care of her retirement. Several testimonies
in the file strengthened Anna’s case: a letter by the father of the children who
were in hiding at Dolleman’s house, a testimony by the local doctor and statements by majors of the artillery stations in Santpoort. The documents in the
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file indicate that the NBI came to a positive recommendation on 16 October
1947, but Anna was not notified of her de-enemisatoin until 29 November 1949.
Correspondence from 1950 shows that the NBI quarrelled about the financial
settlement involved in Anna’s case. The tenant who had administered Anna’s
house on behalf of the NBI still had to pay back rent. The administrator turned
out to be a real estate agent from Amsterdam: Mr Jac. Recourt.
Elisabeth Ehlen also profited from testimonies written by her employer.286
Elisabeth’s case stands out, because the NBI archives contain no less than three
files in her name. Born in Leubsdorf on 16 May 1900, Elisabeth arrived in the
Netherlands around 1929. She found employment at the house of Mr. J.P Jager,
acting director of the Dutch-Indies Gas Company. Her employer was known as
a spirited anti-Nazi and a supporter of the resistance. His testimonies in her favour must have had an impact, but Elisabeth’s own actions were positive, too.
She used the extra rations that she received as a German citizen to help Dutch
people in need. Furthermore, she passed on information that she heard in the
streets to resistance fighters. The senior police officer in Hilversum testified
that Elisabeth was very outspoken in her anti-Nazi attitude, to the extent that
he sometimes feared her statements would jeopardise her position. He stated
that she was, in his view, a role model for Dutch citizens. The Head Detective of
the Politieke Opsporingsdienst in Hilversum and the Head of the Alien Police confirmed that Elisabeth had supported the Dutch resistance, too: her words and
actions showed her opposition to national socialism. Finally, the files include
an intriguing letter in French. The letter was written by Robert Schellenberg,
capitaine de l’Armee francaise (‘captain of the French army’) and mentions that he
had known Elisabeth since 1934 and that she was pro-Allies and a trustworthy
person. On 17 February 1947, Elisabeth was granted a declaration of de-enemisation and her few belongings were released one month later.
Almost all cases of German housemaids in the random sample are in line
with Elisabeth’s case. The housemaid’s application for a declaration of de-enemisation was supported and/or submitted by the Dutch employer, the NBI
trusted the predominantly positive testimonies, and even when a German
housemaid had joined a German organisation, this was usually disregarded
by the NBI. Most housemaids met the Dutch standards for a correct wartime
attitude. Their applications for de-enemisation were processed within a short
period of time. Again, though, the sample included one exception to the rule.
Klara Gertrud Nieffer was closely investigated by the NBI and her membership of German organisations was held against her.287 Klara, born in Kirch-

286 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.01, inv. 3639, 2.09.16.02, inv. 5603 and 2.09.16.04, inv. 71335.
287 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.11, inv. 139925.

288 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 5396; 2.09.16.10, inv. 138821; Archive CABR 2.09.09, inv. 91445.
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heim on 15 January 1903, lived in Amsterdam. She applied for de-enemisation
in 1948. The line of reasoning in her case can be reconstructed by a schematic
overview of the arguments in favour (pro) and against (con) her request in her beheersdossier. Amongst other arguments, the fact that Klara had been member of
the DAF and the NS Frauenschaft from 1940 until 1943 weighed heavily against
her. Klara herself stated that the membership had been obligatory – as was the
case with many German nationals. Notes and comments in the margin of the
documents show that one of the NBI employees who handled Klara’s case did
not accept this justification. He considered her memberships problematic and
proposed that her application be denied. By contrast, his colleague believed
that Klara deserved the chance to prove her good actions. She had enclosed
some positive testimonies with her request, but she was asked to provide more
evidence of her pro-Dutch behaviour. The number of letters and testimonies
in her file shows that Klara found many people willing to speak out on her
behalf. Furthermore, she explained why she had become a member of the DAF
and the Frauenschaft. Her argumentation is illustrative of the complicated situation faced by German residents in the Netherlands. In January 1940, Klara
was called home to Germany as her brother was fatally ill. She arranged a travel
permit with financial help of other Germans, and without the assistance of the
DAF. After she returned from Germany, the DAF informed her that it would
be wise to become a member in case she needed to travel to Germany again,
for example, to take care of her elderly father. It was then that she became a
paying member of the DAF, but she was never employed at the organisation.
Her motivation for her membership of the Frauenschaft was friendship. Before
the war, she had joined the Mädchenverein of the Deutsche Evangelische Kirche in
Rotterdam. In 1938, this organisation was dismantled. Klara was about to lose
contact with her German acquaintances, and the only way to maintain these
contacts was to become a member of another German women’s organisation.
Her motive was thus not political and as a member of the Frauenschaft she simply did some sewing. The number of new positive testimonies convinced the NBI
employees: the pros outweighed the cons. Three years after she appealed her
status, Klara was officially notified of her de-enemisation in June 1951.
Finally, the case of housemaid Elise Mützenich is worth addressing because of the comments in the margin.288 Elise was approached with due suspicion because she, too, was a member of the DAF. Born in Niederbreisig on 15
June 1895, she had lived in the Netherlands since December 1926. Before the
war, she had not been a member of any party, but because she needed a new
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passport in 1942, she was obliged to report to German authorities and forced
to join the DAF and NSV. As a result of her membership, Elise received extra
rations during the war. However, the letter she enclosed with her application
for de-enemisation shows that she did not support the German occupier and
tried to avoid them. Furthermore, she helped people in hiding. On 25 January
1950, Elise was granted a declaration of de-enemisation, but the comment on
her record reveals that this decision was made ‘without much enthusiasm!’.289

Farmers

B

efore the war, many Dutch farmers owned a piece of land in Germany
and vice versa. It is therefore not surprising that the NBI identified
farmers as a separate category of enemy citizens. However, the boundaries between Dutch and German farmers were difficult to draw and the border areas of the provinces Overijssel and Gelderland were particularly problematic on the geographical map. In addition, the Dutch government aimed
to annex parts of Germany. In the most ambitious plan, the Dutch border was
to be pushed back all the way to the cities of Cologne, Aachen, Münster and
Osnabrück. The plans to annex German territory complicated the discussion
on the status of enemy property belonging to farmers in the border areas. The
term Grensboer or Grenzbauer (‘border farmer’) appears frequently in the NBI
archives and in minutes of the States-General. Since farmers were landowners,
the discussions predominantly concerned the status of the enemy property,
not the enemy citizen.
Four cases in the random sample concern farmers, showing that the appropriation of farmland had major consequences for people’s daily lives.290
Franz Geurtz, for example, lost his territory.291 Franz was born in a little village just across the German border called Hommersum on 8 November 1895.
He lived in Remshagen in North Rhine-Westphalia, but when he submitted
his application for de-enemisation, he lived in Bickenbach, south of Frankfurt
am Main. According to the letters in his file, his house had been completely
destroyed during the war and he had therefore been forced to rent a house in

289 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.10, inv 5396: Questionnaire dd. 17 January 1950. ‘Kleurloos geval. Geen kwade lidmaatschappen aanwijsbaar. Werkzaamheid als werkster bij de germaanse S.S., politiek van
geen belang. Enkele gunstige verklaringen. Geen anti-Nederlandse houding aanwijsbaar. Kan m.i.
nog wel ontvijand worden. Zonder enthousiasme!’
290 The files of Balsters (2.09.16.02, inv. 6397), Bröring (2.09.16.02, inv. 6421, 51151), Geurtz (2.09.16.04,
inv. 5167) and Wassenberg (2.09.16.17, inv. 193783).
291 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.05, inv. 5167.

292 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.05, inv. 5167: request submitted by A.J.J Willemse, dd. 30 December 1950.
‘het is alleen door het feit dat hij aan de andere zijde van de grens woont, dat hij voor een Duitser
wordt gehouden.’
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a different area. His land in the Netherlands was his source of income and the
fact that it had been confiscated as enemy property caused him and his f amily
great trouble. A scribble in the margin of his beheersdossier shows that the NBI
employee who handled Franz’s request questioned his status as a Grensboer.
Franz’s temporary place of residence was far from the Dutch border and thus
he was technically not a farmer in the border area. Nevertheless, the testimonies in the file do depict Franz as a Dutch-orientated German farmer. His
lawyer, Ad Willemse, even challenged Franz’s German citizenship, claiming
that Franz’s parents were Dutch citizens who had migrated to Germany at the
end of the 19th century and that since there was no evidence of naturalisation,
Franz might as well be a Dutch citizen. In addition, Franz mastered the Dutch
language: he spoke the regional Dutch-German dialect. Willemse concluded
that his residence in Germany was the only reason people considered him a
German national.292
Several witnesses emphasise that Franz behaved correctly during the war.
Franz himself stated that he tried to help Dutch people cross the border, either
to escape the German occupiers or to flee to the Netherlands. He could unfortunately not remember the names of these people. This raised suspicion in the
NBI, but this burden of proof was a problem faced by many enemy citizens.
People on the run often did not reveal their name, or were only wiling to offer
a false name that they had adopted. Resistance activities were kept silent, and
the people involved did not know many personal details about each other. In
Franz’s case problems with evidence appear twice. As in the case of many other
German nationals, Franz enlisted in military service during the war. Some of
the testimonies in his file mention that he deserted the German army, yet the
stories differ. One of the witnesses stated that he had deserted only one hour
before the Allies arrived. The NBI concluded that this evidence was not sufficient, and Franz’s application was rejected on 27 June 1951, and his land sold
only a few weeks later.
Evidence of a neutral wartime attitude or anti-Nazi behaviour was, in
many cases, not sufficient to qualify for de-enemisation. The NBI judged enemy citizens on their special merits and their pro-Dutch actions. Even when
the NBI valued a person’s anti-German disposition and decided to de-enemise
them, most enemy citizens did not regain their confiscated property. Carl
Wassenberg, also referred to as Karl or Karel, was a farmer in the border area
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who managed to reclaim his land.293 According to the reports on his past, he
had repeatedly been arrested and locked up because of his pro-Dutch activities before the Nazis invaded the Netherlands. In February 1940, he informed
a Dutch soldier about a German munition store. During the war, he employed
many Dutch men so that they would not be employed in Germany. He even
received a warning from the Arbeidsamt (‘Employment office’) in Cleves because
he had too many employees. He smuggled numbers of Dutch citizens across
the border, once helping two Dutch men escape a German transport and bringing them to safety. Carl also safely stored radios belonging to Dutch people and
allowed them to listen to Radio Oranje. In addition, he passed on the messages
broadcast to the Netherlands by Radio Oranje. The list with positive wartime
actions in his file seems endless. It is worth mentioning that he allowed his son
to desert the German army, and he then joined the Allied forces.
Carl was granted a declaration of de-enemisation by the NBI and his property was released. He did have to pay for the administration costs incurred
during the period of custodianship, though he lodged an appeal against this
ruling. Interestingly, Carl mentioned in correspondence with the NBI that
he was laughed at by fellow Germans for the way the Dutch treated him. Despite his pro-Dutch attitude during the war, the Dutch had treated him as the
enemy and let him pay for it afterwards. Whether this appeal was succesful
is unclear, the file does not reveal whether or not Karl ultimately paid for the
administration costs.

Mineworkers

T

raditionally, tens of thousands of German migrants would come to
the Netherlands for seasonal work. Especially in the border provinces,
German labourers would wander around, looking for employment.
Increasing industrialisation had changed the economic prospects for seasonal
migrant workers. Agriculture was commercialised, and mechanised machinery and mass production had changed regional and national economies. This
technological modernisation had an enormous impact on the mining area in
the south of the Netherlands. In 1901, the coal fields were nationalised and
the mining industry started to attract thousands of workers, including Germans.294 In the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of Germans lived and worked together with foreigners of different nationalities in what would become one

293 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16, inv. 193783.
294 Ad Knotter ed., Mijnwerkers in Limburg: een sociale geschiedenis (Nijmegen: van Tilt, 2012).

295 The files of Ebel (2.09.16.04, inv. 70544, 5814 and 2.09.16.03, inv. 3799), Esser (2.09.16.04, inv. 5809,
72407), Fohn (2.09.16.03, inv. 6238), Fuchs (2.09.16.04, inv. 78560), Kaufmann (2.09.16.01, inv. 6034),
Kelleter (2.09.16.08, inv. 98903), Meyer (2.09.16.02, inv. 5905; 2.09.16.10, 126285), Niwczyk (2.09.16.11,
inv. 132154), Peika (2.09.16.11, inv. 140957, CABR 95013, 111933), Schleibach-Janssen (2.09.16.13, inv.
160256), Sinnwell (2.09.16.13, inv. 161722).
296 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 6238.
297 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.08, inv. 6034.
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of the most densely populated parts of the Netherlands. Most of them were
members of the Algemeen Mijnwerkersfonds (‘Miners Union’, ‘A.M.F.’), one of the
first industry pension funds that provided its members with a modest pension
once they reached the age of 60.
The 237 beheersdossiers examined include 11 records involving mineworkers.295 In all cases, the mineworkers appealed their enemy status to recover
their pension. Like stocks and shares, insurances and pensions were confiscated by the NBI as enemy assets. For miners at an advanced age, the confiscation of their pension caused financial problems. Peter Jos Fohn was one of the
retired mineworkers who applied for de-enemisation.296 In a letter to the NBI
of 13 February 1950, he explained that he had worked in the Domaniale Mijn in
Kerkrade from 1909 until 1944. When Limburg was liberated in the autumn
of 1944, he was one of the first Germans to receive permission to resume his
work by the board of directors of the mine. He presented this permission as
evidence of his correct behaviour. However, he never actually returned to the
mine, because Military Authorities requested that the city of Kerkrade be entirely evacuated, after which Peter stayed in his daughter’s house. When the
mining industry restarted again, Peter had reached the statutory retirement
age, turning 60 on 20 October 1945. From that day on, he was entitled to his
pension, but his 1950 application shows that his benefits had been confiscated
as enemy assets. Despite the absence of positive testimonies, the NBI ruled in
Peter’s favour. On 14 July 1950, he was granted a declaration of de-enemisation,
which meant his pension benefits would no longer be confiscated and, in addition, he recovered his pension for the period 1946-1950.
The Mineworkers Union payed pensions as well as incapacity benefits to
members who had been injured during their work. Heinrich Kaufmann was
one of many miners who had had an accident whilst mining for coal.297 He was
entitled to payment by the Union, but because of his status as an enemy citizen,
his benefits were confiscated. What makes his case stand out is the remarkable
final decision by the NBI. Correspondence with the Document Centre in Berlin in his file reveals that Heinrich had registered as a member of the NSDAP
on 1 October 1934. For the NBI, this was reason to reject his request application
for de-enemisation and the return of his property. However, one piece of jewel-
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lery was exempted from confiscation. In the correspondence between the NBI
and Heinrich, a diamond necklace is mentioned, with an estimated value of
10,000 guilders. The necklace belonged to Heinrich’s daughter: Ms Waltraut
von Kaufmann Breitenbach, but her surname and Chilean nationality puzzled
the NBI. Was this woman an enemy citizen, too? Analysis of the letters in the
file allows us to reconstruct the family history and the story of the necklace.
Heinrich was a Jewish German, characterised as a ‘know-it-all’ and a very conservative man, who believed in the future of Germany even when Hitler’s star
was rising. Despite the growing antisemitism, he stayed in his motherland.
His daughter Waltraut, by contrast, decided to leave Germany, after which
Heinrich asked a woman named Gertrud Merill to give Waltraut a necklace
that had originally belonged to Heinrich’s mother, so that the necklace would
not fall into Nazi hands. Gertrud, in turn, stored the necklace with a Mr Heye
in The Hague, who put the jewellery in a safe. After the war, he followed the instructions on the Decree on Enemy Property as published in the Government
Gazette and reported the necklace to the NBI as enemy property. Ultimately,
a few months after Heinrich’s de-enemisation request had been declined, the
NBI ruled that the necklace should return to Waltraut.
Not all miners who appealed their status as enemy citizens were already
at an advanced age. Born on 27 August 1923, Mathias Arnold Esser was only a
teenager when the war broke out.298 At a young age, he started to work in the
mines to provide for his mother who was a widow with three children. The
questionnaire in his file learns that he tried very hard to avoid military service:
he even worked on Sundays so that he would not have to attend military exercises. The Germans came for him five times, but he fled every time. Eventually, he was forced to join the German army. The request for de-enemisation
was submitted by Mathias’s mother Anna Catharina Esser-Schopen, stating
that the family had no property, but also no debts and that she hoped that deenemisation would allow the family the option of naturalisation. In 1947, the
family received a residence permit and on 12 September 1949, they were officially de-enemised.

298 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 5809 and 72407.

3.9 Blue blood and noble estates

The status of enemy assets was significant in the handling of requests for a
declaration of de-enemisation. Nuns and monks usually did not own much
property, and the majority of housemaids and (seasonal) workers were not
rich either. Thanks to their minimal financial means, these enemy citizens had
an added advantage: the NBI was often more positive towards unpropertied
enemy citizens. By contrast, Jewish property-owners, landowners and managers of small business and big companies were of interest to the NBI. Their
financial status was carefully examined and long reports in the beheersdossiers
described their property in detail.
German noblemen in the Netherlands were generally men with considerable property, ranging from estates, castles and country houses to businesses
and capital. They were therefore a crucial category of enemy citizens for the
NBI, but their noble family trees were often a challenge for the citizenship
policies of the Dutch government. For centuries, Dutch and German noble
families had intermarried. The three Dutch queens that ruled the Kingdom
of the Netherlands in the twentieth century were all married to German noblemen. Queen Wilhelmina had married in 1901 and her husband died long
before war broke out. Her daughter Juliana married the German Bernhard von
Lippe-Biesterfeld in 1937. According to the law on Dutch citizenship Juliana
would lose her Dutch citizenship because she had married a foreigner, but
there was an exception for the Royal Family, which saw the husband acquire
Dutch nationality by marriage. Bernhard was therefore never an enemy citizen. By contrast, his mother princess Armgard and his brother prince Aschwin
von Lippe-Biesterfeld were affected by the Decree on Enemy Property with
regard to the property they owned in the Netherlands. As family members of
the Royal Family, however, they were given preferential treatment: both were
de-enemised a week after submitting their application for de-enemisation in
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1947.299 (Former) family members of the German emperor Wilhelm II were not
favoured, and his residence-in-exile Huis Doorn is still contested heritage.300
The random sample of beheersdossiers did not include German nobility, but
annotations such as Graaf (‘Count’), Gravin (‘Countess’), Baron (‘baron’) and Ba
rones (‘Baroness’) on the index cards suggest that the NBI categorised enemy
citizens by title and/or class. As argued in Chapter 1, most of the literature on
the confiscation of enemy property focuses on property belonging to German
nobility. The case of Schiermonnikoog, and the new use of various castles in
Overijssel, Gelderland and Limburg that were originally German have received attention in recent years.301

299 Loe de Jong, Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Epiloog Vol 12:2, 663.
300 Foskea van der Ven, ‘De onteigening van Huis Doorn’, 67-81; Dick Verroen, Huis Doorn; residentie in
ballingschap (Doorn: huis Doorn, 2009); Report: Uitwerking toekomstscenario's Huis Doorn by LAgroup Leisure & Arts Consulting (2002).
301 Foskea, van der, Een omstreden eiland; Foskea van der Ven, ‘De Confiscatie van Kasteel de Cannenburch
in 1945’; Lou Heynens, Geconfisqueerd als ‘vijandelijk vermogen’. Het dossier Limburgse kastelen (Valkenburg
aan de Geul: Pons Mosae 2013).

3.10 Cementing the enemy
categories, defining membership

Categories suggest order, and the act of categorising appears efficient and advantageous for information processing and decision making, but categories
are inevitably mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion.302 Category construction is the act of deciding which distinctions matter and is thus a political act.
Their shortcomings are evident all along the chain from the legislator to the
executor, as evidenced in everyday discussions. In addition, categories and typologies can unexpectedly extend and complicate. This shows clearly in the
implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property. Dutch policies towards enemy citizens rested methodologically and conceptually on certain categories.
Citizens of Germany, Italy and Japan were considered enemies of Dutch society, and even persons who once held citizenship of one of the enemy states or
lost their citizenship were at first instance categorised as enemy citizens. While
the Decree on Enemy Property categorised enemy citizens by their nationality,
the NBI employees created their own modus operandi. Analysis of the index
cards and beheersdossiers shows that the NBI created and cemented sub-categories to judge enemy citizens who appealed their status. Close reading of the
beheersdossiers subsequently demonstrates that methods of categorising Jewish
refugees as well as nuns, monks and, for example, domestic servants resulted
in differential, and sometimes preferential, treatment. Social stratification

302 The heading of this subchapter makes reference to Kim Wünschmann’s article ‘Cementing the Enemy Category: Arrest and Imprisonment of German Jews in Nazi Concentration Camps 1933-8/9’ in:
Journal of Contemporary History 45:3 (2010), 576-600. In this article, Wünschmann analyses the Nazi
bureaucracy’s use of different categories of imprisonment to legitimize the arrests of Jewish Germans and their detention in the pre-war concentration camps. Although the historical context is different, her conclusion that ‘[c]ategories suggest order and regularity. The act of categorizing with its
implied normativity appears authoritative in itself’, and is also central to the argument made in this
study.
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such as gender, age, class, occupation and religion led to sub-classifications of
enemy citizens into ‘members’ and ‘non-members’ of Dutch society. Analysis
of the intersecting identity categories showed that the categories of ‘German’
and ‘pro-Dutch’ were not mutually exclusive. In several cases, a person who
was categorised as a German national and thus as an enemy citizen had supported the Dutch resistance movement. Nationality and citizenship were used
as key criteria for solving quandaries of identity and nationality.
Categories also determined how the archives were examined. To order,
count and query the data on the index cards, the database required precise
categories, such as nationality, gender, age, religion. The ambition to examine
how identity categories intersected required data cleansing and saw the number of categories proliferate. Statistical analysis of the population of enemy
citizens required naming, ordering, demarcating and enumerating. The category of gender is, in this case, the most illustrative example. As explained in
section 2.6, gender was not a separate category on the index cards. Variations
in wording and comments were captured typologically to gain insight in the
differential treatment of female enemy citizens. Comments on religion and occupation were also captured and categorised in order to allow some generalisations on the population of enemy citizens.
Intersectional analysis on the de-enemisation procedures in the 237 cases
selected shows that for some enemy citizens this act of categorisation was advantageous, as it sped up the process. Once citizens had been labelled as housemaids, nuns, monks or mineworkers, the NBI knew what protocol to follow
and how to proceed. Property was also an important parameter. The status of
an enemy citizen’s property was crucial in the de-enemisation procedure. Enemy citizens with substantial assets, such as farmers, had to go through long
bureaucratic procedures. Here, the interests and position of the Dutch government as a categoriser or signifier show clearly. As indicated before, the ultimate
aim of the Decree on Enemy Property was to recover war damages from Germany.
Regardless of whether the analytical focus is on the intersection of gender and class, gender and age, gender and occupation or gender and property:
women usually received preferential treatment over men. The size of families
also seems to have played a role. The NBI decisions display traditional gender
roles and family ideals. They reflect the Christian view of the family as cornerstone of society and the apolitical position of women in Dutch society. Parliamentary debates on the anti-German policies, discussed in Chapter 5, show
that the Roman Catholic Party in particular referred to marriage and family
ideals and defended the interests of Dutch-born women who were German by
marriage. The increased odds enjoyed by women is not just explained by ethics
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and morality, though, as financial interests enter into it again. Women did not
usually own much property, except for their inheritance. In cases involving
Dutch-born women, this legacy was Dutch property. The case of Carla Tophoff
in the next chapter illustrates the far-reaching efforts on the part of the NBI to
safeguard Dutch assets.
Several cases show that social and socio-religious networks were of great
importance for general acceptance and inclusion as members of Dutch society. Nuns and monks, for example, could rely on the support of their church
in their de-enemisation procedure, but in general, religious Germans profited
from the advantages of a Catholic or Protestant support network. Their membership of Dutch religious communities was considered evidence of their integration into Dutch society, and positive testimonies by the priest or minister
or other prominent clergy members could testify to this. In addition, domestic
workers such as housemaids also enjoyed the benefits of a Dutch support network. Testimonies in their favour and financial support by their Dutch employer improved their chances of a declaration of de-enemisation. The significance of networks is shown clearly in several cases in the next chapter.
The random sample of beheersdossiers examined on categorisation in this
chapter demonstrates that the guidelines for de-enemisation were subject to
individual interpretation by both the applicant and the assessor. The burden
of evidence lay with the enemy citizen, whereas NBI employees were given
considerable discretion in evaluating the testimonies. The life stories presented in the next chapter further exemplify this. They show the heterogeneity of
the German enemy category and the variety in experiences of enemy citizens
who appealed their status as enemy citizens.

4
THE SPECTRE OF
BEING GERMAN

Introduction

Enemy status had far-reaching consequences for the daily lives of German
nationals. Their residence and work permits were invalidated, any property
was confiscated and some people were even arrested, interned and ultimately
deported. This chapter discusses the variety of war-time and post-war experiences of the heterogeneous minority of German enemy citizens in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. It analyses a selection of 10 cases that illustrate and
exemplify the different ways people came into contact with the NBI and the
law because of their German nationality. In particular, this chapter focuses on
the acts of German nationals, in addition to the German as an actor. It examines
what, according to Dutch post-war views, a German national ought to have
done to qualify for de-enemisation and investigates the norms that characterised ‘good’ and ‘typical’ Dutch behaviour.
The case studies presented here in alphabetical order are based on the index cards and beheersdossiers in the NBI archives, but also on private archives
and conversations with family relatives. The selected cases reflect the acts performed by the different actors: the enemy citizens, their neighbours, friends
and colleagues who acted as witnesses, and the NBI employees. The structure
and order of the records in the NBI archives, as well as silences and gaps in
individual files, also narrate multiple, multi-levelled stories. Thus, this chapter further unravels the status and power of the NBI archives as a container
of documents and object an sich. When employed by the historian as as a narrative device, a narrator or a protagonist, the archives voice life stories, views
and practices which sometimes compete with the official reports. For family
relatives of enemy citizens, the NBI archives still exercise power as a store of
documents. In some cases, the archives allow for (re-)negotiation of the past.
Interviews with children and grandchildren of former enemy citizens show
how the effects of enemy status impacted generations. Some relatives seek jus-
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tice, others want to learn more about their family history to better understand
how the war affected their families. Although many are naturalised Dutch
citizens, some still feel the burden of the past, the weight of being born into
a German family.

4.1 Friedrich Assmann

Figure 13 Index card Assmann, NA, Archive NBI 12.09.16 10324
Stamps: WFV 980, DV, B ‘46
Name: Assmann, F.
Place of residence: Nijmegen, Berg en Dalscheweg 328
Place and date of birth: 12-9-1903
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency:Nijmegen, 4-6-1946
Legal Counsel: [Not specified]
Management: 23-1-1949
Decision: Granted
Notified: 23-1-1949
Note: [None]
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The case of Friedrich Assmann, originally spelled Abmann, is an illustrative
example of an ordinary German man. In addition, his de-enemisation procedure is typical of the experiences of many other German enemy citizens.
Presumed assets delayed his de-enemisation, and anti-German sentiment
amongst neighbours almost convinced the NBI of his ‘guilty’ behaviour. His
case invites reflection on the concept of ‘ordinary’ men and women, as it questions what actually defined ordinary behaviour in ordinary men and women,
whether they were German or Dutch.

‘As a Dutch citizen, not a German national’

F

riedrich Assmann was born in Freinohl, a little town in the German region of Westfahlen, on 12 September 1903. His birth certificate shows
that his father Adam Assmann was a Landwirt (‘farmer’).303 Both parents were registered as Catholics, and Friedrich was the sixth son in a family of
seven boys and two girls.304 His two oldest brothers did not survive the First
World War; Germany lost millions of young men in what was, at that time, the
deadliest war ever to have been fought. By custom, the oldest son took over
the farm, and the other children were sent to school. Friedrich learned a trade,
specialising in construction works and in bridge construction in particular.
He started his career as Maschinenschlosser for the Gelsenkirchener BergwerksAktien-Gesellschaft Weib- und Feinbeck Walzwerke in Hüsten. From 1922 to
1931, he was employed at the steel construction company Hermes in Wuppertal.305 In this position, he often travelled to Nijmegen. During his stays in the
Netherlands, he always lodged with the Lintsen family at the Berg en Dalsche
weg 328a, falling in love with their daughter, Maria Elisabeth Donata, also
called Rie. She was the reason that Friedrich took up permanent residence in
the Netherlands in the early 1930s. In 1937, the couple got married and moved
into the house next to that of Rie’s parents. When the Decree on Enemy Property was promulgated in 1944, the couple and their (at that time) two children
were declared enemy citizens. Friedrich’s house at the Berg en Dalscheweg 328
and his household were confiscated as enemy assets. A report by the Bureau
Registratie en Waarneming Nijmegen (‘Nijmegen Office for Registration and Observation’) of 9 March 1945 shows that the estimated value of the household

303 Private collection Els Blessing-Assmann, Geburtsurkunde Friedrich Assmann.
304 Biographical information on Friedrich is based on conversations with Els Blessing-Assmann on 8
December 2017.
305 Zeugnis Herm. Franken Akt. Ges. of 7 February 1924, private collection Els Blessing-Assmann.

306
307
308
309

Taxation report drafted in 1945, signed in 1946. NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472.
Letter of appointment by Militair Gezag, 3 May 1945. NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472.
NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472, Request declaration of de-enemisation, 2 November 1945.
Ibid.: ‘Ondergetekende hoopt, dat de mogelijkheid om in de Nederlandse Volksgemeenschap te
worden opgenomen, voor hem open blijft’.
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was 1845.20 Dutch guilders. 306 On 3 May 1945, Adrianus Cornelis Legel was
appointed by the Militair Gezag (‘Military Authority’) as the administrator of
the Assmann property.307
On 2 November 1945, Friedrich submitted an application for de-enemisation at the newly established NBI office in Nijmegen.308 His motivation letter
put forward five arguments to underpin why he qualified for return of his confiscated assets. First, he explained that he had lived in the Netherlands for over
16 years, but that he was already employed in the Netherlands before that time.
Second, he mentioned that he always had – and still felt – the firm intention of
staying in the Netherlands. This desire was related to his third argument: on
29 May 1937 he had married the Dutch-born Maria Elisabeth Donata (Rie) Lintsen. The fourth argument put forward was his wish to become a naturalised
Dutch citizen. In September 1939, Friedrich had applied for naturalisation,
having already paid for the procedure – in his letter he states that the receipt
can be found at the office of the Alien Police in Nijmegen. In 1941, a civil s ervant
of the department of Registratie en Domeinen (‘Registration and Domains’) asked
if he wanted his money back. Friedrich answered negatively, preferring that
his case would be reopened after the war so that he could formally become a
member of Dutch society.309 The fifth and final argument in his motivation
letter concerned his actions before and especially during the occupation.
Friedrich thought that he had behaved als ware hij een Nederlander en geen Duitser (‘as a Dutch citizen, not a German national’). To highlight his righteous
attitude, Friedrich mentioned that he never flew the German flag and that his
children never attended a German school despite increasing pressure by the
German authorities. He kept the bike of the son of a Jewish neighbour safe and
he used his extra coal rations to help families in need. More importantly, he
actively supported the resistance by helping people in hiding and by housing
resistance fighter J. Scheepers.
To substantiate his argument, he enclosed three testimonies of respected
villagers and citizens and a certificate of good conduct by the mayor of Nij
megen. The letters confirmed that Friedrich was of pro-Nederlandsche gezindheid
(‘pro-Dutch’) and that he helped people in hiding in the summer of 1944. The
first letter was signed by his manager at Hermes Constructiewerkplaatsen N.V.,
declaring that Friedrich had employed persons in hiding to avoid deportation
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to Germany.310 The second testimony was written by farmer Adriaan Blok.311
He testified that Friedrich helped him during a razzia. Friedrich knew that
Blok employed several young boys who qualified for military service. When
the German soldiers tried to search the house, Friedrich prevented this from
happening, thereby protecting the young boys. The third testimony was a general declaration on Friedrich’s correct behaviour. The document is signed by
the Inspector of the Police in Nijmegen, a former member of the Provincial
States of the province of Gelderland, the Head of the local school, a shopkeeper
and the resistance fighter whom Friedrich housed.312

Member of the Schutzgruppe

I

n his request, Friedrich briefly discusses his military service. After the invasion of Normandy, all Germans in the Netherlands were conscripted into
the German army, prompting Friedrich to go into hiding at the farm of the
previously mentioned Adriaan Blok in Werkendam. He left out that he joined
the local Schutzgruppe, but the inspector of the Adviescommissie Rechtsherstel en Beheer (‘Advisory Committee on Legal Redress and Administration’)
did not overlook this fact. In a letter of 14 December of 1945, he summarised
Friedrich’s case by weighing the pros and cons.313 Like other Reichsdeutsche,
Friedrich had been obliged to join the Schutzgruppe; a vigilante patrol of nonmobilised Germans who had to protect military objects such as, in Friedrich’s
case, the Ortskommandantur and station. Other than that, the inspector’s conclusion was positive. Neither Friedrich nor Rie had been member of a political party and they never supported a national socialist party or organisation

310 Ibid.: Letter by J.H.A v.d. Brand, Attachment 1 to no-enemy request Friedrich Assmann, 15 October
1945.
311 Ibid.: Letter by A. Blok, Attachment 2 to no-enemy request Friedrich Assmann, 29 October 1945.
312 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472, Declaration signed by W.J Mulders, G.J Kokke, G. de Bruijn,
E. Hooghiemstra and J. Scheepers, 2 November 1945.
313 Ibid.: Letter by the inspector of the Adviescommissie Rechtsherstel en Beheer to the Nederlands Beheersinstituut in Nijmegen, 14 November 1945: ’F. Assmann is alleen bij de Schutzgruppe geweest
ter bewaking van de Ortskommandantur, station etc. De laatste weken voor de bevrijding is hij ondergedoken bij een boer genaamd Blok, wonende in de Biesbosch. Zijn vrouw en kinderen waren
hier gebleven. Noch hij, noch zijn vrouw, zijn lid van eenige politieke partij geweest, ook niet van
het N.D.K. [Nederlands-Duitse Kultuurgemeenschap, Dutch-German Cultural Community, MO].
Nimmer hebben zij financieel eenige steun aan nationaal-socialistische partij of aanverwante organisaties gegeven. Uit de verklaringen van den Heer Assmann en uit de gegevens die ons bekend
geworden zijn, meen ik te mogen opmaken, dat hij en zijn vrouw tijdens de oorlog veel goed werk
gedaan hebben. Onderduikers heeft hij in dienst genomen, bij den hierboven vernoemde Blok heeft
hij een huiszoeking, waarmede al een begin gemaakt was, kunnen doen beeindigen. Verder heeft hij
bij zich in huis opgeborgen gehad een fiets die aan een Jood toebehoorde.’

Neighbour dispute

T

he house at Berg en Dalscheweg 330 was rented by W.J.M Hooghoff.
Whereas the German Friedrich had married a Dutch woman, Hooghoff had married a German woman. Correspondence suggests that the
war caused a dispute between the two families. In a letter of 26 March 1947,
Hooghoff asked the NBI to explain why the house at Berg en Dalscheweg
328 had been repaired earlier than the house at Berg en Dalschweg 330.317 He
wanted an explanation for the fact that the house of ‘S.A. Germans’ was pri-

314 Ibid.: Letter by the Head of the Afdeeling Vreemdelingendienst C. Leenders, 23 May 1946.
315 Ibid.: Handwritten letter by Friedrich Assmann to the Nederlands Beheersintituut in The Hague, 15
June 1947: ’[…] mijn vermogen bestaat uit de volgende activa: 1 huis met erf gelegen te Gendt (Gld)
Dijkstraat 132. Gekocht circa 1935 voor f2600,- waaraan een schade volgens taxatie f3477,63. 1 huis
Berg en Dalschweg 330 Nijmegen, gekocht 1939 voor f3200,- waaraan een schade van f981,97. De helft
van een dubbel huis Berg en Dalschweg 328 en 328a te Nijmegen belast met vruchtgebruik ten behoeve van mijn schoonmoeder Mvr. Wed. E. Lintsen-Gerrits. Een spaarbankboekje bij de Rijkspostspaarbank uitgegeven te Zwolle waarop nog een bedrag van circa f50,-.’
316 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472, Correspondence between the administrators, the Nederlands Beheersinstituut and Onderlinge Nederlandsche Molestverzekering MIJ (‘insurance companies’) on
the damaged houses, 1946.
317 Ibid.: Handwritten (frayed) letter by W.J Hooghof, 26 March 1947.
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financially or otherwise. By contrast, Friedrich and Rie had actually done ‘good
work’ by helping villagers and people in hiding. Since the Alien Police’s recommendations regarding Friedrich were positive, too, the evidence on Friedrich
seems, in retrospect, to have been in favour of his de-enemisation.314 Nevertheless, it took years before Friedrich’s request was taken into consideration,
and the reason that the process was finally accelerated in 1949 was the status of
his property. Whereas the initial reports from 1945 only mention the house at
Berg en Dalscheweg, other documents indicate that the NBI believed Friedrich
to be a landowner with multiple houses in Nijmegen. In a letter from 15 June
1947, Friedrich explains to the NBI what his assets entailed.315 Friedrich possessed two houses: a building in Gendt and the house at Berg en Dalscheweg
330. The previously mentioned house at the Berg en Dalscheweg 328 belonged
to his mother-in-law Mrs. E. Lintsen-Gerrits. Analysis of the excerpts from the
land register enclosed in Friedrich’s file reveals that the house at the Berg en
Dalscheweg 328 as well as Berg en Dalscheweg 328a were given to Friedrich’s
wife Rie for usufruct. All houses were severely damaged by the war. The house
at the Dijkstraat was in particularly deplorable state due to an explosion on
31 March 1945, but the houses at the Berg en Dalscheweg had also been also
affected by the war.316
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oritised over a house with Dutch inhabitants. The Questionnaire of 14 January
1949 indicates that Hooghoff lodged a serious complaint against Assmann.318
Details on the accusation are not found in the NBI archives, but copies of letters written by Friedrich’s brother-in-law Karel Lintsen in the private archive
of Friedrich’s eldest daughter Els indicate what happened.319 The letters date
from the beginning of August 1945 and discuss the accusations by M. Vlierman and W. Hooghoff, both living at the Berg en Dalscheweg, respectively in
houses no. 330a and 330. The letters state that Friedrich was arrested and interned twice. First, he was imprisoned at Camp Vught from October 1944 until
13 July 1945, after which he was interned again, mere for a week. In which camp
Friedrich ended up the second time is not mentioned, but it seems logical that
he was sent back to Vught. In his NBI file, the internment is not mentioned
in the correspondence of 1945 and 1946: Friedrich himself did not refer to his
arrests and imprisonments in his application for de-enemisation and the Militair Gezag did not mention it either. Friedrich simply left out the sequence of
events between October 1944 and the summer of 1945. He might have thought
it wise to withhold this information as it could harm his case. Karel’s letters reveal that like many other Reichsdeutsche, Friedrich was arrested and interned by
the Dutch authorities in former SS camp Konzentrationslager Herzogenbusch
camp Vught in October 1944. Whether he was betrayed or caught by surprise
at his provisional place of residence in the Biesbosch is not mentioned. During
his internment, neighbour M. Vierman filed a complaint against Friedrich
and Rie. Karel immediately undertook action to help and protect his sister. An
investigation was started, which showed that the accusations against Rie were
the product of fantasy and quite untrue, but the accusations towards Friedrich
were not examined as he had already been interned.320
When Friedrich returned to Nijmegen in the summer of 1945, Vlierman
and Hooghoff immediately lodged their complaints again at the Politieke Dienst
(‘Political Services’) and the Militair Gezag. Friedrich was arrested and interned
a second time, which, according to Karel, was een ernstige vergissing (‘a serious
mistake’). He questioned why Vlierman and Hooghoff had risen up so strongly

318 Ibid.: Vragenlijst voor (gewezen) Duiters met verblijfsvergunning, 14 January 1949: ‘Er is tegen betrokkene een aanklacht door een buurtbewoner ingediend, die blijkbaar iemand die met hem aan
hetzelfde adres woont, heeft weten te bewegen zijn stuk mede te ondertekenen zodat dit stuk practisch gesproken geacht kan worden van slechts één persoon afkomstig te zijn. De inhoud van dit
stuk, dat in een zeer ongeloofwaardige steil is opgesteld, is door de autoriteiten niet aux serieux
genomen. De Officier van Justitie te Arnhem heeft het stuk dan ook geseponeerd.’
319 Private collection Els Blessing-Assmann, Letter titled Internering resp. arrestatie voor de tweede maal van
den Rijksduitser F. Assmann, wonende te Nijmegen by K.A.J Lintsen to the Commissary of the Militair
Gezag district Nijmegen, 4 August 1945.
320 Ibid., Letter by K.A.J Lintsen, 4 August 1945, Page 1.

321 Ibid.: Letter by K.A.J Lintsen, 4 August 1945, Page 6.
322 Private collection Els Blessing-Assmann, Letter by K.A.J Lintsen to the Commissary of the Militair Gezag district Nijmegen, 6 August 1945: ’het is droevig te moeten constateren, en het zal de
verontwaardiging van elken rechtschapen Nederlander opwekken, dat een dergelijke schandelijke
handelswijze ook al is het dan maar tegen een rijksduitser, straffeloos kan plaats hebben. Het geeft
een troosteloos beeld van de moderne opvattingen over ‘Recht’ en ‘Rechtvaardigheid’. Iedere ware
Nederlander zal toch m.i het standpunt moeten innemen: ‘Strenge straf voor de schuldige duitsers,
maar blijf rechtvaardig. Onze Nederlandse EER eist dat.’
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against Friedrich, given that the hoofdagitator (‘main accuser’) Mr Vlierman did
not even know Friedrich in person. In fact, Friedrich and Mr. Vlierman had
never spoken to each other. A civil servant employed by the Alien Police in Nij
megen, Mr Leenders, confirmed this. When Friedrich returned from Vught the
first time, he had reported as requested at the office of the Alien Police. Just
after him, Mr. Vlierman showed up to lodge his complaint. Mr. Leenders asked
Vlierman whether he knew Friedrich well and when Vlierman had last seen
him. Vlierman answered that he knew Friedrich quite well and that he had
heard Friedrich was back in town. Leenders then pointed out that Friedrich
had only returned just now and thus disproved Vlierman’s statement.
In a plea to prove Friedrich’s political trustworthiness that spanned several
pages, Karel explains the Vlierman and Hooghoff’s motives for the accusations.
The picture that he sketches breathes anti-German sentiment. Vlierman in
particular is depicted as a quarrelsome type, who took out his frustration and
anger about the German occupation on German families. As neighbours, the
Assmann family was the perfect target. Property seems to have been a motive
for Vlierman, too, as he alluded to the Assmann house after Friedrich’s second
internment. For Hooghoff, who was married to a German national himself,
the situation was somewhat different. He used his wife’s contacts in Germany
to smuggle goods and when their house was searched by the Centrale Controle
Dienst (‘Central Control Department, C.C.D.’) the Hooghoffs blamed Rie for
pressing charges. Karel lists various other reasons for the conflict between the
three neighbouring families. He also emphasised his own Dutch identity and
concluded that he did not consider Vlierman and Hooghoff proper Dutch citizens.321 Two days later, in another letter to the Militair Gezag, he went one step
further. The second letter was prompted by Vlierman publishing an article,
Hoe bestaat het (‘How can it be’), in the communist newspaper De Waarheid (‘the
truth’). In his contribution, Vlierman again slandered Assmann. Karel then
wrote a letter in which he critised the treatment of Germans in moralising,
emotional language.322 In his view, every true Dutch citizen had to be of the
view that guilty Germans deserved severe punishment, but that above all justice should prevail. ‘Our Dutch honour demands this’, he concluded.
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ltimately, the accusation by Hooghoff and Vlierman was not taken
seriously by the Public Prosecutor in Arnhem and dismissed. The testimonies in favour of Friedrich by local residents, the police, the Tax
inspector and the Alien Police outweighed the negative charges. In the Questionnaire, Mr Verdam – the employee at the Head Office in The Hague introduced in Chapter 2 – came to a positive verdict. On 23 January 1949, Friedrich
and his family were granted a declaration of de-enemisation.323 The restrictions on Friedrich’s property were, however, not lifted until 16 June 1949. By
that time, the house at the Dijkstraat in Gendt had been sold on behalf of the
NBI in an auction. The final sales price was not recorded, but copies of letters
by an insurance company in Friedrich’s NBI file show that he received some
compensation for the damage caused by the war. As the administrator, A.C.
Legel spent this money on reparations and reconstruction of the houses. Summaries of the restorations show that the NBI kept an eye on Friedrich’s assets
even after the assets were released – one of the reports dates from May 1951.324
In 1952, Friedrich and his children finally acquired Dutch citizenship.
Friedrich’s daughter Els was six years old in the autumn of 1944. She has
vivid memories of the final phase of the war. She remembers, for example,
how her parents evacuated her and her little sister by bike to a village outside
Nijmegen. Her mother was pregnant at the time: her little brother would be
born in December. Her father returned to Nijmegen to pick up some things
at their house, but never returned. Els always thought that her father was immediately arrested and interned in camp Vught, and learned only years later
that her father first went into hiding to avoid military service. Whilst her father was at Blok’s farm and later in camp Vught, Els and the rest of the family
lived together with other evacuees in a house in Appeltern. She recalls that she
played with the other children along the dike, where people were imprisoned
in bunkers. The conversations with the prisoners were spannend (‘exciting’)
and avontuurlijk (‘adventurous’).325
One question that still puzzles Els after more than seventy years is when,
exactly, her father was arrested and transported to Vught. The date of the arrest is not mentioned in the file and his date of arrival is not registered in the

323 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.01, inv. 29472, Official announcement de-enemisation, 23 January 1949.
324 Ibid.: Overview of reparations send on behalf of the NBI by H. Simons, 24 May 1951.
325 Statement of Els Blessing-Assmann, 2 May 2018: ‘In het huis waar we in Appeltern opgenomen
werden, waren nog meer gezinnen ondergebracht, we kenden daar niemand. Als kinderen speelden
we veel buiten langs de dijk, waar in bunkers gevangenen zaten, met wie we konden praten. Dat was
best spannend en avontuurlijk.’
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archives of camp Vught. Els’s memories of late 1944, early 1945 are fragmented. For example, she does not remember how her mother travelled from Appeltern back to Nijmegen. She only has the Bewijs van vrijen doorgang voor bur
gers (‘Certificate of free passage for citizens’) issued by the mayor of Appeltern,
which allowed Rie to return to Nijmegen for the birth of her son. The family
did not immediately return to their own house, as they first stayed with another family in a different part of Nijmegen, Hatert, for a couple of months.
The baby was eventually born in the hospital on 3 December 1944. Els does not
remember exactly when the family finally returned to their own house, but
she knows it was after Christmas, as she can still visualise the Christmas tree at
their temporary address in Hatert. All this time, the family lived in uncertainty
about Friedrich. To Els’s knowledge, her mother only heard from her father
on 22 April 1945, her birthday. The period of silence was traumatic for Els’s
mother, who suffered from severe stress after the war.
Although Els was a German citizen for the first fourteen years of her life,
she never spoke German at home. Her father spoke Dutch with a German accent, but he spent his weeks away for work and only came home in the weekends. She was raised by her Dutch-born mother who raised and educated her
children solely in Dutch. Furthermore, she never attended the German school
nor joined a German organisation. The only typical German tradition that was
honored in the Assmann family was Christmas. The family always decorated a
typical German Tannenbaum (‘pine tree’, ‘Christmas tree’) and sang Weihnachts
lieder (‘Christmas songs’). Despite her Dutch upbringing, Els was still affected
by the status of her German citizenship. She was called names as a child and
her war memories branded her for life. In later life, the events of the aftermath
of the war started to interest and puzzle her. She contacted Camp Vught to find
more about her father’s internment and cooperated with research projects. In
one of our conversations, she concluded that the war and her former German
nationality still impact her daily life, consciously and unconsciously.

4.2 Franz Joseph Brand

Figure 14 Index card Brand, NA, Archive NBI 12.09.16 10325
Stamps: WFG1365, DV, B L1/53
Name: Frans Joseph + Brand-van Steen, Maria Catha
Place of residence: Scheveningen, Bosschestr 14.
Place and date of birth: Neustadt, 17 July 1902/The Hague, 11-1-1909
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency:-3, 49
Legal counsel: [Not specified]
Management: 7-6-49
Decision: - Rejected + Granted, - 8-1-1951 Granted f, 11-1-1951
Notified: 7-6-49
Note: Bankrupt f50,- 0.0 42.242. dd 21/9/’50 request for revision (file at Procdures)

326 Conversation with Herman Brand in Tilburg, 13 August 2018 and additional comments via email on
22 July 2019.
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The case of Franz Joseph Brand concerns a successful German entrepreneur
who was accused of trading with the German occupier. In his cigar shop in The
Hague, he supplied local German authorities with smokers’ requisites, like cigars and tobacco. Reports in his NBI file suggest that he was a member of the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterspartei and the Sicherheitsdienst. Twenty-seven
positive testimonies in his file, however, indicate that Franz’s story proves an
excellent case for challenging the moral dichotomy of right and wrong that
has dominated Dutch historiography. Franz’s actions can not be understood in
terms of ‘good’ and ‘bad’, his case rather shows the ambiguity of opportunism.
He exploited his status as a German citizen, as his son Herman stated: Mijn va
der was een regelaar, een charismatische overlever met een sterke behoefte aan p ersoonlijke
bevestiging (‘my father was a self-assertive man, a charismatic survivor with a
strong need for self-confirmation’).326 He got himself involved in a dangerous
game, while helping everyone who appealed to him for help, both Dutch and
Germans. His wife faced fearful moments during his wartime activities, but
she and their – at the time of the war – six children, suffered most from his
post-war internment. During the early post-war days, Franz was arrested several times, for various reasons. From 25 May 1945 onwards, he was detained in
several prison camps. His NBI file reveals the efforts he undertook to have his
enemy status revoked. Ultimately, support in the person of Roman Catholic
authority Monsignor van Hussen accelerated Franz’s case. He was released and
the family was de-enemised, yet the war had caused considerable trauma for
both Franz and his family. The Bundesverdienstkreuz that Franz received in 1968
alleviated the suffering and the effects of his enemy status, but Herman emphasised that the war and post-war experiences have continued to impact the
family to this day. Conversations with Herman and the private family archive
complement the NBI and CABR files on Franz. Together, the sources disclose
the story of a Dutch resident of German origin, who was accussed, arrested, interned, maltreated, released and ultimately honoured because of his German
and Dutch connections.
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F

ranz Joseph Brand was born in Neustadt a/d Haardt on 17 July 1902.327
The suicide of his father in 1907 and the death of his mother in 1909
marked him for life at a young age.328 Separated from his brothers and
sisters, Franz ended up in an orphanage. Shortly before he turned fifteen, he
left the orphanage home, dreaming of making a career in trading, but eventually settling for training to work as a Hausdiener (‘butler’). In 1932, Franz moved
to the Netherlands. Via his sister – who had emigrated to the Netherlands in
1919 to seek employment as a housemaid in The Hague – he was hired by a
prominent family in The Hague. In 1937, he married the Dutch woman Maria
Catharina (Coba) van Steen with whom he had eight children. He gave up his
job as a butler to establish a cigar shop, first at the Celsiusstraat in The Hague.
Later he moved to the more renowned Weissenbruchstraat. Together with
Coba, he managed to turn the shop into a thriving firm.
When German authorities entered The Hague in May 1940, Franz became
an enemy overnight to most of his clientele and his Dutch customer base
shrank. The new authorities ordered him to supply their civilian and military
personnel with smokers’ requisites. In an interview with Sophie Molema, his
son Herman stated that his father was above all a salesman. His mercantilist
culture showed in his clientele: he sold tobacco to anybody, NSB members,
German Nazis as well as to resistance fighters.329 The Questionnaire in his
NBI file reveals this ambiguity.330 The answer to the question whether Franz
had contact with ‘goede’ Nederlanders (‘correct Dutch citizens’) before the war is
resolute: Zeer zeker uit hoofde van zyn zaak (‘most definitely, with regard to his
firm’). Other questions on the pre-war period also indicate that Franz was part
of Dutch society. Interestingly, the NBI employee who filled out the questionnaire concluded that it was difficult to judge whether Franz had supported the
German occupier or not; both were true.331

327 Although Franz was never interned in one of the transitcamps, Sophie Molema included a short biography of Franz Joseph Brand in her study on the expulsion of German nationals. She interviewed
son Herman Brand, too. Sophie Molema, Wie is de Vijand. Operatie Black Tulip (Soesterberg: Uitgeverij
Aspekt, 2018) 30-33, 134-139.
328 Conversation with Herman Brand, 13 August 2018.
329 Sophie Molema, Wie is de Vijand, 32.
330 NA, Archive NBI, NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 45966: Question II 10, Vragenlijst voor (gewezen) Duitsers met verblijfsvergunning, drafted in 1949 [no exact date].
331 Ibid.: Question III 19, Vragenlijst voor (gewezen) Duitsers met verblijfsvergunning, drafted in 1949 [no exact
date]: ‘Uit het hiervoorgaande is deze vraag nog niet ten volle te beantwoorden. M.i. zou het moeten
luiden ‘half om half’’.

Acts or accusations

F

ranz’s NBI and CABR files contain various reports on his behaviour
during the war. Although the first documents date from 1945, the allegations against him are best summarised on the basis of a memo of 29
June 1949 that lists the eight belangrijkste misdragingen (‘most important acts of
misbehaviour’).334 First, Franz is supposed to have handed over a young boy to
the SD, because the boy was tearing up German propaganda posters. Second,
he is supposed to have been the Verwalter (‘designated manager’) of a Jewish
firm, which he later purchased himself. Third and fourth, Franz was said to
be a member of the SD and the NSDAP. A fifth accusation was that Franz had
a portrait of Hitler in his house. Furthermore, he supplied tobacco to German
authorities and services. The seventh accusation of misbehaviour was that he
had welcomed members of the Wehrmacht and SD into his house for braspartijtjes (‘binge feasts’). Finally, he had worn the swastika on his clothes and displayed Nazi insignia on his car.

332 Sophie Molema, Wie is de Vijand, 134.
333 NA, Archive NBI, NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 45966, Transcript Report on F. Brand by J.P Snel, 27 December
1945.
334 NA, Archive NBI, NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 45966, three-page confidential memo on the negative decision
in the case of F.J Brand by NBI director D. Mulder to prof. dr. M.J.H Smeets, 29 June 1949.
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Immediately after the German capitulation, Franz got into serious trouble,
while being deprived of all form of legal protection. He was arrested three
times by the local Binnenlandse Strijdkrachten (‘Interior Military Forces’, ‘BS’)
before being interned on 15 July 1945 in the notorious Cellenbarakken, part
of the prison in Scheveningen.332 In April 1946, he was transported to camp
Duindorp, where he suffered from severe depression and attempted suicide,
as a result of threats, severe violence, homesickness and panic caused by the
accusation of being a war criminal. On 29 December 1946, he was again transferred, this time to the psychiatric department of camp Wezep. There he attempted suicide a second time. After camp Wezep was closed down, Frans was
transferred on 6 June 1947 to the psychiatric clinic Dennenoord in Zuidlaren,
where he worked on his recovery. Meanwhile, in The Hague, his wife and then
six children were profoundly affected by their enemy status. Franz’s firm had
been confiscated by the NBI, and moreover, their lease agreement was untimely terminated.333 Coba and the children were evicted and forced to move in
with two other families to a hovel in the former Sperrgebiet of Scheveningen.
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Ultimately, the first accusation of Franz reporting a young boy to the SD, as
well as his assumed active membership of both the NSDAP and SD were als
onbewezen terzijde gesteld (‘found to be unsubstantiated’).335 In a confidential letter to Franz’ lawyer the well informed Monsignor van Hussen remarks that
the correspondence between the NBI and the Document Centre in Berlin
about Franz’ membership of the NSDAP since 1938 refers to someone else, in
birthdate and birthplace.336 Bundesarchives in both Koblenz (investigation for
the Bundesverdienstkreuz) and Berlin cannot provide any membership number.
Franz himself always firmly denied any voluntary Nazi-linked membership.
False accusations of being an SD-member often showed up in post-war arrests,
because of the severity of the implications they hold. According to Herman,
Franz had several enemies who could have spread this rumour. The other accusations were claimed to be proven by the police and the NBI, but concerning
the so-called pursuit of a Jewish firm, the Jewish family paedicatrician doctor S. Simons stated that the acquisition was a legal transation that took place
due to his becoming involved to help the original owner.337 Franz declared
that he used the Hitler portrait as camouflage, because the Nazi authorities
had once arrested him and he used the Nazi sign on his car while transporting
people in hiding. Reports of the interrogations of witnesses and various testimonies show how many different opinions there were of Franz’s activities.
Some accused Franz of treason and maltreatment, but he was also praised for
his support during evacuations, evasion of labour service and acquiring visas.
He enabled people to listen to Radio Oranje and got people out of prisons in
Scheveningen and Amersfoort. Several testimonies emphasise that Franz was
forced to work with the German occupiers and accept extra rations to protect
and provide for his family.338
Franz’s application for de-enemisation dates from 1949. The request is
written and submitted by Monsignor H.J.J. van Hussen, who, as a priest, was
involved in the Bisschoppelijke Hulpactie voor Oorlogsslachtoffers (‘Episcopal Relief
Action for Victims of War’).339 In 1948, he started to intercede in the matters

335 Archive NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 45966, first page confidential memo on the negative decision in the case
of F.J Brand by NBI director D. Mulder to prof. dr. M.J.H Smeets, 29 June 1949.
336 Ibid., NSDAP records check, correspondence between Berlin Document Center and NBI, 19 August
1949. Letter by van Hussen of 15 February 1950 and copy of records check 25 June 1968, all in private
collection Herman Brand.
337 Ibid., three-page confidential memo on the negative decision in the case of F.J Brand by NBI director
D. Mulder to prof. dr. M.J.H Smeets, 29 June 1949. Letter by S. Simons to van Hussen, 13 January 1948,
private collection Herman Brand.
338 Ibid., collection of testimonies.
339 Ibid., request declaration of de-enemisation by H.J.J. van Hussen to the NBI in The Hague, 7 February 1949.

340 NA, Archive NBI, NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 45966: ‘Naast een rechtvaardigheidsgrond spreken hier tevens zeer sterke medisch-sociale motieven. De heer Brand heeft door al hetgeen hij heeft moeten
ondergaan, psychisch zeer sterk geleden en verkeert in grote spanning vanwege zijn zorgen voor zijn
groot, geheel verarmd gezin.’
341 Ibid., announcement of de-enemisation of M.C Brand- van der Steen and children send by Mr. H.
Bogaardt on behalf of the NBI, 7 June 1949.
342 Ibid., announcement of de-enemisation, send by Mr. H. Bogaardt on behalf of the NBI, 10 January
1951.
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of the Brand family. He convinced many people to testify in Franz’s favour.
Correspondence indicates that it was Van Hussen who managed to get Brand
released from his detention in Dennenoord in September 1948. However, this
onvoorwaardelijke invrijheidsstelling (‘unconditional release’) meant Franz had
no right to appeal, and consequently, no chance of rehabilitation. In December
1948 van Hussen arranged residence permits for the family. Later on 7 February 1949, he started the de-enemisation procedure. According to his motivation letter, he was asked by the Public Prosecutor to assist the Brand family.
Arguing for de-enemisation, he pleaded for justice and pointed out medical
and social motives.340 Van Hussen claimed that Franz had been treated too
austerely during the immediate post-war period and had suffered from stressrelated symptoms as he worried about his extended, impoverished family.
In the course of 1949, he provided the NBI with testimonies and reports that
confirmed Brand’s positive actions. Some reports on the events are written by
Franz, others by neighbours and acquaintances. The NBI concluded that the
cons outweighed the pros. On 7 June 1949, they notified Franz that his application for de-enemisation had been rejected, whereas Coba and the children
were de-enemised.341 Franz and Van Hussen then appealed to the Council for
the Restoration of Rights. After close analysis of the available evidence, the
Council came to a different conclusion from the NBI. The Council affirmed
that Franz in het algemeen als betrouwbaar werd beschouwd (‘was considered reliable, in general’). On 10 January 1951, Franz was granted a declaration of deenemisation.342
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A

lthough the NBI files reveal that Franz’s cigar shop was ultimately
not liquidated, it had become impossible for Franz to return to the
tobacco business.343 He established a new clothing company: the
House of Distinction, later known as Alba. Due to the post-war malaise and antiGerman sentiment, his career shift did not prove successful. At the request of
the Deutsche Botschaft (‘German Embassy’) in The Hague, Franz in 1952 investigated the re-establishment of the Deutscher Hilfsverein (founded in 1863). This
attempt was fruitful and Van Hussen took a role as chairman. The rest of his
working life, Franz functioned as an intermediary between Germans in need
and the German and Dutch authorities. In 1968, Franz received the Bundesverdienstkreuz for his efforts in the restoration of German-Dutch relations.344
Despite this honour and token of appreciation, depression and trauma overshadowed the life of the Brand family. Coba had a miscarriage and was severely
stressed. Franz still had a mental health condition and often reached for the
bottle. Herman believes that, today, Franz would be diagnosed with post traumatic stress disorder. The family barely ever discussed the war and post-war
period: Franz and Coba could not speak of the internment and their enemy
status. The children, sensing the pain, avoided asking.345
Franz never became a Dutch citizen. Interestingly, he was more fluent in
Dutch before the war, than after it, which Herman explained by referring to
his extensive work and countless journeys to Germany for the Deutscher Hilfs
verein. They raised and educated their children according to Dutch custom.
Although Herman received naturalisation in the 1970s, he never sought rehabilitation for his father. However, he did feel the urge to tell his family’s
story. Although named after his godfather, Herman van Hussen, Herman always disliked his German name and the stereotypes of German perpetrators.
He emphasised in the conversations that in his view, there are only victims in
times of war, no heroes. War corrupts society intensely, and both honourable
German and Dutch civilians were powerless to keep their hands clean. German
residents in the Netherlands got caught in a conflict between two countries
– one of origin and one of residence. This is the exact conflict of loyalty that
necessitates discussion in academia and society, and has prompted Herman to
participate in historical studies. Another motive is the fact that the influence

343 Ibid., internal memo of the NBI head office in The Hague to the IARA department, 23 January 1951.
344 Private collection Herman Brand.
345 Conversation Herman Brand 13 August 2018. Several documents in the NBI files also mention Franz’
precarious condition.

346 Koos Groen, Fout en niet goed. De vervolging van collaboratie en verraad na de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Hilversum: Just Publishers, 2009), 128-129; Sophie Molema, Wie is de Vijand, 30: ‘ondernemer in hart en
nieren’.
347 Private collection Herman Brand, Gerrit Vierhout, Herinneringen aan mijn jeugd. Gebeurtenissen tijdens de
oorlog en de naoorlogse Jaren voor onze familie en de papierhandel [no exact date], 11.
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of an enemy status, the underlying violence and hostility, did affect not only
the first generation, but also the second and frequently even the third. Franz’s
children suffered from the war and post-war experiences and traumas of their
parents in varied ways. As Herman put it in general terms: for years, children
of “wrong” (German) citizens were considered guilty of a history in which they
had no part and still, their pasts impact their daily lives. Their experiences and
the intergenerational traumas must be heard in society, too, as they are an inseparable part of history.
In conclusion, the case of the Brand family is interpreted in many ways.
Koos Groen’s book Fout en niet goed (‘Wrong and not good’) mentions the fami
ly; Sophie Molema depicted Franz as an entrepreneur in heart and soul.346 In
an autobiographical text by Gerrit Vierhout on his wartime memories, Franz
Brand is portrait as een goede Duitser (‘a good German’).347 If the Brand case
shows us one thing, it is that it is not up to the historian to make a judgement
call. The family history makes a compelling case for analysing contemporary
moralistic visions of right and wrong in the immediate post-war period, as
there are many ways of interpreting the archived documentation. The case
shows that rather than judging, it is understanding that is crucial. The Brand
case encourages reflection on the paradigms through which conflicts of (national) loyalty in times of war and the impact of intergenerational trauma are
perceived.

4.3 Erna Burghoff-Heitink
and the BIM

Figure 15 Index card Burghoff, NA, Archive NBI 12.09.16 10326
Stamps: D, WFG316, BB
Name: Burghoff, O.A
Place of residence: Den Haag, Laan van Meerdervoort 1068
Place and date of birth: Krefeld, 28-6-1921
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: The Hague
Legal Counsel: [Not specified]
Management: 9-8-1946
Decision: Granted 17-8-1946
Notified: 19-8-1946
Note: Paid for (L18)

A diligent and hardworking woman

E

rna Maria Wilhelmine Burghoff-Heitink was born in Vluyn – a small
town near the Dutch-German border – on 30 June 1896. The chronicle
Onbesproken verleden (‘unspoken past’), written by Erna’s granddaughter Caroline and her partner Frans, reveals that Erna was born as the daughter of a single, unmarried mother.348 She was adopted by her biological aunt
and her husband in 1904. At the age of 23, Erna moved to The Hague, where
she found a job as nanny in the house of the German family Von Pohlreich. It
seems her career as a nanny was not successful: within one year, she changed

348 Caroline Ernst, Frans Vollenbroek, Onbesproken Verleden. Kroniek van een Duits-Nederlands gezin in Nederlandsch Indië [unpublished chronicle], Chapter 1.
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The case of Erna Burghoff-Heitink stands out in time and space. The transnational dimension and the many years of bureaucratic procedures during and
after the Second World War make this case unique. The persons and assets involved were located in the Netherlands, Germany and the Dutch East Indies,
and the institutions concerned were based in more than one country, too. Erna
came into contact with the Commissie Rechtsverkeer in Oorlogstijd (‘Committee for
Wartime Legal Proceedings’, ‘CORVO’) and the Nederlands-Indisch Beheersinsti
tuut (‘Dutch Custody Institute in the Netherlands Indies’, ‘NIBI’) in Batavia
and the NBI in the The Hague. Her case was discussed by many prominent
Dutch people: even the renowned Deputy Prime Minister Josef van Schaik had
a role in this story.
In the NBI archives, Erna’s story is found in the files of her children Otto
and Ruth. The documents reflect Erna’s attempts to de-enemise and naturalise
her German born children and recover her property in Indonesia. Yet the records do not disclose her own wartime experiences as a former German – and
thus enemy – citizen. Fortunately, Erna’s own administration is preserved, too.
During her life she carefully collected copies of letters that she wrote herself,
letters and postcards she received, reports on her company, photos and receipts. Since 2015, granddaughter Caroline and her partner Frans have looked
after the extensive collection of typed and handwritten letters and reports in
Dutch, German, Spanish and Malay. Erna’s archive provides a glimpse into the
life of a businesswoman, who tried everything within her power to protect her
family and her company from enemy status. More importantly, her private archive shows how enemy status affected a Dutch-German family in the Netherlands and their property in the Dutch East Indies.
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families three times. On 31 July 1920, she left for Batavia, in the Dutch East Indies.349 Four months later, however, she set out on the return journey.350 Her
life had taken a different turn: she was pregnant. The father was the 41-year
old German Hugo Otto Burghoff, whom she married on 30 March 1921 met de
handschoen (‘by proxy’) because Hugo Otto was still in the Indies.351 He arrived
in the Netherlands in early July 1921, just in time to be present at the birth of
his son Otto August on 28 July 1921. The young family then moved to Germany.
On 24 April 1923, a second child was born, daughter Ruth.
In the NBI files, the pre-war history of the Burghoff family is only briefly
summarised. By contrast, Erna’s private archive on this period is extensive.352
In November 1924, the family returned to Batavia for Hugo Otto’s company in
Bandjermasin: the Borneo Industrie Maatschappij (BIM). Hugo Otto had founded this company for the production and reparation of machines and instruments for the shipbuilding industry as well as the production and sale of ice in
1909.353 Family pictures of the first years in the Indies show a happy, prosperous family, but a letter of 24 December 1926 to Hugo Otto’s former boss in Germany reveals that the company was going through a difficult patch. Hugo Otto
writes that if it were not for his geschäftstüchtigen und fleibigen Frau (‘diligent
and hardworking wife’), the company might have faced bankruptcy or liquidation.354 This positive description of Erna makes the dissolution of Hugo
Otto’s and Erna marriage on 30 June 1927 come as a surprise. Interestingly,
Hugo Otto transferred all his shares to Erna in the financial settlement of the
divorce, making Erna the sole shareholder of the BIM with manager Jozef Tan
as her right hand. Hugo Otto and the children returned to Europe. They first
travelled to Germany and then settled in the Netherlands in 1933.
In retrospect, the divorce was motivated by commercial interests. Correspondence in Erna’s archive and articles in the Bataviaasch Nieuwsblad indicate
that accusations against Hugo Otto by a former employee had resulted in a
reprimand, which would have cost him his company.355 The formal divorce
safeguarded the BIM for the Burghoff family. Erna and Hugo Otto never ac-

349 Passenger list SS Tabanan, departure Rotterdam on 31 July 1920, Algemeen Handelsblad 1 August 1920.
350 Passenger list departure SS Insulinde from Tandjong-Priok on 22 December 1920, Bataviaasch
Nieuwsblad 22 December 1920. Passenger list arrival SS Insulinde in Rotterdam, Algemeen Handelsblad
25 January 1921.
351 Ernst and Vollenbroek, Onbesproken Verleden, chapter One.
352 Private collection Erna Heiting inherited and preserved by Caroline Ernst in Tervuren.
353 Announcement in Bataviaasch Nieuwsblad 2 April 1909.
354 Private collection Erna Heiting, Letter by Hugo Otto Burghoff to his former chief Burghoff Carl
Schlieper, 24 December 1926.
355 Report on Burghoff’s actions, Bataviaasch Nieuwsblad 7 March 1927. The discussion continued in 1929
in the Soerabaijasch Nieuwsblad of 16 May and 30 May 1929.

Confiscation of the BIM

T

he Second World War had major consequences for the Burghoff fami
ly and the BIM. As a German-Dutch family in the Netherlands with
property in the Dutch East Indies, the Burghoffs found themselves
at the nexus of national and international political and geographical borderlines. Letters from the Governor of Borneo, B.J. Haga, to the CORVO in the
East Indies shows that in May 1940, the BIM had been confiscated by the Dutch
authorities as enemy property. Haga questioned whether Erna had regained
her Dutch citizenship after the divorce in 1927 and thus treated the BIM as a
German company.357 The manager of the BIM at that time, the German national Karl Wätje, was interned as an enemy citizen. A list in the archive of the
Ministry of Colonies shows that he was imprisoned in camp Kandangan.358
Furthermore, in October 1944 Otto and Ruth were declared enemy citizens as
a result of the Decree on Enemy Property. Their share in family estates in Ger-

356 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 52772, Notes concerning Otto August Burghoff and Ruth Burghoff,
18 June 1946.
357 Private collection Erna Heiting, Copies of letters by B.J. Haga to the CORVO and correspondence
between B.J. Haga and Notary Office Eicholt, 11, 14 and 17 May 1940.
358 NA, Archive Ministry of Colonies in London, 2.10.45, inv. 258, Name list of interned Germans in the
Netherlands East Indies.
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tually separated, they stayed happily unmarried together until Hugo Otto’s
death. Whilst Hugo Otto and the children resided in Europe, Erna stayed in
the Indies to oversee the company. She proved a real businesswoman: under
her guidance the BIM turned into a substantial, flourishing company.
After years of traveling back and forth between the Indies and the Nether
lands, in 1938 Erna returned to The Hague to be with her family. On the eve
of war, the couple faced a nationality problem. Erna had regained her Dutch
citizenship due to the divorce in 1927 and she did not want to lose her Dutch
citizenship again. Hugo Otto and the children were German citizens, but seeing as Hugo Otto had lived in the Indies for 29 years and had resided in the
Netherlands for more than five years, he applied for Dutch citizenship. His official request to her Majesty the Queen is dated 29 November 1939.356 In April
1940, the naturalization process was almost completed, but, unfortunately,
Hugo Otto suffered a stroke and was not able to sign the papers before war
broke out. When Germany invaded the Netherlands, Hugo Otto and the children were still German.
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many and in the BIM was at risk of being confiscated. Their father, Hugo Otto,
had died long before the Decree was promulgated.
Interestingly, the letters on the status of the BIM in May 1940 are addressed
to notary office Eichholts in Surabaya. It seems that Erna was unaware of the
confiscation and sale of the BIM during the war. In contrast to the documentation on the pre-war and post-war period, the wartime years are largely absent
in Erna’s archive. Copies of the letters of 1940 were only sent to Erna after the
war. Perhaps the Dutch authorities cut off all communications. Another option is that she was simply left uninformed because manager Wätje had been
interned. In any case, the correspondence between Erna and various parties
about the status of her property dates from late 1945. In a confidential letter of
24 November 1945, written in English, Erna was informed of the confiscation
and sale of the BIM by the CORVO359 The sender of the letter is unknown: the
letter is signed, but the signature is undecipherable. The tone of the letter is
forceful. Erna was urged to come over as soon as possible to look after her interests or to consult a lawyer in the Netherlands whom she could trust to look
after her interests. More importantly, she was asked to present evidence that
she had regained Dutch nationality after her divorce. In order to recover her
properties, evidence that she was not a German subject during war was crucial.
Erna did not travel to the East Indies, but asked her notary Mr van Gendt,
to start legal proceedings to recover ownership of the BIM. Copies of letters
sent by Mr van Gendt and Mr R. de Back – a notary in the Dutch East Indies
who was also the commanding officer of the Dutch Indies Civil Administration – are preserved in Erna’s private archive. Together, the post-war correspondence in Erna’s archive and reports in the NBI files on Otto and Ruth
allow us to reconstruct the history of the BIM and the experiences of the Burghoff family during the war. In the first months after war was declared in May
1940, the BIM was administered by the so-called Faktorij (Nederlandsche Handel Maatschappy N.V., ‘The Netherlands Trading Society’). In December 1941,
the CORVO then decided to offer the BIM for sale at auction. The planned sale
was made public in local newspapers, in the Bataviaasch Nieuwsblad of 5 November 1941 and the Soerabaijaasch Handelsblad of 6 November 1941. Five people bid
for the BIM, including former manager Jozef Tan in a final attempt to safeguard the BIM for Erna. However, it was the Chinese Ong Keng Lie who made
the highest offer, coming to an agreement with CORVO-salesmen Derk Johan
359 Private collection Erna Heiting, Letter marked ‘confidential’, Bandjermasin 24 November 1945:
‘With reference to your enquiry re[garding, MO] your company I beg to inform you, that shortly after
the German invasion in Holland the properties of the company in question had been confiscated by
the Neth. Ind. Government and managed by the so-called CORVO (Commissie voor Rechtsverkeer in
Oorlogstijd) till the end of December 1941.’

360 Private collection Erna Heiting, copie contract of sale, marked with red pencil Koopcontract Ong (‘contract Ong’) and niet ondertekend (‘unsigned’).
361 Private collection Erna Heiting, copies of requests for a declaration of de-enemisation, 29 July 1945.
The letter was submitted together with a completed questionaire to Centraal Bureau P.O.D. (‘central
office of the police’), Lange Voorhout 13, The Hague on 28 September 1945.
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Gerritsen for a bid 115,000 guilders.360 The sales documents provide insight
into the scale of the enterprise: the BIM consisted of an ice and machine factory, offices with resources and scaffolding, a shipyard, warehouse stocks and
so on. The sale seemed all settled, until Japan invaded the Dutch East Indies.
Bandjermasin was occupied on 10 February 1942 and this hindered the transaction. The act of purchase was not signed and the agreed price never paid.
While the BIM was falling into Japanese hands, Erna suffered a personal
loss in the Netherlands. On 27 August 1942, Hugo Otto died following a second stroke. At the age of 46, Erna was now a widow with two adult, German
children and an overseas company of which the status was unknown. Otto’s
and Ruth’s requests for a declaration of de-enemisation on 29 July 1945 tell us
that the family spent most of the war apart. Interestingly, both requests were
written by Erna.361 Presumably, Erna thought that her position as a Dutch
citizen would strengthen her children’s applications. The requests show that
both children were attending school in Switzerland when the war broke out.
Ruth returned to The Hague in July 1940 because of her father’s deteriorating health and she stayed with her mother during the war. In the letter, Erna
emphasised that Ruth had never acted on her German citizenship, but instead
faked a long-term illness to escape from the Deutsche Frauenschaft. Otto, by contrast, had a more disadvantageous record. Like his sister, he went to school in
neutral Switzerland and just before he finished his final school exams, he was
conscripted into military service in February 1941. He served until August,
when he was dismissed on the condition that he found employment in the
Netherlands to the benefit of the German war effort. Otto did not follow these
orders. After his father’s death in August 1942, he went back to school to obtain his diploma, moving to München to study philosophy, psychology and
law. He was arrested there in 1943 for evasion of military duty and was forced
to fight at the front. After a medical examination, however, he was declared
unfit for military service. Later, he was set to work at a veterinary surgery in
France, where he deserted in August 1944. A month later, he was picked up by
the Sicherheitsdienst (‘SD’). Charged with desertion and collaboration with the
enemy, Otto waited, according to his own account, for execution. Ultimately,
he was sentenced to eighteen months in prison. In April 1945, he was liberated
by the Americans and in October 1945 repatriated to The Hague. When Erna
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submitted the request on behalf of her son in July 1945, he had been admitted
to a military hospital in Wiesloch, in Germany as a mental patient.
One of the most important arguments put forward by Erna for the release
of her children from enemy status was Hugo Otto’s application for naturalisation before the war. Secondly, she stressed that Otto and Ruth had spent most
of their lives on Dutch territory and that they were integrated in Dutch society.
Neither had ever supported national-socialist organisations and considered
their German citizenship a burden.362 Testimonies enclosed with the requests
confirmed and substantiated Erna’s statements.
On 4 June 1946, requests for de-enemisation were submitted on behalf of
Ruth and Otto once more. This time, the letters were written by a lawyer, Mr
A.P.C. Peters. While the requests written by Erna were sent to the police, these
letters were addressed to the NBI and preserved in the NBI archives. As an
addition to the previous requests, in his letter Peters included an overview of
the children’s belongings.363 Otto owned five twelfths of the family’s house in
Wiesbaden and shares in several companies. Ruth also possessed five twelfths
of the house in Wiesbaden, a small number of shares and some furniture. The
line of reasoning in the requests corresponds to Erna’s plea. A new set of testimonies was collected and enclosed with the letters to support the application,
including positive reports by the Politieke Recherche Afdeling of 23 May 1946.364
At the time of the second application, Otto was a patient at Sanatorium
‘Loosduinen’. His health gave cause for concern: a letter of 6 June 1946 by the
chief medical doctor urges the NBI to judge on Otto’s request as soon as possible, in the interest of Otto’s mental health.365 What exactly Otto’s health problems entailed is not explained, but the doctor’s appeal made a difference in both
Otto and Ruth’s case. On 3 July 1946, the Adviescommissie voor Rechtsherstel en Beheer in The Hague recommended that both Otto and Ruth be de-enemised.366
Erna’s Dutch citizenship and the Dutch upbringing were put forward as evidence of their loyalty to the Netherlands. Furthermore, the committee insisted
on processing the cases quickly, because of the doctor’s statement. One month

362 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 52772, Noties betreffende Otto August Burghoff and Ruth Burghoff, 18 June
1946: ‘Doordat de naturalisatie, door oorzaken die buiten hun macht lagen, geen doorgang heeft
kunnen vinden, voelen Otto en Ruth Burghoff nog steeds den last der Duitsche nationaliteit en
worden na vijf Jaren door de Duitschers te zijn vervolgd, nu ook buiten de Nederlandsche gemeen
schap geplaatst. Zij hebben geen van beide ooit eenige betrekking onderhouden met welke organisatie dan ook, die een nationaal-socialistische strekking had en hebben alles gedaan wat in hun macht
lag om de Duitsche maatregelen zo veel mogelijk te saboteren.’
363 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 52772 and 52773.
364 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.02, inv. 52772, Report Politieke Recherce Afdeling The Hague, 23 May 1946.
365 Ibid., letter by doctors H.A. Gerritsen and M. Flohil to the NBI in The Hague, 6 June 1946.
366 Ibid., transcript judgement Adviescommissie voor Rechtsherstel en Beheer to NBI, signed by Mr. F.W.J.A
del Campo, 3 July 1946.

Struggle for power

W

hile Ruth and Otto had their enemy status revoked in 1946, the
BIM was still in Chinese hands. A letter of 14 March 1946 by Mr.
de Back to CORVO-member and renowned legal expert prof. Mr
J. Eggens reveals that Erna fought to regain her company.371 Eggens was asked
for advice on a very precarious matter: Ong Keng Lie still hoped to maintain
the wartime sale, which Erna obviously wanted to avoid at all costs. Copies of
Erna’s passport, divorce papers, a testimony from the mayor of The Hague and

367 Ibid., announcement of de-enemisation, 17 August 1946. Copies can also be found in Erna’s private
collection.
368 Private collection Erna Heiting, letter by Erna Heiting to Mr. J.R.H. van Schaik, 15 October 1947.
369 Ibid., letter by Erna Heiting to Mr. J.R.H. van Schaik, 15 October 1947: ‘U zult mijn onrust kunnen
begrijpen en verontschuldigen en ik hoop dan ook dat U de aanvraag tot naturalisatie voor mijn
beide kinderen zult willen bespoedigen. In volledig vertrouwen leg ik hun lot in Uw handen.’
370 Acts of Senate, 1953-1954, 3356-3: Naturalisatie van Lodewijk Baalmann en 23 anderen; Acts of House
of Representatives 1953-1954, 13 July 1954.
371 Private collection Erna Heiting, letter by de Back, signed with De Conica te Bandjermasin, namens deze de
Claimambtenaar w.g. de Back to the CORVO, 14 March 1946.
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later, the NBI settled the Burghoff cases. On 17 August 1946, Otto and Ruth
received a declaration of de-enemisation and a residence permit.367
However this was not yet the end of Erna’s bureaucratic battle. She immediately moved to the next step: naturalisation. She asked lawyer Josef van Schaik
to help her: On 15 October 1947, Erna wrote to him to ask for an appointment
for the next Thursday, 16 October, at 3pm.368 The letter reveals that Erna had
already visited Van Schaik on 16 September of that year, delivering the copies of
Otto and Ruth’s declarations of de-enemisation, Otto’s registration at the University of Amsterdam, birth certificates, French testimonies regarding Otto’s
illegal activities during the war and proof of her own Dutch citizenship. Playing on Van Schaik’s sympathies, she asked if Van Schaik could accelerate Ruth
and Otto’s naturalisations.369 However, Van Schaik never started the naturalisation process, perhaps because he was too occupied with the formation of the
new Drees-van Schaik cabinet in which he would be the deputy prime minister
and play a role in the Dutch-Indonesian conflict. Ultimately, Erna consulted
another law firm to speed things up in 1950, but it would be 1954 before Otto’s
naturalisation was accepted and published in the Staatsblad.370 Ruth also applied for naturalisation, but married a Dutch man before the procedure was
successfully completed. She thus acquired Dutch citizenship by marriage, and
her naturalisation request was ultimately withdrawn.
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an overview of Erna’s shares in the BIM were sent to Bandjermasin to demon
strate that Erna was a Dutch citizen and the original owner of the BIM. A legal
tug-of-war between Erna and Ong Keng Lie lasting almost ten years followed.
Remarkably, the colonial wars in this period are undiscussed in the correspondence on the BIM. It seems that the wars did not obstruct the activities
of the Council for the Restoration of Rights. On 7 August 1947, Erna received
a letter that confirmed that she had unjustly been treated as an enemy citizen,
and that she would be restored in her former position as the director of the
BIM.372 However, although the Council’s decision released Erna’s property,
the agreement of sale was not annulled. Two years of intensive consultations
between Erna and various lawyers in the Netherlands and Indonesia followed.
If the sale was annulled, Ong Keng Lie could claim compensation for his loss,
but if the sale were to proceed, it would have various adverse tax-related consequences. If the money were to be transferred before the planned monetary
reform in the Netherlands or Indonesia, for instance, Erna would lose a substantial amount of money. Negotiations ultimately stalled.
In December 1949, the story took an unexpected turn. Five days before the
Dutch government finally recognised Indonesian Independence, in a handwritten letter the grandson of Ong Keng Lie asked Erna for an appointment.373
Although she was initially unwilling, a second letter of 17 January 1950 convinced Erna to meet the grandson, who had studied in the Netherlands. Despite the fact that this move improved relations and both had good intentions,
there was still no agreement half way through 1950.374 It was at this time
that Erna and her son Otto played their trump card. In the summer of 1950,
Otto visited Germany and came into contact with former BIM-manager Mr.
Wätje.375 He convinced him to return to what was now officially Indonesia. As
a German national, he had better chances than a Dutch citizen: a letter to Erna
by acquaintance A. Uyt den Bogaard tells us that companies hired Germans to

372 Ibid., transcript judgement of the board on legal redress, Council for the Restoration of Rights in
Netherlands Indies (Nederlandsch Indisch Beheersinstituut), Batavia 7 August 1947.
373 Ibid., handwritten letter ‘geachte mevrouw’ signed by Ong, Amsterdam 22 December 1949.
374 Ernst and Vollenbroek, Onbesproken Verleden, 40-44.
375 Private collection Erna Heiting. Wätje is mentioned in correspondence between Erna Heiting and A.
Uyt den Bogaard of 15 September 1950: ‘Laten we hopen dat hij, indien hij gezond en sterk is, zo gauw
mogelijk naar Bandjermasin zal kunnen afreizen teneinde het beheer van de BIM op zich te nemen.
Als Duitser heeft hij in Indonesië meer kansen, dan wanneer een Nederlander dit werk voor U doet.
Ik vernam enige dagen geleden dat men in Indonesië reeds circa 2000 Duitsers voor diverse diensten
heeft aangenomen. Deze mededeling werd mij gedaan door de heer Han Kian Kie, directeur der Ver
enigde IJsfabrieken, momenteel in Den Haag vertoevende [...] Eventuele verkoop van mijn fabriek
werd eveneens besproken, doch de moeilijkheid is, hoe krijgen we het geld in Nederland? Geldtransfer schijnt met den dag moeilijker en tijdrovender plaats te vinden voor de in Holland gestrande
Nederlander, en ook voor de Chinees.’

Transnational (hi)story

T

he history of the Burghoff family and the BIM demonstrates the global
outreach of the Decree on Enemy Property. Just as German nationals
in the Netherlands, Germans – or people who were affiliated with Germans – in the Dutch East Indies faced suspicion and enmity during and after the Second World War, too. Furthermore, the case exemplifies that (trans)
national notions of citizenship and senses of belonging conflicted during and
after the Second World War. In the Dutch East Indies, Dutch and Germans
had lived together as Europeans in what Elsbeth Locher-Scholten has named
‘Europe in the tropics’. The rise of German nationalist sentiment in the 1930s
changed the pre-war European colonial society. National belonging came to
prevail over European belonging. In that respect, the internment of Germans
by Dutch authorities in May 1940 marks a turning point, with the arrests confirming the change from a shared feeling of European belonging to national,
more political senses of belonging.377
In Erna’s life story, (trans)national notions of Dutch and German citizenship and belonging conflicted several times in both personal and business
matters. Form the moment of her birth she had a double identity. Born as the
daughter of a Dutch housemaid in a German household, she was registered as
a Dutch citizen in Germany. Furthermore, her adoptive parents were a German
father and a Dutch mother, who raised Erna bilingually. After her marriage
to Hugo Otto in 1921, she officially became a German national, but only for a
couple of years. After her divorce in 1927, she regained her Dutch nationality.
376 Private collection Erna Heiting, certificate concerning the sale of the BIM, referring to the official act
of 12 November 1955, signed in Djakarta 15 November 1955.
377 Van den Berg, A German border crossing in a European colonial community; Elsbeth Locher-Scholten, W
 omen
and the Colonial State. Essays on Gender and Modernity in the Netherlands Indies 1900-1942 (Amsterdam,
2000).
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get rid of all Dutch commercial influences. In her position as director, Erna reinstalled Mr. Wätje as manager of the BIM. Correspondence between the two
shows that they remained in close contact over the years. In 1955, an agreement
was made. How exactly the final act of 12 November 1955 was realised cannot
be reconstructed from the sources, but the shares and property were sold to
the heirs of Ong Keng Lie at a price of 1,5 million Rupiah.376 The increasing
tension of the Cold War and strong anti-Dutch sentiments in Indonesia had
dimmed Erna’s prospects, which is why after more than ten years, she agreed
to sell her company.
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When the war broke out, Erna was therefore officially a Dutch citizen (again),
but her former German nationality eventually cost her the family company.
Furthermore, her children Otto and Ruth were treated as enemy citizens on
the basis of their German origin and de-enemised because of their ties to the
Netherlands. In addition, BIM manager Karl Wätje was interned in the Dutch
East Indies by the Dutch authorities because of his German citizenship, but
years later he was reinstated as the manager of the BIM on behalf of the Burghoff family, because the new Indonesian authorities treated German citizens
better than Dutch nationals.
A wonderful example of Erna’s transnational senses of belonging to the
Netherlands, Germany and the East Indies was her cooking. Granddaughter
Caroline remembers that Erna often made typical German dishes, such as
Pfannkuchen mit quetchen (German pancakes with plums). Her steaks, by contrast, were more inspired by the Indonesian cuisine: she cooked meat over a
high flame in a wok. The multicultural identity of the Burghoff family is captured in the family’s photo albums. Erna’s notes are written in both Dutch
and German, the photos depict the family in different countries, in various
cultural settings, and a photo of Erna posing in traditional Indonesian dress
stands out in particular.

Figure 16 Erna in Indisch gewaad (Erna in traditional Indonesian Robe)

4.4 Hans Fischer

Figure 17 Index card Fisher, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10327
Stamps: WFR 251, D, B
Name: Fischer, Ds. R.H.J.
Place of residence: Rotterdam, Voorschotenlaan 90
Place and date of birth: Voerde, 17-2-1906
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: Rotterdam, 18-6-1946
Legal counsel: Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer
Management: 14-7-1947
Decision: Granted 17-7-1947
Notified: 18-7-1947
Note: [None]
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Dominee (‘Minister’) Hans Fischer was affiliated with the Bekennende Kirche (‘the
Confessing Church’), a movement within the German Evangelical Church that
arose in opposition to the introduction of the Aryan paragraph into church
constitutions and government-sponsored efforts to unify all Protestant
churches into a single pro-Nazi Protestant church. As early as the 1930s, his
involvement in this group had put him in a dangerous position. In 1934, he
fled to the Netherlands. As a Minister of churches in Amsterdam and Rotterdam he continued his resistance activities. His case illustrates the way German
dissidents were watched and scared by the German authorities during the war,
before being again treated with suspicion by the Dutch authorities after the
war. His enemy status during and after the war forced his family to live apart
for years.
What makes Hans’s life story rather special is that this Auslandspfarrer was
a key figure in the restoration and strengthening of Dutch-German relations
after 1945. He was actively involved in the Wereldraad van Kerken (‘World Council of Churches’), looked after prisoners of war and war criminals and established several organisations, including the Deutsches Seemannsheim (‘home for
German sailors’) in Rotterdam. In 1966, he received the Bundesverdienstkreuz 1.
Klasse (‘German Order of Merit’) for his work. Documentation of Hans’s life
and work is found in both Dutch and German archives. For this study, three archives were examined. First, obviously, his record in the NBI archives. Second,
the collection of historian Ger van Roon in the Historisch Documentatie Centrum
(‘Historical Documentation Centre’, HDC) in Amsterdam. In the 1970s and
1980s, van Roon published several studies on the relations between Dutch and
German Protestants, in which he also referred to Hans. Finally, Hans’s personal
archive in the Evangelisches Zentralarchiv (‘Evangelical Central Archives’) in Berlin was consulted. The documentation in the three archives and conversations
with Hans’s daughter Eva constitute the basis for this reconstruction of Hans’s
encounters with both the German and Dutch authorities during and after the
war. The archives disclose the story of a man who built bridges between Dutch
and German Protestants during and after a time of war and conflict.

Caught between churches and states

378 Biographical data is based on conversations with Eva Fischer between 2017-2019, Hans’ private archive in the Evangelisches Zentralarchiv in Berlin and the unpublished BA thesis on Hans Fischer by
Jip Muris: Hans Fischer tussen Nederland en Duitsland. De positie van Auslandspfarrer in Nederland tijdens de
Tweede Wereldoorlog [unpublished BA-thesis] (University of Leiden, 2016).
379 George Harinck, ‘Naar Duitschland trekken om gedachten te leenen. De vroege receptie van de theologie van Karl Barth in Nederland (1919-1926)’ in: Frits Boterman and Marianne Vogel eds., Nederland en Duitsland in het Interbellum: wisselwerking en contacten: van politiek tot literatuur (Hilversum, 2003)
189-205; Ger van Roon, Protestants Nederland en Duitsland 1933-1941 (Utrecht, 1973).
380 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation on behalf of
Hans Fischer submitted by Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer to the NBI in The Hague, Rotterdam 18 March 1946.
‘Geeft eerbiedig te kennen dat […] verzoeker van den aanvang af het nationaal-socialisme princi
pieel en krachtig heeft bestreden; dat de verzoeker dientengevolge door het Kerkbestuur der ‘Duitse
Christenen’, die zich in den kerkstrijd in Duitschland achter het nationaal-socialisme en tegenover
de Belijdenis-Kerk schaarden, uit zijn vroegere gemeente te Bochum werd gestoten;’
381 Van Roon, Protestants Nederland en Duitsland, 146, 148, 210-211.

HANS FISCHER

R

obert Heinrich Johannes Fischer, known as Hans, was born in Voerde
in Westphalia on 17 February 1906.378 He was the third child in a fami
ly of five. His father Robert Fischer was a town clerk. The family was
very religious: at a young age, Hans was an active member of the Protestant
youth movement in Voerde. In 1924, he enrolled as a Theology student at the
Theologische Hochschule in Bethel. From 1925 to 1929, he studied at the universities of Münster and Tübingen, respectively. In Münster, Hans came into
contact with Professor of Reformed Theology, Karl Barth. Today, the Swiss
theologian is considered as one of the most prolific and influential Protestant
theologians of the twentieth century. His work impacted, amongst others,
founding member of the Bekennende Kirche Dietrich Bonhoeffer. The Bekennende
Kirche evolved in the early 1930s out of a dissenting group of Protestant church
leaders who opposed Nazi attempts to defrock Jewish clergy and to nazify the
church. Barth would become one of the leaders of the Bekennende Kirche.379 In
1933, Hans joined the Bekennende Kirche, too.
Hans’s history in the Netherlands starts in 1934. In his request for de-
enemisation on 18 March 1946, he explained his motives for emigrating.380
The reason he left Germany was that he was expelled from his congregation in
Bochum-Weitmar, because of his anti-national socialist stance and his involvement in the Bekennende Kirche. In studies by the previously mentioned historian
Ger van Roon more details are found on Fischer’s dismissal.381 For Christians,
the 1930s in Germany were characterised by a series of church struggles and
witch hunts. Although the term Kirchenkampf is used in its singular form to
describe the situation of the Christian churches in Germany during the Nazi
period, there were in fact several conflicts. There were struggles between the
Nazi regime and Protestant church bodies, between the Nazi regime and the
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Roman Catholic church and internal Protestant disputes between the Deutsche
Christen (‘German Christians’) and the Bekennende Kirche. Christians who actively distanced themselves from Nazi ideology risked persecution. Youth workers, especially, were watched closely by the German authorities, as they could
indoctrinate the German youth with anti-national socialist ideas. It stands to
reason that Hans was threatened by the Gestapo because of his involvement in
youth programmes in Bochum. His daughter Eva was always told that he was
forced to resign from the congregation. One of his colleagues advised him to
flee to the Netherlands, and after Hans heard that a position was available in
the German-speaking community in Amsterdam, Hans and his wife Gertrud
moved to Amsterdam in 1934.
The documentation on his years as a Minister show that Hans started in
Amsterdam as Hilfsprediger of the Nederduitsch Hervormde Gemeente (‘Reformed
Church’), before he was officially appointed Minister in 1937.382 In addition to
his activities for the Church, Hans was also a teacher of religion at the Hervormd
Lyceum, the Centraal Instituut voor Christelijken Socialen Arbeid and the Leekenschool
voor Jong Hervormden in Amsterdam, as well as a lecturer at the universities of
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Leiden, Groningen and Nijmegen. His lectures were all
in Dutch, and the preserved correspondence suggests that Hans was fully integrated in the Dutch networks of theologians. In a letter by Hans’s colleague
Minister H. Dufour- van Hall to historian Ger van Roon, Hans is remembered
as a warm, generous man.383
In Amsterdam, Hans returned to his youth work. He came in contact with
many students and was appreciated by the members of his congregation. His
contacts with the Bekennende Kirche were evidently not an issue.384 In 1934, Hans
was elected with 111 out of 117 votes. Interestingly, the Deutsche Generalkonsulat
für die Niederlande (‘German Consul-General in the Netherlands’) reported on
Hans’s confirmation, emphasising that the Germanspeaking Christian community in Amsterdam needed a minister who agreed with the ‘new Germany’,
someone who refused to bring church conflicts of the Heimat into the German

382 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation on behalf of
Hans Fischer send by Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer to the NBI in The Hague, Rotterdam 18 March 1946.
383 HDC Collection van Roon, nr. 14 ‘Hans Fischer’, Letter by H. Dufour-van Hall to Ger van Roon, 6
March 1972.
‘[…] een man met een natuurlijke hartelijkheid en warmte, zoals men dit bij een bepaald type Duitser meer aantreft en die wat breder en royaler is dan de Hollandse soort. Deze royaliteit (‘Gross
zügigheit’) maakte dat hij ons Hollanders (althans in de tijd dat ik hem gekend heb) vaak een zekere
kruideniersachtige zuinigheid toekende!’
384 Van Roon, Protestants Nederland en Duitsland, 210.

Under pressure

V

an Roon’s studies indicate that in the late 1930s, Hans’ position in Amsterdam was coming under more and more pressure. His activities
were monitored by the Kirchliches Aussenamt and cooperation between
the various German congregations in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Haarlem, Den
Haag and Heerlen and local Nazi- organisations was stimulated. Hans was
torn between his loyalty towards the Dutch community and his relations with
German religious authorities. The fact that he was increasingly watched and
followed by the Gestapo because of his German citizenship made the situation
more complex. He was forced to move several times.
When the Nazi troops invaded the Netherlands in May 1940, Hans’s ambiguous situation became more acute. The congregation in Amsterdam was
officially embedded in, and affiliated with, the German church and thus with
Nazi policies. As a public figure, he was in a difficult position. Furthermore,

385 HDC Collection van Roon, nr. 14 ‘Hans Fischer’, Report on the position of Hilfsprediger by the
Deutsches Generalkonsulat für die Niederlande 19 June 1934: ‘dass wir hier nur einen Pfarrer
[brauchen] können, der voll aus dem Boden des neuen Deutschland steht, sich in diese Sinne betätigt
und es ablehnt, kirchliche Streitigkeiten der Heimat auch noch in das Auslands-deutschtum hineinzutragen.’
386 Van Roon, Protestants Nederland en Duitsland, 210-211.
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community abroad.385 Hans did not meet this description but rather played
a double role. He did actively maintain contacts between the congregation
in Amsterdam and the Protestant church bodies in Germany as his position
as Auslandspfarrer required. Furthermore, he never spoke publicly about the
Kirchenkampf. Yet at the same time, he tried to build bridges between the (dissendent) Bekennende Kirche and Dutch churches. He remained in contact with
other members of the Bekennende Kirche and participated in several conferences.
In addition, he published articles about the Dutch church in German theological magazines. He compared, for example, the secessions from the Dutch Reformed Church, the Afscheiding of 1834 and the Doleantie (‘Dutch nonconformist
dissident movement’) of 1886 with the contemporary Kirchenkampf in Germany.386 When Bonhoeffer summoned the Bekennende Kirche to separate from the
Deutsche Evangelische Kirche in 1935, Hans argued that the Germans should learn
from the mistakes in Dutch history and thus avoid a schism. He believed that
the state should not intervene in church affairs, as religion should be above all
political conflicts. He did not support Nazi interference in the unified German
Reichskirche, but still strongly opposed his colleague’s idea of separation.
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his monthly trips to Berlin for the Bekennende Kirche raised suspicions among
the Nazis. Han’s daughter Eva, born in 1935, cannot recall when her father was
interrogated by the Gestapo, but she is certain that the interrogation was the
immediate cause of her father leaving Amsterdam.387 In his NBI record, references to the interrogation can be found, too. Hans himself stated in his request
for de-enemisation that he was frequently followed and interrogated by the
Sicherheitsdienst during the years of occupation.388 Fortunately for Hans, a vacancy appeared at the Deutsche Evangelische Gemeinde in Rotterdam in the summer of 1940. Pfarrer Karl Heinz Schreiner had suddenly returned to Germany,
and Hans was liked by the Rotterdam congregation.389 On 15 December 1940,
Hans delivered his first sermon.
In contrast to the Reformed church in Amsterdam, the Evangelische Gemeinde was more independent from German politics. This was important for Hans’s
own safety and that of his family, but also for the many people Hans helped in
the years before and during the war. In Hans’s correspondence with the NBI
he mentions his actions in veiled terms, but the archival sources disclose more
details about Hans’ concerns for Jews experiencing persecution.390 He closely
cooperated, for example, with Büro Grüber in Berlin from 1934 onwards.391 Büro
Grüber was an underground movement of the Bekennende Kirche that helped
Jewish citizens emigrate. His uncertain position in Amsterdam also meant
a risk for the many Jews he was helping. In Rotterdam, he could enjoy more
freedom to continue his work for Jewish refugees. After his move, however, he
did not not cut all ties with Amsterdam, staying on as teacher at the previously
mentioned schools until August.392
In 1944, Hans was appointed as Marinestandortpfarrer (‘Minister at the Naval
Station’). In this position he provided pastoral care and services to people at
the Navy base in Rotterdam, such as giving bible courses to the German navy
personnel. As a Marinepfarrer, Hans was obliged to take the oath of loyalty to-

387 Conversation with Eva Fischer on 26 November 2017.
388 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation on behalf of
Hans Fischer send by Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer to the NBI in The Hague, Rotterdam 18 March 1946.
389 City Archives Rotterdam, 620_75 Stukken betreffende de vacatureen vervanging 1935-1944’, Reports
of the Kirchliches Aussenamt, 22 July 1940, 20 August 1940 and 23 August 1940 cited in Jip Muris, Hans
Fischer tussen Nederland en Duitsland. De positie van Auslandspfarrer in Nederland tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog, 24-25.
390 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation on behalf of
Hans Fischer sent by Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer to the NBI in The Hague, Rotterdam 18 March 1946: ‘dat de
verzoeker zich voorts steeds het lot van de door het nationaal-socialisme vervolgde Joden metterdaad
heeft aangetrokken’.
391 EZA, Archive Hans Fischer 828/38 Rückkehr von Frau und Kindern in die Niederlande, Staat van
Inlichtingen betreffende Ds. R.H.J Fischer p.2.
392 Jip Muris, Hans Fischer tussen Nederland en Duitsland, 25.

Reunion, reconstruction and reconciliation

A

fter the German capitulation in May 1945, Hans immediately undertook action to unite his family, though the family would remain
separated until August 1947. A report from the immigrant services in
Rotterdam of 25 July 1945 suggests that it was the family’s move to Germany
in 1944 that caused the delay.397 The police sergeant stated that the family enjoyed a good reputation, but he was suspicious about the departure of Hans’s
wife and children. Furthermore, he claimed that they took almost all their
furniture with them on their journey to Germany, leaving only several items
behind. Daughter Eva, however, contradicted this story, stating that the family
crossed the border in a cousin’s car, in the middle of the night. She remembers
that there was absolutely no room to take more than a few personal belong-

393 Conversation with Eva Fischer on 26 November 2017.
394 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation on behalf of
Hans Fischer sent by Jhr. Mr. W.L. Schorer to the NBI in The Hague, Rotterdam 18 March 1946.
395 Conversation with Eva Fischer on 26 November 2017.
396 Correspondence between Hans Fischer and his wife Gertrud is preserved in the EZA archive on Hans
Fischer, file 828/7.
397 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Report by the Head Office of the Police in Rotterdam, department Alien Police, Rotterdam 25 July 1945.
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wards Hitler and to wear a uniform. According to his daughter Eva, however,
he refused, wearing the insignia of the Red Cross instead of the swastika, giving him a more impartial look.393 It marks a change in Hans’s public appearance. In the late 1930s and early 1940s, he had always tried to maintain the trust
invested in him by the German church bodies. His resistance activities had
always been secret. From 1944 onwards, he resisted the German regime more
openly. As a result, he was frequently arrested by the Sicherheitsdienst.394
In the summer of 1944, Hans summoned his wife and children and told
them to leave the country and take shelter with family in Germany. At that
time, the family consisted of two girls and a boy, and Gertrud was pregnant
of child number four. Their oldest daughter, Eva, had already left for school in
Germany in 1943, staying with Hans’s sister Herta in Göttingen.395 She spent
her holidays with her family in the Netherlands when Hans decided that it
would be best for her to go to school in Germany another year. For the sake of
continuity, she returned to Göttingen, while Gertrud and the other children
went to Gertrud’s parents in Enneptale/Voerde in Westphalia.396 Hans stayed
in Rotterdam.
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ings. She does not recall whether everything was stored or simply left behind,
but in any case, the family never took their furniture with them.398
In March 1946, Hans officially requested a declaration of de-enemisation
for him and his family. His letter sums up the most important events and activities in a terse style. To substantiate his application, he enclosed a list with
sixteen names of referents.399 Amongst them were the chairman of the Ker
kenraad (‘Church Council’) in Amsterdam, the president of the district court of
Rotterdam and a bishop in Sussex. His record also includes testimonies in his
favour, which confirmed his involvement in the Bekennende Kirche and his antinational socialist stance. One letter stands out: the Praeses of the convention of
German Evangelical Ministers wrote a recommendation letter on 1 September
1945.400 This letter would most certainly have had some authority, but the document was not signed. A pencil remark in the top-left corner of the letter stating niet getekend (‘not signed’) indicates that the NBI employee who assessed
the letter questioned the status of the document.
A rich source on Hans’s wartime activities is a report by Dutch intelligence
titled Staat van Inlichtingen betreffende Ds. R.H.J Fischer (‘State of Information on
Ds. R.H.J Fischer’) of 1946.401 The report describes the difficulties Hans faced
in his position as a mediator between Dutch and German churches and authorities. The Church Council in Rotterdam, for example, often gave him a hard
time and hindered Fischer’s work for the Bekennende Kirche.402 Correspondence
in Hans’s file shows that the NBI rather quickly came to a positive decision. As
early as 18 June 1946, an internal memo was circulated confirming Fischer’s
de-enemisation.403 However, it would take another year for the family to be
notified officially. First, Hans had to arrange a residence permit and visa for
his family, which took so long because he required official permission from the
Nederlandse Militaire Missie (‘the Dutch Military Mission’) in Berlin. Since his

398 Conversation with Eva Fischer on 26 November 2017.
399 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Attachment to Hans’ request for a declaration of de-enemisa
tion 18 March 1946.
400 Ibid., Unsigned typed letter by Pfarrer P. Kaetzke, The Hague 1 September 1945.
401 Archive EZA 828/38 Rückkehr von Frau und Kindern in die Niederlande Staat van Inlichtingen betreffende Ds. R.H.J Fischer.
402 Archive EZA 828/38 Rückkehr von Frau und Kindern in die Niederlande Staat van Inlichtingen betreffende Ds. R.H.J Fischer p4: ‘Het werk in Rotterdam was heel moeilijk. De burgerlijke t.o.v. de politieke
vragen [en de] foutieve houding van den Kerkeraad liet niet toe dat men tot een klaren opbouw van
de belijdende Kerk kon komen. Het gesprek met Hollandsche Kerkelijke kringen moest sedert 1940
op den achtergrond treden, maar werd niet verbroken […] Het werk van Ds. Fischer vóór den oorlog
voor de belijdende Kerk en de nauwe samenwerking met de Hollandsche Kerk hebben hem politiek
in gevaar gebracht. Zijn Hollandsche en Duitsche vrienden zijn gedurende de bezetting zeer bezorgd voor hem geweest, omdat zijn houding ondubbelzinnig vaststond […] Desondanks heeft hij
na de bezetting vanuit Rotterdam op dezelfde wijze doorgewerkt als vóór 1940.’
403 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.04, inv. 72945, Memo NBI Rotterdam to NBI The Hague, 18 June 1946.

404 Ibid., Two letters by the Head of the Alien Police, J. Grevelink, to chief of the police in Rotterdam, 15
February 1947.
405 Ibid., Notification of de-enemisation, 17 July 1947.
406 Copies of correspondence about pastoral care for interned war criminals as well as doorlaatbewijzen
(‘laissez-passer’) for internment camp Vught and the prison in Breda are preserved in EZA 828/24
Kriegsgefangenenseelsorge (1946-1953) and EZA 6/852.
407 Correspondence on the Seemansheim is preserved in EZA 828/36, 828/37 and EZA 6/853.
408 Correspondence on Fischer’s activities for the Visser ’t Hooft Centre between 1965 and 1968 is part
of archive EZA 828/36. The record also includes newspapers articles citing Hans Fischer and photographs of the monument.
409 The book Eenzaam maar niet alleen was first published in 1959. The German translation by Hans
Fischer, titled Einsam und doch nicht allein, was published in 1961.
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wife and children lived in the British zone, the Military Mission had to check
the family’s case with the British Authorities. In mid-February 1947, Hans finally received good news, as a copy of the official letter sent by the Alien Police
confirms.404 The family was granted a residence permit and visa to return to
the Netherlands. On 17 July 1947, the official declaration of de-enemisation followed. Hans had his enemy status revoked and his wife and children were allowed to return to Rotterdam.405
After the war, Hans dedicated his life to rebuilding relations between the
Dutch Reformed Church and the Evangelische Kirche Deutschland. It was to his
merit that the trust and connections were restored over the years. He remained
active in the congregations in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, youth work, student networks, and many initiatives between churches in the Netherlands and
Germany. Between 1945 and 1947, he provided pastoral care to German prisoners of war in the Netherlands. After 1947, he stood by German war criminals.406
Hans was also committed to German sailors: in 1952 the first German sailors’
home in a foreign country was opened in Rotterdam.407 Furthermore, Hans
was involved in the initiative for a monument of reconciliation that was established in Rotterdam in 1966, the Visser ‘t Hooft Centre.408
In 1948, the worldwide inter-church organisation World Council of
Churches (WCC) was founded in Amsterdam. Hans became a member of the
Committee for International Affairs of the Dutch Reformed Church, showing
his commitment to both the Netherlands and Germany. Interestingly, Hans’s
personal archive in the Evangelisches Zentralarchiv in Berlin reveals that he was
in close contact with former Queen Wilhelmina. He translated her book Eenzaam maar niet alleen (‘Lonely, but not alone’) into German.409 In the 1960s, Hans
organised various Dutch-German encounters. His great wish was to establish
a centre for Friedensforschung (‘Peace research’). In 1966, his actions were honoured with the Bundesverdienstkreuz. On 22 July 1970, Hans died at the age of 64.

4.5 Hermann Lahn

No index card
Hermann Lahn was formally de-enemised on 1 October 1945. The official declaration of de-enemisation in his file is one of the first declarations issued and
signed by the NBI. The Institute had only started its work two months earlier
and was in the process of taking over the administration of enemy citizens and
enemy property from the Military Authority. It makes Hermann’s file an interesting case for investigating how policies towards German nationals took
shape in the first months after the German capitulation. Furthermore, the case
allows for reflection on how the de-enemisation procedure changed. Whilst
requests for de-enemisation in the late 1940s show a structured enumeration
of arguments pro and con, Hermann submitted a straightforward letter, simply asking to have his rights restored. His record illustrates the proceedings
at a time when there was not yet a precedent to follow. Another reason that
Hermann’s story stands out is that despite his early de-enemisation, his fami
ly was affected by the status of their German citizenship for years. The NBI
file suggests that after October 1945, the Lahn family lived happily ever after,
but Hermann’s daughter Paula recalled suitcases in the hall and the fear of deportation. Although the family were active members of Dutch society, they expected to be arrested and deported during Operation Black Tulip.

An example for Dutch citizens

H

ermann Bernardus Lahn was born in Mulheim a/d Ruhr on 24 April
1894. In the early 1920s, presumably 1923, he arrived in the Netherlands to work in the metal industry. He was first employed at the Elec-

Figure 18 Wedding photo of Hermann Lahn and Wilhelmina Gronert
(1927, private collection Hilde Eugelink)

In contrast with other German enemy citizens, the NBI archives do not disclose much about Hermann’s life. Hermann did not enclose a list of his prewar whereabouts and it seems that a historical account was not yet part of
the de-enemisation procedure. Hermann simply supported his request for
de-enemisation with the short statement that he never abused the hospitality
of the Dutch, but had supported the Dutch case by helping people hide and
provide financial and moral assistance.411 Fortunately, the testimonies in his

410 Biographical data was provided by Hermann’s daughter Paula Eugelink-Lahn and her daughter
Hilde Eugelink.
411 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 5557, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation, Doetinchem 8
June 1945: ‘Als motief van zijn verzoek verklaart hij, dat hij nooit of te nimmer misbruik heeft gemaakt van genoten gastvrijheid, maar wel hulp heeft verleend aan in nood verkeerende Nederlan
ders, in het bijzonder aan onderduikers, door hen onderdak of andere hulp op financieel en moreel
gebied te geven.’
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tric motor factory De Vijf (‘the Five’, later titled ‘the Six’).410 Later he switched
jobs and found a job at Ibelco in Doetinchem. In 1927, he married Wilhelmina
Maria Clara Gronert. Wilhelmina was born in the Netherlands, but since her father Oscar Theodor Gronert was a German national, she had acquired German
citizenship by birth. After their marriage, the couple moved to Doetinchem,
where Hermann established a small metal turning shop: HB Lahn Metaaldraaijerij. Over the years, the couple had ten children: nine girls and one boy.
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favour provide more insight into his actions during the years of occupation.
The chairman of the Gemeenschap Oud Illegale Werkers (‘Community for former
Illegal Workers’) stated in a letter of 11 June 1945 that Hermann behaved as een
goed Nederlander (‘a good Dutchman’) during the war and that he had aided and
supported the resistance in several ways.412 He therefore urged the Military
Commissariat in Tilburg that initially handled Hermann’s case to restore Hermann’s rights. Mr Rougoor testified that Hermann hid him in his house in the
period 15 July 1943 until 1 April 1945, for example, during razzias.413 He added
that Hermann invited him to listen to the radio from London, and Hermann
also kept others informed of the news. In addition, Rougoor stated that Hermann safeguarded stocks and shares for the former-mayor of Doetinchem,
H.J. Bulten, when he was persecuted by the Gestapo on 4 November 1942. He
stressed that this action kept several people out of prison and perhaps even
saved their lives. The account of Theodorus Thus, who was a volunteer with
the Binnenlandse Strijdkrachten (‘Dutch interior forces’, ‘BS’), is most informative.414 He presented Hermann as an example for all Dutch citizens. Hermann
always kept his distance from the German occupier. He managed to keep his
children away from the German School and the Hitler Jugend and he used his
right to keep his radio to listen to English channels and to inform friends and
acquaintances of the latest news from London. There were several other ways
in which he took advantage of his German nationality to the benefit of the
Dutch: Hermann helped people in hiding by communicating crucial infor
mation and by giving them shelter in his own house.415 Finally, Theodorus
Thus confirmed Hermann’s statement that he had financially and morally
supported the resistance movement: he received Hermann’s financial contribution every month.
Memories shared by Hermann’s daughter Paula complete the positive picture drawn in the testimonies.416 She remembered that her father was conscripted into military service at the end of the war, like so many other German
residents in the Netherlands. He had to report to the Wehrmacht in Arnhem,
but he returned after but a few days, having faked an epileptic attack during
the registration. His act was convincing, presumably because he actually suf-

412 Ibid., Letter by the chairman of the Gemeenschap Oud Illegale Werkers (‘Community for former Illegal
Workers’) J.H. Houtsma, Doetinchem 11 June 1945. Houtsma sent another letter on 10 July 1945.
413 Ibid., Letter by Th.G.H. Rougoor, Doetinchem 2 June 1945.
414 Ibid., Letter by Theodorus Antonius Thus, Doetinchem 4 June 1945.
415 Ibid.: ‘Door zijn nationaliteit genoot hij, eerder dan welken Nederlander ook, het vertrouwen van
Duitsche gezagsdragers en verkreeg hij de wetenschap omtrent op handen zijnde razzia’s e.d. Deze
kennis wist hij wederom uitsluitend in het Nederlandsche belang uit te buiten, door het tijdig geven
van tips aan onderduikers en andere Nederlanders die zich in acht dienden te nemen.’
416 Conversation with Paula and Hilde Eugelink on 9 September 2016.

The world belongs to everybody

A

nother vivid post-war memory Paula shared is that for some time after the war, there were suitcases in the hall, as if the family was ready
to leave at any point.417 Ultimately, neither her father nor any other
family relative left Doetinchem, not even temporarily, but she did feel the fear,
and later the relief, of her mother. Whether Hermann and his family were ever
threatened with deportation is uncertain, but since the entire family held German citizenship, it is plausible that they were listed for expulsion. There is,
however, no paper trail of planned deportation in the archives. The fact is that
Hermann never applied for naturalisation. Paula stated that his motto was
De hele wereld is van iedereen (‘the entire world belongs to everybody’). This did
mean, however, that the family had to report to the Alien Police to prolong
their residence permit every year. Paula only received a Dutch passport by marriage in 1969.
Paula never spoke or thought much about the post-war period and her sisters did not discuss the wartime experiences either. The eldest children might
have known about the potential deportation, but the youngest were not informed about the family’s enemy status at the time. Paula’s daughter Hilde,
however, was fascinated by her family’s history. In this respect, the family illustrates theories on collective memory and cultural identity.418 Whilst the second
generation faced their parent’s silence, the third generation asked questions –
sometimes directly to the first generation. Hilde’s questions about her grandparents’ past prompted Paula to reflect on her own past. She emphasised that, as
a child, she always felt that she was different than others. The family was quite
introvert, and she did not socialise much with children other than her sisters
417 Ibid.
418 Aleida Assmann, amongst others, has examined cultures of memory and tensions between personal
experience and collective remembrance. In her study Der lange Schatten der Vergangenheit - Erinnerungs
kultur und Geschichtspolitik (2006), for instance, she points to ways that lead from an individual to a
collective construction of the past.
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fered from arteriosclerosis. Hermann thus escaped military service, but Paula
can recall that he was ordered by the German authorities to lodge German soldiers in their house. In practice, this meant that the couple housed a few Germans in a shed in the garden, because their house was already quite full with
ten children. She also remembered that people hid in their house. One of them
was their Protestant boy next door, the previously mentioned Mr Rougour. It
shows Hermann’s open and pragmatic stance: he was a devout Catholic.
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and brother. Perhaps it was her German identity that set her apart from other
children in the neighbourhood. She was raised in Dutch, but with respect for
German traditions, especially the hochdeutsche (‘high German’) culture. When it
came to, for example, Christmas traditions and classical music, the family felt
that German notions of culture prevailed over Dutch. They were proud of this
German heritage, which they considered better than Dutch culture.
Another telling detail in the life story of Hermann and his family is the
global and binational dimension. The transnational, multicultural composition of the family challenges normative ideas on national belonging and national identity, as Hermann was not the first migrant in his family. In the late
nineteenth century, his own father had been a tailor who moved to West Germany from what is now Poland to find better employment. One of Hermann’s
sister married a Pole and had to flee from the Russians during the war. Paula’s
family was also very international. Paula’s great grandmother married a man
from Königsberg, the name of the historic Prussian city that is now called Kaliningrad and is in Russia. Together the couple lived in Transvaal (South Africa), Belgium and the Netherlands. Their children and grandchildren spread
over the world: family relatives settled in Australia, Canada and Israel. Paula’s
own offspring are equally international: her daughter Hilde married a British
man, her son’s partner is Jamaican and one of her cousins has a Ugandan partner. The family thus consists of cross-border relationships, all with their own
war-time and/or post-war experiences.

4.6 A story with no family name

Figure 19 Index card [Name anonymised], NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10336
Stamps: G2, DU, E, GK
Name: [Name anonymised]
Place of residence: Voorburg
Place and date of birth: Nastaetten 11-9-1899
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: The Hague, 18-9-45
Legal counsel: Mr W.J.M.J. Piët
Management: 22-11-45, 22-4-48
Decision: Permitted, Revoked 24-4-1948
Notified: 30-11-45, 28-4-48
Note: 19 May 1949, Granted 34f 21 May 1949, G.K (g.t).
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As in so many cases, the story told by the archives in relation to the following case is rather ambiguous. The reports in the records are not univocal: some
documents are incriminating, other testimonies plead in favour of the enemy
citizen. For the family relatives, this led to unease, discomfort and ultimately
even to family quarrels. The three oldest children – Eugene, Guus and Hanny
– agreed that their family history should be told. In 2015, Eugene donated his
father’s archive to the NIOD in Amsterdam. He also presented his father’s wartime experiences at the Canadian Association for the Advancement of Netherlandic Studies and published in the Canadian magazine Dutch. Over the years,
he has contacted me frequently with additional information and questions. In
2016, I was invited by Eugene and Guus to hear them speak about their father’s
history and their own post-war experiences. The youngest son had strong
reservations about having his father’s history published. On his request, the
family name is not mentioned explicitly in this chapter and, instead, their father is addressed by his initial: E.

From self-employed businessman to Beauftragter and
Bevollmächtiger des Heeres Kraftfahrwesen

E.

was one of the countless young Germans who experienced two
World Wars.419 Born on 11 September 1899, he qualified for conscription in the last year of the First World War. His training as an electrician and his specialising in airplane technology brought him the position
of aircraft maintenance technician in the German army.420 He was stationed
in several German cities, including Stuttgart, Giesen and Berlin. In the 1920s,
he further specialised in electro mechanics. Bescheinigungen (‘certificates’) of
his diplomas and jobs are part of his personal archive at the NIOD. In 1927,
during a Catholic pilgrimage to Lourdes in France, E. fell in love with a Dutch
girl Martha Brinkman. Because of his feelings for her and the economic and
political uncertainty in Germany, E. decided to move to the Netherlands and
start a family there. The CABR documentation shows that the exact date he
moved to in the Netherlands was 15 August 1929.421 Two years later, E. and
Martha married. Together the couple had five children: Hanny (1932), Guus
(1935), Eugene (1938), Frans (1942, †1960) and the youngest son who preferred
419 Biographical data on E. is based on conversations with Eugene and Guus and on overviews found in
the NIOD archive: 249-A0202 – Duitsers in Nederland (aanvullingen).
420 Certificates can be found in NIOD archive 249-A0202.
421 NA, Archive Ministry of Justice on Extraordinary Jurisdiction 2.09.09, inv. 91498, Question 17 in
Questionnaire Politieke Opsporingsdienst. The Hague, filled out on 15 September 1945.

422 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.11, inv. 141392, Confirmation letter by N.V. Keller & Macdonald’s Technisch
Bureau on E’s employment from 19 August 1929 to 30 April 1927, May 1937.
423 Ibid., Recommendation letter for E provided by N.V. Keller & Macdonald’s Technisch Bureau for the
opening of the firm Motor-Thermic on 1 May, no date.
424 NA, Archive Ministry of Justice on Extraordinary Jurisdiction 2.09.09, inv. 91498, Feldurteil Gericht
der Feldkommandantur 750, 2 February 1945. Ibid., Transcript Police Haarlem, department Alien
Police, Research on E, testimony Adrianus Gerardus Oudejans, 13 June 1946.
425 NIOD archive 249-A0202, Certificate by Enkes N.V that E worked ijverig en enthousiast (‘diligently and
enthousiastically’) at the Engine-department from 1 April 1940 until he requested dismissal on 7 September 1940.
426 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.11, inv. 141392, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation, The Hague 25
July 1945.
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to remain anonymous (1949). The family lived in Haarlem, where E. found a
job as mechanic at the N.V. Keller & MacDonald.422 In 1937, he founded his own
firm, called Motor-Thermic,423 but unfortunately, it was not successful. Testimonies of his business partner, Adrianus Gerardus Oudejans, and reports of
E’s trial at the German Kriegsgericht in 1945 show that the company suffered financial difficulties, forcing E. to look for employment elsewhere.424 On 1 April
1940, E. started working as a mechanic at N.V. Enkes in Voorburg. The family
moved from Haarlem to Voorburg, and Nazi troops invaded the Netherlands
one month later.
The reports and testimonies in the various archives allow us to reconstruct
the exact sequence of E’s actions during the war. Whether these actions were
forced or voluntary is an open question that cannot not be resolved by consulting the documents. According to a letter written by his former employer, E.
resigned from his job at the N.V. Enkes on 7 September 1940 on his own initiative.425 By contrast, E’s own accounts in the NIOD archives mention that he
was forced to resign as he was dienstverpflichtet (‘subject to conscription’).426 The
German authorities forced him to serve in the German Wehrmacht, but with
the help of Dutch doctors, he managed to be exempted from active military
duty because of his lame foot. Instead, he was employed as an airplane mechanic at the Luftwaffe at Schiphol Airport. During the war, he changed jobs several
times. In January 1941, he was appointed as Werkmeister at the Heeres Kraftfahr
Park (‘Army’s Vehicle Repair Park’, HKP). He then served as the Beauftragter für
den Vierjahresplan and the Bevollmächtiger des Kraftfahrwesen (‘authorized representative of the Military Vehicle Division, BdK) from 15 June 1943 until 5 September 1944. In this position, he oversaw the German purchase of truck parts
from Dutch companies for military purposes.
Like many other German nationals who applied for de-enemisation and
a residence permit, E. included a historical account of his years of residence
in the Netherlands in his correspondence with the NBI. His request for deenemisation in 1945 had already included a schematic overview of the most
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important events, but in 1948 he drafted an almost identical, yet slightly
more comprehensive historical account. The official de-enemisation request
is part of the NBI collection and the copy of this 1948 historical overview is
preserved in his private archive in the NIOD. The latter includes a section on
E’s wartime activities, in which he stated that he always tried to protect Dutch
interests.427 To prove his loyalty towards the Dutch, he enclosed testimonies
of several Dutch citizens whom he had helped during the war.428 For example, E. arranged shelter for two students, provided someone a clandestine job,
secured dispensations for men who were taken prisoner and had someone
released from the Sicherheitsdienst prison in Amsterdam. Furthermore, in his
position as Beauftragter he supported firms in several ways, by protecting their
stock and safeguarding personnel from the Arbeitseinsatz. He also sabotaged
German plans that would have had a destructive effect on the Dutch economy.
On 24 August 1944, he was instructed to organise a large-scale transport of all
car parts from the Netherlands to Germany. To minimise the plundering of the
components of machines, for example, E. destroyed addresses and inventory
lists. According to his own testimony, this was the end of the car component division of the B.d.K: the department was closed four weeks later. At that time, E.
himself had already left: he decided on 28 August to go into hiding. On 4 September, he dropped off his car (a Ford van) at the local resistance movement,
and supplied them with his gun and ammunition via the police in Voorbrug.
He then temporarily disappeared from view, until he was arrested by the Feld
gendarmerie in The Hague on 10 January 1945.429

Desertion or resistance?

E.

was sent to the Oranjehotel (prison) in Scheveningen. Details of his
captivity are found in his CABR file. A report of the meeting of the
Gericht der Feldkommandantur reveals the charges against him: E. was
arrested for desertion.430 Furthermore, the minutes give another perspective
on the account of E.’s actions in early September 1944. Interestingly, in this

427 NIOD archive 249-A0202, Overzicht van mijn zeventienjarig verblijf in Nederland, 18 April 1948.
428 Copies of several testimonies can be found in the NIOD, NBI and CABR archives: ‘Bij al mijn functies
als werkmeester en burger […] was ik er steeds op bedacht, geen directe steun aan het Duitse imperialisme te verlenen, zoveel mogelijk Nederlandse belangen te beschermen, onvermijdelijke moeilijkheden te verlichten en het leed te verzachten.’
429 NIOD archive 249-A0202, Overzicht van mijn zeventienjarig verblijf in Nederland, 18 April 1948.
430 NA, Archive Ministry of Justice on Extraordinary Jurisdiction 2.09.09, inv. 91498, Feldurteil, Gericht
der Feldkommandantur 750 Nr. 5./45.

431 Eugene, Guus and Hanny stated in email correspondence that they believe that although E. was initially arrested for desertion, he was subsequently charged with high treason and given a life sentence,
for which he was sent to Amersfoort, awaiting further transportation to Germany. It is also worth
mentioning that Eugene remembers vividly a discussion, at the time of his desertion, about moving
or escaping to South America.
432 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.11, inv. 141392, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation, The Hague 25
July 1945: ‘dat uit dit huwelijk werden geboren vier kinderen, welke de Nederlandse school bezochten en Nederlands werden opgevoed; dat twee der kinderen in 1941 onder bedreiging anders weggevoerd te worden naar Duitsland, genoodzaakt werden de Duitse school te bezoeken, nadat verzoeker,
door zijn kinderen achtereenvolgens op verschillende Nederlandse scholen te plaatsen, kans had gezien de plaatsing op de Duitse school aanzienlijk te vertragen en uit te stellen;’
433 Ibid., Letter by the Adviescommissie voor Rechtsherstel en Beheer in The Hague to the NBI, 7 September 1945, NL-HaNA, NBI.
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review of the events, E. had asked his superior at the B.d.K for permission
to evacuate his family to Germany on 2 September 1944. The permission was
granted, but E. never appeared again at the B.d.K. Furthermore, he did not
return the van he had on loan. E. refuted these accusations with the argument
that he had fallen ill, which had stopped him from relocating with his family.
He claimed that he reported this to the German authorities in a letter, in which
he also stated that the Ford van had been stolen, but the German Gericht did
not believe his story and accused him of negligence and desertion. He was sentenced to two and a half years imprisonment on 30 January 1945.431
Fortunately for E., the war was almost over. On 6 March 1945, together with
other prisoners, he was transported to camp Amersfoort, where he was released
by the Red Cross on 9 May 1945. He obtained a temporary ID card and free
passage to The Hague – the documents are part of the NIOD collection. Upon
his return to Voorburg, he immediately took action to start a de-enemisation
procedure, and his request for a declaration of de-enemisation dates from 25
July 1945. Since the NBI offices had not yet been established, the request was
addressed to the Local Military Committee in The Hague. In a five-page letter,
E. explained his connection to and solidarity with the Dutch. He quotes as evidence that he had applied for naturalisation in 1934, but that his request had
been denied for unspecified economic reasons. Regardless, he had raised his
children as Dutch citizens. They initially attended Dutch schools until in 1941
the German authorities forced him to send them to the German school.432 Neither E. nor any of his children were ever members of a German organisation
such as the NSDAP or the HitlerJugend. Testimonies in his file show that he had
found several people willing to testify in his favour. His case once again underlines the importance and advantage of a widespread network for Germans
appealing their enemy status. On 7 September 1945, the Adviescommissie of the
Committee for Legal Redress came to a positive decision.433 A comment in the
margin of the document reveals that the committee questioned E.’s influential
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position during the war, but chose to give more weight to his resistance activities in 1944. On 30 November 1945, the official declaration of de-enemisation
followed, but E’s troubles were not yet over.434 The family was still registered
as Germans and were therefore at risk of being deported. Documents in the
NBI file show that the police in The Hague received instructions to arrest the
family on 15 April 1948.435 They would be transferred to a transit camp on 23
April 1948, between 9am and 5.30pm. The declarations of de-enemisation that
were granted in 1945 were revoked on 24 April 1948, which makes this case
quite unique.436 In the random sample discussed in Chapter 3 and the selection of cases in this chapter, such a thing rarely happened. Interestingly, the
announcement of the withdrawal was sent to transit camp Mariënbosch on 26
April 1948, but a report of that same date reveals that the family’s transportation had been suspended.437
A copy of the letter that E. wrote to the Minister of Justice on 15 May 1948
summarises the events preceding the planned deportation. The gist of the argument was bitter, with E. claiming that he had fallen victim to collaborators
and profiteers.438 One police inspector in Voorburg in particular had obstructed
him in every possible way in his attempt to acquire a residence permit. E. stated that the years between 1945 and 1948 had been a geestelijke marteling (‘mental
torture’). Referring to his wartime activities in 1944, E. begged the Minister
to grant him a residence permit. Documentation in the NBI file shows that
E’s case was reconsidered, but that this time the cons outweighed the pros. A
comment made in pencil reveals that even the Minister himself considered the
case unfavourable.439 E. was considered an opportunist, who mainly strove to
serve his own interests. Rumour spread that he owned a considerable house in
Voorburg, which the NBI considered enemy property. Ultimately, the family
was never deported but was de-enemised again. Testimonies in E’s favour, the
fact that his wife Martha was a Dutch-born woman and the changing political
climate in the late 1940s must have made the difference. On 19 May 1949, the

434 Ibid., Announcement of de-enemisation, 30 November 1945, NL-HaNA, NBI, 2.09.16.11.
435 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.11, inv. 141392, Arrest warrant Alien Police concering transport E and family
to Mariënbosch, The Hague, 15 April 1948.
436 Ibid., Announcement by the NBI of withdrawal de-enemisation, The Hague, 24 April 1948.
437 Ibid., Report overbrenging opgeschort (‘transfer postponed’) by Alien Police to NBI, 26 April 1948.
438 NIOD archive 249-A0202, Letter to the Minister of Justice, Voorburg 15 May 1948: ‘Drie jaren na de
bevrijding werd, niet door de Nederlandse regering, maar door enkele groot-collaborateurs en profiteurs, die hun invloed te berde konden brengen, (ondanks een reeds in November 1945 ontvangen
no-enemy verklaring) de Nederlandse dank voor mijn handelswijze uitgesproken en wel door het
uitwijzingsbesluit op 22 April j.l.’
439 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.11, inv. 141392, Form with pencil notes, C.A. nr. 2280: ‘De minister van Jus
titie spreekt zelf over een ongunstig dossier. De commissie tot uitwijzing. Mijn indruk is dat deze
Duitser wel eens iets gedaan heeft, doch daarbij altijd op zijn privé belangen heeft gelet’.

The past is not a foreign country

C

orrespondence between the children and their parents collected in
E’s private archive reveals that the status of their German citizenship
had far-reaching effects on family life during and after the war.443
The children were separated from their parents several times. In the winter of
1944/1945 Guus and Hanny were sent to Amsterdam, whereas the rest of the
family stayed with the Van Uden family, friends of their mother, Martha. It
was here that E. had been in hiding until he was arrested in January 1945. After
the war, when the family faced deportation, the children were again accommodated by family. Guus and Hanny were sent to their mother’s oldest sister,
aunt Tine. Eugene and his younger brother Frans were lodged in Monster (a
province of Zuid Holland).
Conversations with Guus and Eugene in 2015 and 2016 indicated that their
(former) German citizenship and enemy status impacted their personal lives
in other ways, too. Born in 1935 and 1938, respectively, they have vivid memories of the post-war years. They both struggled with their German-Dutch origin and ultimately left the Netherlands. Guus – which is short for the typically
German name Auguste – moved to Germany and married a German man. She
was never officially a Dutch citizen, but always felt like a Dutch national: ‘Ich
war nie Holländisch, habe mir aber immer Holländisch gefühlt’. Eugene emigrated to Canada in 1957 on a German passport. Upon arrival, he changed his
name to the Dutch version of his original name Eugen, which was also a typically German name. He recalls that he felt so Dutch that he filled out the Ca-

440
441
442
443

Ibid., Announcement of de-enemisation 19 May 1949.
Eugene still has the souvenir his father bought him from Alexandria.
NIOD archive 249-A0202, Monsterboekje Zeemansboek.
The NIOD collection includes letters of E’s children on their experiences during war.
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family officially had its enemy status revoked.440 Waiting for a residence and
work permit, E. took on clandestine jobs to provide for his family. In 1948, for
example, he was offered a job on the vessel Ms. Eendracht, but his status as a
foreigner immediately caused problems: the vessel was going to Egypt and E.
needed a passport to leave the country.441 He did sail to Egypt eventually, but
with a special permit in which he was defined as a stateless person.442 In 1962,
he finally acquired Dutch citizenship and in 1965 he received his first Dutch
passport. A year later, he died.
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nadian immigration forms wrongly: he entered ‘Dutch’ instead of ‘German’ in
the ‘nationality’ field.
The fact that E.’s children still speak Dutch having spent decades abroad
proves their Dutch upbringing. Like so many other German-Dutch families,
they grew up with a mixture of German and Dutch traditions. This could be
seen especially in the the month of December, when they celebrated the typical
Dutch December feast of Sinterklaas (‘St. Nicolas’), but they also honoured the
German Weihnachten tradition with a Christmas tree and typical German songs.
They vividly remember the hostility they faced as Germans and being called rotmof (‘kraut’). Literally and figuratively, they always felt ‘caught in between’, to
quote the title of an article Eugene wrote for Dutch, the Magazine on his father’s
and family history. They were considered strangers. Guus remembers, for example, that his mother, Martha, was addressed as vreemdeling (‘stranger’) when
she went to the Police Office to renew the family’s residence permit.
For Guus, Eugene and Hanny, sharing their family history is a matter of
recognition. The past is no foreign country for them, and they are still seeking
a moment to lay the past to rest. They experienced unfairness and injustice in
their youth only because they were German nationals, children of a German
father and a Dutch mother. The effect of their enemy status lingered on for
years and made them insecure about their cultural identity. By contrast, the
younger brother, born in 1949, does not share these feelings of unease. Here,
we can see a clear generation gap. The fact that a difference of opinion between
the brothers and sisters on the preservation of the past ultimately resulted in a
family dispute shows how emotional wartime legacies are. More than seventy
years after the family was de-enemised, the different experiences and memories – and especially the individual ways in which people cope with this – still
affect this family’s (daily) life to the core.

4.7 Carla Tophoff

Figure 20 Index card Tophoff, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10340
Stamps: WE’6198, ED, NIAVD, B, L182, see other side.
Name: Tophoff- v.d. Loo, Mevr. De Wed. Dr. H.L.Th
Place of residence: Driebergen-Rijsenburg, Bremen, Scheifmühle 46, Voorburg
Place and date of birth: Soppo, Nigeria, 13 May 1903
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: 13/14-6-1951
Legal counsel: Not. A.R Mennenga in Driebergen
Management: 8-2-1954
Decision: Rejected + all f860 p.j, Granted
Announcement: 8-2-1954
Note: 0.0 No. 89230 dd. 16-6-1951 ad f50,-
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The case of Carla Tophoff-van de Loo shows that the NBI was keen on property
that had originally been Dutch and was inherited by German nationals. Carla
was one of many women of Dutch origin who had lost her Dutch citizenship
and acquired German citizenship by marriage to a German man. After the war,
she was categorised as a German enemy citizen, which is why the assets she inherited from her Dutch parents were confiscated by the NBI. For years, Carla
was caught between national and legal borders. Whilst she was registered as a
Dutch citizen in Germany, she was treated as a German national by Dutch authorities. The post-war focus on assets and financial interests is reflected in the
way her file was put in the NBI archives. There is not a single file on Carla in the
NBI archives, but an index card in her name suggests that there once was an
NBI file, and correspondence preserved by her children revealed that she actually corresponded with the NBI for years. Ultimately, documentation on Carla
was found in her sister’s file, revealing that it was not Carla’s wartime behaviour
that delayed the de-enemisation process, but rather that her procedure was
complicated by the antecedents of her brothers and sisters. Since they had inherited assets, too, the NBI investigated their activities during war closely. The
files echo suspicion and mistrust towards this Dutch-German family that lived
and acted on both sides of the border. However, the family was only claiming
what was rightfully theirs: their inheritance from their Dutch-born parents.

Be widowed by a German

C

arolina Bertha Johanna Maria Tophoff-van de Loo was born in Soppo
in Cameroon on 13 May 1903.444 At that time, Cameroon was an African Colony of the German Reich. Carla’s father was a Dutch planter,
and since Dutch Law rules that, irrespective of where one is born, the father determines the nationality of the child, Carla was born as a Dutch citizen. Carla
encountered war at a young age,. During the First World War, French, Belgian
and British troops invaded and occupied Cameroon and following Germany’s
defeat, the Van de Loo family moved to Bremen, where Carla was educated.
In 1927, she married a German doctor, Hermann Ludwig Theodor Tophoff.
The couple had four children: three girls and a boy. Hermann had trained as
a neurologist and had worked at a military hospital in the First World War,
which he would also do in the Second World War. On 14 March 1945, he was
killed during an American air attack on the military train in which he hap-

444 Biographical data is based on conversations with Michael Tophoff and the NBI archives.

From naturalisation to de-enemisation

I

n May 1951, Carla’s mother died. Her father had passed away in 1942. Together with her brothers and sisters, Carla inherited her parent’s assets.
The exact size of the legacy is not mentioned in the NBI documentation,
but there are several mentions of a parcel and money. Carla hoped to lay claim
to her share of the inheritance, which would solve her financial problems in

445 Private collection of the Tophoff family, Letter by Ernst C. Kellner, Generalkonsul in Bremen, 7 July
1945:
‘Nachdem nun Herr Dr. Tophoff am 14.3.1945 verstorben ist, wünscht Frau Dr. Tophoff, geb. van de
Loo, wieder die holländische Staatsangehörigkeit anzunehmen, was sie hierdurch erklärt und mit
ihrer Unterschrift bestätigt. Das unterzeichnete Konsulat hat die entsprechenden Unterlagen geprüft und festgestellt, dass Frau Tophoff tatsächlich bis zu ihrer Ehe die holländischen Staatsangehörigkeit besaβ und dass auch der Gatte am 14.3.1945 verstorbe ist.’
446 Ibid., Letter by Colonel A.J. Schrikker, Netherlands Military Mission to the Allied Control Council in
Germany, 29 August 1947: ‘In Erwiderung auf Ihre Anfrage vom 5. D. ist es mir nicht deutlich nun
welchem grunde Sie einen Niederlaendischen Pass anfragen, da Sie doch durch Ihre Ehe mit einem
Deutschen deutsche Staatsangehoerige geworden sind.’
447 Ibid., Letter by A.J. Schrikker, Dutch Consul General in Hamburg, 26 October 1949: ‘Hiernevens gelieve U Uw Nederlands paspoort aan te treffen waarvan de geldigheidsduur door mij met 2 jaar werd
verlengd. In verband met het in werking treden van de ‘Termijnwet’ is de aantekening, dat U in de
Nederlandse administratieve practijk als Nederlandse behandeld wordt doorgehaald en U is thans
weer Nederlandse.’
448 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 198925, Testimonies named Productie 9 and Productie 10.
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pened to be working at the time of the attack. Carla had stayed behind with
their four young children. On 7 July 1945, she submitted a request to regain her
Dutch citizenship. She kept a copy of correspondence with the Consul General
in Bremen in her personal archive, which was found by her children after her
death in 1990. The Consul General confirmed that Carla’s husband had died in
1945, that she was of Dutch descent and that she was now applying to regain
her Dutch citizenship.445 Despite her Dutch origins, it took years before Carla
would ultimately receive a Dutch passport. Correspondence with the Consul
General in Hamburg from 16 October 1947 shows that her motives for renewed
Dutch citizenship were questioned.446 Ultimately, Carla was informed by the
Consul General in Hamburg that she had been registered as a Dutch citizen in
October 1949.447 The Consul also prolonged her Dutch passport for two years.
A letter from 15 October 1951 by the Vice Consul for the Netherlands in Bremen
reveals that Carla had already received a Dutch passport on 23 October 1947,
but it is unclear whether she possessed a passport or other pass in the period
between 1945 and 1947. Testimonies in the NBI archives mention that the German authorities confiscated her passport in 1942 because of illegal activities.448
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Germany, which was still devastated by the war. Notary A.R Mennega, though,
informed her on 13 June 1951 that she was still considered an enemy citizen,
despite the fact that she had regained her Dutch nationality.449 He explained
that this categorisation was based on her status as a German national after May
1940. Only naturalisation led to immediate de-enemisation, as the antecedents
of the (former) German nationals were first investigated in all other scenarios.
The notary urged Carla to provide evidence of her wartime behaviour and documentation proving that she had never been a member of the NSDAP. He also
emphasised that he considered her chances of de-enemisation substantial if
she were to settle in the Netherlands, but rather small if she refused to do so.450
A substantial number of testimonies in both Dutch and German in the NBI archives and Carla’s private collection show that she responded to Mennega’s call
for affirmative evidence. The first testimonies date from July 1951, depicting
Carla as an opponent of the Nazis who shared her experiences of the horror in
Nazi Germany with her family during visits to the Netherlands.451 Although
her husband Hermann was officially a member of the national socialist federation of doctors, he was also said to be anti-Nazi. For example, he praised his
children when they managed to to skip Hitler Jugend meetings. Later testimonies in August and September 1953 mention Carla’s wartime activities in more
detail.452 She listened to the English radio and warned anti-Nazi neighbours
and acquaintances about upcoming arrests and razzias. One of the witnesses
cited his first encounter with Carla. According to his testimony, she asked him
whether he was involved in the Dutch National Socialist Movement. When he
answered he was not, he remembers her being relieved that they could at least
speak freely.453 He spent a weekend at what he called Slot Kippenburch, the man-

449 Private collection Tophoff Family, Letter by notary A.R. Mennega, Driebergen-Rijsenburg 13 June
1951.
450 Ibid., Letter by notary A.R. Mennega, Driebergen-Rijsenburg 13 June 1951: ‘Ik heb deze zaak bestudeerd en hier naar verder geinformeerd en is mij werkelijk gebleken dat ook U nog als ‘vijand’ wordt
beschouwd, niettegenstaande U thans de Nederlandse nationaliteit heeft. Dit zou anders zijn, indien
U als Nederlander was genaturaliseerd. In dit geval zou de naturalisering tevens de ontvijanding
inhouden. Nu U eenvoudig de Nederlandse Nationaliteit heeft terugekomen tengevolge van Uw verzoek daartoe, wordt U helaas nog beschouwd als Duitse. Ik acht dit zeer onlogisch en onjuist, maar
hieraan is niets te doen. U wilt dus ook wel zorgen voor stukken, waaruit blijkt dat U nooit lid van de
partij is geweest, doch bovendien dat U zich tijdens de oorlog positief verdienstelijk heeft gemaakt
voor de Nederlandse of geallieerde zaak. Dit laatste wordt uitdrukkelijk verlangd en naar mij is gebleken, is de kans op ontvijand te worden zonder deze verklaring van positieve verdienstelijkheid
praktisch uiterst gering.’
451 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 198925, Testimonies named Productie 1 and Productie 2.
452 Ibid., Testimonies named Productie 3,4,5,6,7,8,9.
453 Ibid., Testimony named Productie 5: ‘De eerste vraag die zij mij stelde was: “Heb je soms iets te maken
met de N.S.B.?” Mijn antwoord hierop was duidelijk: “Nee” waarop Mevrouw Tophoff antwoordde:
“Dan kunnen wij tenminste vrij praten”.’

454 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 198925, Correspondence Berlin Document Centre and NBI between
11 June 1953 and 15 July 1953.
455 Ibid., Testimony named Productie 10.
456 Ibid, Testimony named Productie 10: ‘Bij het aan de macht komen der Nazi’s hebben mijn overleden
man en ik in 1933 in Utrecht aan de toenmalige Aartsbisschop mgr. Janssen (wiens petekind ik ben) en
andere hooggeplaatste geestelijken, waaronder de tegenwoordige Kardinaal de Jong, een uiteenzetting van het nationaal-socialisme gegeven, welke ertoe heeft bijgedragen de volkomen afwijzende
houding der bisschoppen te bepalen.’
457 Ibid., Productie 10: ‘Door onze eigen opinie over het nazisme stonden wij sinds 1934 op de zwarte lijst
der Gestapo, terwijl ons in 1942 onze passen werden ontnomen daar wij “onbetrouwbaar” waren’.
458 Ibid., Testimony Productie 10: Van de Gestapo geen documenten meer aanwezig, daar alles voor het
inrukken der Amerikanen werd verbrand (met opzet).
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sion where Carla stayed after Bremen had been bombed. Carla cheered him up
with English news and she also tried to him get out of town, though unsuccesfully. The mansion just outside Bremen is mentioned in other testimonies, too,
but as Slot Kettenburg. Apparently, Carla and Hermann received many guests
there, even organising a Christmas party for fifty deportees from Rotterdam
and Schiedam. They served them a Christmas breakfast and helped them with
clothes and food. Carla’s anti-Nazi behaviour was also confirmed by the Berlin Document Centre: a request for proof of her NSDAP membership was returned ‘negative’ on 15 July 1953.454
Carla also wrote a testimony herself, in which she explained that she opposed the Nazi regime from the beginning.455 In 1933, she travelled to Utrecht
accompanied by her husband to inform her godfather, archbishop Janssen,
and other cardinals of the national socialist ideology. The renowned cardinal
De Jong was also present at this event. According to Carla, her account of national socialism influenced the cardinals and reinforced their negative position towards Hitler and his ideas.456 In 1934, Carla and Hermann were put on
the black list of the Gestapo because of their opinions.457 During the war, the
couple helped Dutch and Hungarian convicts with coupons for bread. Carla
also performed other clandestine activities, such as travelling to the Netherlands to supply people with provisions. She also passed on messages to French
prisoners of war that she received via the English radio and she supported
American and English soldiers with news and food, too. As a result, she was
threatened with arrest several times because of absolute Unzüverlassigkeit (‘absolute untrustworthiness’). As previously mentioned, Carla and Hermann’s
passes were confiscated in 1942 because their loyalty was questioned. Carla
stressed that the Gestapo kept a file on her activities, but that this documentation was not preserved because the Nazis burned all paperwork when the
Americans approached.458
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T

he testimonies worked out in Carla’s favour, but the NBI archives show
that other interests played a part in her case, too. Her application was
bundled with the applications of several of her brothers and sisters (in
law) who also lived in Germany during the war. In contrast with Carla, the NBI
came to the conclusion that there were no special merits that would give rise
to revoking their enemy status. Although they believed that Carla’s relatives
had not actively supported the Nazis, there was insufficient evidence of proAllied or pro-Dutch behaviour. Ultimately, they were denied a declaration of
de-enemisation, and their appeal to the Council for the Restoration of Rights
was rejected in 1955.
The investigations with respect to her relatives must have delayed Carla’s
request. Furthermore, there was the problem of residence. Notary Mennega
had emphasised that de-enemisation alone would not be sufficient to safeguard and claim her inheritance. Therefore, Carla decided to follow his advice
and planned to settle in the Netherlands. Reports in the NBI archives show
that she officially left Bremen on 28 October 1953, but the Rotterdam police had
doubts about her Abmeldung.459 A memo of 27 November 1953 shows that Carla
had not yet settled in the Netherlands and thus they feared the NBI was being
misled.460 Essentially, the NBI inquired about Carla’s return to the Nether
lands because of her financial troubles, caused by the German and Dutch administrative system. In the German system, the registering from a city or municipality immediately entered into force and as a result Carla’s accounts were
frozen.461 She managed to postpone the consequences of her new status for a
few weeks, but she urged the NBI to make a decision on her de-enemisation
and the release of her property. Without her money and her inheritance, she
would be unable to rent or buy a house. Ultimately, a statement by her brother
and further investigation by the Afdeling Bevolking of Rotterdam confirmed that
Carla had indeed planned to settle in the Netherlands in 1954.462 Furthermore,
the dean of the Aloysius Gymnasium in The Hague testified that Carla had enrolled her son Michael at his school on 25 January 1954.463 Michael was to start

459 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.04, inv. 198925, Letter by Carla Tophoff to Mr. L. Visser of the NBI The
Hague, 16 November 1953.
460 Ibid., Memo following a phone call by department Bevolking (‘Population’) in Rotterdam, 27 November 1953: ‘Blijkbaar wordt het NBI t.a.v. vestiging in Nederland c.q. afschrijving Bremen om de tuin
geleid’.
461 Ibid., Letter by Carla Tophoff to Mr. L. Visser of the NBI The Hague, 16 November 1953.
462 Ibid., Letter by J.A.M. van der Loo to the NBI, 31 October 1953.
463 Ibid., Handwritten letter by J.R. Rietra, Rector St. Aloysius College The Hague, 25 January 1954.

464 Ibid., Announcement of de-enemisation, 8 February 1954.
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at the Gymnasium on 1 April 1954. The NBI was convinced of Carla’s case and
finally granted her a declaration of de-enemisation. An internal memo of 4
February 1954 shows that they planned to release her property soon. On 8 February 1954 Carla was officially informed of her de-enemisation and ultimately
received her share of the family inheritance.464

4.8 Wim Vahrenhorst

Figure 21 Index card Vahrenhorst, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10340
Stamps: WFV1420465, DU, B L10 1946, (see 21647)
Name: Vahrenhorst, W.E
Place of residence: ex Gouda, Krugerlaan 104 zie dossier PD’3723
Place and date of birth: Bentheim, 28-7-1904
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: Gouda, 28-9-46
Legal counsel: Mr. H. De Witt Wijnen
Management: 9-5-49
Decision: Rejected
Notified: 11-5-49
Note: [None]
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Figure 22 Index card Vahrenhorst-Steenbeek, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10340
Stamps: PD’3723, EDNVD
Name: Vahrenhorst-Steenbeek
Place of residence: Bentheim (Hannover), Wilhelmstr 14.
Place and date of birth: Not listed
Nationality: German, Dutch again
Received by NBI Agency: 24-10-49
Legal counsel: [Not specified]
Management: A.A.B
Decision: See WVF’1420
Notified: A.A.B 16/4/53
Note: [None]

Wim Vahrenhorst was one of the German nationals who was arrested and interned during Operation Black Tulip. As the child of a German father and a
Dutch mother, he held German nationality. When he was eight years old, he
was sent to camp Mariënbosch near Nijmegen, before being expelled to Germany. His drawings of the camp are still tangible proof of his experiences as
an internee, rerevealing how the young Wim experienced life in the camp.
The drawings and his vivid childhood memories are an emotional addition to
the accountancy jargon of the NBI records on his father. Conversations with
Wim add a new perspective to how German nationals experienced the period

465 As a minor, Wim was included in the de-enemisation request of his parents. Since his parents lived
apart at the time of the request, separate records were made. Wim is mentioned in both, but there is
no index card in his name.
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after 1945: seen through the eyes of a child. The case of Wim and his parents
shows that the war did not only affect adults, but also had an impact on the
lives of children in various ways. Furthermore, it highlights people’s – and
in particular young people’s – resilience. Despite several applications for deenemisation, Wim and his family never received a declaration of de-enemisation. His father’s companies Transhollandia and Transbelga were confiscated
and liquidated by the NBI. Furthermore, the war ruined his parent’s marriage,
although they never officially divorced. Financial problems almost shattered
Wim’s dream of a university education, but he never held a grudge towards his
country of birth. In the 1960s, Wim moved back to the Netherlands and established a successful career. In addition, his German-born wife who has lived in
the Netherlands since 1964 always devoted herself to the restoration and intensification of Dutch-German relations. German citizenship determined his
enemy status in Wim’s youth, but he did not let his citizenship, nor his enemy
status determine his future.

Dutch from birth to deportation

W

im was born on 28 November 1938 as the second child of Wilhelm Eberhard Vahrenhorst and Johanna Francina Steenbeek.466
His father originally came from Bentheim in Germany. He went
to school to be an expediteur (‘dispatching agent’), and traded, amongst other
things, cheese from Gouda. In 1926, together with a German partner, he established a transport firm in Gouda: Transhollandia. In 1932, a second firm named
Transbelga followed. Wim’s mother Johanna was born and raised in Gouda and
it was in this city that the future spouses met. Conversations with Wim indicate that his mother was an independent, ambitious woman. Already at the
age of sixteen, she had held an executive position in the correspondence department of a soap firm. In this position, she was internationally orientated,
helped by the fact that she was fluent in several languages. Wim’s father, Wilhelm, also spoke two languages: Dutch and German. In 1934, the couple got
married and they had two children. According to Wim’s own memories, he was
raised as a Dutch citizen. His German citizenship did not play a role in his upbringing: his Dutch-born mother always spoke Dutch to him and his father
predominantly spoke Dutch, too. Furthermore, the family was integrated in

466 Biographical data is based on conversations with Wim Vahrenhorst on 14 September 2018 and two
files on Wilhelm Eberhard Vahrenhorst in the NBI archives: NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.15 inv. 165717
and 165718.

467 Email conversation with Wim Vahrenhorst, 17 November 2018: ‘Vanaf mijn geboorte (1938) tot de
uitwijzing (1947) voelde ik mij geheel een Nederlandse jongen en werd in die tijd ook geheel niet
geconfronteerd met anti-Duitse gevoelens – noch op school, noch door ouders van mijn vriendjes,
die echter vermoedelijk ook niet wisten, dat ik de Duitse nationaliteit had. Thuis werd bij ons alleen
Nederlands gesproken. Mijn vader was in die oorlogsjaren weinig thuis en wanneer dat het geval
was, sprak hij ook Nederlands.’ Email conversation with Wim Vahrenhorst, 5 April 2019 and 4 August
2019: ‘Na 1947 begon een overgangsfase, waarin ik mij soms Nederlander, soms Duitser voelde. Deze
“vage identiteit” duurde tot ca. 1954. Na verhuizing naar Nederland en de geboorte van ons eerste
kind (1965) was de Nederlandse identiteit langzamerhand weer doorslaggevend.’
468 NA, Archive NBI, 2.09.16.15 inv. 165717 and 165718, Proces Verbaal, 1 October 1945.
469 Ibid., Proces Verbaal, 1 October 1945: ‘Ik ontken ooit pro-Duitsch te zijn geweest ofschoon ik moet toegeven, dat mijn aanwezigheid op de vergaderingen en bij Eintopfessen niet strikt noodzakelijk was.
Het feit, dat ik de brief die U mij toont […] door mij is gesloten met Heil Hitler komt omdat wij daartoe gedwongen waren.’
470 Ibid., Application for a declaration of de-enemisation by Johanna, 28 November 1945.
471 Ibid., Application for a declaration of de-enemisation in Wilhelm’s name submitted by Mr. H.P.C.M
de Witt Wijnen, 28 November 1945.
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Gouda and Wim and his older sister used to play with Dutch children in the
neighbourhood. He felt Dutch from his birth in 1938 until his expulsion in
1947 changed his identity.467
When war broke out in May 1940, Wim’s father was conscripted into military service. A proces-verbaal (‘police report’) of 1 October 1945 reveals that both
Wilhelm and Johanna actively supported the German occupier.468 Wilhelm
was a member of the NSDAP, having joined the German party in 1939. Johanna joined the Frauenschaft in 1941. On Hitler’s birthday in 1941 and 1942, she
flew the Swastika flag. Furthermore, she attended several German meetings,
received and accomodated several German guests and even signed letters with
‘Heil Hitler’. In the police report, Johanna claimed that she had never ideologically supported the Germans. She had been forced, for example, to sign letters with Heil Hitler.469 In her application for de-enemisation on 28 November
1945, Johanna emphasised once more that she had opposed everything related
to Hitler.470 She argued that her actual loyalty to the Dutch showed in her offer to the Jewish citizen Walther Schäfer and a friend of her brother, Mr K. van
Dijk, to go into hiding in her house during razzias. Testimonies of both men
in the NBI file confirm her statement, yet neither of them actually went into
hiding at Johanna’s house.
Wilhelm’s application for a declaration of de-enemisation also dates from
28 November 1945.471 But while Johanna sent the letter herself, Wilhelm’s request was submitted by his lawyer, Mr H.P.C.M. de Witt Wijnen. The letter
reveals that Wilhelm and Johanna lived separatedly after the war: Wilhelm resided in Bentheim in November 1945. No explanation is offered in the request,
as the letter focuses primarily on his life up to 1945. For example, Wilhelm
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elucidated upon how he was manipulated and forced to join the NSDAP.472
He also stated that he strongly opposed the persecution of the Jews and the
Arbeitseinsatz. Although he was appointed as a propagandaleider (‘propaganda
leader’) of the NSDAP in Gouda, he never actively forced the Nazi way of living on people. Rather, he tried to stay on the sidelines and do some good. A list
of minor acts of resistance can be found in several formats in his NBI record.
Testimonies confirm his anti-Nazi activities, yet it seems that the NBI had already made up its mind. The list of cons outweighed the pros: Wilhelm had
been a member of the NSDAP, joined the German army during the war and
lived in Germany after the war.473 Furthermore, NBI reports on Johanna show
that her behaviour raised question marks, too. She was accused of organising
loud parties with German guests. Her frequent, festive contact with Germans
was held against her, as the NBI pointed out in a memo to the Council for the
Restoration of Rights of 16 November 1950.474

Arrest and internment in camp Mariënbosch

S

pecifics on Wilhelm’s residence in Bentheim after the war are not
found in the NBI records. The administrator of Transhollandia and
Transbelga suggests in a letter of 30 July 1945 that Wilhelm was made
a prisoner of war.475 Wim only recalled that his father could not return to the
Netherlands and that his company was confiscated. Perhaps the Allied au-

472 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.15, inv. 165718, Application for a declaration of de-enemisation in Wilhelm’s
name submitted by Mr. H.P.C.M de Witt Wijnen, 28 November 1945: ‘De Duitschers in Gouda hadden politieke rust en waren vrij in hun doen en laten tot de komst van Ir. Schelkes, destijds werkzaam
bij de Garenspinnerij. Deze begon de Duitschers uit te noodigen tot bijeenkomsten in Cafe Centraal,
begon leden te werven voor de Reichsdeutsche Gemeinschaft en langzamerhand kregen de avonden
een steeds meer politiek karakter; […] wij zaten in het vaarwater van de nazi’s zonder ons er recht van
bewust te zijn. Men liet ons niet meer los, voortdurend werden wij bewerkt om lid te worden van de
NSDAP en velen hebben hiertoe snel besloten. Ik vroeg herhaaldelijk bedenktijd, maar tenslotte heb
ook ik aan de steeds weer herhaalde drang gevolgen gegeven. Niet, omdat ik voor het naziregime
voelde, maar om eindelijk rust te hebben, want men begon al tegen mij te praten van: ‘Wer nicht mit
uns ist, ist gegen uns’. Werkelijk aanhanger van het Nazisme ben ik echter nooit geweest, daar ik mij
met hun methoden en opvattingen geheel niet kon vereenigen.’
473 Ibid., contains several documents with handwritten notes on the arguments in favour and against
Wilhelm’s case.
474 Ibid., Letter by Mr. J.H.A.M Lampe on behalf of the NBI to the Council for the Restoration of Rights
concerning procedure W.E. Vahrenhorst, 16 November 1950: ‘Het maakt een groot verschil of men de
strikt noodzakelijke omgang met zijn eigen landslieden niet geheel vermijdt, of dat men met deze
Duitsers geregeld luidruchtige feestjes organiseert’.
475 Ibid., Letter by administrator of Transhollandia and Transbelga (name not mentioned in letter, other
documents tell us that his name was Mr. Joncker) to Raad voor Rechtsherstel en Beheer of 30 July 1945:
[…] Vahrenhorst zelf was niet meer te bereiken, was ergens in Duitschen militairen dienst en is thans
vermoedelijk krijgsgevangene […].

476 Ibid., Letter by Mr. J.H.A.M Lampe on behalf of the NBI to the Council for the Restoration of Rights
concerning procedure W.E. Vahrenhorst, 16 November 1950: part II ‘Feestjes met Duitsers’.
477 NA, Archive NBI .09.16.15 inv. 165718, Arrest warrant Alien Police concering transport family Vahrenhorst-Steenbeek, 15 July 1947.
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thorities did not allow Wilhelm’s return to the Netherlands – in 1945 there
was a conflict between the Allied and Dutch authorities regarding the transfer
of Dutch people and Germans in the border areas.476 Another reason might
be that Wilhelm feared he would not find employment in the Netherlands as
an enemy citizen. In any case, Wilhelm stayed with his mother at the family’s
Gasthof: Hotel Vahrenhorst. Johanna and the children still lived in Gouda and
tried to settle matters with the Dutch authorities. Wim has vague memories
of the final phase of the war: he remembers tanks entering Gouda and camps
where Moffen (‘krauts’) and NSB members were interned. Wim himself joined
the crowd in shouting at these people – he did not yet understand that he was
himself categorised as a Mof, too.
In July 1947, the family’s enemy status suddenly manifested itself. The
family had not yet received an answer to their applications for a declaration of
de-enemisation and were thus still German enemy citizens. Documentation in
the NBI file reveals that the Alien Police ordered the family to be expelled from
the country on 22 July 1947.477 For Wim, the arrest is etched into his memory.
He vividly remembers how people showed up at the door in the early morning, with the police summoning Johanna and her children to pack their stuff:
they were to be transferred to a transit camp in less than two hours. Interestingly, Wim can recall precisely what he was asked to do by his mother. Johanna
was an administrative assistant for their family doctor, dr. Kettler. She ordered
and archived his patient cards, which, at the moment of the arrest, were all in
her house. To protect the cards from the Alien Police, she immediately sent the
eight-year old Wim to dr. Kettler with a big bag filled with the patient cards.
Wim had to come up with quite a show to get out of the house with this bag
– but with the excuse that he had to return books to school, the police finally
allowed him to leave the house for an hour. He remembers the shock on dr.
Kettler’s face when he told him what had happened. Back home, Wim had only
limited time to pack some personal belongings: he took his sketchbook and
Tom Poes-boek (a popular comic book at the time). Then the family was transported to camp Mariënbosch in a pick-up car.
More than seventy years later, Wim still remembers the barracks and bunkbeds. The family struggled with the lack of privacy. Mother Johanna lodged
an appeal to the Alien Police and NBI. She was supported by friends and acquaintances from Gouda, orally and in writing. According to Wim’s memories,
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the head of the local newspaper was one of the people to take up Johanna’s
case. She was advised to file for divorce, as this would allow her to reacquire
Dutch citizenship, which improved her chances of permanent residence in
the Netherlands. Johanna decided to follow this advice, yet in the end, the divorce papers were never signed. The reason for this change of plans can only
be guessed. Wim hypothesised that his mother worried about the upcoming
winter in the camp. Another option is that his father preferred unification over
separation. In any case, Johanna agreed to expulsion to Germany in the autumn of 1947. The family was transported to Osnabrück and then travelled by
train to Bentheim.
It was during this journey that Wim first saw that the war had left deep
wounds. His months in camp Mariënbosch had not been a bad experience, retrospectively describing this period as een prachtige tijd (‘a wonderful period’).
He did not have to go to school and there were a lot of young children to play
with. They played soccer together, there was often music and sometimes, the
children danced the conga. He was never hungry. The children knew that those
who were ill were given better food, but also that there were always leftovers.
Ingeniously, they often managed to obtain this food. Furthermore, the children knew exactly where to find the women who peeled potatoes and apples.
Usually, they received an apple or a pear – which the camp guards silently approved. With nostalgia, Wim reminisced about the tree he used to climb. From
the top of the tree, he could look over the camp. He would spend several hours
there, especially during lunch hours. Officially, nobody was allowed to leave
the barracks during these hours, but hidden in the tree, Wim was invisible and
unfindable by the camp guards, whom, generally, he did not fear. One day, he
visited the dentist accompanied by an armed guard. Whilst Wim was in the
dentist’s chair, he was face to face with the man and his gun. However, rather
than being a scary experience, he thought it was exciting.
In retrospect, Wim claimed he never wondered what the future would
bring and he was unaware of the difficulties that lay ahead. Yet his drawings
show that camp Mariënbosch changed his perception of things. Whereas his
earlier sketchbook was filled with colourful drawings of vehicles, his later
drawings made in camp Mariënbosch are literally and figuratively darker. In
addition, some of his memories show that he did observe and feel the uncertainty and anxiety of his family members. When his Dutch grandparents came
to visit, they tried to give Johanna a matchbox with ten guilders hidden inside.
The money was immediately confiscated. Wim remembered that his grandparents cried, but the desolate sight of Osnabrück and the surroundings of the
station they passed on their journey to Bentheim impressed Wim the most. In
retrospect, he called this his first encounter with the horrors of war.
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Figure 23 Drawing made by Wim Vahrenhorst in Mariënbosch

The first years in Germany

A

fter more than two years of separation, the family was reunited in
Bentheim in the autumn of 1947. The family took residence in the
Gasthof owned by Wilhelm’s mother. Compared to camp Mariënbosch, the situation was quite comfortable: the family had three rooms in the
hotel at their disposal. In exchange for their free accommodation, Wilhelm
and Johanna carried out various jobs in the hotel. Johanna worked as waitress
and barkeeper, which according to her son was a ‘horror-scenario’ for her.478
For the children, the new habitat was a culture shock. At school, Wim and his
sister were initially bullied.479 More importantly, Wim faced educational difficulties at school. Suddenly, all classes were taught in German and the German
school system was much stricter than the Dutch. When someone showed signs

478 Email conversation with Wim Vahrenhorst, dd. 5 April 2019.
479 Ibid.: ‘In het hotel waren meer vluchtelingen ondergebracht […] Op een gegeven moment hebben wij
de “Vluchtelingenkinderen” gezamenlijk die pesters op het schoolplein “een pak rammel” gegeven
en daarna was de pesterij voorbij.’
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of misconduct, the headmaster would come by to punish the pupil with a stick.
Mother Johanna told Wim that she would never accept this: if he were ever to
end up in such a situation, he should return home immediately. The pressing
question that occupied Wim in this period was how to master the German language. At the age of nine, he was completely Dutch-oriented. With the help of
friends and books, though, he managed to learn the language and to keep up
with others at school. His sister, on the other hand, suffered more unpleasant
consequences. At the age of twelve, she was less receptive of the new language,
with far-reaching effects on her performance in school.
Whilst Wim and his sister struggled to integrate, Wilhelm and Johanna
awaited the NBI’s verdict on their application for de-enemisation. More than
three years after submitting the applications in November 1945, they still
had not received an answer. On 9 May 1949, finally, the NBI came up with a
verdict.480 The NBI concluded that there were not enough reasons to believe
that these German nationals were no longer enemy citizens, and therefore rejected the applications. Reports and correspondence in the NBI archives between the NBI and the administrator of Wilhelm’s companies show that the
NBI discussed the case several times over the years. Already in the summer of
1945, a discussion was unfolding on the status of Wilhelm’s assets. Research
on Transhollandia and Transbelga revealed that Wilhelm tried to sell his company in March 1945 to the Dutchman Teunis Bulk. Yet after the arrangements
had been made, Teunis Bulk got cold feet and sought to annul the agreement.
Wilhelm had at that time, however, left for military service in Germany. Uncertainty arose about the legality of the sale. On 30 July 1945, administrator Mr.
Joncker informed the predecessor of the Council for the Restoration of Rights
of the sequence of events.481 The purchase by Bulk had been an attempt to help
Wilhelm safeguard the profits of his company, but after Bulk entered his name
in the business register, he regretted his decision and tried to annul the sale.
Johanna agreed to assist him as Wilhelm himself was no longer in the country, but it proved impossible to reverse the purchase in Wilhelm’s absence. The
case had reached a deadlock, with Joncker stating that, as the administrator of
Wilhelm’s rights, he did not wish to acknowledge Teunis Bulk as the rightful

480 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.15, inv. 165718, Announcement of rejection request, 9 May 1949.
481 Ibid., Letter by administrator of Transhollandia and Transbelga [name not mentioned in letter, other
documents learn that his name was Mr. Joncker] to Raad voor Rechtsherstel en Beheer (‘Council for Legal Redress and Administration’) 30 July 1945. The official sales documents are also included in the
file: ‘Een zekere T. Bulk […] verklaarde mij – hetgeen door de echtgenoote van Vahrenhorst wordt
bevestigd – dat hij in maart 1945 ‘om Vahrenhorst te helpen’ d.w.z. om te trachten de baten over te
hevelen naar een derde, een niet-Duitscher, zoowel Transhollandia als Transbelga heeft gekocht voor
f17.500,- tezamen.’

482 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.15, inv. 165718, Letter by administrator: ‘Ik als beheerder wensch natuurlijk
in ieder geval den verkoop aan Bulk niet te erkennen en vermits ik als beheerder in de rechten van
Vahrenhorst ben getreden, verzoek ik U mij te willen machtigen de overschrijving in het Handelsregister op naam van Vahrenhorst (c.q. van mijzelf) te mogen bewerkstelligen. Als u mij de machtiging
geeft, dan werkt de Kamer van Koophandel ook mede.’
483 Ibid., Report Zaak 446 on the investigation of Mrs. Vahrenhorst, 25 January 1946. Inventory was drafted on 24 June 1946.
484 Ibid., Letter by Johanna Vahrenhorst to Mr. van Straaten of the NBI, 20 October 1949, Mijn verzoek
is nu of mij voor deze meubelen, die mij dus al voor mijn huwelijk toebehoorden en later als duits
eigendom verkocht zijn, schadevergoeding kan worden verleend (request for compensation for her
liquidated furniture).
485 Handwritten samenvatting and conclusie (‘summary’ and ‘conclusion’) of the case, 15 April 1953: ‘Het
contra is van dien aard, dat hier geen sprake kan zijn voor de vrouw van daadw. loyaliteit.’
486 Ibid., After court sessions on 19 September 1950 and 17 January 1951, the Council decided to reject
Wilhelm’s appeal. A note of April 1953 shows that the case was at that time considered settled (the
note states: als afgedaan beschouwen) and was put into the archives.
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owner.482 He asked to be authorised to settle matters with the business register
and it seems that Joncker successfully recovered Wilhelm’s company – perhaps
against Wilhelms’ wishes. The March 1945 purchase by a Dutch citizen might
have been a final attempt to safeguard Transhollandia and Transbelga from enemy status. In any case, the companies were put in trust and reports show that
the NBI made an inventory of the moveable property. As well as the company,
though, the family’s household was also officially considered enemy property.
A report of 25 January 1946 discusses the status of the family’s personal belongings.483 Johanna claimed that she had given her furniture to her brother,
but a letter of 20 October 1949 indicates that everything was sold as German
enemy assets.484
After their applications for de-enemisation were rejected, Wilhelm and Johanna appealed to the Council for the Restoration of Rights, though unsucessfully. A comment pencilled on a copy of the verdict reveals how the NBI felt
about this case: the cons outweighed the pros and NBI employees doubted
whether Johanna had actually shown loyalty to the Dutch.485 On 7 February
1951, the rejection was confirmed.486
Ironically, Wilhelm got a job at a Dutch company only a few years later,
working for another transport company: Jonkers expeditie in Veendam. His task
was to organise the transportation of goods to Germany and to establish a
partner-company in Germany. Because of his job, Wilhelm was often on the
road and Johanna busied herself with the administration of the new company.
Wim recalled that, sometimes, his father said upon his return home: Ich habe sie
wieder gesehen (‘I saw them again’). The family needed no words to understand
that he had seen trucks with the Neerlandia or Neerbelga logo. Despite his new
and successful career, the confiscation of his companies caused him great sadness. Wim even concluded that his father’s war trauma and loss ruined the rela-
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tionship between his parents. Wilhelm was on the road all week, and whenever
he was home in the weekend, he would go drinking at his Stammtisch in his
mother’s Gasthof. Here he could share stories of his journeys and adventures
with old friends and enjoy some prestige. Johanna, by contrast, felt stuck in
the German village. She had always been strong, independent and ambitious
and could not live with the new situation. They separated more than once, but
they never officially divorced.

Football and identity

I

n 1958, Wilhelm died suddenly. Johanna re-energised, took over his company and turned it into a success. For Wim, his father’s death meant that
there was no money for a university education: he first had to find a job. Ultimately, he earned enough money to study Business & Economics in Cologne.
During his years in college, he was the chairman of the Dutch-German student
organisation for one year. In retrospect, Wim concludes that this shows his
affiliation with the Netherlands, yet at that time, his German education and
friends had relegated his Dutch identity to the background and pushed his
German nationality to the fore. Still, he remembered that he was always asked
for his opinion on Dutch matters, for instance on the major floods in the province of Zeeland in 1953. Wim recalls that the final of the World Cup between
West-Germany and Hungary in 1954 proved a turning point, as it was then
that he felt completely German and proud of his country. The commentator
spoke the historic words ‘Wir sind wieder da’, and Wim felt exactly the same
way. After a period of seven years (1947-1954), his Dutch identity had given way
to German identity. Nevertheless, his first actual job was in the Netherlands.
After graduation, he was employed by his father’s former employer Jonkers expeditie, as his German language skills made him a suitable candidate for the
job. It proved the start of a long career in the Netherlands. Despite job offers
in Germany and the fact that his wife was German, he never chose to return to
Germany. During football matches, he always cheered for Germany. Only after
the birth of his first child, did he make more Dutch friends and slowly began
to feel Dutch again.
In the late 1980s, Wim was advised to apply for Dutch citizenship. He never
faced difficulties because of his German citizenship, although he was called
Rotmof! (‘kraut’) once by a superior. The man’s threat that Wim would never get
ahead proved wrong, however. He did remain a Wanderer zwischen zwei Welten.
In debates among Dutch people on Dutch-German matters, he always defended the German perspective – but also vice versa. Perhaps the best illustration
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of the binational loyalties and sympathies is his wife, Renate. She spent most
of her life in the Netherlands but remained a German citizen. Nevertheless,
in 2006, she was given a Knighthood in the Order of Orange-Nassau for her
voluntary work on the intensification of contacts between the province of Groningen and Northern Germany. As a German national, she was honoured for
her contribution to Dutch society, showing true dual citizenship.

4.9 Ruth and Edith Weil

Figure 24 Index card Weil-Reich, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10341
Stamps: WFA’2931, DJ, B.B, B, L/137
Name: Weil-Reics, Ruth
Place of residence: Stalinlaan 86-1, Amsterdam
Place and date of birth: Berlin, 26-8-1916
Nationality: Stateless
Received by NBI Agency: 12-6-50, IARA unknown 1-6-51
Legal counsel: Dr. B. Karlsberg
Management: 17-7-1951
Decision: Granted f
Notified: 20-4-1951
Note: 0.0 No. 32392 d.d. 12 May 1950, f50,Stamps: WFA’1223, DJ, B L/28 1946
Name: Weil-Meyer, E,
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Figure 25 Index card Weil-Meyer, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10341
Place of residence: A’dam, Botticellistraat 35
Place and date of birth: Bitburg, 24-9-1910
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: A’dam 8-10-1946
Legal counsel: [Not listed]
Management: 6-12-1946
Decision: Granted 6-12-1946
Notified: 9-12-1946
Note: [None]

As discussed in previous chapters, former German Jews were categorised as
enemy citizens. The fact that they could not turn to the German government
for legal protection was not considered. That is how it happened, that after all
the horrors of the wartime persecution, some Jews were again excluded – this
time from both German and Dutch society. Ruth Weil-Reich and her sister-inlaw Edith Weil-Meier were two of the German Jewish refugees who discovered
their enemy status upon returning to the Netherlands in 1945. This case exemplifies the bureaucratic experience of many Jewish refugees from Germany.
Even though Ruth and Edith were deported by the German authorities to Bergen-Belsen, they still needed to provide evidence that they had not supported
the Nazi regime, in order to qualify for de-enemisation. Edith planned to leave
Europe for the United States, but her de-enemisation process held up the migration. The confiscation of her property caused financial problems. Conversations with Ruth’s son Jack, files on Ruth and Edith in the NBI archives and
German documentation on Ruth’s request for Wiedergutmachung allow for an
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in-dept analysis of the difficulties German Jewish refugees experienced in the
Netherlands after 1945. The case reveals how persecuted families like the Weil
family were affected by the status of their (former) citizenship.

Persecuted, deported, (de-)enemised

R

uth Beatrice Brandel Weil-Reich was born on 26 August 1916 in Berlin as the daughter of Baruch Markus Reich and Herta Reich-Neumann.487 Her Lebenslauf in the documentation of the Entschadigungs
ambt shows that the anti-Semitic political climate affected her daily life as
early as the 1930s. After her final exam at the Bismarck Lyceum in 1933, she
could not continue her studies but was forced to find a job. In 1937, she married
Jules Loszynski.488 Jules had been born in Amsterdam, but had lived in Berlin
since 1912. In 1938, he returned to Amsterdam to find a job. Ruth followed in
1939, her Abmeldung bei der politzeilichen Meldebehörde (‘notification of departure’)
dates from 14 July 1939. The German files do not clarify whether Ruth and J ules
were secular or religious Jews, or how they perceived their Jewish identity.
Ruth’s request for de-enemisation in the NBI archives indicates that she was
a religious Jew: she mentioned her Joodse godsdienst (‘Jewish religion’) once.489
In 1941, she officially lost her German citizenship because of the 11. Verordnung
of the Reichsburgergesetz of 25 November. In 1943, the couple were arrested and
deported to Westerbork internment camp, before being transferred to BergenBelsen concentration camp in 1944. Jules did not survive Bergen-Belsen, he died
on 3 December 1944. Ruth was eventually liberated by Russian troops on 23 April
1945. She was one of the internees of the Verlorener Transport (‘lost transport’) to
Tröbitz.490
In July 1945, Ruth returned to Amsterdam. She was repatriated to the
Netherlands via Maastricht, where she met Hugo Emmanuel Weil. Ruth’s son
Jack stated that his parents found each other in their grief and shared feelings
of desolation. Like Ruth, Hugo had fled to the Netherlands in the late 1930s
and suffered a great loss during the war.491 Both his wife Hedwig Maijer and
their son Alfred Abraham were murdered. Hugo himself managed to escape
the death march from Auschwitz. Together with two other men, he joined

487
488
489
490
491

Private collection Jack Weil, Lebenslauf Ruth Weil, record of the Wiedergutmachungsambt in Berlin.
Ibid, Notification of marriage, record of the Wiedergutmachungsambt.
NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16 inv. 185486, Request for a declaration of de-enemisation, 12 June 1950.
See https://www.joodsmonument.nl/nl/page/229084/lost-transport, last access 21 July 2019.
Biographical data on Hugo Weil is based on conversations with his son Jack. Information on his first
wife and son is found on the website ‘Joods Monument’.

492 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16 inv. 185486, Letter by Police in Amsterdam, department Alien Police,
stamped 15 July 1950.
493 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16 inv. 185486, Testimony G.H. Verbeek and O. Soesman.
494 Ibid., Announcement of de-enemisation, 17 July 1951.
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the Polish partisans and moved further to the west. In June 1945, he arrived
in Maastricht. Ruth and Hugo decided to go to Amsterdam, together with a
seven-year-old boy that Ruth had come in contact with: Jona Oberski. Jona’s
parents had escaped Nazi Germany a year before Jona was born and, like J ules
and Ruth, the family had been deported via Westerbork to Bergen-Belsen.
Both his parents died, only Jona survived. Upon arrival in Amsterdam, Jona
was taken in by a foster family, but he always remained in close contact with
Hugo and Ruth. In 1978, he immortalised his experiences in the Nazi concentration camps in the book Kinderjaren (‘Childhood’).
On 24 March 1948, Hugo and Ruth got married. A year later, their son Jack
was born. He was born stateless, since neither of his parents had an official
citizenship status, though Ruth’s NBI file reveals that the Dutch authorities
initially considered Ruth a German citizen. A letter by the Amsterdam police
states that she registered in Amsterdam on 23 June 1938 as a German citizen.492
They did mention that she lost her German citizenship in 1941, but as previously explained, the Dutch authorities disregarded these Nazi laws, and she
was thus still treated as a German national after the war. On 12 June 1950, she
submitted an application for de-enemisation, with the application showing
that Hugo had lost his German citizenship in October 1939. As such, the Decree on Enemy Property did not apply to him. Ruth was under the impression
that her marriage to a non-enemy would exempt her from enemy status, too.
Furthermore, she did not own assets in the Netherlands and was in possession
of a residence permit. She did not learn that she needed a declaration of deenemisation until she filed a claim for compensation with the Schade Enquête
Commissie, discovering that a declaration of de-enemisation was a prerequisite for compensation for war damages. To confirm that she qualified for deenemisation she enclosed two testimonies in her favour.493 Furthermore, she
emphasised that she was never a member of a German organisation or party
– especially considering her Jewish religion. The small number of reports and
little correspondence in Ruth’s file suggests that the NBI had no objections to
de-enemisation. Just before the Bestemmingswet was enacted, Ruth received her
declaration of de-enemisation on 17 July 1951.494
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n the late 1940s, the criteria for de-enemisation had been more or less defined, and the NBI was particularly gentle towards German Jewish refugees who had survived deportation. If the applicant had no property in the
Netherlands and lived in the Netherlands, cases were often settled quickly.
By contrast, when there were substantial savings or assets, or when the applicant lived abroad, the NBI acted more hesitantly. The random sample of cases
discussed in Chapter 3 indicates that it could easily take three or four years
before a final decision was made in such a case. By contrast, some cases were
processed quickly. The case of art-dealer Tannenbaum presented in Chapter 3
is one example, the case of Ruth’s sister-in-law Edith another.495 Edith WeilMeier was born in Bitburg on 24 September 1910. In 1933, she married Hugo
Weil’s b
 rother Otto, who had trained as a lawyer. In 1936, he was offered a job as
a legal advisor at the firm Lissauer en Griessmann and moved to the Netherlands.
In 1937, Edith and their three-year-old son Edwin followed him to Amsterdam,
where their second child, Rolf, was born on 4 February 1938.
Like Ruth and Jules, Otto and Edith were persecuted by the Nazis. Edith’s
NBI file shows that the family was deported to Westerbork on 20 April 1943. In
the summer of 1944, the family was put on a transport to Bergen-Belsen, where
Otto died on either 23 or 24 January 1945.496 Edith and the couple’s two sons
survived. Upon their return in the Netherlands, Edith immediately started an
application for migration to the United States. Otto had been quite wealthy
and left her some money that would allow her to migrate. However, as former
German citizens, their savings were confiscated as enemy property. Edith had
no other option than to request a declaration of de-enemisation. Her letter
explained that the family had never supported any national socialist organisation.497 Three witnesses were presented that could confirm their political
loyalty.498 Furthermore, Edith stated that irrespective of their citizenship status, she and her children did not consider themselves enemies of the Dutch
state. The exact date of the de-enemisation application is uncertain, but the request was taken into consideration in May 1946. Letters from notaries J. Zwart

495 Biographical data on Edith is based on conversations with Jack Weil and her file in the NBI archives.
496 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16 inv. 185486, Report by inspector of Registration and Succession in Amsterdam, Memorie van aangifte voor het recht van successie betreffende de nalatenschap van den Heer dr. Otto
Weil, 20 November 1946.
497 Ibid., Request for a declaration of de-enemisation, no date.
498 Ibid., Testimonies by prof. Mr. Izaak Kisch, Mr. Karel Jozef Edersheim and Notary Mr. Johannes
Zwart.

Entschädigung and Wiedergutmachung

E

dith’s sons stayed in the United States, but Ruth’s son Jack remained in
Amsterdam.503 Although he was born and raised in the Netherlands,
he was always well aware of his roots. His Dutch-German-Jewish coffee discussion group called Kaffee und Kuchen Genootschap (‘the Coffee and Cake
community’) illustrates his cultural identity. Jack grew up as a stateless person.
In one of the conversations on his family history he recalled that his father was
sick and tired of nationalities and citizenship politics and therefore never applied for the internationally recognised travel document for officially stateless
people issued by the League of Nations: the Nansenpas (‘Nanzen Passport’).504
He never felt Dutch enough to initiate the process to obtain a Dutch passport
either. This did not mean that Hugo never travelled, quite the contrary. He
simply asked his secretary to arrange his visas. In 1979, Hugo died stateless.
After his death, Ruth did acquire Dutch citizenship. For Jack, his stateless status had both advantages and disadvantages. He could not easily travel to Paris,
and had no voting rights during elections, but like his father, he knew how to
obtain visas when necessary. His exclusion from the political rights of citizen-

499 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.16 inv. 185485, Correspondence between J. Zwart and W. Straub concerning
the case of Edith Weil-Meier, 16 April 1946, 16 May 1946, 28 May 1946 and 7 October 1946.
500 Ibid., Photocopies of the approval, her immigration visa and planned transfer by Ss. Gripsholm are
included in the NBI file.
501 Ibid., Announcement of de-enemisation, 6 December 1946.
502 Ibid., Letter by Inspector of Taxes on confiscation property Edith Weil-Meier, 31 January 1947. In the
file are several documents that indicate that the property was released in December 1946, yet this
letter suggests that it took until January 1947 before the administration ended.
503 Rolf changed his name into Ralph after arrival in the United States, as Jack Weil stated in email correspondence of 30 July 2019.
504 John C. Torpey, The invention of the Passport: Surveillance, Citizenship and the State (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) 127-130.
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and W. Straub urged the NBI to look at Edith’s case.499 The notaries stressed
that Edith and her children faced financial problems as her husband’s life insurance had not been paid out because of their enemy status. Several surveys
conducted by the NBI reveal that Edith had some savings, but that everything
was held in trust. Despite the efforts of the notaries, months passed by before
Edith informed the NBI on 15 October 1946 that she had received a visa for
the United States.500 The family planned to cross the ocean on 3 January 1947.
Suddenly, the NBI sped up the process and settled the case. On 6 December
1946, Edith, Edwin and Rolf received a declaration of de-enemisation.501 On 31
January 1947, their property was released, too.502
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ship did not bother him either, stating that he believed from a young age that
it was better to be apolitical. A big advantage of his statelessness was that he
was not conscripted into military service. Ultimately, at age thirty-three he did
apply for naturalisation. The reason for his change of mind was merely practical: with a Dutch passport he could travel more easily. It took him three years
to become a Dutch citizen. He even called the Queen’s Cabinet to ask for an explanation for the delay. When he finally acquired Dutch citizenship, he threw
a Nederlanderfeestje (‘Dutch citizen party’) a party to celebrate his new status.
Over the years, Jack made efforts to trace his family’s history. Together with
good friend – and instantly related family member through Edith – Myriam
Daru, he visited the places where his father grew up. He also requested access
to Ruth’s Wiedergutmachungsfile. In 1953, she asked for Entschädigung (‘compensation’) for victims of the National-Socialist regime. Unfortunately, she submitted her request too late. In 1957, she tried again. The correspondence with
the Entschädigungsambt in Berlin shows that she requested compensation for
Schaden an Körper und Gesundheit (‘damage to her body and health’).505 More specifically, she mentioned that she suffered from psychological and physical conditions after her time in Bergen-Belsen.506 The documentation also includes
information on Ruth’s pre-war years. She wrote about her childhood, and in
particular her physical condition. For years, she had been a keen athlete, and
a newspaper article preserved in her Entschädigungs-file depicts Ruth at an athletics meeting in 1935.507 The photo shows that she was quite successful, with
one of the captions reporting on her victory during a relay race with her team:
Unsere siegreiche 4mal 100: Bukofzer, Reich, Kendziorra, Meyer.508 Yet after the war,
Ruth’s physical condition never recovered from her camp experiences. She suffered from trauma symptoms such as nightmares, insomnia and panic attacks.
Although she remarried and in geordneten Verhaeltnissen leben kann (‘lived an ordinary life’) she never recovered her old strength and spirit.

505 Private collection Jack Weil, Gesundheitsschaden, record of the Wiedergutmachungsambt: ‘symptomatische Neuro-Psychopatie, Depressionen mit Halluzinationen, Angstträume, Anorexie, Claustrophobie als Folge der im Lager Bergen-Belsen durchlebten Zeit (Im Lager Bergen-Belsen Paratyphus,
Fleckfieber und Hungeroedem)’
506 Ibid., Erklärung Gesundheitsschaden, record of the Wiedergutmachungsambt.
507 Ibid., Erklärung Ausbildungsschaden and photographs of Jüdische Rundschau 1934 and 1935 record of the Wiedergutmachungsambt (‘Berlin Offices of Restitution’): ‘Wahrend meiner Kindheit und
Jugend bin ich immer volkommen gesund gewesen, habe sehr viel Sport getrieben und mich in der
Leichtathletik besonders ausgezeichnet. Auch nach meiner Emigration nach Holland habe ich niemans irgendwelche koerperlichen Klagen gehabt, obwohl ich sehr schwer arbeiten musste.’
508 Ibid., Newspaper clippings from the Jüdische Rundschau of 12 April 1935.

4.10 Germans in the
overseas colonies

Figure 26 Index card Jellema, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 10331
Stamps: WE’5975, EDNI,
Name: Jellema, Elisabeth, Zickmantel J.H (husband)
Place of residence: Caracas, Venezuela
Place and date of birth: 21-12-01, Grotegast (Gr)
Nationality: German
Received by NBI Agency: 25-5/26-5-1951
Legal counsel: Mr. H.H. Menalda
Management: A.A.B
Decision: Case to be settled by NBI office in Paramaribo
Notified: A.A.B 31-7-1952
Note: [None]
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In contrast to German nationals on the European continent, archival material
on Dutch policies on Germans in the colonies is scarce. Some policy documents
have been preserved in the archive of the Ministry of Colonies, and a small
selection of index cards refers to applications for de-enemisation submitted
by people from the colonies.509 The case of Erna Burghoff-Heitink shows the
policies towards German nationals in the Dutch East Indies. The documentation sent by the CORVO offers a glimpse of the Dutch administration of justice
during the war and post-war period. By contrast, for (former) German enemy
citizens in the West Indies, archival material is hard to find, especially private
testimonies. Nevertheless, it is important to investigate the effects of enemy
status for people in these overseas territories, too. This case therefore presents
not the life story of one family but reconstructs the situation in Suriname and
the Antilles on the basis of NBI files, private testimonies and literature regarding several families.

Kingdom at war

T

he invasion of the Netherlands by Nazi Germany in 1940 marked a
turning point in Dutch colonial history. The Dutch authorities had
little ability to control or defend their colonies during the German
occupation. The Dutch East Indies were occupied by Japanese forces in 1942.
The Japanese occupation was crucial in the Indonesian war for independence.
Suriname, Curaçao, Aruba, Bonaire, Sint-Maarten, Saba and Sint-Eustatius
were not occupied, but the war still had a profound impact on both daily life
and the political relations between the motherland and the western colonies.
The governmental situation did not change, but individual contact was almost
impossible. In addition, American and British soldiers arrived to protect the
bauxite mines in Suriname and the oil refineries on Curaçao and Aruba.510 A
radio broadcast delivered by Queen Wilhelmina in 1942 announced that the
Netherlands would review its relationship with the colonies.511 On 14 August
1941, US President Franklin D. Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill had issued the Atlantic Charter which defined the Allied goals for

509 The exact number of citizens from the colonies remains uncertain, but in any case, two index cards
concern an enemy citizen from Aruba, four from Curaçao, 11 from the former Dutch East Indies and
one card explicitly states that the person in question resided in Suriname.
510 Liesbeth van der Horst, Wereldoorlog in de West: Suriname, de Nederlandse Antillen en Aruba, 1940-1945 (Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, 2004).
511 Magdalena G. Schenk en J.B.Th. Spaan: De Koninging sprak: Proclamaties en radiotoespraken van H.M. Ko
ningin Wilhelmina gedurende de oorlogsjaren 1940-1945 (Np.: Ons Vrije Nederland, 1945).

512 Almost 3400 civilians were interned in the West and East Indies. Figures compiled by the German
Foreign Office record 162 Germans captured in Suriname, 202 in the Netherlands Antilles and the
overwhelming majority some 3000 in the Dutch East Indies. International Committee of the Red
Cross Archives (ICRC) in Geneva, G 25, Carton 618, Foreign Office Merkblatt: Die Lage der Deutschen
in niederländischen Besitzungen (Stand Oktober 1940) compiled by German Foreign Office. De Jong
speaks of 2,800 arrestees in the Dutch East Indies, including 900 seamen. De Jong, Het Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereld Oorlog. Nederlands-Indië vol. 11a:1, 532. The overall number of Germans
living in the Dutch East Indies according to the 1930 census was 6,867. Uitkomsten der in de maand november 1920 gehouden volkstelling Deel II (Batavia 1922) 129, 257; Departement van Economische Zaken,
Volkstelling 1930, 11. Van den Berg, A German border crossing in a European colonial community, 67, 133.
513 Van der Horst, Wereldoorlog in de West, 16.
514 C. Lamur and H.E. Lamur, Duitse zendelingen in interneringskamp Copieweg, Suriname 1940-1947. Vrijla
ting en Uitzetting, Hernhutter Archieven Suriname (HAS) (Paramaribo, 2008).
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the post-war world, including basic principles of international justice and the
right of every people to self-determination. The Queen’s speech was a response
to this promise of a people’s right to choose their own form of government and
the growth of anti-colonial nationalism that arose particularly in the East. In
retrospect, the Atlantic Charter was an important step towards decolonisation
and independence and/or partnership for the Dutch territories in the Pacific
and the Caribbean.
For German nationals in the East and West Indies, the German invasion of
the Netherlands had immediate and far-reaching consequences. They were interned in camps as enemies of state and deprived of their property and rights.
The Decree on Enemy Property promulgated four years later would not change
their situation, but only confirm their enemy status. In the East, before the Japanese invasion, almost 3000 Germans were arrested and interned.512 The German minority in the Dutch East Indies outnumbered the German population
in the Caribbean, but almost all Germans were interned in the West Indies, too.
In Suriname, 82 German men, 45 German women and 35 German children were
imprisoned. In Aruba, 200 German nationals were arrested and interned.513
German Jewish refugees were also treated as enemies and imprisoned. The hostile treatment of Germans conflicted with the peaceful co-existence between
the different minority groups before 1940., Germans were valued particularly
highly in Suriname. Many of them were Hernhutters, missionaries of the Evangelische Broeder Gemeente (‘Evangelical Community of the Moravian Brethren’).514
They had established a strong following amongst the Afro-Surinamese inha
bitants, known as Creole people, since the eighteenth century as well as smaller
church communities among Marron, Javanese and Hindustani people. Similar
to the German population in the Netherlands, the German minority in Suriname was very heterogenous. Merchants, plantation owners, administrators,
doctors, scientists, artisans, soldiers and Jewish civilians were part of pre-war
Surinamese society, but the war irreparably damaged these ties.
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n 2017, Diana Tjin published a novel in which an elderly Suriname woman,
Mrs Grünwald shares her life story with the nineteen-year-old Dutch woman Anna.515 Tjin presents Mrs. Grünwald as one of the German nationals
in Suriname who was immediately interned in May 1940. Together with her
husband and three children, she was imprisoned in camp Copieweg because of
her German citizenship. The family was kept in prison for almost seven years,
until they were finally allowed to leave the camp in February 1947. In 1955, Mrs
Grünwald and her children moved to the Netherlands, where they tried to establish a new life, but for years, they were affected by both the status of their
German citizenship as well as their status as colonial subjects. In the preface
to the novel, Tjin emphasised that the leading characters were fictitious, but
the idea for the book was based on the family history of her brother-in-law and
her own family. Her brother-in-law was related to the Klein family, one of the
German families in Suriname who were interned during the war. The experiences of his family in camp Copieweg inspired Tjin to conduct further research
into the history of German nationals in Suriname. To contextualise the references and the fragmented family stories passed on to later generations via oral
tradition, she based her novel on the archival collection of the hernhutter missionary Gerhard Frey, additional literature and the documentary Koninkrijk in
Wereldoorlog (‘Kingdom in a World War’) by Dorna van Rouveroy of 2011.516 The
novel received some media attention, yet in general the war experiences and
internment of German nationals in the West Indies are still underexposed in
Dutch history.
The effect of their citizenship status for German nationals in Suriname is
presumably best reconstructed by the documentation of the previously mentioned Gerhard Frey. The son of a missionary, Johannes Frey was almost seven
years old when he was interned in camp Copieweg. The collection in his name
in the Verzetsmuseum includes his identity papers and drawings of camp Copie
weg. His archive also contains the so-called Merkblatt: über die Lage der Deutschen
in Höllandischen-Guyana (Suriname), Curaçao und Britisch-West Indien (Jamaica) of
1941 and the Zweites Merkblatt of 1942.517 Another valuable source is a letter by
Hartmut Brauer in the collection: Bericht über die Internierung der Surinamer Mis-

515 Diana Tjin, Het geheim van mevrouw Grünwald (Haarlem: in de Knipscheer, 2017).
516 Archive Verzetsmuseum Amsterdam, Collectie Frey, object number 16100; Documentary Koninkrijk in
Wereldoorlog (‘Kingdom in a World War’) by Dorna van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal (2011).
517 Archive Verzetsmuseum, Collectie Frey, Merkblatt: über die Lage der deutschen in HöllandischenGuyana, Curaçao und Britisch-West Indien of 1941 and the Zweites Merkblatt of 1942.

Geographical challenges

B

y chance, the record of Joachim Zickmantel and his family was part of
the random sample of 237 beheersdossiers selected for research on the
categorisation and classification of enemy citizens. It is one of the few
files that concern German enemy citizens in Suriname. The file includes documentation on Joachim Zickmantel and his wife Elisabeth Jellema collected by

518 Ibid., Bericht über die Internierung der Surinamer Missionaire von 10 May 1940- 8 October 1947.
519 Betty de Hart has discussed interracial marriage in colonial Suriname in her inaugural lecture at the
University of Amsterdam in 2014, see: Betty de Hart, Unlikely couples. Regulating mixed sex and marriage
from the Dutch colonies to European migration law (Oisterwijk: Wolf Legal Publishers, 2014).
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sionaire von 10 May 1940- 8 October 1947.518 The Merkblätte are published by the
German Auswärtige Ambt and were not meant for further publication or circulation. In the right upper corner it is stated: Nicht für die Presse. Nachdruk Verboten!
(‘Not for the press. Reprinting prohibited’). The Merkblätte give an impersonal,
almost historical overview of the situation in the various camps in Suriname,
Curaçao and Jamaica, where Germans were interned. Hartmut Brauer’s report,
on the other hand, is a very personal account. The first pages breathe his frustration that all Germans – regardless of their political allegiance, marriage
with a Surinamese woman or period of residence in Suriname – were treated
equally as enemies. He was also upset about the fact that men were separated
from their wives and children, that they were forced to live in primitive circumstances with poor sanitary conditions and that they had no opportunity
to be alone, even for only a second. His account gets a more optimistic in tone
when the families are reunited in a family camp. Overall, Brauer depicted
Camp Copieweg as a place with decent living conditions. People had the opportunity to read, exercise and garden. They were allowed to play music and
celebrate Christmas together, but tensions still arose within the camp. The internment caused stress, and the continuous flow of rumours about the future
inspired fear in the internees. In late 1942, for example, pass photos were made
of all internees and rumour spread that everyone would be transported soon,
but it was only after the war had come to an end that the transports eventually
started. In July 1946, German men who had married Surinamese women were
released and were allowed to stay in Suriname.519 All other German nationals were forced to leave the country, apart from a few exceptions. Some people
were sent to Venezuela in early 1947. One of these families was the Zickmantel
family, who, interestingly, are represented in the NBI archives.
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the NBI offices in Paramaribo (Suriname) and Willemstad (Curaçao). Unfortunately, hardly any of the documents from these offices have been preserved,
making the case of Joachim and Elisabeth all the more unique – it is evidence
that in the 1950s, these bijkantoren (‘side-offices’) were still active.
The file includes applications for a declaration of de-enemisation submitted by Joachim and Elisabeth submitted in 1951.520 The correspondence and reports, however, date from 1953. The NBI faced the problem that nobody knew
where the couple were living.521 It was uncertain whether they were still in
Caracas, Venezuela, or whether they had returned to the Netherlands. The requests for de-enemisation hint at the second option, as they were drafted and
sent by a lawyer in Leeuwarden, Mr Menalda. A key theme in the correspondence between the NBI and Mr Menalda is the status of Joachim’s insurances.
Joachim was born on 22 May 1900 in East Africa, which was German territory
at the time. Although his birth certificate was missing, the NBI was certain
that Joachim was a German citizen.522 He moved to Suriname in 1918, where
he met Elisabeth. Elisabeth had been born in Grotegast (in the province of
Groningen) on 21 December 1901. Her motives for living in Suriname are not
mentioned, but we do know that she worked as a teacher. On 2 October 1930,
the couple got married in Paramaribo. Elisabeth acquired German citizenship
by marriage. Together, the newlyweds cultivated the plantations Sarah and Leasowes in Coronie in Suriname. The plantation is included in a financial report
on the activities of the NBI office in Suriname.523
In May 1940, Joachim and Elisabeth were interned as German enemy citizens. In 1947, they were released, but forced to leave Suriname. They went to
Venezuela, where Joachim found a job at a contracting firm in Caracas. Their
requests for de-enemisation follow the same line of argument. They emphasised that they were never involved in politics and never supported national
socialism. Furthermore, they stated that they always felt at home in deze Ne
derlandse omgeving (‘in the Dutch environment’) of Suriname. The reason they
applied for de-enemisation was that Joachim’s possessions, which they hoped
to recover, were still in Suriname. It seems that they did not succeed in their
request. They were automatically de-enemised by the Bestemmingswet of 1951,
but correspondence between the NBI and the Levensverzekering Maatschappij van

520 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.03, inv. 6351, Applications for two declarations of de-enemisation submitted by lawyer Mr H.H. Menalda in Leeuwarden, 25 May 1951.
521 Ibid., in a letter of 19 March 1953 is suggested that Joachim Zickmantel resided in the Netherlands,
whilst in a letter of 7 April 1953 Caracas in Venezuela is mentioned as place of residence.
522 Ibid., Letter by the NBI to de N.V. Levensverzekering Maatschappij van de Nederlanden van 1845, 7
April 1953.
523 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49 inv. 138 contains lists of the financial status of enemy citizens in Suriname.

(Post-) colonial dimension

J

oachim Zickmantel and Elisabeth Jellema had first gone to Venezuela
before they (presumably) set off for the Netherlands. Hartmut Brauer’s
Bericht indicates that many other German nationals who were not allowed to stay in Suriname either, were immediately sent to the Netherlands.
In February 1947, a steamboat called de Bloemfontein left Paramaribo for Amsterdam. On board, German men were put at the front of the ship, and women and
children at the back. Brauer dedicated one page of his letter to his farewells to
the Surinamese people. He described how many Surinamese came to say their
goodbyes and demonstrated uns ihre ganze Liebe und Anhänglichkeit (‘their love
and devotion’).526 This underlines the peaceful relationship between the German community and other ethnic groups in Suriname. On 12 March 1947, the
expelled Germans arrived in Amsterdam, where they were loaded onto a truck
for a seven-hour drive to Nijmegen, where they were once again interned, in
camp Mariënbosch. According to Brauer they felt very disappointed as they
had been promised direct transport to Germany but instead were interned in
another camp, awaiting their uncertain destiny. On 8 July 1947, the first transport finally brought fifty internees to the British Zone, but Brauer and his family had to wait longer. They were allowed to cross the German border three
months later, on 8 October 1947. After seven-and-a-half years of internment,
the family was free again, yet they found themselves involuntarily in a ruined
Germany that had never been their home.
After the launch of her book, Diana Tjin received a handful of emails from
readers who recognised their family history in her novel. Some of the originally German nationals who were interned in the camps in the Antilles still
live in the Netherlands today. One of them was a German who was natural-

524 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16.03, inv. 6351, Correspondence NBI head office The Hague and NBI office
Suriname, 6 June 1953 and Correspondence between NBI and N.V. Levensverzekering Maatschappij
van de Nederlanden van 1845, 7 May 1953.
525 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.16 inv. 10331, Index card for Elisabeth Jellema and Joachim Zickmantel, card
numbered 9400.
526 Archive Verzetsmuseum, Collectie Frey, Bericht über die Internierung der Surinamer Missionaire
von 10 May 1940- 8 October 1947, 13.
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de Nederlanden suggests that Joachim’s insurance was paid out to the NBI.524
Furthermore, the index card is marked with the code A.A.B, which, as concluded in Chapter 2, means Als afgedaan beschouwen (‘consider settled’).525 This
was often the case when the property in question had already been liquidated.
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ised as Dutch citizen in 1933 but who was nevertheless interned during the
war because of his German origin.527 Like many first-generation survivors,
this man never spoke about the war. In general, the experiences of internees
in Suriname, Curaçao and the Antilles are overshadowed by the experiences
of other victims of the war. By contrast, the policies towards German nationals
in the Dutch East Indies have gained more attention in recent years. Public
attention increased, for instance, after the three-part television series in 2017
on the sinking of the Van Imhoff.528 Under the threat of Japanese invasion, the
Dutch authorities were preparing to deport German enemy citizens from the
East Indies to British India. In December 1941, two ships sailed with almost
2000 of the 3000 German nationals destined for deportation. A third ship, the
Van Imhoff, left Java on 19 January 1942. The ship never reached its destination,
sinking near Sumatra after being bombed by Japanese aircrafts. 408 German
civilians drowned, only 65 survived. The story of this disaster and the mysterious cover-up in the 1960s shocked Dutch society. Literature and documentaries on Dutch policies towards German nationals in the West Indies reached
only a small audience. Their experiences must be included in the Dutch historical narrative to understand the global impact of the war on the European
continent, as well as the global impact of the Decree on Enemy Property in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands.
If one thing becomes clear from the small number of sources that have been
preserved over time, it is that German nationals in both the East and West Indies, despite the fact that these areas were European imperial space, were interned and deprived of their property and rights because they were German.
Their stories show that in the colonies, friends and foes were still determined
by nationality rather than their position in colonial society, their loyalties and
their actions. The colonial dimension of the Dutch measures towards German
nationals, in particular, shows that in times of war, when citizenship is put
to the test, notions of citizenship can decide complex questions of identities
and loyalties, with migration, refuge, expropriation or even deportation and
internment as the ultimate consequence.

527 Correspondence with Moon Schliesser on 27 November 2017.
528 Television Series: De Ondergang van de Van Imhoff (2017) created by BNNVARA and Episode One.

4.11 Acts of citizenship

The 10 cases discussed in this chapter show the variety in (post-) wartime experiences of German nationals categorised as enemy citizens in the Netherlands.
Each case has its own characteristics and its own dynamics, just as every family
relative of an enemy citizen has their own memories and life story. Generalisations devalue the unicity of the individual histories and the authenticity of
the NBI records as an archival source, but analysis and interpretation invariably involve generalisations. A generalisation occurs when we try to understand facts, or connect data, objects, events and records of the past and convey
them to others through concepts. More widely, generalisations are the means
through which historians understand their materials and try to share their understanding of facts with others.529 As such, the generalisations and broad observations with which this chapter shall conclude should be considered complementary to the individual cases described above, serving to identify key,
recurring elements rather than detracting from the uniqueness of each case.
Linking the 10 individual cases presented here provides insight into the
complex and sometimes time-consuming de-enemisation procedures. In addition, the similarities and dissimilarities among the cases show how notions
of citizenship and belonging served as mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion
for German nationals who appealed their enemy status. The cases reveal, for
example, that the NBI evaluated the acts of German nationals rather than the
actors. ‘Typical’ Dutch behaviour and an ‘intrinsically Dutch’ character were
seen as the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of German nationals in Dutch
post-war society. German nationals who helped people in hiding or who had

529 Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992); Chris Lorenz,
—‘Tussen city-hopper en jumbo-jet. Over de relatie tussen geschiedenis en sociologie’, in: P.H.H.
Vries ed., Geschiedenis buiten de perken (Leiden: Stichting Leidschrift, 1989), 37-49.
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actively supported resistance movements met the criteria of Dutch citizenship
that NBI employees used to evaluate applications for de-enemisation. The
cases of Hermann Lahn and Hans Fischer indicate that acts of loyalty towards
the Dutch community weighed heavily in the de-enemisation procedures. At
the same time, the 10 individual stories clearly show that positive acts carried
out during the war were not the only things taken into consideration in deenemisation. The financial status of German nationals was also an important
parameter, and enemy citizens with substantial assets often faced longer procedures, as the cases of Friedrich Assmann and Carla Tophoff- van der Loo illustrate. In the case of Joachim Zickmantel, the status of his insurances was
also an issue. Even for Jewish refugee Edith Weil, uncertainty about the status
of her savings and her late husband’s life insurance delayed her application for
de-enemisation and a visa.
The case of Franz Brand and the anonymised case suggest that acts of German citizenship, such as membership of German organisations, did not necessarily shut the door on a successful de-enemisation procedure. Despite adverse
evidence, both men ultimately had their enemy status revoked. These cases
also lead to the conclusion that a social network played an important if not
decisive role in the success rate of the de-enemisation procedure. The more
positive testimonies one could provide, the more likely the NBI was to come
to a positive decision. In some cases, there were neither acts of Dutch nor of
German citizenship to be judged by the NBI. The most obvious case is in this
respect that of Ruth Weil. Since she arrived in the Netherlands in 1945 after
years of being persecuted by the Nazi regime, there was no way that she could
provide evidence of acts of resistance or of ‘typical’ Dutch behaviour. German
nationals in the colonies faced the same burden of proof. Their wartime and
post-war experiences differed from the experiences of German nationals in the
Netherlands.
Interestingly, several of the cases reveal that even German nationals who
might have shown themselves to be Dutch citizens with their acts, were still
not counted as political or social members of the Dutch state. Hermann Lahn
made a deliberate choice never to opt for Dutch citizenship. Others did apply
for naturalisation and ultimately became Dutch citizens. Still, the children
and grandchildren of former enemy citizens I interviewed stressed that they
feel they are different. To cite Etienne Balibar, they felt (or still feel) like ‘other
humans’, strangers in their country of origin.530 Despite the differences in
their fathers’ stories, the daughters of Friedrich Assmann and Hans Fischer, as

530 Balibar, Strangers as Enemies, 4.
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well as the son of Franz Brand and the children of the man whose family name
is not mentioned all struggled with their transnational family background in
their own right. It was thus not just the former enemy status that impacted
several generations of the same family, but also the weight of being born as
a child in a migrant family. In the first post-war decades, anti-German sentiment certainly affected their personal lives, but even today, relatives of former
German enemy citizens sometimes feel like ‘others’ within the borders of the
Dutch state. Many express a sense of binational or transnational belonging to
both Germany and the Netherlands. In Chapter 6, I will further reflect on this
observation and the question of how geopolitical borders and mere administrative separations constitute and demarcate the Dutch citizen as opposed to
the foreigner.
Acts of what was perceived as political and social Dutch citizenship, together with commitment to the Dutch community, could convince NBI employees
that enemy citizens qualified for a declaration of de-enemisation. Thus, notions of Dutch citizenship functioned as mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion for German nationals who appealed their enemy status. In Chapter 3, I
already concluded that the formal legal status of German citizenship defined
who was an enemy citizen. This chapter shows that citizenship in terms of a
societal responsibility to serve Dutch interests, as well as citizenship as membership of the Dutch national community, were criteria by which to judge
behaviour. The most important conclusion, however, is that in times of (post)
conflict and transition, when citizenship is put to the test, notions of citizenship are key criteria for solving quandaries of identity and nationality.

5
CONFLICTS AND
CONTROVERSIES ON
CONFISCATION AND
COMPENSATION

‘The regrettable development of the practice with regard
to enemy property – from a war measure depriving the
enemy of a possible advantage, to a way of securing future
claims for compensation – is connected to the evolution
towards total war, in which, in every respect, the citizens are
much more involved.’531
– Bert Röling (1956)

531 Bert Röhling, ‘Annotation to Lienert vs NBI & Klein vs. NBI. 29 June 1956’, in: Nederlandse Jurisprudentie (1956/471), 998-1001, 999. [Translation Wouter Veraart] Original quotation: ‘De te betreuren
verandering van de practijk t.a.v. ‘enemy-property’ – van oorlogsmaatregel om de vijand mogelijk
voordeel te ontnemen, tot zekerstelling van toekomstige eis van schadevergoeding – hangt samen
met de ontwikkeling naar de totale oorlog, waarbij in alle opzichten de burgers meer betrokken zijn’.
Bert Röling was one of the judges at the International Military Tribunal for the Far East in Tokyo
between 1946 and 1948 mentioned at the end of this chapter.

Introduction

More than seventy years after the end of the Second World War, issues regarding compensation and restitution for looted and confiscated assets still
give rise to controversy and debate. This chapter discusses the legal validity
and legitimacy of the Decree on Enemy Property. It unravels its genesis and
the significance in the context of the other Dutch restitution laws. What were
the aims behind the expropriation legislation, and what was the historical
context of Decree E-133? In addition, the chapter looks at the most important
themes in contemporary debates amongst various political and legal actors on
the interpretation and implementation of the Decree. The Decree on Enemy
Property was not a penal measure targeted at individuals, but an administrative means to address the German occupation. Yet in practice, thousands of
German men, women and children were affected by the post-war measures.
Despite Dutch promises that the German government would compensate its
citizens, the great majority of the targeted German minority never received
full compensation for their confiscated assets. To what extent did the Decree
on Enemy Property conflict with international law, according to contemporary
legal actors? And, how should we interpret Dutch post-war policies towards
German enemy citizens in the context of discussions on human rights and in
particular the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and the European Convention on Human Rights (1950)? How did Dutch policies towards German nationals do justice to the title rechtsherstel (‘restoration of rights’)?

5.1 The genesis of Decree E-133

During and after the war, the Dutch government-in-exile in London prepared
a new system of extraordinary legislation and created systems of restitution
and reparation. As explained in Chapter 1, the pillars of these systems were established in a series of Royal Decrees, of which Decrees E-100 and E-133 in particular are most relevant when it comes to understanding and analysing the
policies towards German nationals. Decree E-100 had established the Council
for the Restoration of Rights, which consisted of an Administration Division
(that included the Dutch Custody Institute) and an independent Judicial Division. The council had the exclusive power to order the return of property and
to restore property rights to original owners. Decree E-133 facilitated the expropriation of enemy assets in order to compensate the Netherlands for losses
it suffered during the Second World War. All assets expropriated as enemy
property were placed under the supervision of the Dutch Custody Institute.
German nationals whose assets had been expropriated as enemy property on
the basis of Decree E-133 could appeal decisions by the NBI by filing an objection with the Judicial Division.
Decree E-100 on the Restoration of Legal Relations issued on 17 September
1944 was prepared by an eponymous Committee on the Restoration of Legal
Relations (Commissie Herstel Rechtsverkeer), established in 1942. Auctor intellectualis of the Decree was chairman Jannes Eggens, who was professor of Law in Batavia when he was requested by the Dutch government in London to formulate
new legislation. Until recently, E-100 has remained underexposed to scholarly
scrutiny.532 Studies by Wouter Veraart and Kor Meijer have filled this gap;

532 Corjo Jansen, ‘K. Meijer, E 100 en de naoorlogse rechtspraak met betrekking tot onroerend goed, diss.
Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam’ [book review] in: Weekblad voor Privaatrecht, Notariaat en Registratie
140: 6816 (2009) 837-839; Wouter Veraart, Ontrechting en rechtsherstel in Nederland en Frankrijk.

533 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 1306 (minutes); NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 1308 (memo)
534 Max Meyer, ‘Co-ordination of Allied Enemy Property Departments’ in: Journal of Comparative Legislation and International Law 26 (1944) 51-55.
535 Meyer, ‘Co-ordination of Allied Enemy Property Departments’, 52.
536 Judgement by the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 30 July 2018.
537 NA, Archive Ministry of Justice in London, 2.09.06 inv. 1306. Letter to August Philips c/0 Economic,
Financial and Shipping Mission of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Financial Division, 11 Broadway
Room 668, New York, 4 August 1943.
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since 2005 several studies have been published about confiscation and restitution of property during the years of occupation and the post-war reconstruction period. By contrast, little attention has so far been paid to Decree E-133.
Scholars have always assumed that – like the other Royal Decrees – London
was the place of genesis of this Decree and that it was prepared by the drafters
of E-100. However, minutes of the Committee on Legal Relations preserved in
the archive of the Ministry of Justice in exile in London suggest that it was
lawyer Max Meyer who wrote the first draft of what would result in Decree
E-133.533 Meyer was Counsel of the Ministry of Trade and Industry in Washington during the war. Publications in legal journals, including the Journal of Comparative Legislation and International Law, show that he was an expert in the field
of enemy property.534 He argued that economic warfare is interconnected with
military and psychological warfare, albeit with independent and distinguishing features. In his own words: ‘In respect to time, economic warfare does not
coincide with military operations. It precedes the outbreak of armed hostilities. By the same token the concluding of an armistice or of a peace treaty need
not be coterminous with the cessation of economic warfare’.535 In retrospect,
the Decree on Enemy Property proved an illustrative example of the (long) aftermath of economic warfare. Meyer would experience this himself as attorney of the heirs of Jacques Goudstikker. The fate of the valuable art collection
of the Jewish art dealer who died in 1940 became one of the most famous, and
lingering, cases connected with restitution of Nazi-looted art in the Netherlands. Only recently, in 2018, did a US Court pass final judgement in one of
the last cases involving the Goudstikker legacy: the case of Von Saher vs. the
Norton Simon Museum of Art in Pasadena on the oil paintings of ‘Adam’ and
‘Eve’ by Lucas Cranach the Elder.536
In addition to to Max Meyer, another Dutch lawyer residing in the United
States during the war played an important role in the formulation of Decree
E-133. August Philips, great uncle of Frits Philips, who was the chairman of
the multinational Philips during the war, was also involved in drafting the
Decree on Enemy Property. Correspondence of August 1943 in the archive
of the Ministry of Justice in London suggests that he lived in New York.537
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The letters reveal that Philips had been in London in June 1943 to discuss the
draft of E-133 with Max Meyer, Minister of Justice Jan van Angeren and legal
advisor Willem Belinfante. He was asked to assist the Committee on the Restoration of Legal Relations in their plans to formulate policy on the administration of enemy property. On 4 August 1943, Belinfante telegraphed Philips
to inquire after Philips’s progress on the enemy property ordinance.538 One
of the unresolved issues that puzzled the Committee was the system of
confiscation. A choice had to be made between a system of confiscation by
operation of law on the one hand, or a system of supervision with only the
option of confiscation on the other hand. The latter was a more flexible system, as it included an opportunity for enemy citizens to appeal their status
and to recover rights and assets. Another question Belinfante asked Philips
was his opinion on the scope of the confiscation of assets of enemy citizens
in the Netherlands, as opposed to non-resident enemy citizens. The plan put
forward in the telegraph was to formulate an exception for resident enemy
citizens, excluding, in occasional cases, furniture, for example, from the confiscated goods. Furthermore, it was suggested to grant the family members
of enemy citizens an allowance for living costs, if they evidently had antinational socialist attitudes. For some enemy citizens, including people who
actively resisted the German occupier and den sporadischen ‘goeden’ Duitscher
(one of the few ‘good’ Germans), the penalty of full confiscation seemed too
severe, but, then again, a complete return of property would have been too
kind. As Belinfante concluded: all options had to be considered.539
The correspondence between Meyer and Philips reveals that although the
Decree on Enemy Property was promulgated by the government-in-exile in
London on 20 October 1944, its origins lay in the United States. The opening
sentence of a letter by Minister of Justice van Angeren to the Committee on
the Restoration of Legal Relations of 19 May 1944 officially confirms this: ‘It is
with great interest that I have taken note of the bill on the treatment of enemy
property that was drafted in America’.540 Interestingly, the Minister suggested
that Decree E-100 and E-133 be combined and merged into one decree. He also
strongly recommended that ‘the institute authorised to administer and supervise enemy property’ should be the same body as the Council for the Restora-

538 Ibid.: ‘Voor August Philips gelieve seinen hoever voortgang uw werkzaamheden verordening vijandelijk vermogen zie onzen brief 7 juni 1175 Belinfante’.
539 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.06, inv. 1306, 4 august 1943, ‘Voorts dient gedacht te worden aan den spora
dischen ‘goeden’ Duitscher, die wij in Nederland zullen aantreffen. Met al deze mogelijkheden dient
rekening te worden gehouden.’
540 Archive of J. Eggens, NIOD 235b, 4c, letter by Minister of Justice van Angeren to the Committee on
Restorations of Legal Relations of 19 May 1944.

541 Ibid.: ‘Het schijnt mij gewenscht dat de regeling betreffende het vijandelijk vermogen en die aangaande het herstel van het rechtsverkeer zooveel mogelijk in elkaar passen. Wellicht is het mogelijk
beide regelingen samen te brengen in één besluit. Mocht dit niet mogelijk of om andere redenen niet
wenschelijk zijn, dan komt het mij voor, dat niettemin aanbeveling zou verdienen het beheer over
het vijandelijk vermogen op te dragen aan hetzelfde lichaam, dat ook het rechtsherstel behandelt.’
542 Ibid., ‘M.i. is het gewenscht, om althans ten aanzien van vijandelijke personen in engeren zin, ons
niet te bepalen tot enkel beheer, doch bij de inwerkingtreding van het besluit automatisch een volledigen eigendomsovergang op den Staat te doen intreden’.
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tion of Rights.541 More importantly, Van Angeren requested that the administration of enemy property take the form of a full transfer of ownership to the
Dutch State by operation of law. He argued that full confiscation would give the
Netherlands a stronger position against potential claims, but also that it would
protect the Netherlands against hostile (German) influences in Dutch enterprises.542 He added that an automatic transfer of legal ownership should not
rule out future restitution to the original owners, but only in exceptional cases.
The Minister’s suggestion of a full, permanent transfer of ownership
marks an important shift in the plans for the treatment of enemy property in
the post-war Netherlands. The bills on enemy property drafted by Meyer and
Philips in 1943 and early 1944 had been modelled after the British and American practice of temporary custodianship. Meyer explained in his 1943 memo
that in the United States, the Alien Property Custodian was authorised to direct, manage, supervise, control or vest with respect to enemy interests in the
property categories subject to his jurisdiction. The Custodian was also authorised to sell and liquidate vested property. Meyer doubted, however, whether
the action of the Alien Property Custodian was of a confiscatory nature. The
fact that vested property was held, used, administered, liquidated, sold or otherwise dealt with in the interest and for the benefit of the United States during
and after the First World War was a clear indication of a confiscatory policy.
Nonetheless, section 12 of the Trading with the Enemy Act stipulated that after the end of the war, any claim of an enemy to any money or other property
received and held by the Alien Property Custodian should be settled at Congress’s discretion. The American policies thus did not imply automatic transfer of full legal ownership. The English Trading with the Enemy Act expressly
motivated the custodianship of enemy property with a view to preventing
monetary payment at the conclusion of peace. A Board of Trade was given a
wide remit to wind up business affairs and to vest enemy property in the Custodian or to vest in him the right to transfer such property. This model did not
indicate an automatic transfer of ownership either.
In his drafts of E-133, Meyer did not clarify the ultimate destination of
enemy property. He stated that an Institute authorised to administer enemy
property should have the following powers:
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a. To exercise all the rights arising out of the obligations on behalf of enemy
nationals
b. To perform all corporate and organizational functions in enemy national
corporations and business enterprises
c. To vest proprietary title to any and all property of enemy nationals in the
Institute or in persons to be appointed by the Institute and to take possession of such property
d. To order that payment on obligations owing to enemy nationals shall be
made to the Institute, such payment constituting a lawful discharge of the
obligors
e. To appoint inspectors and accountants to examine books and documents
pertaining to transactions or business affairs of and with enemy nationals
f. To appoint managers who shall conduct the business affairs of enemy
g. To appoint supervisors under whose supervision the enemy national is allowed to continue his business
h. To close the business of an enemy national or to order that his business
shall be restricted to such purposes and subject to such conditions as may
be specified in the order
i. To liquidate, sell, transfer, lease any business or property of an enemy national and to enter into any agreement with respect thereto
j. To issue general rulings prohibiting certain transactions with or on behalf
of enemy nationals without license
k. To issue general licenses exempting certain classes of enemy nationals or
certain transactions from the application of the law, and to issue equal licenses
l. To issue regulations against evasion of the decree
m. To subpoena witnesses and experts
n. To seize all property which is subject to the provisions of the law and all
documents, books, records, pertaining thereto, with the assistance of the
strong arm of the government
o. To have its orders for payment or delivery of property summarily executed
p. To prohibit executory or conservatory measures against enemy national
property unless specifically licensed.543

543 This section is a literal quotation from the memorandum ‘Treatment of Enemy Property in the
Netherlands’ by Max Meyer, written in September 1943, NA, Archive NBI 2.09.06, inv. 1308.

544 Archive of J. Eggens NIOD 235b, 4c: Correspondence between Eggens and general Huender of 4
October 1944.
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As such he included the terms confiscation, liquidation and seizure, but did
not state anything specific about a transfer of ownership by operation of law,
as suggested by Minister van Angeren. It thus seems that it was the Minister
himself who constituted the basis for article 3 of Decree E-133 that decreed that
all enemy property within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands belonging to an
enemy state or to an enemy citizen should automatically pass in ownership to
the Dutch State with the entering into force of the Decree on Enemy Property
on 21 October 1944. Correspondence between Eggens and general Huender,
who would become head of the Military Mission that represented Dutch interests in occupied Germany after the war, shows that article 3, as proposed by
Minister van Angeren, still held up on 4 October 1944. Only two weeks before
the Decree was to be promulgated, the discussion focused primarily on the
scope of the Decree and the exact definitions of ‘enemy property’ and ‘enemy
state’.544 Yet as the previous chapters have already demonstrated and the next
section discusses in further detail, the final text of the Decree on Enemy Property still gave rise to a wide range of interpretations and heated debates.

5.2 A contentious issue (1):
legal magazines

In the late 1940s, the Decree on Enemy Property was a topic of discussion
among various parties. Councillors of regional and special courts of justice,
professors of law at various universities, lawyers representing enemy citizens
and politicians seated in either the Senate or the House of Representatives discussed and commented on the legal and moral aspects of the post-war administration of justice.545 Media, churches and religious organisations also supported or criticised the policies towards German nationals.546 Criticism voiced
by the Catholic clergy as well as, for example, news items on the conditions of
German internees in camps near the German border ultimately influenced the
decision makers and drew a halt to the deportation of German nationals.547
Adjustments to E-133 enacted in 1951 did, however, not alter or reverse the deprivation of property rights. The validity of confiscation without compensation
was questioned, but ultimately national interests prevailed over moral issues.
Debates on the Decree on Enemy Property revolved around two main
themes: the implementation and interpretation of the Decree and the question of whether confiscation without compensation involving individual
Germans was in conflict with international law. The first theme was mainly
discussed in the magazines Rechtsherstel and Tribunalen in Nederland; Naoorlogsche Rechtspraak. As explained in Chapter 2, Rechtsherstel (‘Legal Redress’) was
published by the Council for the Restoration of Rights to communicate official
announcements, judicial decisions, instructions and guidelines. The magazine was created as a medium to inform all who were involved with the Dutch

545 See Acts House of Representatives (AHR) and Acts of Senate (AS) of several meetings in 1947-1948,
1948-1949, 1949-1950, 1950-1951 cited later in this chapter.
546 Marlou Schrover, ‘The deportation of Germans from the Netherlands’, 250-278.
547 Ibid., 271.

548 The criteria for a declaration of de-enemisation were a recurring theme in the Rechtsherstel editions of
1946 to 1948.
549 ‘Over de Besluiten Bezettingsmaatregelen, Herstel Rechtsverkeer en Vijandelijk Vermogen’ (III),
Rechtsherstel 10 (1947) 253-256.
550 Rechtsherstel 10 (1947), 254: ‘De naasting zou alleen dan een confiscatoir karakter krijgen, indien noch
in de vredesverdragen voorzieningen zouden worden getroffen, waarbij aan de vijandelijke staten de
verplichting wordt opgelegd hun onteigend onderdanen de door dezen tengevolge dier onteigening
geleden schade te vergoeden.’
551 Rechtsherstel 10 (1947), 254-255.
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administration of justice – the employees, but also Dutch citizens in general –
about the organisation and modus operandi of the Council. The first editions
of Rechtsherstel primarily discussed practical aspects of the implementation of
the Royal Decrees. With regard to the Decree on Enemy Property, for example,
the definition of criteria for a declaration of de-enemisation was a most urgent
matter.548 Judgements passed by the Judicial Division were cited to clarify that
nationality determined enemy status, rather than political misbehaviour. Another recurring theme was the institutional setup of the NBI with local agencies and offices. In later editions, Rechtsherstel also briefly or extensively considered financial, legal and moral aspects of the post-war administration of
justice. These articles provided instructions on the settlement of legacies of
deceased enemy citizens, or divorce and custody fights.
In volume 10 of 1947, Rechtsherstel addressed the issue of whether the appropriation of German assets as a result of Decree E-133 was to be considered
as confiscation or preservation.549 The authors behind Rechtherstel, employees
of the Council for the Restoration of Rights, argued the latter. In their view,
appropriation only constituted confiscation if the original owners were not
given any compensation. Since a peace treaty would force Germany to compensate its citizens, this was not the case with the Decree on Enemy Property.550
The use of the term confiscation was thus denounced. In the same section, the
different status of enemy property and assets belonging to collaborators was
confirmed. Collaborators and traitors were also enemy citizens according to
the definition put forward in E-133.551 But whilst the ownership of assets of
foreign enemy citizens transferred to the Dutch State as a result of article 3 of
Decree E-133, assets of collaborators did not become state property. Their property was administered as a conservatory measure. Most NSB members and traitors recovered their property after serving their sentence.
Notwithstanding the exceptional powers and authority of the Council for the
Restoration of Rights, its view on the so-called preservation of enemy assets
was not generally accepted. Several Dutch law professors and lawyers levelled
strong criticism against the confiscation of assets of German nationals without
compensation. They argued that appropriating assets from individual Ger-
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mans conflicted with international law or was at least reprehensible on moral
grounds. The platform for these collegial discussions was the Nederlands Juristenblad (‘Dutch Lawyers Journal’, ‘NJB’). In the years 1949-1951, this legal journal saw fierce discussions, with various legal experts setting forth their views
on the righteousness and fairness of the Decree on Enemy Property. In the
pre-digital era, the weekly journal kept legal experts informed about recent
developments in Dutch and International Law, making it one of the most important and authoritative sources for lawyers since 1925. Next to articles, the
journal included columns for questions and comments that allowed authors
to respond to each other. By means of these comments, a debate on the validity
and legitimacy of the confiscation of enemy assets unfolded.

Confiscation at the cost of individuals?

I

n retrospect, expert in international law Paul Stoffels was the first to discuss
the relationship between the Decree on Enemy Property and International
Law in NJB. In a two-piece article titled ‘Enemy property and International
law’ published on 21 and 28 May 1949, respectively, he stated that in context of
both national and international law, the Dutch measure was ambiguous.552 In
his view, Article 3 of Decree E-133 had no meaning de jure.553 The wording of the
article suggested that the transfer of ownership to the Dutch State was not actual confiscation of property as long as a peace treaty including agreements on
compensation had not yet been signed. However, from the start, the objective
of the administration of enemy property was to liquidate said property by by
sale or to use it in any other way that would benefit the Dutch State. Referring
to British, French and American equivalents of the Decree on Enemy property,
he outlined how, since the nineteenth century, belligerents had applied sequestration, i.e. managed enemy property with the purpose of conserving and
not of confiscating. In these scenarios, the preservation of property of enemies
and enemy citizens was part of the acts on trading with the enemy. Custodians were appointed with an eye on arrangements to be made at the conclusion of peace.554 By contrast, the Decree on Enemy Property had nothing to do
with a ban on trade. Although the Netherlands was inspired by the American
Trading with the Enemy Act, the Decree on Enemy Property was only issued

552 P. Stoffels, ‘Vijandelijk Vermogen en Volkenrecht I’ in: Nederlands Juristenblad 24: 21 (21 May 1949), 377392, 377.
553 Stoffels, ‘Vijandelijk Vermogen en Volkenrecht I’, 383.
554 Stoffels, ‘Vijandelijk Vermogen en Volkenrecht I’, 382.

555 P. Stoffels, ‘Vijandelijk Vermogen en Volkenrecht II’, Nederlands Juristenblad 24: 22 (28 May 1949), 393400, 395.
556 Stoffels, ‘Vijandelijk Vermogen en Volkenrecht II’, 400.
557 C.M.O van Nispen tot Sevenaer, ‘Berooft de Nederlandse Staat individuele Duitsers?’ in: Nederlands
Juristenblad 25: 30 (16 September 1950) 633-645, 644 footnote 2.
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when there was already a widespread belief that Germany would be defeated.
Another argument put forward by Stoffels to substantiate his claim that the
E-133 was a preservation measure, was the line of reasoning presented at the
Peace Treaty of 1947 with Italy.555 As a result of E-133, Italian nationals were
treated as enemy citizens, too, but adjustments were discussed as early as 1946.
In an international agreement on reparations, the Allies expressly spoke of the
administration of enemy property instead of expropriation and confiscation.
In the parliamentary debates preceding the Treaty with Italy, an important
distinction was also made between administration of enemy property for safekeeping during negotiations on the one hand, and the settlement of claims
on enemy states via individual, private property on the other. Whereas custodianship over enemy property was not in conflict with international law, confiscation of individual property, i.e. holding individuals accountable for war
damages caused by the state, was a direct violation of individual rights that
conflicted with international law. Stoffels concluded that the (inter)national
rule of law would not provide legitimation for the Dutch confiscation policies. The financial losses incurred due to the German occupation should not be
recovered from a random number of citizens, including those who were ‘less
guilty’. Politically, however, Stoffels could understand the aims of the Decree
on Enemy Property. He therefore ended his article with the statement that the
Decree on Enemy Property in itself should not be (or have been) retracted, but
that the Dutch government would have done better to formulate it differently,
so that it was in accordance with (inter)national law.556
Another article that prompted debate was a contribution of 16 September
1950 by Carel van Nispen tot Sevenaer, a member of the court of justice in the
Hague. The provocative title, Berooft de Nederlandse Staat individuele Duitsers (‘Is
the Dutch State robbing individual Germans?’), gives away the main theme of
this piece, namely the question of whether the Dutch State was unlawfully depriving Germans of their assets. Van Nispen tot Sevenaer concluded that this
was not the case, as German owners would ultimately receive compensation
from the German government. To substantiate his argument he quoted the
American Gearthart Bill of 1943: ‘if you take the property of an individual citizen to pay the debts of its Government and his Government reimburses him
for the property taken there is no inequity’.557 More than that, Van Nispen tot
Sevenaer argued that it was billijk (‘fair’) and rechtmatig (‘rightful’) that the los-
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ing party compensated its citizens for assets that had been taken from them.558
To further prove his claim, he referred to the principle of social solidarity.
The confiscation of German assets was a method of coercion to force the German national community to compensate the Dutch people for their losses.559
Whether this conflicted with International law as Stoffels argued, Van Nispen
tot Sevenaer ventured to doubt. He stated that historically, confiscation of
enemy property was perhaps unjustified, but that in the era of modern war
and in particular after the First World War confiscation seemed the only way to
exact compensation for war damages. When the conquered state was financially ruined, like Germany, it would never be able to pay off its debts without the
confiscation and liquidation of assets belonging to its citizens. Therefore, after
1945, the practice and convictions regarding enemy property changed completely in international customary law. If the German government reimbursed
its citizens, the Decree on Enemy property would be morally justified.560
The principle of solidarity, and the relationship between the (national)
community and its members, became a central theme in subsequent editions
of the NJB. Legal experts, specialists in different fields of the law, examined
the issue from various angles. Marcel Bregstein, legal advisor to Minister of
Finance Piet Lieftinck on the subject of liquidation of enemy property and the
Dutch representative in international negotiations and conferences on reparations, also published his arguments in the discussion. In his contribution to
the NJB of 21 October 1950, he agreed with Van Nispen tot Sevenaer that the
rationale for confiscation was the fact that individuals were members of a community.561 When members, in this case citizens, were not strongly connected
with their national community, the foundation for confiscation and liquidation of private assets weakened. He also pointed out that the repercussions
were more severe for enemy citizens who did not reside in the enemy state, i.e.
Germans residing outside Germany.562
Less prominent legal scholars also raised their voice in response to Van
Nispen tot Sevenaer. Another expert in international law, Hans Barents, wondered whether one could speak of solidarity between a state and its members
when the government did not protect citizens interests but rather acted in

558 Van Nispen tot Sevenaer, ‘Berooft de Nederlandse Staat individuele Duitsers?’, 644.
559 Ibid., 637: ‘Zo moet men de confiscatie van Duits bezit beschouwen als een dwangmiddel, dat
de Duitse volksgemeenschap er toe moet brengen aan het Nederlandse volk en aan schandelijk
benadeelde enkelingen enig herstel te verschaffen’.
560 Ibid., 644-645.
561 M.H. Bregstein, ‘De Confiscatie van Vijandelijk Vermogen in het Licht van het Deviezenregiem’,
Nederlands Juristenblad 25: 35 (21 October 1950), 737-742, 741.
562 Bregstein, ‘De Confiscatie van Vijandelijk Vermogen in het Licht van het Deviezenregiem’, 742.

Membership and Liability

I

n 1951, when the official end of the state of war with Germany seemed politically unavoidable, the settlement of the administration of enemy property
became a more urgent matter. To safeguard the Dutch claim to, and ownership of, the assets held in custody by the NBI, amendments to Decree E-133
were necessary. Meanwhile, the discussion on the validity of the confiscation
of German property in NJB continued. In February 1951, advisor of the Mini
stry of Justice and professor of Law at the Catholic University of Nijmegen
Frans Duynstee joined the discussion. He disagreed with Van Nispen tot Se
venaer that an individual citizen should be held accountable for the actions of

563 J.M. Barents, ‘Berooft de Nederlandse Staat Individuele Duitsers?’, Nederlands Juristenblad 25: 35 (21
October 1950), 742-746, 743.
564 Barents, ‘Berooft de Nederlandse Staat Individuele Duitsers?’, 746.
565 P. Stoffels, ‘Opmerkingen en Mededelingen. Het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen’, in: Nederlands Juristenblad 25: 35 (21 October 1950), 746-748, 747.
566 Stoffels, ‘Opmerkingen en Mededelingen. Het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen’, 748.
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conflict with a sense of justice.563 In Barents’s opinion, the idea that citizens
were responsible for the actions of the state was in conflict with civil law. He
only held accountable individuals who had been proven guilty of crimes, people who did, in fact, bear responsibility for German wartime activities. He also
argued that the Decree on Enemy Property was only a measure of coercion –
as Van Nispen tot Sevenaer labelled it – if the expropriation of enemy assets
was temporary, rather than a permanent transfer of legal ownership. The damage caused by the war could never be completely compensated; to recover the
losses from individuals would be a practical, but not a rightful measure. He
concluded that post-war anti-German sentiments explained the Dutch course
of action, but, in retrospect, did not legitimise or justify the Dutch policies.564
Stoffels also responded to Van Nispen tot Sevenaer, returning to the fundamental question of how confiscation could be legitimised.565 He disputed
social solidarity as an explanation for confiscation: was A to be punished for
something B had done? In his opinion, the ‘stupid and head-strong conceit’
of Germans would not be ‘cured’ if the Dutch reacted in conflict with law and
humanity. Finally, he concluded that it was up to future generations to determine whether the ‘advantages’ of the Decree on Enemy Property outweighed
the harmful effects on legal principles and the incidental ‘injustices’.566
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its government on the basis of solidarity.567 He built his line of reasoning on a
theory of relations between a whole and its parts. Using a football metaphor,
he depicted Van Nispen tot Sevenaer as a supporter of the football club ‘Hup
Nijmegen’, whilst he himself was member of the club ‘Hup Vorden’. Both imaginary clubs were ‘Royal’ clubs and were known to be excellent footballing
communities of which the glory (and sometimes shame) shone on the jurists
Van Nispen tot Sevenaer, Duynstee and their respective children. They felt
solidarity with the eminent men who were in charge and strove for successes.
Did this mean, though, that they were also accountable for supplying materials, or for injuries suffered by others during a game? Was their ‘participation’
not restricted to paying their membership fee, and expressing certain sentiments and emotions? Put differently, were Germans who owned property in
the Netherlands part of the German community?568 Duynstee argued that
confiscation of German property was based on a totalitarian concept of the
state, a complete nationalisation of subjective rights, whilst in his view this
property was part of the property of Dutch people (volksvermogen). Referring
to public law, in contrast to private law, as cited by Van Nispen tot Sevenaer
and Bregstein, he claimed that Germans in the Netherlands were connected to
the Dutch national community. Confiscation of their property was therefore
unjust.569
Marcel Bregstein reacted swiftly. He pointed out that he never used the
term volksvermogen and that he disagreed with Duynstee’s conception of a
totalitarian state.570 In addition, he emphasised that the discussion about Germany and reparations had to be seen in an international context: international
interests should prevail over national motives.571 He repeated that Germany
had to reimburse its citizens, as would be stipulated in a Peace Treaty. In the
spring 1951, however, this peace treaty, or conditions of armistice, for that matter, had not yet taken shape, as another discussant, Jan van Giessen, noted in
NJB. He addressed the first draft of amendments to E-133, which was presented
in the House of Representatives on 17 March 1951.572 If the Dutch government
failed to come to an agreement with Germany on compensation for (former)
enemy citizens, the foundation of the Decree on Enemy Property would be

567 F.J.F.M. Duynstee, ‘Confiscatie van Vermogens van Duitsers’, in: Nederlands Juristenblad 26: 5 (3 February 1951), 97-103, 97.
568 Duynstee, ‘Confiscatie van Vermogens van Duitsers’, 97.
569 Ibid., 103.
570 M.H. Bregstein, ‘Confiscatie van Duits vermogen’, in Nederlands Juristenblad 26 (1951) 190-192, 190.
571 Bregstein, ‘Confiscatie van Duits vermogen’, 191.
572 J. Giessen, ‘Eerste kennismaking met het wetsontwerp tot wijziging van het KB E-133’, in: Nederlands
Juristenblad 26: 15 (14 April 1951), 297-301, 298.

573 Giessen, ‘Eerste kennismaking met het wetsontwerp tot wijziging van het KB E-133’, 299.
574 J.A.M. van Staay, ‘Opmerkingen en Mededelingen. Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen’, in: Nederlands Juristenblad 26: 15 (14 April 1951), 304-305, 305.
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lost, Van Giessen argued. He also criticised the plan to end the de-enemisation
procedure.573 The end of the state of war with Germany would release all German nationals from their enemy status. However, the transfer of owernship
of private property by operation of the law would not be reversed. The assets
already confiscated remained the property of the Dutch state. Lawyer Jacobus
van Staay condemned this commercial way of thinking in NJB, but he also
understood the government’s problem and thus proposed that the u
 ltimate
date for (former) enemy citizens to submit a request for de-enemisation and
recovery of their property would be extended to two or three months after
the Bestemmingswet.574 He believed a final chance to request return of property
seemed justified, and would not jeopardise the purpose of E-133.

5.3 A contentious issue (2):
parliamentary debates

The discussion amongst legal scholars centred around the question of how
the Decree on Enemy Property could be reconciled with the principles of law.
Parliamentarians of the House of Representatives and the Senate, on the other
hand, disputed the bureaucratic procedure of de-enemisation. The functioning of the NBI was called into question and several politicians criticised the
guidelines for de-enemisation. Minutes of meetings of the House of Representatives in the period 1945-1951 show an increasing number of questions on
the policies towards German nationals. Initially, in the years 1946 and 1947,
these questions primarily concerned the plans to deport all Germans from the
Netherlands, in what was called Operation Black Tulip.575 The arrest, internment
and expulsion of Germans came under increasing criticism, and the other
anti-German measure, the plan to annex German territory, was also met with
resistance.576 After initial eagerness to annex thousands of square kilometres
of land, moral arguments gained ground and over the years, both plans toned
down. In autumn 1948, the deportation of Germans stopped. In 1949, the
Dutch-German border was moved by a few square meters, though that change
was later reversed in 1969.
The issue of confiscation and liquidation of enemy property started to pop
up more often in parliamentary debates from 1948 onwards. Two aspects of the
various parliamentary debates on enemy citizens and enemy property stand
out. First of all, Catholics played a prominent, if not decisive role in the implementation of, and amendments to, Dutch policies towards German nationals.
575 See for more on Operatie Black Tulip: Melchior D. Bogaarts, ‘Weg met de Moffen’, 334–35; Tim Hebbink, Gestapo-Methoden of Barmhartige Politiek? Operatie Black Tulip (1945-1948) Vanuit Meerdere Perspectieven [Unpublished Master-Thesis] (Radboud Universiteit, 2017), 9; Sophie Molema, Wie is de Vijand
(Soesterberg: Uitgeverij Aspekt, 2018); Marlou Schrover, ‘The Deportation of Germans from the
Netherlands’, 262.

576 The idea of annexing German territory came from an article by wartime Minister of Foreign Affairs
Eelco Kleffens: Eelco N. van Kleffens, ‘If the Nazis Flood Holland,’ Foreign Affairs 22 (1944) 543–51. He
stated that: ‘‘If Germany destroys so much of Holland’s soil that her people are unable to live on the
land that remains, it may be found necessary to grant her an equivalent portion of German territory
or at any rate the usufruct from it. If Germany’s course of destruction in Holland goes to such lengths
that the Dutch people need additional land in order to live, some suitable form of compensation
must be found’. In the late 1940s, several plans were discussed. Committees were established to advise the government on annexation issues, the Studiegroep Gebiedsuitbreiding (‘Study Group on Territorial Expansion’) and the Annexatie Commissie (‘Annexation Committee’). See for more on the specific
annexation plans: Melchior Bogaarts, ‘Land in Zicht? Een Schets van de Ontwikkelingen Rondom
de Nederlandse Plannen Tot Verwerving van Duits Grondgebied En van Het Tijdelijk Beheer over
Duitse Economische Hulpbronnen 1944-1963,’ Politiek(e) Opstellen: Jaarlijkse Uitgave van Het Centrum
Voor Parlementaire Geschiedenis van de Juridische Faculteit 3 (1982): 1.; Hans Smits, Landjepik: De Nederlandse
Annexatie van Duitsland, 1945-1949 (Hilversum: Just Publishers, 2012), 221.
577 Hans Kolfschoten (25 June 1945 – 3 July 1946), Johan van Maarseveen (3 July 1946 – 7 August 1948),
René Weijers (7 August 1948 – 15 May 1950), Johan van Maarseveen interim minister (15 May 1950 – 10
July 1950), Teun Struycken (10 July 1950 – 15 March 1951). Only Hendrik Mulderije (15 March 1951 – 2
September 1952) was not a KVP-member, but member of the CHU (Christian Historical Union).
578 Schrover, ‘The Deportation of Germans from the Netherlands’, 264-271.
579 Hebbink, Gestapo-Methoden of Barmhartige Politiek?, 9.
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They held a dominant position in Dutch cabinets in the immediate post-war
period: Cabinet Beel-I (July 1946-August 1948) was a coalition between the
Catholic KVP Party and the Labour PvdA Party. The Minister of Justice responsible for the deportation and expropriation of German nationals changed
several times, but was always a member of the KVP.577 Whilst Catholics had executive power in the States-General, opposition to the anti-German measures
was also primarily expressed by Catholics, too. Catholic media were the first
to voice criticism of the anti-German policies, in particular the expulsion of
German nationals. The Catholic newspapers de Volkskrant, de Tijd and de Maasbode drew comparisons between Dutch policies and Gestapo practices.578 The
expulsion of friends, colleagues and neighbours was rejected and condemned.
The Catholic media was supported by the Catholic clergy, including Cardinal
de Jong, and the refugee organisation Caritas.579 Fathers de Greeve and Körver
contributed to the debate in letters and radio broadcasts. In the States-General,
it was again the members of the KVP who questioned and criticised the Decree
on Enemy Property the most over the years.
The references to, and quotations from, the articles on E-133 published in
het Nederlands Juristenblad are also particulary interesting, as they raise questions on the interplay between political and legal actors in the Dutch administration of justice. At first sight, the connections between the various actors are
self-evident. Several politicians studied law, and governance or political networks between legal experts, lawyers and politicians are far from an extraordinary phenomenon. Yet closer analysis of the most prominent politicians and
jurists reveals some unexpected relationships and, more importantly, pro-
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vides new insights into the dynamics that shaped or altered the Dutch policies
towards German nationals. For example, one of the lawyers consulted most
frequently by enemy citizens wasTiemen van Dijken, a former member of the
House of Representatives. As the next sections demonstrate, a spotlight on the
interplay between politicians on the one hand, and lawyers and legal experts
on the other hand, highlights whose interests were represented and served.

Dutch-born women

T

he first round of in-depth critical questions and comments on the
settlement of German enemy property came from the annual report
and Rijksbegroting (‘state budget’) of 1948. In meetings of the House
of Representatives on the adoption of the budget on 3 and 4 December 1947,
several parliamentarians pointed to the ambiguities and complexities of
E-133. Member of the House of Representatives on behalf of the KVP, Eugenius Roolvink, targeted a barrage of questions at the Minister of Justice.580
He pointed to the difficult position of Austrian nationals and expressed his
concerns with respect to the beneficial effect that divorce could have on the
de-enemisation procedure of Dutch-born women married to German men. He
feared that Dutch-born women would deliberately end their marriages to free
themselves from the restrictions imposed by the Decree on Enemy Property.
Furthermore, he emphasised that the deportation and deprivation of German
nationals should not affect simple, poor, decent people.581 Roolvink’s fellow
party member Netty de Vink elaborated on the theme of marriage and the fate
of the wives and children of enemy citizens. She pleaded the moral benefits
of having Dutch-born women regain their Dutch nationality.582 Returning
Dutch citizenship would save women who had behaved according to standards of ‘proper Dutch behaviour’ from statelessness, and protected children of
German-Dutch parents from the smet (‘blemish’) on their German father. De
Vink considered an additional measure to regain Dutch citizenship a well-deserved reward for Dutch women who had actively supported their fatherland
during the war. Giving a woman enemy status or forcing her to become stateless as result of her husband’s nationality would conflict with the rule of law;

580 AHR, 600. Vaststelling van hoofdstuk IV (Departement van Justitie) der Rijksbegroting voor het
dienstjaar 1948, 3 December 1947, 572.
581 AHR, 3 December 1947, 572. Full quote: ‘Ik hoop, dat de Minister met een en ander rekening zal
houden en dat bij de toepassing van de bestaande richtlijnen er op zal worden toegezien, dat de
rechtvaardigheid tegenover deze eenvoudige en vaak arme mensen niet zal worden geschaad’.
582 AHR, 3 December 1947, 576.

583 AHR, 3 December 1947, 576.
584 AHR, 3 December 1947, 577.
585 AHR, 3 December 1947, 578: ‘Wat de Duitsers ons in en door de oorlog hebben aangedaan, is nooit
meer goed te maken. Het is echter onbillijk om daarvoor de hier woonachtige Duitsers te laten boeten’.
586 AHR, 3 December 1947, 578: ‘Mijnheer de Voorzitter, de positie van de gehuwde vrouw in onze wetgeving is zodanig, dat, wanneer de man haar niet beschermt, zij geen enkele bescherming geniet en
zelfs niet zich zelf beschermen kan tenzij zij maar onmiddellijk tot echtscheiding overgaat; dan is
zij wel beschermd en zelfs vrij goed; na echtscheiding is zij plotseling volledig handelingsbekwaam.
Deze gehele constructie drijft tot echtscheidingen om materiële redenen, echtscheidingen, die de
Minister niet wenst en die ik ook niet wens. Is het nu zo volkomen onmogelijk om een wet te maken,
die aan de gehuwde vrouw een bescherming geeft zodanig, dat zij over een deel van het gezinsinkomen kan beschikken en alle rechtshandelingen kan verrichten, die voor haar zelf en haar kinderen
noodzakelijk zijn, zonder dat voorlopige voorzieningen van de President der Rechtbank binnen 14
dagen gevolgd moeten worden door een echtscheidingsprocedure?’
587 Wet tot opheffing van de handelingsonbekwaamheid van de gehuwde vrouw, 14 June 1956, Staatsblad
343.
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it would turn summum ius (the greatest justice) into summa iniura (the greatest
injustice), said De Vink.583
Roolvink and De Vink gained the approval of lady Wttewaal van Stoetwegen of the Christelijk-Historische Unie (Christian Historical Union, CHU) and
Corry Tendeloo of the PvdA. Both also pleaded the case of Dutch-born women
who were affected by anti-German measures because of marriage, though
for different reasons. Lady Wttewaal van Stoetwegen particularly criticised
the expulsion of women and children, Tenderloo aimed to relax the law on
divorce.584 The difference is best presented in quotations from both parliamentarians. Wttewaal van Stoetwegen concluded that the damage caused by
Germans during and because of the war could never be repaired, but that it
was unjust that Germans residing in the Netherland had to pay a penalty for
this crime.585 Tendeloo, by contrast, argued that changes in matrimonial law
went hand in hand with the women’s legal capacity.586 She used the discussion on the policies towards enemy citizens to address the inferior economic
and financial position of married women. Despite the efforts of these parliamentarians, no amendments were made to Decree E-133 or to the position of
women in the following years. Women would not receive full legal capacity
until 1956.587 The guidelines for de-enemisation published in October 1948
did favour Dutch-born women who appealed their status as enemy citizens:
they automatically met the first criterion and could easily prove their close ties
with Dutch society. Still, the policies towards this particular category of enemy
citizen were repeatedly criticised by several parliamentarians. German women
who married Dutch men after 10 May 1940 also aroused suspicion. Decree
F278 enacted on 17 November 1945 ruled that foreign women who had married Dutch husbands during the war would not obtain the Dutch nationality.
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In 1950, this Decree was withdrawn. Foreign women who had married a Dutch
husband after 10 May 1940 would now receive the Dutch nationality after all.
However, women with German nationality, or women who would have acquired German nationality if they had not married Dutch men, were excluded
from the new provisions. They only received the option to acquire Dutch nationality on two conditions: they must have either resided in the Netherlands
for more than one year, or their marriage to a Dutch man must have lasted (at
least) five years and still existed.588

‘Een lijdensgeschiedenis’

O

ver the course of 1949 and 1950, the ambiguities with regard to other
categories of enemy citizens also received attention. Catholic Senator Piet Witteman argued in a debate on 12 April 1949, for example,
that the criteria that (1) Germans should prove they had been a part of Dutch
society and (2) had not de facto supported the Nazi regime were too flexible
and open to multiple interpretations.589 The policies towards Jewish refugees from Germany in particular, but also the treatment of nuns and monks,
showed that the definition of enemy citizen was too wide. In addition, the
fact that German Jews had to apply for de-enemisation to recover their rights
and property was painful; a lijdensgeschiedenis (‘tale of woe’) according to Witteman.590 The long duration of the average de-enemisation procedure aggravated the injustice; and even after guidelines were published, many cases were
still far from settled. Witteman also objected strongly against national borders
as the criteria for de-enemisation. For example, German nationals who resided
in England or the United States but who owned property that was categorised
as enemy property in the Netherlands, were in a difficult position.591
Witteman knew the ambiguity and complexity of the de-enemisation procedure from experience. Besides being a politician, he was also a lawyer, and
in this capacity he represented a Jewish woman who fled from Germany to
Austria and Italy, before landing in the Netherlands. In parliament, he shared
her story as a case in point to illustrate the arbitrariness of the Dutch policies

588 De Hart, Een tweede paspoort, 217. Law 658, 29 December 1950: Wet houdende intrekking van het Be
sluit gevolgen van het huwelijk met vijandelijke onderdanen Nr. II (Staatsblad no. F278).
589 AS, 1000 Vaststelling van Hoofdstuk IV (Departement van Justitie) der Rijksbegroting voor het
dienstjaar 1949, 12 April 1949, 454.
590 AS, 12 April 1949, 454: ‘Inderdaad, het sluitstuk op deze te ruime omschrijving is de z.g. ontvijan
ding. Ik mag hier wel spreken van een lijdensgeschiedenis’.
591 Ibid.

Towards the end of the state of war

D

espite Witteman’s plea, no concrete amendments followed to improve the ambiguous position of Jewish refugees from Germany. In
general, debates on the validity of the Decree on Enemy Property did
not produce results for its opponents. Financial motives prevailed; the annual State budgets record the progress made with the liquidation of enemy
assets.593 On the eve of the official end of the state of war with Germany, the
Dutch government finally proposed changes to E-133, which were supposed
to protect enemy property for the benefit of the Dutch State and thus did not
include exceptions for Jewish refugees, for example, or Dutch-born women.
The settlement of enemy property was discussed with some vehemence in the
States-General. First, a debate unfolded in the House of Representatives on 8,
9 and 10 May 1951. Catholic politician Roolvink took the lead to reject the proposed adjustments. For years he had opposed the idea of confiscating the administrated enemy assets. He criticised in particular the rate at which the new
legislation was to be enacted. In his own words: he and his ‘political friends’
had not yet found the legal arguments to justify confiscating assets.594 They
needed more time to study the proposed changes to Decree E-133. Roolvink
thus suggested to postpone a decision on the amendments, but his attempts
were in vain. The chairman of the House of Representatives pointed out that
the first draft of amendments to E-133 had been submitted on 17 March 1951
and that Roolvink had, so he believed, sufficient time to analyse the draft.
His fellow parliamentarians also disagreed and voted against postponement,

592 AS, 12 April 1949, 454.
593 See, for example, AS, Memorie van Antwoord (Ingezonden bij brief van 10 December 1949) Rijksbegro
ting voor het dienstjaar 1950 1400 IV 9.
594 AHR, Beraadslaging over het voorstel van de heer Roolvink, 8 May 1951, 1552.
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towards German enemy citizens abroad. Shortly before war broke out, the
woman fled to England, then moved to New York, where she lived in poverty because her property remained in the Netherlands. For almost four years,
Witteman tried to help her receive some of her property back, but most of it
was still held in trust by the NBI since the woman was considered an enemy
citizen. Witteman struggled with the case, repeatedly, stating that he found it
difficult to reconcile the Dutch policies on enemy property with the idea of a
democratic rule of law, and he confessed that he did not know how to explain
to his clients the appropriation of enemy property as recht (‘justice’).592
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prompting Roolvink to submit amendments and a motion to represent the
interests of farmers and Dutch-born women. Together with fellow MPs of
the Catholic KVP party, Father Stokman and Willem Droesen, and supported
by Jan Terpstra (Member of the anti revolutionary party, ARP) and Govert
Ritmeester (Member of the liberal party, VVD) he proposed adopting a mild
stance when confiscating land owned by farmers in the border regions.595 Yet
ultimately, before a vote could take place, he withdrew his motion. The Minis
ter of Justice replied to Roolvink’s concerns about the policies towards farmers several times, but in the end, it was Prime Minister Drees who convinced
Roolvink to withdraw the motion. Drees emphasised that de-enemisation was
an issue for judicial authorities and questioned whether Parliament should
put forward vague criteria such as a ‘mild’ stance.596 His words led Roolvink to
abandon his position. Roolvink’s critique on the effect of the amendments to
Decree E-133 on the position of Dutch-born women led to intense discussions
between parliamentarians and the Minister of Justice, too. Eventually only
one of Roolvinks proposals was accepted. The amendment authorised the NBI
to grant declarations of de-enemisation until the new Bill was officially enacted.597 On 11 May 1951, the amendments to E-133 and the proposed settlement of
enemy property passed the House of Representatives.
Two months later, on 17 and 18 July 1951, the proposed amendments and
the Bestemmingswet were disputed in the Senate. Again, a member of the Catholic Party put forward motions. Gustave Ruijs de Beerenbrouck filed a motion
to change the guidelines for Dutch-born women married to German men who
resided in a foreign country, as well as a second motion with regard to farmers
whose livelihood was threatened by the confiscation of their property. Minutes
of the meetings of the Senate show that he made a long, rather offensive plea
on the questionable morality of the confiscation of German assets. He opened
his speech with the statement that the Bill being presented was the most
unsympathetic law he had seen during his time in office.598 He questioned
whether the bill conflicted with international law and whether it was even
morally admissible in the first place.599 In his view, the proposed confiscations
were a disaster that would ruin the country’s relationship with Germany. He

595 AHR, 2108. Regelen betrekking bestemming vijandelijk vermogen en wijziging bepalingen van het
Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen, 9 May 1951, 1597.
596 AHR, 9 May 1951, 1598.
597 AHR, 10 May 1951, 1605. 33 Members voted in favour, 33 against. A day later, on 11 May 1951, again a
vote took place. This time Roolvink’s proposal was accepted by 39 members in favour, 35 members
who voted against. AHR, 11 May 1951, 1638.
598 AS, 17 July 1951, 716.
599 AS, 17 July 1951, 716-717.

600 Ibid.: ‘Maar nu gaan wij een daad stellen, die, hoe men ook over de geoorloofdheid daarvan moge
denken, in ieder geval op het eerste gezicht in strijd is met het rechtsgevoel, omdat zoveel persoonlijk onschuldigen het slachtoffer daarvan zullen zijn. […] Met bijzondere nadruk wil ik er de aandacht op vestigen, dat de slachtoffers van deze confiscaties voor verreweg het grootste deel personen
uit de agrarische sector zijn.’
601 Ibid., 716-723.
602 AS, 17 July 1951, 740.
603 Ibid., 729.
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even used the charged term ‘victim’ for people in the agricultural sector who
had been affected by the confiscation of their land.600 His plea is a summary of
almost all the arguments presented in earlier political and legal discussions
during previous years. He referred to discussions on enemy property by both
domestic and international legal experts, and even cited Acts from the early
nineteenth century. He recalled Roolvink’s attempts to amend the Bill in the
House of Representatives and quoted relevant arguments of fellow parliamentarians. To substantiate his appeal for justice and humanity he even used Pope
Pius XII’s prayer for peace of November 1940. Ultimately, he concluded that
his emotional plea derived from his own wartime experiences as a hostage in
camp Sint-Michielsgestel. While interned, he stood by helplessly as collective
measures affected innocent individuals, and he had longed for justice to prevail.601 The feeling that this bill again violated the law, explained his strong
sentiments on the matter.
Ruijs de Beerenbrouck’s speech prompted several other parliamentarians
to expound their views too, with all agreeing that the time had come for the
end of the state of war with Germany. Some found the criticism voiced by
Ruijs de Beerenbrouck exaggerated, others shared his concerns regarding the
position of farmers and Dutch-born women. In addition to Ruijs de Beerenbrouck, Anthonie Molenaar of the VVD, for example, filed a motion with the
request to de-enemise all Dutch-born women married to German men who resided abroad.602 Hendrik Algra of the ARP supported Ruijs de Beerenbrouck’s
statement with an illustrative case of Dutch and German farmers near Coevorden.603 The proposed Bill would ruin the small rural and religious binational community socially and economically. The villagers had applied for declarations of de-enemisation, but despite evidence of their pro-Dutch activities,
de-enemisation had not yet been granted. Algra summoned the government
to seek a solution for this category of people; legalism should not unrightfully
affect innocent individuals.
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N

either opponents nor supporters of the Bill operated in a vacuum, but
cited newspapers and articles by Van Nispen tot Sevenaer, B
 arents,
Duynstee, Bregstein and international professors of law.604 Ulti
mately, the senators had to choose between national collective interests and
international humanitarian considerations. The articles in NJB and historical precedent provided arguments for both views. Many prominent politicians, such as Ruijs de Beerenbrouck, had studied law and some, like Senator
Witteman, were even established lawyers. Another politician who combined a
seat in Parliament with running his own law firm was Tiemen van Dijken. His
name was mentioned by Ruijs de Beerenbrouck, who referred to him as a ‘wellknown’ legal mind who had extensively studied the issue of farmers in the
border areas.605 Whilst his name does not stand out in the long list of experts
cited by Ruijs de Beerenbrouck, Van Dijken was in fact a most relevant source
to quote in the discussion on enemy property. The data on the index cards discussed in previous chapters show that Van Dijken was one of the lawyers who
was consulted most frequently by German enemy citizens.606 Van Dijken had
been an ARP MP from 1933 until 1946. In 1941, he had become a lawyer in The
Hague. After the war, there was no seat for him in the new Catholic-Socialist
government, so he continued his career as a lawyer and defended, amongst
others, German enemy citizens. Interestingly, he was not very successful: the
greater majority of the cases he defended was rejected.607
Cross-referencing the names mentioned in the parliamentary debates, the
most prominent legal experts and the top twenty most consulted lawyers, reveals more relationships. Several lawyers who frequently appeared in the dataset were Catholics, and often supported applications by Catholic Germans.
The most frequently consulted lawyer, Ad Willemse, was the assistant director
of Catholic refugee organisation Caritas. He actively participated in the Catholic lobby to convince government to stop the deportation of German nationals.

604 AHR, 8 May 1951. Parliamentarian Roolvink, for example, cited several legal experts, including Van
Nispen tot Sevenaer, Barents, Duynstee, Bregstein and Loeff. He used the articles in the NJB to substantiate his argument that the Decree on Enemy Property was ‘barbaric’. By contrast, Minister of
Justice Mulderije made an appeal to the articles by Van Nispen tot Sevenaer and Bregstein, as both
argued that the confiscation of enemy property was, ultimately, justified.
605 AS, 17 July 1951, 736.
606 A.J.J Willemse appeared most frequently with 149 references followed by T.A. van Dijken with 135
references, B. Karlsberg with 84 references, W.S. Wolff de Beer with 51 references, L. Landsberger with
47 references. Also K.F. Mannheimer (46 references) and Y.H.M. Nijgh (41 references) were consulted
frequently by several enemy citizens.
607 100 of the 135 cases defended by van Dijken were rejected, only in 7 cases de-enemisation was granted.

608 NA, Archive Minstry of Justice Immigration and Naturalisation Services 2.09.5026, inv. 2402, Letter
8 December 1949, Willemse to Greveling, head of the Alien Police.
609 Ibid., letter 31 December 1949, Secretary General Justice to Willemse.
610 Ibid., Letter 31 January 1950, Directeur Politie Den Bosch E. Speyart van Woerden to Minister of Justice.
611 See, http://www.jodeninnederland.nl/id/P-4792. Last access 21 July 2019.
612 65 of the 84 cases were marked with a DJ stamp, denoting German Jews; 57 cards bear the word ‘Jewish’, with 2 cards being marked as half-Jewish. Some cards might have a DJ and written remarks, but
the conclusion is that at least 2/3 third of the cases defended by Karlsberg concerned Jewish enemy
citizens.
613 Bernd Karlsberg, ‘German Federal Compensation and Restitution Laws and Jewish Victims in the
Netherlands’, Studia Rosenthaliana 2: 2 (1968) 194-244.
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In 1949, he resigned from Caritas, founding his own legal firm in Sittard called
Auxilium Internationale. The aim of this law firm was, as Willemse stated in a letter to the Alien Police, to provide social and legal aid to Dutch citizens abroad
and to foreigners in the Netherlands.608 The agency was supposed to act as an
intermediary between the Dutch authorities and foreigners, but the Alien Police and the Minister of Justice greeted the new non-governmental organisation with scepticism. They feared Willemse would complicate the modus operandi of the Immigration authorities.609 The fact that Willemse was known by
the police in Den Bosch for misconduct might also have played a role.610 Willemse supported hundreds of German nationals, most of whom lived in Germany. Like Van Dijken, most applications handled by Willemse were rejected
by the NBI. More successful was Leopold Landsberger, who held office in The
Hague, close to Van Dijken. He mostly defended the cases of Jewish refugees
from Germany – people with whom he identified, as Landsberger himself was
a German Jew who had arrived in the Netherlands in 1937.611 His clients lived
abroad, mainly in the United States and England. He had an international
reputation, and it is possible that some clients knew him from his time in Berlin. Another lawyer consulted by many enemy citizens, Bernd Karlsberg, was
also a Jewish refugee from Germany who mainly defended companions in adversity.612 He was one of the central members of the Centraal Afwikkelingsbureau
Duitse Schade-Uitkeringen (‘Central Office for the Administration and Distribution of Damages from Germany’, ‘CADSU’) that sought compensation for victims of National Socialism. A 1968 publication by Bernd Kalsberg on German
federal compensation and restitution laws shows that he was familiar with
compensation claims in the Netherlands and in Germany.613
Not all enemy citizens had the financial means to consult a lawyer. Many
German nationals applied for de-enemisation without legal assistance. Class
and financial status created inequality, but the obvious hypothesis that financial means increased the chances of success in court does not hold true. On
the contrary, the cases of large landowners such as the German-Dutch nobil-
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ity indicate that enemy citizens with significant capital tended to be mired
in complex, long-term and, despite their legal assistance, often unsuccessful
lawsuits. The case of Count von Bernstorff discussed in the next section of this
chapter is an illustrative example. Statistics on the applications defended by
Van Dijken and Willemse testify that legal assistance did not help farmers in
the border areas either. The roles and motives of the various lawyers consulted
is an interesting topic for future study.

The final outcome

O

n 18 July 1951, the Bestemmingswet passed the Senate with 34 votes in
favour, and 4 against.614 Both Senators Ruijs de Beerenbrouck and
Witteman voted against. Despite their efforts to draw attention to
the moral ambiguities of the proposed amendments, expropriated German
property remained in hands of the Dutch State. However, the motions proposed by Ruijs de Beerenbrouck and Molenaar were not completely in vain.
Just before the final vote on the new Bill, Ruijs de Beerenbrouck withdrew his
request to change the guidelines for Dutch-born women married to German
men who resided abroad. Instead, he decided to concur with Molenaar’s motion, which after some small revisions, proposed that the guidelines for the
Dutch-born women in question be changed so that good conduct during the
war was sufficient for de-enemisation. This motion was accepted by the other
Senators with 31 votes in favour, and six against. The motion on farmers in
the border regions eventually passed the Senate as well. Twenty-one Senators
voted in favour of Ruijs de Beerenbrouck’s request that a satisfactory solution
should be found for innocent German farmers in the border area whose livelihood was threatened by the confiscation of their land.615 Interestingly, Molenaar was one of the 16 Senators who voted against this motion. Like most
parliamentarians, financial and economic motives prevailed over ethical considerations. Whilst most women only owned few, originally Dutch, possessions and hardly generated any profits, farmland in the border regions was of
great value for Dutch agriculture and the Dutch economy. The voting behav-

614 AS, 18 July 752. In 1951, the Senate consisted of 50 members. 42 Senators were present during the vote.
34 voted in favour, 4 against: Catholic Senators Ruijs de Beerenbrouck and Witteman as well as Senators Van Santen and Schalker of the Communist Party (CPN). The other four Senators present that
day presumably abstained from voting.
615 AS, 18 July 1951, 752.: […] dat een het rechtsgevoel bevredigende oplossing gevonden behoort te worden voor die gevallen waarin persoonlijk onschuldige Duitse grensboeren door blijvend verlies der
hun van ouds toebehorende gronden in hun existentie worden bedreigd.
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iour of the senators shows that national interests overruled questions on the
validity and legitimacy of the Decree on Enemy Property. The desire for compensation and redress outweighed pleas to take into consideration the rights
and interests of individuals.

5.4 Wiedergutmachung,
but not for everyone

The end of the state of war with Germany was proclaimed at noon on 26 July
1951. More than six years after the German capitulation, the time for reconciliation had finally come. An earlier accompanying law of 23 July 1951, no. 317,
set the conditions for this historical moment. The opening lines clarified that
restoration of the bilateral relations was considered desirable, even though a
peace treaty had not yet been signed.616 Law 317 directly referred to, and corresponded with, law 311, the Bestemmingswet. To understand the interaction
between these laws and the discussions that unfolded as a result of this law,
articles 3, 10 and 13 need explanation. Article 3 ruled that the word ‘Germany’
would be repealed from the moment law 311 was enacted. Germany was no
longer an enemy state and German nationals were no longer enemy citizens.
This did not mean that any assets that had already been confiscated were to
be returned, but that from 26 July 1951 onwards private German assets were
no longer eligible for confiscation within the jurisdiction of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands. Article 10 stated that all assets of which the ownership transferred to the Dutch state before the enactment of this law remained the property of the Dutch state. The profits resulting from these assets were used for
the common good, in particular to reimburse the costs of compensating for

616 Law 311, Wet van 20 juli 1951 tot het vaststellen van regelen met betrekking tot de bestemming van
het vijandelijk vermogen en wijziging van enige bepalingen van het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen,
Staatsblad. Law 317, ‘Besluit-Proclamatie van 23 juli 1951, inzake de beëindiging van de staat van oorlog met Duitsland, Staatsblad. Overwegende dat het in verband met de feitelijke ontwikkeling in de
verhouding tussen het Koninkrijk en Duitsland wenselijk is, in afwachting van het door Ons met
Duitsland te sluiten vredesverdrag of daarmede gelijk te stellen regeling, de staat van oorlog met
Duitsland te doen eindigen en dat het om diezelfde redenen gewenst is het tijdstip te bepalen, waarop de artikelen 3 en 4 van de Wet van 20 juli 1951 (Staatsblad No. 311) in werking treden […]’.

617 Law 317, Besluit-Proclamatie van 23 Juli 1951, ‘Het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen blijft, behoudens het
bepaalde in deze wet, van toepassing op het vermogen van de in artikel 9 bedoelde personen, hetwelk
vóór het in werking treden dezer wet van rechtswege in eigendom op de Staat is overgegaan. De opbrengst van dit vermogen komt ten bate van de algemene middelen en wordt bestemd tot bestrijding
van de uitgaven, verbonden aan de vergoeding van oorlogsschade.’
618 Ibid., Article 13: ‘Het tweede en het derde lid van artikel 3 van het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen
vervallen. In het vierde lid van dit artikel worden de woorden ‘bij de Wet’ vervangen door: ‘bij of
krachtens de Wet’ en vervallen de woorden: ‘met inachtneming van de te dezen aanzien in de wapenstilstandsvoorwaarden of vredesverdragen op te nemen bepalingen.’
619 The release of the last German war criminals was the only problem that remained unsolved. For
years, this theme remained a controversial topic on the bilateral agenda. The ‘Drie van Breda’ (war
criminals imprisoned in the city of Breda) were financially and legally supported by the FRG. It took
until 1989 before the last two convicted war criminals were released. See for more: Felix Bohr, Die
Kriegsverbrecherlobby. Bundesdeutsche Hilfe für im Ausland inhaftierte NS-Täter (Berlin: Suhrkamp Verlag,
2018).
620 Politisches Archive des Auswartiges Amt, B86, 550: Deutsch-niederländische Ausgleichsverhandlungen:
Ausgleichsvertrag. Enthält u.a. Ratifizierung: 1. De Verdragsluitende Partijen stellen vast dat de bepalingen van het zesde hoofdstuk van het op 26 mei 1952 te Bonn ondertekende Verdrag inzake de
regeling van aangelegenheden voortspruitende uit de oorlog en de bezetting (zoals gewijzigd op 23
oktober 1954) ook betrekking hebben op maatregelen die het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden op grond
van het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen heeft genomen.
2. Met het oog op de definitieve regeling die in de artikelen 4 tot en met 13 van dit Verdrag en in
hoofdstuk 5 van het Grensverdrag op basis van artikel 4 van het zesde hoofdstuk van het in lid 1 genoemde verdrag is getroffen, zal de Bondsrepubliek Duitsland bij het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
geen verdere vorderingen of aanspraken ten aanzien van de toepassing van het Besluit Vijandelijk
Vermogen aanhangig maken.
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war damage.617 In addition, the clause on a future peace treaty or armistice was
deleted from article 13.618 Whereas politicians and legal scholars had always
referred to a future treaty to justify the seizure of German assets, a peace treaty
was in fact never drafted or signed. In 1955, the Supreme Court confirmed that
article 3 of the Decree on Enemy Property now implied the permanent, civil
transfer of ownership instead of a temporary conservatory measure. German
assets administered by the NBI had become the property of the Dutch State.
The end of the state of war with Germany marked the restoration of diplomatic relations between the two neighbouring countries, but a peace treaty
was never signed. This had far-reaching consequences for the settlement of enemy property. It was not until 1960 that the Dutch and German governments
reached an agreement regarding the matter. In the Ausgleichsvertrag (‘Settlement Agreement’) of 8 April 1960, ratified in May 1963, the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) ultimately assumed the responsibility for compensating German owners who had had their assets confiscated. The Ausgleichsvertrag, also
referred to as the Financieel Verdrag (‘Financial Treaty’), settled several bilateral
issues, such as repayments, border corrections and water management.619 Article 16 of the Financieel Verdrag ruled that the FRG accepted restitution and repayments measures.620 Paragraph 1 stated that the Überleitungsvertrag (‘Transition Treaty’) of 1952 now also applied to the Netherlands. This treaty, initially
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an agreement between West-Germany, France, Great Britain and the USA, obligated the FRG to take necessary legislative measures in the field of compensation. Paragraph 2 proclaimed that the Federal Republic of Germany agreed
not to lay claim on confiscated assets. Together, these sections of the Treaty
negotiated the possibility of former German owners submitting a request for
compensation to the German government, though it would take years before
the Reparationsschädengesetz (‘Law on the Compensation of War Damages’) of
12 February 1969 would finally actually offer the opportunity to file a claim.
Even then, rights were not automatically restored to deprived German owners. Long bureaucratic procedures awaited those who filed claimes for legal redress, and, in the end, they received only sparse compensation. Germany employed the principle of proportional distribution: einer innerstaatlichen sozialen
Ausgleich der Folgen des Staatsbankrotts des Deutschen Reiches.621 Compensation was
distributed on the basis of Schadengruppen (‘classification according to losses
suffered’), Grundbeträge (‘principals’) and a degressive standard. According to
this scheme, those who suffered severe financial losses were allocated comparatively less compensation then people who suffered smaller losses.622 None
of the applicants, including an unknown number of Germans whose property
had been confiscated in the Netherlands, received full compensation for their
lost assets.623

Between rights and reparations

W

hile the NBI administrated and liquidated assets of German nationals, the Netherlands was a signatory to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 and the 1952 Protocol to the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
On the international stage, the Dutch advocated their historical affinity with
legal principles. The Decree on Enemy Property, however, was at odds with
contemporary discourse on international human rights. Several legal scholars
had already noted in their contributions to NJB that confiscation without compensation was in conflict with international law. Thus, with the enactment of
the Bestemmingswet in July 1951, the Dutch government appeared to violate the

621 Foskea van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 235 footnote 272.
622 Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 246-247.
623 Ibid., 235: ‘In het ‘Reparationsschädengesetz’ is nu in het geheel geen sprake van een volledige
schadeloosstelling […] Men had de bedoeling de oorlogslasten evenredig over alle Duitsers te verdelen. Vanwege het Duitse staatsbankroet kon echter niet een volledige schadevergoeding worden
uitgekeerd.’

Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of
his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in
the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law
and by the general principles of international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the
right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the
use of property in accordance with the general interest or to secure the
payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.
Today, this article would put former German owners in a strong legal position to recover their property rights, but since the Protocol was not yet in place
when the German assets were confiscated, former enemy citizens could not
appeal to this new human right. The previously mentioned Überleitungsvertrag
that Germany signed with France, Great Britain and the USA in 1952 did not
offer an opportunity to appeal for compensation either, as the Treaty was only
ratified by the Netherlands in 1963. New laws enacted by the FRG in the 1950s
did also not open up many new possibilities. The Bundesentschädigungsgesetz
(‘Federal Compensation Law’, ‘BEG’) and the Bundesrückerstattungsgesetz (‘Federal Restitution Law’, ‘BRüG’) of 1953 and 1957, respectively, were applicable
to, amongst others, persons who were domiciled in, or a resident of, the former
German Reich or the Free City of Danzig. At first sight, these laws seemed to
include German nationals under Dutch jurisdiction, but as Bernd Karlsberg,
the lawyer introduced previously, explained in an extensive article on the interpretation of the German compensation- and restitution laws: the BEG was
based on the subjektiv-persönliches Territorialitätsprinzip (‘subjective-personal territorial principle’). This meant that, to cite Karlsberg, the applicability of the
BEG depended on the status of its possible beneficiary as that of a person:
a. 1. who has been a victim of national-socialist persecution;
2. who has sustained certain damages as specified in the Act;
3. who on, or prior to, a certain date was, or – before emigration, deportation or expulsion – had been domiciled in, or a resident of, the former
German Reich or the Free City of Danzig;
b. who – on a certain date – was domiciled in, or a resident of, the Federal Republic or West-Berlin or died there before a certain date
c. who was repatriated
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principles of international law. The problem for German owners of confiscated
assets was, however, that it proved difficult to claim their rights on the basis of
international law. The first article of the 1952 Protocol to the Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms stated that:
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d. who – up to a certain date – became domiciled or a resident there as an expellee (from countries which expelled and/or persecuted German minorities)
e. who as a refugee from the DDR (Eastern Germany) became domiciled in, or
a resident of, West Germany or West-Berlin on or before a certain date – as a
Nazi-persecuted person of 65 years or older, being an invalid, became domiciled in Western-Germany or West-Berlin in connection with the reunion
of families
f. who up to a certain date had been an inmate of a Displaced Persons Camp
located in Western Germany.624
Compensation was meant for persons who had become victim of nationalsocialist persecution for reasons of political opposition to national-socialism
or race or creed or general persuasion.625 German Jewish refugees, for example, fell into this category. By contrast, Dutch Jews were excluded. Section 4 of
the BEG defined under German territory the German Reich within its frontiers
of 31 December 1937. After amendments, the former Free City of Danzig was
also included, but the Netherlands was not named in the statute. Thus, Jewish
victims in the Netherlands were excluded from the provisions of the BEG. In
addition, German residents in the Netherlands who had not been victims of
Nazi persecution but were affected by the Decree on Enemy Property because
of their German nationality could not appeal to the BEG. The BRüG offered
more opportunities to file claims for financial compensation against the German Reich. As Karlsberg pointed out, many persecuted Dutch and German
Jews successfully appealed under this law.626 Again, though, the main criterion
of persecution did not apply to most former enemy citizens. They had to use
alternate routes: the Lastenausgleichgesetz of 1952 or the previously mentioned
Reparationsschädengesetz of 1969. The Lastenausgleichgesetz compensated German
nationals who had been expelled or forced to flee from their place of residence,
in particular, German nationals who originated from German territory east
from the Oder-Neiβe or territories outside the German Reich. The so-called Vertreibungsschaden covered only material and immaterial damage suffered in the
area from which the Vertriebene had been driven away. Correspondence between
the NBI and the German embassy in the Hague in July 1953 shows that according to the Embassy, the Law did refer to German expellees who settled in the
624 Karlsberg, ‘German Federal Compensation and Restitution Laws and Jewish Victims in the Netherlands’, 202-203.
625 Karlsberg, ‘German Federal Compensation and Restitution Laws and Jewish Victims in the Netherlands’, 203.
626 Ibid., 221.

German property or Dutch heritage: Schiermonnikoog

T

he German Von Bernstorff family had acquired the island of Schiermonnikoog in 1892. After the death of his father in 1939, Count B.E.
von Bernstorff inherited the property rights over the island on 19 September 1940, by which time the island was already occupied by Nazi Germany.
When, on 11 June 1945, the final six hundred German soldiers left the island,
ownership of Schiermonnikoog was transferred to the Dutch state. As a German, Von Bernstorff was treated as an enemy citizen and thus his property – in
this case, his land – was confiscated as a result of Decree E-133. On 26 May 1951,
he appealed his status as an enemy citizen. His request was rejected three years
later, on 5 June 1953. Due to the Bestemmingswet, he was no longer an enemy
citizen, but according to the NBI he did not meet the criteria for de-enemisation and thus would not regain his property. The Count then appealed to
the Council for the Restoration of Rights, but in vain. Although he provided
evidence of good conduct, his request was rejected again on 12 May 1954. The
only option left was to submit a request for compensation.
Schiermonnikoog was Count Bechtold von Bernstorff’s second place of
residence; his main place of residence was Wehningen in Germany, a village
located west of the Oder-Neiβe zone that was decisive for compensation on the
basis of the Lastenausgleichgesetz. Foskea van der Ven concluded that the Count
never lodged an appeal to claim compensation on the basis of this Gesetz. The
Law applied to people who had been expelled or forced to flee from the place
of residence, which was not the case for the Count. He did meet the criteria of

627 Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 223, footnote 209: ‘[…] Verluste durch Beschlagnahme und Liqui
dation deutschen Vermögens im Ausland wenn sie einem Vertriebenen in seinem spezifischen
Vertreibungsgebiet entstanden sind […]’. And footnote 210: ‘Es kann jedoch kein Zweifel darüber
bestehen, dass der in den Niederlanden durch Beschlagnahme oder Liquidation von Vermögen
eingetretene Verlust eines aus den Niederlanden Vertriebenen nach den Vorschriften des LAG
[Lastenausgleichgesetz, MO] […] als Vertreibungsschaden anzusehen ist.’
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Netherlands.627 Whether this opportunity was common knowledge, and how
many former German enemy citizens submitted a request on the basis of the
Lastenausgleichgesetz is not known. None of the cases examined in Chapters 3
or 4 included such an application. Presumably the Reparationsschädengesetz of
1969 was invoked more often. The procedure for claiming compensation via
this law is best explained by the following case of Count Bechtold Eugen von
Bernstorff’s claim for compensation for the confiscation of the island of Schier
monnikoog.
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the Reparationsschädengesetz. Case law dating from 14 June 1983 shows that the
Count submitted a request for compensation in August 1973. In the intervening years between the request and the final verdict, the main discussion was
the extent of the damage suffered by the Count. A distinction was made between land- und forstwirtschaftliche Vermögen (‘fields and meadows’), Grundvermögen (‘farmland and fallow fields’), houses and Anteilige Verbindlichkeiten (‘charges
on the total of assets’). One of the issues was whether dune areas on the island
also belonged to the Count. Ultimately, the Court decided not to include dune
area in the total sum. According to the notary of the Count, the estimated value of Von Bernstorff’s property was 2,507,611 Dutch guilders. According to the
Court, the estimated damages amounted to 346,938 Reichsmark, or approximately half this amount in Deutschmarks. The Count was classified in category
30 of the Schadengruppen-scheme: between 110,000 and 2,000,000 Reichsmark.
According to estimates, he received circa 80,000 Deutschmarks.628 This was
in sharp contrast to the 1947 valuation of an estimated 600,000 Dutch guilders. Thus, Germany was enriched as result of this financial settlement, but
the Netherlands benefited, too. The Dutch government had always found the
German private ownership of Schiermonnikoog problematic, and even tried
to acquire it in the 1920s. As a result of the Decree on Enemy Property and the
Ausgleichsvertrag, the island officially came into the hands of the Dutch State.
The heirs of Von Bernstorff got no satisfaction through the legal process, and
their appeals have been unsuccessful to this day.

German property or Dutch heritage: Huis Doorn

I

n addition to an island, the Dutch State acquired several castles and some
real estate as a result of the Decree on Enemy Property. Many Dutch-German noble families owned country houses and rural estates in the East
and Southern provinces of the Netherlands, in particular in the provinces
Gelderland and Overijssel. This private property was confiscated on the basis
of E-133. Many families appealed their status as enemy citizens, but most of
them in vain. The Dutch State obtained a substantial number of castles and
rural estates. In December 1945, a new organisation was established to manage
and preserve what the Dutch government called ‘national heritage’: the Ne
derlandse Kastelenstichting (‘Netherlands Castle Foundation’). In 1946, the magazine Kampioen of the Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristenbond (‘Royal Dutch Touring

628 Van der Ven, Een omstreden eiland, 255-256.

629 ANWB, De Kampioen 61: 3 (1946), 8-10.
630 Annual report on Huis Doorn 2016: https://www.huisdoorn.nl/files/jaarverslag-huis-doorn-201626-april-2017.pdf, last access on 9 July 2019.
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Club’, ‘ANWB’) reported that several castles that had originally been owned
by Germans or collaborators would open their doors to the public.629 One of
the most contested castles obtained by the Dutch State is perhaps Huis Doorn.
The house belonged to the heirs of the German emperor-in-exile, Wilhelm II.
His political asylum in 1918 has always been controversial, including the role
played by Queen Wilhelmina in her cousin’s decision to come to seek refuge in
the Netherlands. Wilhelm II purchased Huis Doorn in 1919 and lived there until his death in 1941. After the war, Huis Doorn came under the administration
of the NBI as a result of E-133. Notary J.G. Klaassen, established in Amersfoort,
was responsible for its day-to-day management. When he died, three other
legal persons and bodies took over, including the Nederlandse Kastelenstichting.
In April 1946, Wilhelm’s son and heir filed an application for de-enemisation
to recover his assets. The NBI rejected his application on 28 May 1948, a decision that was confirmed by the Council for the Restoration of Rights on 21 June
1949. Some family heirlooms were returned, but the House was confiscated.
Via a complex juridical arrangement, the property rights of the House were
transferred to the Stichting tot Beheer van Huis Doorn (‘Foundation for the administration of Huis Doorn’) in 1956. The House became a museum, which now
depends heavily on (government) subsidies. Far-reaching cuts in the 2000s almost forced the museum to close its doors, but new subsidies in 2016 secured
the future of the museum – at least for the next few years.630

5.5 A growing sphere of
international justice

In recent years, the individual has been accorded increasing prominence in national governance as well as the sphere of international human rights law.631
Safeguards against violations of individual and group human rights are embedded into national, regional and global organisations and conventions. The
establishment of tribunals and their rulings have influenced the development
of international human rights law. Policies place greater emphasis on human
rights and human needs, going beyond traditional military and state-centric
concepts of security. Following scholarship on ‘the Age of Human Rights’ and
the growing sphere of international and global justice, we can analyse Dutch
post-war policies towards German nationals in the aftermath of the Second
World War as a historic case with respect to the tension between justice and
peace and stability. The implementation of various Royal Decrees, including
E-133, formed the basis of the post-war reconstruction of Dutch society. At the
same time, the anti-German policies also show that in the process of dealing
with the past and building more inclusive societies, procedural standards can
lead to new injustices. This last section discusses the Decree on Enemy Property in the context of the growing sphere of international justice. How should
we view Dutch policies towards German nationals in the context of a developing global normative discourse of human rights and transitional justice?

631 In landmark decisions in 1993 and 1994, the UN Security Council determined that violations of international humanitarian law in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda constituted a threat to international peace and security. At the 1998 Rome conference 120 states voted in support of a statute creating an
International Criminal Court (ICC), to prosecute those guilty of crimes against humanity wherever
such crimes might occur.
See also recent results on security and rule of law published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs:
https://www.dutchdevelopmentresults.nl/theme/srol, last access 9 July 2019.

Violation of human rights?

632 No member state voted against the Declaration, only eight states abstained: Saudi Arabia and South
Africa, representatives of the Soviet Union, Ukraine, Belorussia, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
633 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at its
183rd session on 10 December 1948 as Resolution 217 at the Palais de Chaillot in Paris, France.
634 Article 6 proclaims ‘the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law’ and Article 15
states that ‘everyone has the right to a nationality’ and that ‘no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality’.
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I

n 1948, the Netherlands was among the 48 states that voted in favour of the
adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.632 Over the years,
human rights were codified in the Dutch constitution. Yet in the post-war
policies towards German nationals, the Dutch government clearly violated
certain basic human rights laid down in the Declaration. The criteria for deenemisation that NBI employees used to judge German nationals were contrary to, amongst others, Article 2 of the Universal Declaration which forbids
discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, or other status.633
In addition, the confiscation of German private property also violated Article
17 that states that no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. Germans
were recognised as persons before the law; they had the right to appeal their
enemy status and were not deprived of their nationality.634 However, many
German enemy citizens did not recover their confiscated assets nor did they
receive full compensation for these assets.
As discussed in Chapter 1, policies towards citizens who found themselves
on the opposing side of a military conflict – on the territory of a state that is at
war with their state of origin – were not a new phenomenon during or after
the Second World War. Expropriation of foreign property was also not a new
phenomenon. Hugo Grotius had already constructed an argument that justified the right of expropriation in his influential work De jure belli ac pacis (1625).
The accounts of property and state sovereignty of the Dutch humanist, who
was considered the father of international law by contemporary international
theorists, made a major contribution to international legal theory and the laws
of war. Since the Second World War, though, more ttention has been paid to
the matter of confiscation of private property. Germany was forced to compensate other nations financially, but this served mainly to rebuild Europe.
The decolonisation and independence of numerous states in Asia and Africa
intensified the legal controversy regarding the rules relating to this particular
branch of international law. Arguments concerning the status of individual,
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private property coincided with discussions on equality, and more recently,
global justice.
Related to this growing sphere of international justice is the focus on principles of transitional justice. The establishment of the International Military
Tribunal in Nuremberg (1945-1949), and its sister tribunal for the Far East in
Tokyo (1946-1948), marked the first time in history that countries’ top officials
were tried before an international court and were held personally accountable
for crimes committed in the name of their country. In addition, again for the
first time, charges of ‘war crimes’ and ‘crimes against humanity’ were defined
and used by prosecutors. The tribunals set the stage for other means that the
international community now uses to address oppression and repression, violence, human rights violations, corruption and insecurity in conflict and postconflict situations. Over the last quarter of the twentieth century, political
transitions in South America, Eastern Europe and Africa posed acute rule-oflaw dilemmas. Apart from post-war trials that criminalised state wrongdoing
as part of a universal rights scheme, several countries decided to forgo prosecution in favour of alternative methods for truth-seeking and accountability.
The Truth Commissions in Argentina and Chile and the establishment of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa are the most prominent
examples. 635 The appeal of these truth-focused commissions is their ability to
offer a broader historical perspective, rather than mere judgements in isolated
cases.636 Their purpose was not merely justice, but peace for both individuals
and society as a whole.637

Transitional justice?

T

he emergence of transitional justice as a political, legal and scholarly
field offers instruments to explain, analyse and evaluate the Dutch administration of justice. The notion of transitional justice implies that
transitions require a special kind of justice, measures that include amnesties,
truth telling or forms of retributive and distributive justice. The Decree on
Enemy Property marked a transition after conflict, a response to help reckon

635 The Nuremberg Tribunal was established in 1945, the Tokyo Tribunal in 1946. Truth and Reconciliation Commissions are of a later date. The first truth commissions did not use the official name, but
aimed to unearth the truth about human rights violations under military regimes. Effective Truth
Commissions were Argentina (1983), Chile (1990) and the TRC in South Africa (1995).
636 Rudi G. Teitel, ‘Human Rights in Transition’ in: Globalizing Transitional Justice: Contemporary Essays
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 49-67, p.56.
637 Teitel, ‘Human Rights in Transition, 81.

638 Peter Romijn and Erik Schumacher, ‘Transitional Justice in the Netherlands after World War II’, 170171; Friso Wielenga, Van Vijand tot Bondgenoot (Amsterdam: Boom, 1999) Chapter 10, 352-397.
639 Nicky Rousseau, Itineraries. A return to the archives of the South African truth commission and the limits of
counter-revolutionary warfare [dissertation] (2019) 10-11. For genealogies of transitional justice, see: Paul
Gready, The Era of Transitional Justice: The Aftermath of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South
Africa and Beyond (Oxford: Routledge, 2011); Neil J Kritz, Transitional Justice: How Emerging Democracies
Reckon with Former Regimes. Volume I-III (Washington: United States Institute of Peace Press, 1995); Rudi
G. Teitel, Transitional Justice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Ruti G. Teitel, ‘Transitional Justice Genealogy’ in: Harvard Human Rights Journal 16 (2003): 69–94; Melissa Williams, Rosemary Nagy,
and Jon Elster eds., Transitional Justice. NOMOS Vol. LI. (New York: New York University Press, 2012).
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with the past. In general, the idea behind the extraordinary legislation established in London was to enable a smooth transition to the democratic rule of
law. The prosecution of collaborators and criminals, the restitution of rights
to deprived (Jewish) owners and reparations generated by the liquidation
of enemy assets contributed to the reconstruction of Dutch society after five
years of German occupation. Decree E-133, in particular, was implemented to
redress the legacy of the war. Like the planned annexation of German territory
and expulsion of German nationals, the confiscation and liquidation of German assets was a response to help the country reckon with the recent past. The
Bestemmingswet of 1951 and the Ausgleichsvertrag of 1960 marked the restoration
of bilateral relations between the two neighbouring countries. Cultural relations improved later, as anti-German sentiments persisted in Dutch society for
a long time.638
History has shown that in determining which form of justice was necessary, the transitional aspect dominated the just aspect: transitional justice rather
than transitional justice.639 In the case of Dutch policies towards German nationals, transitional justice displays and illuminates the dynamic relationship
between legal and political conditions during the period of political transformation in the aftermath of the Second World War. In this respect, a transitional-justice approach affords a much-needed perspective on Dutch post-war
nation-building. The Decree on Enemy Property marked a transition from
occupation to democratic rule of law, but more importantly, it illustrates the
normative implications of deploying a discourse of justice of ‘the enemy’ versus ‘the citizen’. This observation is independent from the question of whether
the confiscation of German private property was actual justice or ought to be
characterised instead as justice-seeking. Since human rights became a lingua
franca towards the turn of the last century, the Dutch process of rechtsherstel
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(restoration of rights) has also been reassessed.640 What was historically viewed
as a legal phenomenon associated with extraordinary post-conflict conditions,
is now increasingly seen as a reflection of the shortcomings of the Dutch government when it came to the treatment of victims of persecution as well as
internal and external former enemies.641
From a historical point of view, the arbitrariness and inconsistency of the
Dutch administration of justice and, most importantly, the lack of compensation for deprived German owners, give cause for criticism. The vague criteria
for de-enemisation and the long aftermath of the confiscation policies, including the restitution debates of the 2000s, challenge the Dutch administration
of justice as a process of restoration of rights. From a political and financial
point of view, E-133 was fruitful; the profits of liquidated enemy assets helped
rebuild Dutch society. From a legal point of view, the conclusion is less rosy.
Dutch policies conflicted with international law and, obviously, with moral
principles. In this respect, the post-war policies towards German residents in
the Netherlands contribute to a reconsideration of the dominant narrative of a
country that prides itself on being a tolerant and peaceful nation.

The Age of Human Rights

T

oday, the validity and legitimacy of the Decree on Enemy Property still
give rise to discussion. The recent interpretations and implementations of E-133 by the Court of Appeals in The Hague and the Federal
Court in the United States in the case of Von Saher vs. the Norton Simon Museum of Art in Pasadena illustrate this clearly. Nationally, the validity of the
Decree was confirmed by the Supreme Court of the Netherlands in 1946. Internationally, the confiscation of private property without compensation was
– and still is – contested. In retrospect, the conclusion is that there are strong
indications that the Decree on Enemy Property was in conflict with interna-

640 Recently, several studies have been published that address the treatment of Jews in the post-war
Netherlands. See, for example, Martin Bossenbroek, De Meelstreep; Hinke Piersma and Jeroen Kemperman, Openstaande rekeningen; Maarten-Jan Vos and Serge ter Braake, Rechtsherstel na de Tweede Wereldoorlog van geroofd Joods onroerend goed. Worth mentioning is also the non-academic study on the treatment of women and girls who had had any kind of friendly contact with German soldiers by Rianne
Oosterom: Moffenmeiden. Over soldatenliefjes, knippers en omstanders: een geschiedenis in verhalen (Amsterdam: J.M. Meulenhoff, 2019).
641 In June 2019, the Dutch Railways NS decided to pay compensation to Holocaust victims or their relatives for its role in the transportation of Jewish people to concentration camps during the Second
World War. It is just one recent example of the on-going debate on restitution and compensation of
victims of WOII in the Netherlands.

642 Worth mentioning here is the dissertation of Jan Eckel, who argues that the 1948 Declaration did
not immediately bear fruit, but that the effects of the agreements on human rights must be a nalysed
in the long-term. Jan Eckel, Die Ambivalenz des Guten: Menschenrechte in der internationalen Politik seit
den 1940ern. Menschenrechte in der internationalen Politik seit den 1940ern (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 2014).
643 Siep Stuurman, The Invention of Humanity. Equality and cultural difference in World History (Cambridge/
London: Harvard University Press, 2017), 487.
644 Stuurman, The Invention of Humanity, 487.
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tional law and with newly established protocols on human rights, including
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.642 More interestingly,
however, the discussions amongst contemporary legal actors on the legitimacy
and validity of the confiscation of private property as reparations point to an
evolving sphere of international justice. The adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 signifies a major turning point in world history. Although the idea of human rights can be traced back to the eighteenth century, the Universal Declaration of 1948 marked the historical moment when
an inclusive concept of modern equality acquired the status of a global value,
formally underwritten by almost all the sovereign states then in existence, including the great powers.643 The declarations and guidelines hammered out
in the few years between the end of the Second World War and the onset of
the Cold War set the stage for the intellectual geopolitics of the second half of
the twentieth century. Human rights were formulated as rights of individuals
against the state, and, in social and economic matters, as claims of individuals
on the state.644 But despite the human rights discourse that has developed over
the past seventy years, problems related to exclusion and denial of citizenship
have resulted in barriers to naturalisation and discriminatory practices. As the
next chapter discusses in further detail, citizenship provides only a varnish of
protection in times of (post) conflict and transition.

6
ESSENTIALLY
CONTESTED:
(DUTCH)
CITIZENSHIP

Introduction

The outbreak and end of the Second World War were moments of transformation and transition. From many perspectives, this particular period in history
provided an ultimate test for the strengths and weaknesses of citizenship, both
with respect to citizens in Europe and to Europe’s colonial subjects overseas.
Etienne Balibar has explained how analysing legal citizenship in times of crisis and transition teaches us about the qualities and flaws of the various layers
of citizenship deployed and employed in legal, cultural and socio-economic
spheres.645 Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals are yet another
example that illustrates how citizenship was put to test after the Second World
War. As concluded in previous chapters, notions of citizenship functioned as
mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion for German residents in the Netherlands. With the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property in October
1944, the Dutch government categorised people along the lines of citizenship
status and nationality. Normative aspects of citizenship constituted the criteria for de-enemisation, thereby changing the legal meaning of citizenship.
Apart from citizenship as a legal status, with its links to nationality and protection by the state, citizenship was also defined in terms of ‘good’ conduct and
‘right’ behaviour. Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals show a
reconfiguration of the definition of Dutch citizenship, involving various dimensions of identity-constructing and civic virtue-building.
In this last chapter, there are two questions I want to address to contextualise this study on citizenship politics in relation to German nationals in the
645 Etienne Balibar, We, the People of Europe? Reflections on transnational citizenship (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2004) 76; Martijn Eickhoff and Susan Legêne, ‘Postwar Europe and the Colonial
Past in Photographs’ in: De Cesari and Rigney, Transnational Memory. Circulation, Articulation, Scales
(Berlin/Boston: de Gruyter, 2014), 287-311, 308; Susan Legêne, Spiegelreflex. Culturele sporen van de koloniale ervaring (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Bert Bakker, 2010) 207-211.
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aftermath of the Second World War. The first concerns the criteria applied to
German nationals by NBI employees and the impact of the criteria, on one
hand on the understanding and meaning of citizenship in citizenship and
integration policies towards collaborators, and on the other, in subsequent
years, on immigrants from the former colonies that were entitled to become
Dutch citizens. Can the normative aspects of Dutch citizenship used in the deenemisation procedures also be observed in citizenship policies towards these
two particular groups of Dutch citizens between 1944 and the late 1960s? Were
they judged on the same, rather broad, definition of Dutch citizenship? Or do
policies towards these other groups show discontinuities in the understanding of who was considered a Dutch citizen, and what was perceived as ‘typical
Dutch’ citizenship? In addition, the second part of this chapter asks whether
and how the ideas on Dutch citizenship have had a (continued) effect on future
integration and immigration policies. To what extent did the citizenship criteria formulated in the post-war years affect symbolic and legal demarcations between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between what has been perceived as the country’s ‘own’
people and ‘foreign’ or ‘alien’ people in the Kingdom of the Netherlands over
the course of the twentieth century?
I do not presume to answer all these questions, but with these questions I
want to state my conviction that grasping the connection between the Second
World War, decolonisation and (postcolonial) migration is vital in order to
develop a better understanding of the Netherlands’ history during and after
the Second World War.646 In contemporary Dutch and European history, this
connection is often underexposed. Yet what is at stake here is the definition of
modes of inclusion and exclusion in bureaucracy, but also in communication and
cooperation between people in the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Understanding
the Dutch transnational, colonial past is vital for our understanding of excluding mechanisms with respect to citizenship in the Netherlands in the post-war
period.
The last part of this chapter contains the overall conclusions that may
be drawn on the basis of the material presented and discussed in this study.
I revisit the questions posed in Chapter 1 and evaluate and interpret the answers and themes I identified in previous chapters. Finally, I acknowledge the
strengths and limitations of this study and provide suggestions for further research on this subject.
646 An excellent example of inclusive history is the chapter ‘Occupation, resistance and liberation’ in
Elizabeth Buettner’s study Europe after Empire. Dutch approaches to the Dutch East Indies after
1945 were coloured by their own wartime experiences in both metropole and colony. Buettner gives
a concise historical overview of the German occupation in the Netherlands to contextualize and analyse the road to Dutch decolonisation. See: Elizabeth Buettner, Europe after Empire, 78-106.

6.1 Re-integration of
Dutch Nazi sympathisers
and collaborators

Apart from their legal status, most German residents in the Netherlands who
were treated as enemy citizens after 1945 were members of Dutch society. They
had acculturated in the Netherlands and engaged in society in various ways.
In particular, in the border areas Germans and Dutch people lived closely together, as citizenship status was not an issue before 1940. This study has shown
how this changed after the promulgation of the Decree on Enemy Property in
1944. Citizenship status now represented a strategy for distinguishing insiders and outsiders, to sort out the ‘real’ Dutch members of society. Normative
notions of Dutch citizenship were employed to distinguish between ‘proper’
Dutch citizens and ‘others’, foreigners, aliens, enemies.
In the same period, these normative criteria of Dutch citizenship also applied to Dutch citizens who were accused of collaborating with the German occupational administration. Studies indicate that ‘good’ behaviour also constituted the most important criterion for both de-enemisation and reintegration
of Dutch collaborators in the late 1940s, early 1950s.647 Similarities in the definition of citizenship in post-war policies towards the two categories of enemy
citizens provide insight into the characteristics of the archetype of the ‘good’
Dutch citizen and the definition of acts of ‘typical’ Dutch citizenship. However, particularly the dissimilarities in the policies are an outstanding example
of the reconfiguration of Dutch citizenship in the immediate post-war years.

647 Helen Grevers, Van landverraders tot goede vaderlanders: de opsluiting van collaborateurs in Nederland en België, 1944-1950 (Amsterdam: Balans, 2013); Ismee Tames, Doorn in het vlees. Foute Nederlanders in de jaren
vijftig en zestig (Amsterdam: Balans, 2013).
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A

lready before anti-German policies were formulated in 1944, the
government-in-exile in London had prepared legislation for postwar persecution of collaborators. Existing legislation on assisting
the enemy was expanded with the Besluit Buitengewoon Strafrecht (‘Decree on
Extraordinary Criminal Law’, ‘BBS’) in 1943.648 The Decree increased maximum sentences and reintroduced the death penalty in civil law. In addition,
a new system for bijzondere rechtspleging (‘extraordinary jurisdiction’) was created. The objective of the new legislation was to respond swiftly, severely and
justly to collaborators, but as historian Peter Romijn and others have argued,
the mass arrests, overcrowded internment camps and administrative chaos of
the immediate post-war period were in sharp contrast to this ideal.649 Almost
all members of the NSB were prosecuted.650 Like German nationals, they were
categorised as enemy citizens by the Decree on Enemy Property. Section One
of Article Two of the Decree defined that, next to citizens of the Axis-powers,
people who had represented, or acted on behalf of, the German occupiers were
also considered enemy citizens. Their assets were administrated by the NBI
as enemy property, too, but only temporarily. In addition, membership of the
NSB was reason for internment. Thousands of people suspected of collaboration with the enemy were arrested. In total, between 120,000 and 150,000
Dutch people were interned.651 Ultimately, only a small number of NSB members was actually put on trial. By the late 1940s, almost all Dutch citizens who
had been imprisoned for collaborating with the Germans had been released
again.652 On 23 May 1949, the NBI announced that people categorised as enemy citizens under Section One of Article Two of the Decree on Enemy Property
were no longer enemy citizens and would regain their assets under administration.653
After being released, these formerly ‘wrong’ Dutch citizens and their
families faced a process of social and cultural reintegration in Dutch society.

648 Peter Romijn and Erik Schumacher, ‘Transitional justice in the Netherlands after World War II’, 133171, 137.
649 Ibid., 137.
650 See for more information on the NSB: Robin te Slaa and Edwin Klijn, De NSB. Ontstaan en opkomst van
de Nationaal-Socialistische Beewging 1931-1935 (Amsterdam: Boom, 2009).
651 Gerhard Hirschfeld and Peter Romijn, ‘Die Ahndung der Kollaboration in den Niederlanden’ in:
Klaus-Dietmar and Woller, Politische Säuberung in Europa. Die Abrechnung mit Faschismus und Kollaboration
nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg (Munich, 1991) 281-310. Ismee Tames pointed out that collaborators were
termed political delinquents from the moment of internment: Ismee Tames, Doorn in het vlees. 12.
652 Tames, Doorn in het vlees, 7.
653 NA, Archive NBI 2.09.49, inv. 377: Document ‘Uitvoering Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen’.

Citizenship, loyalty and patriotism

F

or collaborators, the most important condition for reintegration was
that they rejected national-socialist ideology and, accordingly, accepted fully the post-war moral order in which national-socialism was considered ‘wrong’.656 Normative notions of citizenship also played a significant
role. In the discussion as to whether former collaborators could become part
of the national ‘we’ again, of the national community, the myth of collective
Dutch resistance coloured perceptions of the employees of the Bureau Bijzondere Rechtspleging (‘Bureau for Extraordinary Jurisdiction’, ‘BBR’) that judged
collaborators. Normative accounts of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ were the criteria to
test whether or not someone belonged to Dutch society. As was the case with
the policies on German nationals, for collaborators, too, what was considered
‘good citizenship’ was not put into words, but rather, notions of ‘good’ conduct were based on unwritten, immanent rules.657 The employees of the BBR
enjoyed some freedom in the interpretation of the given guidelines. In this respect, the picture Tames painted of the BBR resembles the conclusions on the
activities of the NBI discussed in Chapter 2. Various parties were involved in
categorising and processing the cases, and BBR verdicts were based primarily
on the impressions and ideas of its employees. They were the ones who actually judged the applicant’s wartime behaviour. More importantly, post-war be-

654
655
656
657

Tames, Doorn in het vlees, 12.
Tames, Doorn in het vlees, 29, 85-86, 344-345.
Ibid., 344.
Ibid., p16.
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Approximately 85,000 former members of the NSB had lost their right to
vote and they were not entitled to participate in elections for a period of ten
years.654 Tens of thousands of former Dutch SS members and other Dutch nationals who had served in the German army lost their Dutch citizenship and
had to apply for naturalisation to regain it. Ismee Tames, who conducted extensive research on Dutch collaborators and the children of foute Nederlanders
(‘wrong Dutch citizens’) emphasised in her studies that despite public stereotypes, there was no such thing as a stereotypical member of the NSB or collaborator.655 Collaborators had not acted in some typical way, neither had they
shared the same experiences nor been treated identically. Thus, like German
enemy citizens in the Netherlands, the Dutch people who were referred to as
‘bad’ citizens were not a homogenous group.
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haviour was also taken into account. Whereas a German national had to prove
that he or she had behaved like a ‘good Dutch citizen’ during the war, a former
collaborator was examined on his or her transition into goed vaderlander (‘loyal
patriot’) after the war.658
Research on the children and grandchildren of collaborators shows that
the experience of ‘being different’ and no longer unconditionally a member of Dutch society continued to affect families with a ‘wrong’ past.659 Even
when they publicly denounced national socialism, their war time behaviour
influenced their identity. They remained outsiders in Dutch society and many
faced double standards. Former NSB members were considered ‘wrong’ Dutch
citizens by definition, while in daily life people would often see their NSBsupporting neighbour as a decent guy.660 Conversations with family relatives
of the enemy citizens discussed in Chapter 4 showed that German nationals
had a similar experience. Especially in the 1950s, when diplomatic relations
between the Netherlands and West-Germany were largely restored, there was
still a difference between individual German neighbours, acquaintances or
colleagues, and Germans as citizens of the former occupier. For both former
collaborators and German nationals, social and socio-religious networks were
of great importance for general acceptance and inclusion as members of Dutch
society.

Becoming Dutch (again)

A

nother similarity in the post-war policies towards German nationals
categorised as enemy citizens and former collaborators is the time
span. By the early 1950s, feelings of hatred and revenge that had coloured policies towards ‘wrong’ Dutch citizens in the first years after the war
had simmered down. In 1951, the year the Bestemmingswet was enacted, the
Minister of Justice, van Mulderije of the Christian Historical Union (CHU),
proposed a draft law in which he suggested restoring Dutch citizenship for

658 Ibid., 221.
659 Chris van der Heijden, Kinderen van foute ouders. Hun verhaal (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Atlas Contact,
2014); Ismee Tames, Besmette Jeugd. De kinderen van NSB’ers na de oorlog (Amsterdam: Balans, 2009). See
also for example: Bettina Drion, Scherven: nazaten van foute Nederlanders over hun familieverleden (Baarn:
Marmer, 2013); Leoni Jansen, Geheim. Het oorlogsverhaal van mijn vader (Deventer: Grote Letter Bibliotheek, 2018); Grimbert Rost van Tonningen, Het juiste moment (Amsterdam: Cossee, 2013); Marcel
Rözer, Zo vader. Een keuze voor de Waffen-SS die generaties lang nadreunt (Amsterdam: Nijgh & Van Ditmar,
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661 Eric Heijs, Van Vreemdeling tot Nederlander. De verlening van het Nederlanderschap aan vreemdelingen 18131992 [dissertation] (later published by Amsterdam: het Spinhuis, 1995) 112.
662 Worth mentioning here again is the judgement on the status of Sudeten Germans by the Judicial Division of the Council for the Restoration of Rights in 1956 discussed in Chapter 3.3. After several years
and conflicting judicial decisions, the Judicial Division concluded that the classification of Sudeten
Germans as German nationals and thus enemy citizens violated Dutch and international law and was
therefore illegal. The decision that the imposition of German nationality without the possibility of
opting out – set out in the Treaty between Germany and Czechoslovakia of 20 November 1938 – was
null and void must be understood and explained in context of the conventions signed in the 1950s.
663 It is often argued that the Netherlands is not living up to the UN commitments. One of the underlying reasons for this failure is that the Netherlands does not have an adequate mechanism for identifying stateless persons within its territories. See: Katja Swider, Statelessness determination in the Nether
lands, Amsterdam Law School legal studies research paper No. 2014: 33 (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
Centre for European Law and Governance, 2014). Recently, policies on stateless persons have been
a topic of political discussion once more. On 8 June 2019, the Dutch newspaper Trouw, for example,
published an extensive article on the position of over 55,000 stateless people in the Netherlands.
664 Heijs, Van Vreemdeling tot Nederlander, 114. AHR, bijlagen Handelingen Tweede Kamer 1956-1957 4500 IV no
9, 8. Later estimates indicated that the number 40,000 was too high, in 1977 the number was adjusted
to approximately 20,000.
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former Dutch citizens who had lost their Dutch citizenship after 1 January
1935 by conscription into a foreign army or state service.661 The date of 1 January 1935 was chosen to include former Dutch citizens who lost their citizenship by taking part in the Spanish Civil War. The draft law must be understood
as part of the government’s aim to end all matters related to the war, but also
in light of the discussion on the rights of individuals. The International Law
Commission of the United Nations wishes to tackle and ultimately eliminate
statelessness. Article 15 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948
provided that everyone has the right to a nationality. In 1954 the UN adopted
a first multilateral treaty to protect stateless individuals: the Convention relating to the status of stateless persons. In 1961, the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness followed. In this Convention, sovereign states agreed to
reduce the incidence of statelessness.662 The Netherlands was a party to both
UN statelessness conventions and thus committed itself to reducing and preventing statelessness, as well as protecting stateless persons.663
Mulderije suggested that, considering the roughly 40,000 stateless people
(70,000 including spouses and children), automatic prolongation of Dutch citi
zenship was preferable to expensive, time-consuming naturalisation processes, but his fellow parliamentarians disagreed.664 A few years later, Mulderije’s
successor introduced the option of naturalisation on request. In a simplified
procedure, he would grant naturalisation without interference of parliament.
Again critical voices were raised, as the procedure excluded the former Dutch
citizens who had gone to Spain in the late 1930s. Nevertheless, this law was
enacted on 30 July 1953. In 1977, the law was repealed. By that time, 11,516 requests for naturalisation had been granted, and only a handful had been re-
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jected. According to estimates, circa 5000 men and 1000 women never opted to
renew their Dutch citizenship.665
By contrast, there are no exact numbers on the naturalisation of German
nationals, but announcements in the minutes of the Senate and the House of
Representatives show that over the years a considerable number of German nationals became Dutch citizen.666 When the first post-war naturalisations took
place in 1946, applications of Germans who had shown good, moral behaviour
by taking part in the Resistance, joining the Dutch armed forces or helping the
persecuted were also taken into consideration.667 Nevertheless, naturalisation
policies remained restrictive; the plans to deport German nationals from the
Netherlands and other anti-German measures, such as Decree F278, delayed
the naturalisation procedures of German residents in the Netherlands.668 After 1950, anti-German policies relaxed. Now, German women who married
Dutch men automatically acquired Dutch citizenship. German women who
had married Dutch citizens between 10 May 1940 and 29 December 1950 could
opt for Dutch citizenship, if they could prove they had been married for a minimum of one year or that they had lived in the Netherlands in the preceding
year. In addition, as a result of the law of July 1953, German residents in the
Netherlands could also apply for Dutch citizenship via a simplified naturalisation procedure. War-time behaviour was still evaluated: if applicants had
cooperated actively with the German (or Italian) army, for example, naturalisation would not be granted. But in general, if there was no doubt about the
applicant’s pro-Dutch stance, naturalisation was granted. In 1965, new guidelines enabled Germans who had served in the Wehrmacht on a voluntary basis
to naturalise too. If these Germans had stayed in the Netherlands after the war
and had shown no further signs of verwerpelijk gedrag (‘reprehensible behaviour’) or a verwerpelijke gezindheid (‘objectionable stance’), Dutch policy-makers
assumed that they now possessed een goede Nederlandse gezindheid (‘a good Dutch
disposition’).669
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inutes of parliamentary debates show that in the 1940s and 1950s,
politicians debated policies on collaborators and towards German
nationals together. By contrast, in historiography, policies on these
two categories of ‘enemies’ and ‘outsiders’ have been treated separately. Yet as
this section has shown, the treatment of collaborators and German nationals
invites further comparative analysis of post-war policies towards these two
particular groups. Both collaborators and German nationals were judged on
their wartime behaviour rather than their formal legal status. Normative, substantial criteria of right and wrong defined the mechanisms of inclusion and
exclusion in judging collaborators and in the de-enemisation procedures of
German enemy citizens. In addition, both collaborators and German residents
had to apply for Dutch citizenship via a naturalisation procedure to (once
again) become Dutch citizens.
Clearly, the most important difference between the two categories of ene
mies was that the collaborators were born as Dutch citizens. NSB members
were considered ‘wrong citizens’, but were rapidly accepted back into Dutch
society if they admitted their mistakes and showed signs of good behaviour.
They had to be re-educated to re-integrate, and in many cases, they temporari
ly lost their voting rights, but otherwise they were not excluded from Dutch
society. German nationals, on the other hand, were often not completely accepted as members of Dutch society after a successful de-enemisation procedure. Even if they became Dutch citizens by naturalisation, they remained
‘others’ in Dutch society. This was particularly the case in the immediate
post-war years, when the German occupation was still fresh in the Dutch collective memory, they were seen as former enemies. People with a German accent would often be harassed and it would take decades before anti-German
sentiment in the Netherlands steadily started to decrease and signs of being
German were accepted.670 In this respect, policies and public opinion towards
the two groups of people show two aspects of the reconfiguration of Dutch
citizenship in the post-war period. In the de-enemisation and re-integration
procedures, Dutch citizenship was defined in a broad sense in terms of moral
behaviour. The dominant framing of citizenship focused on duties rather than
on rights, on a code of substantial conduct rather than formal status. At the
same time, membership of the Dutch State was increasingly based on the narrow doctrine of ius soli (acquisition of nationality by birth). Apart from Dutch
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citizenship as a legal status, which could also be obtained by naturalisation,
it seems that only ‘natural-born’ citizens, i.e. Dutch citizens who were actually born in the Netherlands, were considered ‘real’ Dutch citizens. Thus, citizenship was not only understood as a legal and political category, but also as
a mechanism of social inclusion and exclusion. The next section investigates
whether this understanding of Dutch citizenship is also observed in citizenship politics towards immigrant from the (ex-)colonies.

6.2 Immigrants from the
(ex-)colonies

Concurrently with NSB members and collaborators, immigrants from the
(ex-)colonies faced a process of integration into Dutch society. In the 1950s and
1960s, more than 300,000 people made the journey from the Indonesian archipelago to the Netherlands. Amongst them were 100,000 white Dutch people,
known as totoks, 200,000 Eurasian Dutch people and 12,500 Moluccans.671 In
the 1970s, sparked by the independence of Suriname in 1975, a Surinamese exodus followed. More than 50,000 people left the country in the years 1974-1975;
during a second flux of immigration in 1979-1980, another 30,000 Surinamese
came to the Netherlands.672 The number of Antillean Dutch also increased
over the decades.673 In 1954, the islands of Aruba, Curaçao, Sint Maarten, Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, and Saba were granted autonomy as a six-island country, the Dutch Antilles. Aruba attained separate status in 1986, before the fiveisland construction was dismantled in 2010. Today, Aruba, Curaçao and Sint
Maarten are constituent countries of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, whilst
Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba are special municipalities of the Netherlands.

671 Guno Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders. Nederlandse politici over burgers uit Oost & West
en Nederland 1945-2005 [dissertation] (Amsterdam, 2007), 369.
672 Hans van Amersfoort and Mies van Niekerk, ‘Immigration as a Colonial Inheritance: Post-colonial
Immigrants in the Netherlands 1945-2002’ in: Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 35: 3 (2006), 323346, 335.
673 Gert Oostindie, ‘Postcolonial Migrants in the Netherlands. Identity Politics versus the Fragmentation of Community’ in: Oostindie, Bosma and Lucassen, Postcolonial migrants and identity politics (New
York: Berghahn Books Inc., 2012), 108.
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The constitutional changes encouraged thousands of people to make the journey to the European continent.674
Many of the migrants held Dutch citizenship upon arrival, had affinity
with Dutch culture and spoke the Dutch language. Still, some were rather seen
as colonial subjects than as Dutch citizens. Although historians and political scientists have often regarded subjecthood as a precursor to citizenship, in practice, subject status in the overseas territories and its associated rights was significantly different from citizen status. As Rodney Barker phrased strikingly
in his study on political legitimacy of the state: ‘whilst all citizens are subjects,
not all subjects are citizens’.675 Subjects were seen as an inferior group, and
inlanders, as indigeneous inhabitants of the Dutch East Indies were called, were
considered subordinate to people categorised as Europeans. In addition to the
distinction between these two legal classes, Dutch colonial society had a very
complex structure consisting of many social and racial distinctions, including
the distinction between expatriate and native Europeans. This had far-reaching consequences for the status and integration of migrants from the (ex-)
colonies. The experiences of Eurasians, for example, show that a Dutch citizenship status did not guarantee unconditional inclusion in Dutch society.676
The Moluccans who arrived in 1951 and their descendants form a very special
category. Some members of this group were Indonesian nationals, while most
took on Dutch citizenship over the years. A significant minority, however,
was initially stateless and did not want to opt for either Indonesian or Dutch
nationality.677 In addition, many Surinamese and Antillean Dutch people ex-

674 In contrast to the migration flows from Indonesia and Suriname, Antillean migration remains an
ongoing and circular process. As Gert Oostindie concluded in his study on postcolonial migrants, the
Antillean refusal to accept independence not only precludes Dutch yearning to stop Antillean migration, but also reflects the islanders’ determination to retain all rights attached to Dutch citizenship,
in particular the right of abode. Gert Oostindie, ‘Postcolonial Migrants in the Netherlands’, 108.
675 Rodney Barker, Political Legitimacy and the State (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990) 3. Hannah Weiss Muller,
amongst others, problematises the distinction between subject and citizen in further detail in her
study Subjects and Sovereign. Bonds of Belonging in the Eighteenth-Century British Empire (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017).
676 A Eurasian is a person of mixed Asian and European ancestry. In case of the former Dutch East Indies,
the terms Indo, Indo-European and Indische Nederlander are also used. In its narrowest sense, the term
refers to people in the former Dutch East Indies who held a European legal status but who were of
mixed descent, that is, descendants of various indigenous peoples of Indonesia and Dutch settlers.
677 Under the Faciliteitenwet (‘Facilities Act’) of 1976 stateless Moluccans have been given the legal position of Dutch nationals, except that they lack the right to vote and cannot be drafted into the army.
This means, among other things, that a stateless Moluccan can never be forced to leave the country.
Han B. Entzinger, ‘Six Nations: the Netherlands’ in: Comparative ethnic and race relations. European immigration policy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 50-89, 68. See also: Henk Smeets and
Fridus Steijlen, In Nederland gebleven. De Geschiedenis van Molukkers 1951-2006 (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij
Bert Bakker/Utrecht: MHM, 2006).

Assimilation and integration: Overseas citizens
from the East

T

he assimilation and integration of the repatriates and migrants of the
former Dutch East Indies went down as a success in Dutch history.682
An early academic study of the mid 1970s concluded that after twenty
years repatriates were so completely absorbed into Dutch society that a representative study of these people seemed virtually impossible.683 Gert Oostindie
argues that the absence of serious longitudinal data on integration of Eurasian

Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders, 371-377.
Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders, 377.
Ibid., 60. Oostindie, ‘Postcolonial Migrants in the Netherlands’, 96-97.
Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders 171-182, 211-214, 344-45. See also, for example,
Lizzy van Leeuwen, Ons Indisch erfgoed.
682 Ulbe Bosma and Marga Alferink, ‘Multiculturalism and Settlement: The Case of Dutch Postcolonial
Migrant Organisations’ in: Migration and Integration 13 (2012), 265-283, 275.
683 Buettner, Europe after Empire 222, footnote 29.
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perienced legal and symbolic alienage.678 Political discourse on the various
groups of migrants illustrates that the Dutch Kingdom and the Dutch nation
were (and still are) two distinct entities, and that formal nationality does not
always entail the inclusion that is tacitly assumed in conventional perceptions
of citizenship. Some migrants lost their formal Dutch nationality because they
were not regarded as members of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Europe.
Others retained the Dutch nationality but did not unconditionally receive
the right to admission and settlement in the fatherland. Over the years, many
migrants, though formally ‘on the inside of’ Dutch society, were construed as
outsiders.679
Whilst collaborators and German nationals were judged on their concrete
wartime and post-war acts of citizenship, the civic integration of citizens from
the overseas colonies was not based on their wartime behaviour. In the colonial context, race, class and ethnicity defined who was a full Dutch citizen
and who was not.680 Yet literature on the policies towards citizens from the
former colonies indicates that conduct and attitude also played an important
role in policies towards this particular group of Dutch citizens.681 In addition,
integration policies involved various dimensions of identity-constructing and
civic virtue-building that contributed to a further reconfiguration of Dutch
citizenship in the 1950s and 1960s. Interestingly, several criteria employed in
the de-enemisation procedure reappeared in the criteria for integration.
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Dutch is perhaps the most telling evidence of this successful assimilation.684
By the late 1970s, when the Dutch government and academics started to monitor minorities in the Netherlands, the totoks as well as Indische Nederlanders were
considered to have integrated successfully. The same applied to Chinese people with Indonesian roots.685 In contradiction to this success story, however,
Oostindie concluded that the feeling of being misunderstood and unappreciated by a cold and denigrating Dutch society is a leitmotif in the Indische history.686 In her study on Dutch- East-Indian heritage, Lizzy van Leeuwen showed
that a carefully monitored collective Dutch code of ‘abandonment, forgetting and repression’ determined what was allowed to remain of this identity
and the culture of Eurasian Dutch people in the Netherlands.687 As Elizabeth
Buettner phrased it in Europe after empire, ‘given the reality of racism as well
as most repatriates’ refusal to abandon all aspects of their culture upon resettling, it became clear over the longer term that assimilation had been neither
rapid nor complete’.688 In his study on the relationship between overseas citizens from the West and East and the Netherlands in the period 1945-2005,
Guno Jones emphasised that Eurasians and, in particular, Moluccans were initially not welcomed by the Dutch government. 689 The Dutch government only
foresaw a future in the Netherlands for the repatriated totoks.690 The Eurasians
and Moluccans, despite their ‘special orientation towards the Netherlands by
means of Dutch language, education, religious conviction or profession’691,
were considered aliens. Although Dutch politicians had construed Eurasians
and Moluccans as verwante, loyale en voortreffelijke Nederlanders (‘loyal, related
and excellent Dutch citizens’) before the decolonisation process, after the loss
of the East Indies, the Dutch lost their interest in continuation of the ties with
overseas citizens..692 Jones denotes a sharp rift in political discourses before
and after 1949: the same people who had formerly been considered related,
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loyal and excellent Dutch people were, after 1949, mainly regarded as aliens
whose future lay outside the Netherlands.693
The Moluccans found themselves in a particularly precarious position.
Many Moluccans had been professional soldiers in the Royal Netherlands East
Indies Army. After the decolonization of Indonesia, the Moluku islands (also
known as the Moluccas) became part of Indonesia. The Moluccans, who were
seen as collaborators by the Indonesians, were reluctantly but collectively admitted into the Netherlands from 1951 onwards. However, they were not included in Dutch society, but housed in Westerbork, the former transit camp.
Jones describes their status as ‘legal alienage’: Moluccan migrants were ‘discharged from military service, isolated from Dutch society and initially not
allowed to work’.694 Their residence was considered to be temporary and, ‘in
theory, they could even be expelled’.695 Thus, their overseas Dutch nationality
in the Dutch East Indies had been replaced by formal statelessness and material alienage in the Netherlands. This exclusion was a result of racialist discourse
on Moluccan identity on the one hand, and economic conditions in the Netherlands on the other. It was not until the 1970s that the Dutch government
changed course. The continued crisis with the Moluccan minority stimulated
the first formulation of a Dutch policy on minorities. Geographical segregation, deficient educational and linguistic skills, political resentment and inadequate policies had resulted in serious integration problems. Political violence committed by second-generation Moluccan youth testified to this. From
1977 onwards, Moluccans were to be treated ‘as Dutch’, yet it was not until the
2000s, that Dutch citizenship of these postcolonial citizens acquired more significance.696 As Jones concludes: ‘(..) at present, the Moluccans are no longer
regarded as a category of problematized “non-Western allochthonous people”.
Moreover, an increasing number of individual Moluccans who were previously stateless have been naturalised and silently transformed into Dutch citizens
with all the related formal rights’.697
Next to Moluccans, Eurasians were also initially excluded from Dutch
society. This is remarkable, since the legal starting position of this group differed from that of Moluccans. Eurasians retained their Dutch nationality, and
legally they were part of the Dutch nation-state. Thus, they were ‘on the inside’ of the Dutch nation-state and had the legal right to resettle in the Neth-
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erlands. Yet despite their legal status, the Dutch authorities actively tried to
hinder this and minimise the number of people joining metropolitan society.698 Only after Indonesian-Dutch relationships continued to deteriorate was
the Dutch government forced to recognise that Eurasians could not remain
where they were and increased its involvement in what was called the repatriation process.699 Dutch authorities now shifted towards public rhetoric that
stressed the need to welcome and accommodate those who often arrived without a penny in their pockets.700 A concerted effort was made to help the adjustment process. Government at all levels, churches and private institutions
built a paternalist but rather effective system to provide temporary housing
and to help integration in the educational system and labour market.701 Yet as
Elizabeth Buettner has pointed out, official Dutch proclamations and resettlement policy involved a contradictory set of objectives. On the one hand, they
employed the narrative of the Netherlands as a tolerant society, with a long
tradition of accommodating refugees – a national culture in which racism had
no place. On the other hand, however, newcomers, most of whom were visibly
recognisable as ethnically and culturally distinct individuals, faced immense
pressure to assimilate. The way their cultural practices had to change revealed
an intolerance of difference, one that linked culture with race.702 Social workers undertook efforts to reshape Eurasian domestic life, and sought to replace
the colonial culinary culture of welcoming guests with an array of spicy dishes
with the Dutch tradition of austere, unseasoned foods in one’s own private circle. In this respect, the criteria for how to become a ‘good Dutch citizen’ were
domestic criteria.703 Prejudices and preconceptions about persons from the
former colony, in particular negative ‘Indo’ stereotypes, compounded difficulties. Citizens from the East were viewed as foreigners and strangers, a view
stimulated in academic studies sponsored by the state that regarded Eurasians
as ‘long-lost children’.704
Whereas Dutch policy makers had agonised over the chances of the new arrivals and their willingness and ability to adjust to Dutch society, the migrants
and repatriates from the former Dutch East Indies were successfully integrated in the Netherlands by the 1970s. Men found employment (facilitated by the
economic boom of the 1950s) and families settled into local life. Yet despite the
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Legal and symbolic alienage: Overseas citizens from the West

I

n contrast to colonial subjects in the former Dutch East Indies, colonial citizens in Suriname and the Antilles were officially Dutch citizens according
to the Law on Dutch Citizenship of 1892. Furthermore, whereas migrants
from the former East Indies were discouraged from coming to the Netherlands, admission of overseas citizens from the overseas territories in the West
was not hindered or discouraged in the 1950s. Instead, male Surinamese and
Antillean labourers and female nurses were recruited on a selective basis.
Dutch politicians invested more than ever, symbolically and politically, in the
relationship with the remaining territories in the West.706
However, increasing migration from the West in the 1960s altered the positive view of the arrival and presence of overseas citizens from the West. Their
unrestricted admission to the Netherlands became an issue of political debate.
Class, gender and features of the Surinamese labour culture were put forward
as arguments to problematise the migration of male Surinamese labourers.
They were ‘in search of thrills and adventure’, and politicians feared sexual
relations between ‘Surinamese’ men and ‘Dutch’ women. By contrast, Antillean Dutch were construed as calm, exemplary labourers.707 Pessimism about
the ability of the Surinamese Dutch to adjust dominated political discourses
in the 1970s and 1980s. On top of that, the Dutch nationality of the Surinamese
Dutch lost its meaning. Guno Jones has argued that the independence of 1975
‘meant the closure of Dutch borders to people from Surinam[e]: overseas Dutch
citizens became Suriname citizens, who in principle did not have free access to
the Netherlands’.708 As from 25 November 1975, the day Suriname became an
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rapid assimilation, they were confronted with cultural stereotypes, wilful ignorance and direct racist taunts. They were called out as ‘black niggers’ and
‘chin-chin-chinaman’ and seen as intruders. Eager to forget the Indies after the
Indonesian nationalists had forced the Dutch out, they were an unwelcome
reminder of the colonial past. Nevertheless, the myth of their assimilation was
widely influential and distinguished them from non-European immigrants
that arrived in their wake – whether they hailed over from overseas Dutch territories in the Antilles, ex-colony Suriname or outside the former empire.705
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independent state, ‘the people of Suriname formally found themselves “on the
outside” of the Dutch nation-state’; they had become legal aliens.709 Because
of the historical ties between the two states, Surinamese legal aliens could rely
on a privileged admission policy for a period of approximately 5 years, but this
did not mean that they were regarded as permanent citizens of the Netherlands. In fact, ‘there was a belief that even Surinamese Dutch citizens who were
already residing in the Netherlands would ultimately return to Surinam[e] in
large numbers’.710
For decades, Surinamese Dutch were considered a problematic ethnic
minority. Only when Islamic Dutch citizens were designated as the principal problem group in Dutch society in the 1990s, did views start to change.
Surinamese Dutch have increasingly been referred to as examples of successful integration. Ironically, whilst the Surinamese Dutch were finally accepted
around the turn of the millennium, the ‘exemplary’ Antillean Dutch turned
into a problematic minority group. An explanation for this development is
that over the years, the population of Antillean Dutch in the Netherlands had
grown in size and had become a more accurate representation of Antillean
society. Upon arrival in the Netherlands, all Antillean Dutch had kept their
Dutch citizenship. At that time, Dutch politicians had not foreseen a social
problem in low Antillean migration, but from the 1990s onwards, politicians
found it increasingly difficult to cope with the undefined nature of the Antillean presence. Like the Surinamese overseas citizens in the 1960s, a policy of
discouragement now awaited the Antillean Dutch. The Dutch government
even tried to implement an admission scheme. This scheme proved legally
infeasible, but Antilleans were now depicted as a maladjusted group, whose
citizenship was conditional. In 1998, as distinct from EU citizens, Antillean
Dutch became a target group of the Wet Inburgering Nieuwkomers (‘Civic Integration for Newcomers Act’).711 The fact that Antillean Dutch people had always
remained Dutch nationals did not safeguard them from the civic integration
requirements enacted in this new law on integration. Despite their Dutch nationality, they were formally seen as newcomers, which confirmed the process
of ‘ethnic othering’ that had started in the 1980s.712
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717 Ibid.
718 Gert Oostindie, ‘Postcolonial Migrants in the Netherlands’, 96-97.
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S

tudies on civic integration of citizens from the former colonies show
that Dutch policies focused on the cultural assimilation of ‘alien’ Dutch
citizens. In particular with regard to Eurasian Dutch people, research
by Ulbe Bosma demonstrates that the ‘Dutch government, churches and welfare workers were united in their efforts’ to help immigrants who had been
rooted in the Indies and had never been in the Netherlands before ‘to complete
the process of integration within fifteen years’.713 Full assimilation into Dutch
society was not considered a realistic objective. Bosma concluded that the aim
was ‘to make sure that newcomers would be able to cope with the demands
of the labour market and practical exigencies of daily life’.714 The Dutch government had ‘no illusions whatsoever that newcomers would ever feel entirely
Dutch; mentally, they would stay in their own milieu’.715 Whereas the community development approach had worked well for Eurasian Dutch people,
it met resistance from Moluccans and Surinamese Dutch people. As Bosma
deduced, ‘Moluccan hijackings and frictions with the Surinamese convinced
Dutch government that certain groups in Dutch society would maintain patterns of identity formation distinct from mainstream Dutch society’.716 The
difficulties with these two groups of immigrants played an important role in
inducing the Dutch government in the 1980s to formulate a new minorities
policy that was mildly multicultural.717
As was the case with the minority of German nationals and the category of
collaborators, it is important to emphasise that the group of immigrants from
the ex-colonies was also very heterogeneous. In addition, during the colonial
rule, a rigid ethnic or racial categorisation had become institutionalised.718 Although they are often considered as ‘postcolonial migrants’, a distinct category,
the immigrants had highly diverse backgrounds. Descendants of metropolitan
Dutch people, members of the colonial elites, were steeped in Dutch culture
and often had their (academic) education in the metropolis or colonial mother
country. Others were usually not as highly educated and found themselves in
more difficult social and economic circumstances after arriving in the Neth-
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erlands. In addition, differences in identity-formation and ethnological traditions problematise the use of postcolonial immigrants as a singular, valid category of analysis.719 As Susan Legêne argued in her review of the research project
Bringing history home, the views and observations presented in three recent studies on immigrants from the former colonies point in too many directions to
show that ‘postcolonial immigrants’ is a convincing category of analysis.720
Despite the differences between metropolitan Dutch (who were repatriated during and after the Indonesian War of Independence), Moluccan exsoldiers, Indo-Chinese, Afro-Caribbeans and Surinamese originating from
India, Java and China, similarities in the policies towards these groups of people invite historical comparison. Whether they were Dutch subjects or overseas Dutch citizens, they all faced difficulties in being accepted as members of
the Dutch community as a result of the ‘internal contradiction between empire and nation’.721 In addition, and here the parallel with German nationals
and collaborators comes in, they all represented an alien element in political
discourse on national belonging and inclusion and exclusion in Dutch society. In the 1940s, Germans and ‘wrong’ Dutch citizens were seen as enemies,
aliens, outsiders. In the 1950s, the role of alien was played by the Eurasians
and Moluccans, followed by the Surinamese from the mid-1960s onwards, and
from the 1990s by the Antilleans and Muslims. As discussed earlier, German
nationals and collaborators were judged on their wartime (and post-war) acts
of citizenship, while civic integration of citizens from the overseas colonies
was based on different citizenship criteria. Immigrants from the former colonies were not evaluated in terms of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, but they were considered ‘strange’ in different degrees. Skin colour and accent distinguished and
discriminated between Dutch citizens from the overseas territories and Dutch
citizens born and raised in the Netherlands. Cultural habits and traditions,
such as a food culture with typical herbs and spices, were regarded with distrust and disapproval. Thus, Dutch integration policies on immigrants from
the (ex-)colonies reflect hesitance towards diversity and cultural differences.
Cultural loyalty became a corner stone of (successful) integration.
However, although wartime and post-war behaviour or conduct did not
play a role in the treatment of immigrants from the former colonies, the Second World War did also play a role in the assimilation and acceptation of this
group of Dutch people by Dutch society. The newcomers had to assimilate to

719 Susan Legêne, ‘Bringing History Home. Postcolonial Immigrants and the Dutch Cultural Arena’ in:
BMGN-Low Countries Historical Review 126:2 (2011), 54-70.
720 Legêne, ‘Bringing History Home’, 68-69.
721 Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders, 376.

Physical ‘otherness’

T

he discussion about identification with Dutch culture also shows that
the question of the normative meaning of Dutch citizenship simmered
in the background of integration policies in the post-war period. The
majority of the immigrants were able to ‘capitalise’ on their (previous) Dutch
citizenship, as part of what Gert Oostindie has called the ‘postcolonial bonus’.
But although their Dutch citizenship gave them legitimate entry into the
mother country, many Dutch citizens from the colonies were not perceived as
‘real’ Dutch citizens. They were able to settle in the Netherlands without complicated procedures, but they were expected to adopt and adjust to the dominant culture. Transnational loyalties and identities, bonds with their country
of origin, were not recognised. The word ‘race’ was rarely used openly in political discourse, but in retrospect, John Schuster and Guno Jones have argued
that policies towards, for example, ‘Indies-rooted’, ‘mixed-blood’, immigrants

722 Martin Bossebroek, De Meelstreep. Terugkeer en opvang na de Tweede Wereldoorlog (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij
Bert Bakker, 2001) 217-246; Rob van Ginkel, Rondom de stilte. Herdenkingscultuur in Nederland (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Bert Bakker, 2011) 67-88, 481-482, 524-536.
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Dutch culture and adjust to Dutch traditions and habits. In the long-term, the
arrival and presence of Dutch citizens from the former colonies prompted a
more pragmatic approach to diversity, but in the 1950s and 1960s there were
no initiatives to broaden the meaning of ‘Dutch’ culture or to interpret citizenship and national identity in a more open way. Their own culture and histories were not recognised or acknowledged. This shows clearly in the exclusion of the wartime and post-war experiences.722 The war in the Pacific was
not included in the Dutch national grand narrative of suffering and trauma as a
result of the German occupation of the Netherlands. The Indonesian Revolution, also known as the War of Independence, in the years 1945-1949 was also
silenced. Until the 1970s, there was no attention given to the wartime experiences of people who had been interned in Japanese camps, or to the grief of
people who had lost loved ones during the Indonesian Revolution. In addition
to adjusting to Dutch traditions and habits, assimilation into Dutch society
thus also implied that immigrants would adopt the national history of the Second World War in the Netherlands as their own history.
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were racialised.723 The arrival of people of colour redefined Dutch citizenship
in terms of physical ‘otherness’. Whereas the distinction between ‘real’ Dutch
and ‘aliens’ was initially based on wartime behaviour, this distinction intertwined with notions of ‘otherness’ based on physical appearance after the arrival of people of colour. Despite the acceptance of citizens from the former
colonies as members of Dutch society, an indelible image was implanted that
‘proper’ Dutch citizens could be recognised by what they looked like.724
For German nationals, this emphasis on physical appearance might have
had advantages in daily life. Whereas citizens from Indonesia and Suriname
were physically different, German nationals demonstrate considerable similarities with white Dutch citizens. Their German accent sometimes distinguished them from Dutch citizens, but their looks often conformed to the
physical traits that were defined as ‘European Dutch’. By contrast, as a direct
result of the colonial racial hierarchy, citizens with a darker skin were often
considered second-class citizens. Thus, it might have been the case that the arrival of people with differently coloured skin made German nationals look less
‘alien’ in the 1950s and 1960s. This observation derives from conversations with
relatives of former enemy citizens discussed in Chapter 4. None of them drew
a direct comparison between the physical ‘otherness’ of immigrants from the
ex-colonies and their own physical traits, but many stated that as time went
by, they felt they were perceived as less ‘different’, less ‘alien’. The most plausible explanation for this change might be their own attitude. Many Germans,
in particular children of former enemy citizens, often spoke fluent Dutch and
behaved according to Dutch standards. The majority were employed at Dutch
companies, went to Dutch schools and were members of Dutch organisations
and clubs. Apart from celebrating typical German traditions, they often had
acculturated into Dutch society. My assumption, however, is that the categorisation of Dutch citizens based on race or ethnic origin, and in particular the
distinction between ‘European Dutch’ and ‘Antillean Dutch’ or ‘Surinamese
Dutch’, also might have had a positive effect on the inclusion of German nationals as members of Dutch society in the 1960s.
Physical appearance and ‘otherness’ also played a role for the very heterogeneous ethnoreligious group of Jewish people in the Netherlands, including
German Jewish refugees. During the war, but also in post-war antisemitism,
certain physical characteristics such as dark hair, dark eyes, a slightly coloured
723 Gert Oostindie, Sixty-Five Years of Forgetting, Commemorating and Silencing (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 2011), 51: John Schuster, Poortwachters over immigranten. Het debat over immigratie in het
naoorlogse Groot-Brittannië en Nederland (Amsterdam: Het Spinhuis, 1999); Guno Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders.
724 Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders, 378.

725 I cite Dienke Hondius, who interviewed several Jewish survivors: ‘Geinterviewde joodse overle
venden zeggen dat ook zelf: 'ik zag er te joods uit' of ' ik zag er niet joods uit', en dat dat gevolgen had
voor wat iemand wel of niet mocht of deed. Ook horen we over joodse vrouwen, soms ook mannen,
die hun haar met waterstofperoxide bleekten als ze de straat op moesten, en dat dat gevaarlijk was
wanneer het uitgroeide.’ Correspondence with Dienke Hondius, 8 October 2019.
726 Abraham de Swaan explained his ideas in an interview on identity published in newspaper Trouw
on 12 February 2000: see https://www.trouw.nl/nieuws/de-onwerkelijke-identiteit~ba0e829f/, last
access 10 October 2019.
727 The idea of family resemblance is also found in other philophical works, but was made popular by
Wittgenstein in his posthumously published study Philosphische Untersuchungen, first published in
1953. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1998).
728 Remco Ensel, Evelien Gans eds., The Holocaust, Israel and the Jew: histories of antisemitism in postwar Dutch
society (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016) chapter 1 and 5; Dienke Hondius, Return: Holocaust Survivors and Dutch Anti-Semitism (Westport, CO: Praeger, 2003).
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skin and the shape of the eyes and nose were considered stereotypical, distinctly Jewish features. The question of whether Jews were recognised by what they
looked like was particularly relevant for Jews in hiding: people with visible
and recognisable ‘Jewish’ physical traits were discouraged from going out out
on the streets. In interviews, Jewish survivors have referred to their physical
‘otherness’ by stating that they looked ‘too Jewish’, for instance, or that they
‘didn’t look Jewish at all’.725 Some Jewish women and men even used hydrogen peroxide to lighten their hair. Sociologist Abraham de Swaan has criticised the essentialist idea that one could recognise or identify someone as a
Jew on the basis of ‘typical’ features. Instead he referred in his reflections on
Jewish identity to the idea of family resemblance as put forward by the Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein.726 He argued that one essential common feature may in fact be connected by a series of overlapping similiarities,
which implies in the case of family members, for example, that there is not one
essential feature, but that features as build, color of eyes, gait and temperament can overlap and crisscross.727 De Swaan called these overlapping features
‘chains of resemblance’, and used these family resemblances to explain how
people have come to construct the stereotypical Jew by pointing at similarities between various Jewish families. Evelien Gans, Remco Ensel and Dienke
Hondius have shown in studies on post-war antisemitism how ‘the stereotypical Jew’ has been recycled and modified for new uses since 1945. They emphasised that the Dutch case is particularly interesting because of the ‘Dutch paradox’, the apparent contrast between the Dutch tradition of tolerance and the
large number of Jews who were deported and murdered in the Second World
War. After the war, stereotypes passed on from one decade to the next, and Jews
were sometimes called names and harassed in the streets.728 Most Jewish people tried to be invisible because of discrimination and antisemitism, vanishing
into the larger non-Jewish Dutch community.
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The discrimation of Jewish people on the basis of physical traits such as hair
and eyes indicates that physical ‘otherness’ went beyond skin colour. In addition to visible and invisible whiteness, including white supremacy and white
privilege, the image of ‘proper’ Dutch citizens was subject to other racial and
ethnic discriminatory practices.729

Citizenship as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion

R

econsidering the meaning of Dutch citizenship in a post- war, (post)
colonial and transnational context requires further research and a rereading of political discourses. One effect of such research may be that
it provides a different approach to thinking about Dutch bureaucracy in relation to foreign nationals and ‘aliens’. Including comparative analysis on postwar policies towards German nationals, collaborators and immigrants from
the (ex-)colonies in the discussion on the relationship between nation, nationality and citizenship makes clear that formal nationality does not always entail
the inclusion and legal protection that is tacitly assumed in conventional perceptions of citizenship. In Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals,
formal nationality was a mechanism of exclusion, while notions of citizenship
served as mechanisms of both inclusion and exclusion. Even if German nationals became Dutch citizens via naturalisation, they were not automatically
perceived as members of the Dutch nation. By contrast, Dutch citizens who
were accused of collaboration had to reintegrate into Dutch society but were
often again accepted as members of Dutch society. Those who lost their formal
national citizenship, were given a second chance to become Dutch citizens.
The problematic nature of formal nationality is particularly evident in the case
of immigrants from the former colonies. For some citizens, overseas Dutch nationality in the Dutch East Indies was replaced by alienage in the Netherlands,
both formally and materially.730 Even when they retained their nationality,
this did not necessarily imply that the right to admission and settlement in
the fatherland was unconditionally accepted. Although they were formally ‘on
the inside’, they were construed as outsiders.

729 Further research is required to examine whether there was a perceived hierarchy of discrimination
with racial or ethnic origins at the top, followed by religion, sexual orientation, and, for instance,
disability. An example is recent work by Betty de Hart, who in her inaugural lecture at the Vrije Universiteit in 2019, pleaded for exploration of how race thinking plays a role in the legal archive. See:
Betty de Hart, Some cursory remarks on race, mixture and law by three Dutch jurists (Tilburg: Wolf Legal
Publishers, 2019).
730 Jones, Tussen Onderdanen, Rijksgenoten en Nederlanders, 370.

731 Katja Happe, Deutsche in den Niederlanden, 315-316.
732 Van den Berg, A German border crossing in a European colonial community, 119.
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Another effect of future research on the similarities and dissimilarities in policies towards the three groups discussed in this section may be that it opens up
new ways to reflect on less-state-centred, transnational citizenship and bordercrossing loyalties and identities. National borders form obstacles for research
on the formation of ideas about (national) citizenship, identity and belonging.
Particularly in times of war and conflict, ‘national identity’ and ‘national belonging’ are controversial concepts. The accounts of individual experiences
in this study clearly show that most German nationals in the Netherlands felt
caught in a conflict of loyalties. They were torn apart between their German
origin and what Katja Happe defined as their Dutch Kontextbewusstsein, their
place in Dutch society.731 The German invasion of May 1940 deprived them of
their freedom to construct their identity on their own terms. Whereas before
1940, German nationals had enjoyed the freedom to identify with, and belong
to, both German and Dutch society in different ways, the outbreak of war
forced them to take side with either their country of origin or their country
of residence. They were forced to model their lives after the German mould,
commit to German communities and organisations and display behaviour
that was expected by the German authorities. For many, the use of German
language and honouring of German traditions were not signs of approval of
German politics, but rather an expression of their German descent and origin.
However, after the war, the Dutch interpreted these acts as acts of German citizenship, and as support for the German occupier.
German residents in the overseas territories also faced a conflict of loyalty.
Literature on Germans in the former Dutch East Indies before 1940 indicates
that the position of the German minority in the European colonial community was complex. They were German nationals, who considered Germany their
Heimat and lived their lives as German citizen. However, this transnational
sense of national belonging did not exclude or isolate them from the European
colonial community. On the contrary, Germans participated as ‘Europeans’ in
the late colonial state and lived and worked together with fellow Europeans.
What research on the German minority in the Dutch East Indies indicates is
that national belonging became increasingly important when (colonial) empires started to crumble. Yet it was not until the outbreak of war in May 1940,
with the interment of German nationals by the Dutch as a clear turning point,
that national belonging came to prevail over transnational senses of national
belonging and the double identity of being German and being European.732
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Since the nation-state is taken as the sole unit for analysis in most historical
studies, transnational senses of national belonging as well as the notion of
European belonging in (overseas) imperial societies have remained underexposed to scholarly scrutiny. Yet a transnational approach, which looks beyond the boundaries of nation-states and empires, is vital for understanding
feelings of belonging and expressions of identity of a minority group such as
German nationals in the former Dutch East Indies, (former German) Jewish
refugees, as well as the experiences of immigrants from the (ex-)colonies or
guest workers in the second half of the twentieth century, and their descendants today. A transnational approach highlights how people express belonging and historical affiliations, with whom or what and with which past they
identify, how legal mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion affect multiple
generations of migrants, and helps us to understand what national connectedness abroad entails. In addition, it allows for the analysis of national notions of
belonging together with notions of Europeanness and European belonging.
The complexity and geographical and cultural borders of national citizenship
are clearly manifest in discussions on transnational, European citizenship. In
the context of European unification and globalisation, there is a need to reinvent what it means to be a citizen in an increasingly multicultural, diversified
world and what it means to have different histories. Historical analysis of the
transnational movement of people, information and things can contribute to
debates on a more democratic and less state-centred European citizenship as a
precondition for the development of a European demos.733
In the next section, the dynamic relationship between nationality and citizenship in the Netherlands and the reconfiguration of Dutch citizenship since
1945 is examined in further detail. The main question in this second part of the
chapter is to what extent citizenship criteria formulated in the post-war years
had an effect on symbolic and legal demarcations between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between what has been perceived as the country’s ‘own’ people and ‘foreign’ or
‘alien’ people in the Kingdom of the Netherlands in the course of the twentieth
century. Have criteria of ‘typical’ Dutch citizenship as defined for the purposes
of judging German nationals in the immediate post-war years been incorporated in subsequent years’ policies on minorities and on immigration?

733 Balibar, We, the People of Europe?, 157-158, 184; Jürgen Habermas, Die postnationale Konstellation: Politische
Essays (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1998); Jürgen Habermas, The inclusion of the other: studies in political theory (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1998).

6.3 Towards integration policy

Apart from the heterogeneity of the three groups and the dissimilarities between the de-enemisation and (re-)integration policies, Dutch citizenship
politics towards German nationals categorised as enemy citizens, collaborators and immigrants from the (ex-)colonies have at least one common denominator: they all show a reconfiguration of Dutch citizenship in terms of good
moral conduct. Dutch citizenship was no longer a legal status, but also a code
of expected behaviour, a level of assimilation. The standards for good moral
conduct were defined in normative notions and perceptions of rights, duties
and responsibilities. For German nationals, good moral conduct meant (proof
of) a pro-Dutch, loyal stance. Collaborators could demonstrate good moral
conduct by admitting their mistakes. In addition, immigrants from the (ex-)
colonies showed good moral conduct when they adopted continental Dutch
culture and adjusted to Dutch society. Apart from their different legal status,
they all had to assimilate and (re-)integrate in order to be accepted as members
of Dutch society.
Considering the political changes and challenges that the Kingdom of the
Netherlands faced in the aftermath of the Second World War, the reconfiguration of Dutch citizenship in the post-war period is explicable. After five years of
German occupation, the Netherlands regained independence. The decolonisation of the Dutch East Indies and later the overseas colonies in the Caribbean
Sea marked a radical break with imperial times. New political agendas were
set following increasing European integration. Furthermore, human rights
gained a powerful universal presence, resulting in the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 and the Convention on the Reduction
of Statelessness in 1954. The Convention took up the issue of the ‘rights to have
rights’ and became the basis for an international protection regime for stateless persons. In many European countries, citizenship and nationhood were
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(re-)defined and (re-)configured after 1945.734 In the Netherlands, citizenship
became the leading principle in visions on the presence of people from other
cultures in the continental Netherlands. The notions of Dutch citizenship and
loyalty formulated in the de-enemisation procedures of German nationals
proved precedent for future integration policy.

A reluctant country of immigration

I

n the 1950s and 1960s, the Netherlands did not regard themselves as an immigration country. By contrast, they actively promoted emigration.735 Yet
during the 1960s and 1970s, more and more foreigners arrived. Labourintensive sectors of the economy, such as mining, steel, textiles, clothing,
shipbuilding and meatpacking, faced a shortage of manpower, particularly in
the lower ranks of the labour hierarchy.736 To alleviate this problem, migrant
workers from Mediterranean countries were recruited under a guest-worker
scheme. Initially, private companies organised the recruitment and relocation
process, but the Dutch government soon got involved. Recruitment agencies
were set up in a number of countries and deals were brokered with Spain and
Italy, to be followed by Portugal, Yugoslavia, Greece, Tunisia, Turkey and Morocco. The arrival of undocumented immigrants – today a hot issue – was not
discouraged; ‘spontaneous guest workers’, as they were labelled, could easily
find a job and received the right papers without much ado.737 Although social
problems emerged, the general attitude towards migrant labourers who filled
the demand for cheap labour was one characterised by aloofness, driven by the
assumption that the guest workers were in the Netherlands temporarily and
that they would return to their home country. As a result, there were no nationwide efforts to support social integration and assimilation.
734 Between 1945 and 1960, three dozen new states in Asia and Africa achieved autonomy or outright
independence from their European colonial rulers. In addition, the process of decolonisation coincided with the new Cold War between the Soviet Union and the United States. The creation of so
many new countries, some of which occupied strategic locations, others of which possessed significant natural resources, and most of which were desperately poor, altered the political complexity of
every region of the globe.
735 Marijke van Faassen, Polder en emigratie: het Nederlandse emigratiebestel in internationaal perspectief 19451967 (Groningen: Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, 2014).
736 Jan Rath ‘The Netherlands: a reluctant country of immigration’ in: Tijdschrift voor economische en sociale
geografie: orgaan der Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor Economische Geographie 100: 5 (2009), 674-681, 677. Rath
also refers to: Jan Lucassen, Rinus Penninx and Leo van Velzen eds., Trekarbeid. Van de Middellandse
Zeegebieden naar West Europa. Een Bibliografisch Onderzoek (Nijmegen: Socialistische Uitgeverij, 1974).
737 Rath, ‘The Netherlands: a reluctant country of immigration’, 677. Reference to Rob van Wentholt,
Buitenlandse arbeiders in Nederland. Een veelzijdige benadering van een complex vraagstuk (Leiden: Spruyt,
Van Mantgem & De Does, 1967).

738 Ibid.
739 Report Ethnic Minorities, The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR), no. 17
(1979), xxii.
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In 1973, the Dutch government abolished the recruitment of guest workers,
although the employment of guest workers who were already resident in the
Netherlands continued. A growing number of guest workers decided to stay
and brought their families to the Netherlands. Instead of ‘guests’, they became
permanent residents, who formed new ethnic minority communities. The
government barely changed its policy and put hardly any pressure on the immigrants to learn the Dutch language or to otherwise become more familiar
with Dutch society. As a result, when a recession set in in the 1970s and 1980s,
the guest workers were handicapped: their economically relevant social networks were geared to the declining manufacturing sector, their skills and education did not meet the requirements in other sectors and they did not speak
a lot of Dutch.738
The difficulties with Moluccans and Surinamese people discussed earlier
and the integration problems of guest workers induced the Dutch government to formulate policies on the status of ethnic minorities in Dutch society.
In 1979, a multicultural minorities policy was formulated to shape a multiethnic future for the Netherlands, in which racial and ethnic diversity would
be a permanent feature. The Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid (‘Scientific Council for Government Policy’, ‘WRR’) argued in its report Towards
an overall ethnic minorities policy that equal participation of minority groups,
rather than temporary residence, should be the point of departure. Equal participation in society meant, in this context, that the new policy should prevent
discrimination, improve the legal position of ethnic minorities and improve
their position in the labour market. Minorities were encouraged to learn the
Dutch language, as the language barrier inhibited strong cognitive adjustment to and contact with the Dutch community. In addition, a more restrictive
immigration policy had to be pursued, whilst accepting immigration on the
grounds of family reunification. The report also discussed the phenomenon
of the ‘open society’. The Council believed that in the light of a pluriform society, the majority and minorities should approach one another in a spirit of
openness and with greater mutual tolerance for each other’s cultures. For the
further development of an industrial, dynamic, open society, they concluded
that adjustments to both minority and majority cultures would be needed and
that minorities were to be given the opportunity to exert influence on policy
that would affect them directly, as well as on the evolution of society in general
and on Dutch institutions.739
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I

n the 1980s, the Dutch government continued to specify multicultural
policy towards minorities.740 Over the subsequent years, the Netherlands
became wealthier, more European and more multicultural, but also increasingly divided on the subject of integration and minorities, as well as questions of national identity. As a result, criteria for integration and assimilation
changed. In 1994, a new Integration policy was introduced.741 Courses on the
Dutch language, social orientation and vocational training were suggested to
overcome unemployment, poor educational performance and social disadvantage. Citizenship became the leading principle in visioning on the presence
of people from other cultures in the Netherlands. At the same time, notions
of citizenship were increasingly debated and criticised – and they have been
ever since.
Analysis of integration policies and nationality law shows that the relationship between integration and citizenship was defined in terms of participation and responsibility.742 As a memorandum on integration policy for
ethnic minorities presented in 1993-1994 stated: ‘citizenship implies a choice
for permanent participation in Dutch society. Citizenship also implies that
citizens assume responsibility and accountability to each other.’743 In addition, the memorandum explicitly emphasised that all persons have the duty to
gain a command of the Dutch language and learn about Dutch society. Thus,
integration and active participation in Dutch society, as well as receptivity for
the established society, were presented as the most important conditions for
citizenship. In 1998, the Wet Inburgering, the first law on civic integration, was
enacted.744 The continuous migration, in particular of migrants insufficiently
equipped to participate in Dutch society, led the Dutch government to draft
official policy for the assimilation of newcomers.745 Sufficient knowledge of
the Dutch language and Dutch culture were specified as primary aspects of
integration. Educational, professional and social self-sufficiency of the new-

740 For example, Minderhedennota of 1983. Henk Molleman, ‘Het minderhedenbeleid in retrospectief: de
drie I's: immigratie-integratie-islam’ in: Socialisme en Democratie 60: 1 (2016) 62-66.
741 Rinus Penninx, ‘Integratie met behoud van eigen cultuur’? Terugkijken naar beleidsleuzen, beleidskeuzes en misvattingen daarover’ in: Historisch Tijdschrift Groniek 208/209 (2015) 203-217.
742 Fouzia Driouichi, De casus Inburgering en Nationaliteitswetgeving (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University
Press, 2007), 25; AS, 1993-1994, 23 684 no 2: 5.
743 Driouichi, De casus Inburgering en Nationaliteitswetgeving, 26: ‘Burgerschap impliceert […] een keuze
voor een blijvende deelname aan de Nederlandse samenleving. Burgerschap impliceert ook het dragen van verantwoordelijkheid van burgers aan elkaar’.
744 Ibid., 49.
745 Ibid.

746 Ibid., 50-51.
747 Maria Bruquetas-Callejo, Blanca Garcés-Mascarenas, Rinus Penninx and Peter Scholten, ‘Policymaking related to immigration and integration. The Dutch Case’. IMISCOE Working Paper No. 15: Country Report (2007) 1-37, 20.
748 See for the revised law: https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0020611/2009-01-01/1. Last access on 7 June
2019).
749 Thus, since 1 January 2007, integration is compelled for foreign nationals (people who do not originate from the European Economic Area, Switzerland or Turkey) who come to live in the Netherlands
for a longer period. See: https://www.government.nl/topics/new-in-the-netherlands/integration-ofnewcomers. Last access on 7 June 2019).
750 Driouchi, De casus Inburgering en Nationaliteitswetgeving, 20, 43; Marieke Slootman and Jan Willem
Duyvendak, ‘Feeling Dutch: The Culturalization and Emotionalization of Citizenship and SecondGeneration Belonging in the Netherlands’ in: Foner and Simon eds. Fear, Anxiety and National Identity
(New York: The Russell Sage Foundation, 2015), 147-168. See also the English version of a report titled
‘Core values of Dutch society’ by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment of 20 February 2014,
uploaded by ProDemos.
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comers shone through as the key to successful assimilation, and ultimately to
obtaining Dutch citizenship.746 ‘Citizenship’ and ‘self-sufficiency’ remained
the leading concepts of the Integration Policy New Style of 2003, but the emphasis was much more on the cultural adaption of immigrants to Dutch society. Integration policies became linked, instrumental even, to immigration
policy.747 In addition, steps were undertaken to introduce compulsory integration for foreigners and newcomers. In 2007, a revised law on integration was
enacted.748 This new law, which is anno 2019 still in force, obliges all foreigners
(with some notable exceptions) aged between 16 and 65 years old and originating from outside the European Union who desire permanent residence in the
Netherlands to take (and pass) a civic integration exam in which command of
the Dutch language and general knowledge of Dutch society are tested.749 The
law also applies to specified groups of naturalised Dutch citizens. On 1 January
2013, legal requirements were further strengthened. Since then, integration
which includes passing the exam, is considered the individual responsibility
of the newcomer. Language courses are no longer assigned nor financed; the
responsibility to acquire language skills and cultural knowledge has shifted to
the migrant. Every migrant has three years to pass the test. Asylum seekers are
initially not forced to integrate, but as soon as their refugee status has been acknowledged and they are allowed to stay in the Netherlands, they are obliged
to integrate, too.
Increasingly, the examination of knowledge of Dutch culture in the civic
integration exam has concentrated on questions of identity. The civic integration exam must emphasise who the Dutch people are, and what the Dutch national identity demarcates. Constitutional rights and duties, family and gender relations, upbringing, citizenship obligations and Dutch customs count
as the most prominent characteristics of ‘the’ Dutch identity.750 Norms and
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values, such as tolerance and respect for each other, are also considered central
elements of Dutch culture.751 Freedom of speech and religion and a fierce disapproval of discrimination are strictly taught. Since 2017, the civic integration
exam consists of seven parts: a participation statement, reading proficiency,
writing skills, speaking ability, listening skills, knowledge of Dutch society
and orientation on the Dutch labour market. Both the language elements and
the item on knowledge of Dutch society have caused a wave of indignation.
The questions asked have been said to be too suggestive: even Dutch-born citizens would not pass the exam. In addition, the exam should prepare newcomers to participate actively in Dutch society, but instead it is a theoretical survey,
prepared for and tested on the computer.752
More importantly, and most strikingly, since 1 October 2017 all newcomers, including asylum migrants as well as those arriving in the Netherlands for
family formation or reunification, have to sign a participatieverklaring (‘declaration of participation in Dutch society’) as part of their integration process.753
The declaration of participation is a mandatory part of the Dutch civic integration process according to the Dutch government, and the participation
procedure must be completed before taking the civic integration exam. In order to obtain Dutch citizenship, the candidate must declare that they respect
‘values in Dutch society’ and ‘make an active contribution towards Dutch society’. Failing to sign the declaration results in a fine, and, ultimately, refusal
of Dutch citizenship. The declaration consists of four sections, on freedom,
equality, solidarity and participation, respectively.754 Emphasising that, in the
Netherlands, all citizens are treated equally and that discrimination on the basis of gender, beliefs, origins or sexuality is not accepted, the declaration opens
with the statement that everyone is allowed to think, do and say what they
like in the Netherlands. It explains that citizens are all responsible for society.
Citizens have a right to a safe environment, decent housing, fair employment
conditions, a minimum wage at work, a good education and top-quality medical care, though in principle, citizens must maintain themselves. If this is not
possible, and nobody can offer help, the government will assist, as ‘the government is obliged to protect people against exclusion and unfair treatment’.
Finally, the declaration ends with a section on participation: ‘In the Nether-

751 Peter Scholten and Ronald Holzhacker, ‘Bonding, bridging and ethnic minorities in the Netherlands: changing discourses in a changing nation’ in: Nations and Nationalism 15: 1(2009), 81–100.
752 See for instance a critical review in newspaper Trouw of 12 April 2007: ‘Taaldocenten hebben forse
kritiek op inburgeringsexamen’.
753 Information on the participation statement is provided by the Dutch Government via the Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science on the website inburgeren.nl.
754 An English version of the participation statement can be found via ProDemos.

‘Good’, ‘typical’, ‘real’ Dutch

T

he values, norms and culture mentioned in the civic integration exam
and participation declaration show a clear resemblance to the criteria
for German nationals in the de-enemisation procedure. The section on
participation, in particular, shows similarities to criteria on which NBI employees assessed German nationals. Like newcomers and migrants nowadays,
German nationals were judged on their command of the Dutch language and
their compliance with Dutch norms and values. The questionnaires for de-enemisation primarily focused on war-time behaviour, but also inquired about
the degree of assimilation of the German national in question. Several questions concerned permanent residence, language skills, employment, membership of Dutch organisations and, for example, newspapers. If applicants had
children, enrolment in Dutch rather than German schools was considered. But
most importantly, the crucial question was whether the German nationals had
blended into – or, literally, ‘had become intertwined with’ – Dutch society.756 If
this were the case, de-enemisation and naturalisation would certainly become
an option. For Dutch collaborators, different criteria applied. As Dutch-born
citizens, command of the Dutch language and knowledge of Dutch culture
were not tested. However, for this group too, the emphasis lay on the observance of Dutch norms and values. Former collaborators had to express a democratic disposition and commit to the construction of a post-war social democratic state in which the citizen enjoyed civil, political and social rights and the
state guaranteed social security and prosperity.757
Ironically, over the years, the integration and naturalisation process for
newcomers almost seems to have become a reverse de-enemisation process:
while German nationals had to provide evidence of their participation in, and
commitment to, Dutch society in order to receive a declaration of de-enemisation, newcomers who want to stay permanently in the Netherlands now have
to sign a participation declaration. Integration is no longer only a matter of

755 Participation Statement, published by ProDemos, English version.
756 In the NBI-records, the Dutch phrase used is: ‘feitelijk vergroeid’ [met de Nederlandse samenleving].
757 Tames, Doorn in het vlees, 19.
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lands, we ask all citizens to contribute towards a pleasant and safe society, e.g.
by working, going to school or by taking part in voluntary work. This may take
place in your neighbourhood, school or in an association. Speaking the Dutch
language is vital in this context.’755
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employment, education and income, but is predominantly focused on and the
acceptance of and adaption to Dutch culture.758 In addition, ideas on the stereotypical Dutch citizen and notions of ‘good’ Dutch citizenship still play an
important role on both a policy and societal level. Post-war Dutch society has
continuously and vigorously fixated on inclusion of those who were considered ‘their own’ and ‘good’ and exclusion of what was ‘alien’ and ‘wrong’.759
As this study shows, notions of citizenship already played a role in de-enemisation and (re-)integration policies towards German nationals, collaborators
and immigrants from the former colonies. Policies towards German nationals,
as well as towards former collaborators, indicate that ‘good’ Dutch citizenship
was formulated as an expectation from above by the Dutch authorities in the
immediate post-war period. At the same time, notions of ‘good’ Dutch citizenship were also shaped at the societal level. What people perceived as acts of
citizenship also influenced how outsiders could re-integrate in Dutch society.
Naturally, this social dimension is more difficult to reconstruct in retrospect
than government policies, but it is important to note that prescribed notions
of Dutch citizenship did not necessarily or automatically correspond to what
was perceived as ‘good’ Dutch citizenship. Many German nationals who did
not meet the conditions of legal Dutch citizenship did fulfil criteria of social
and cultural citizenship. In the years before the war they had assimilated into
the local society of their hometown or village. Thousands of testimonies written and signed by neighbours, colleagues and local residents in the NBI archive testify that despite their German citizenship status, they were perceived
as fellow citizens. By contrast, former collaborators who held Dutch citizenship but did not observe Dutch norms and values were not allowed to become
Dutch citizens again. Those who convincingly distanced themselves from their
‘wrong’ past and adopted a new identity often received a second chance for inclusion in Dutch society. Research shows, though, that re-integration was not
always easy: social acceptance was conditional and could easily be retracted.760
The emphasis on ‘the own’ and ‘good’ or ‘typical Dutch’ also manifests itself
in the assimilation and integration of immigrants from the former colonies.
Although many of the migrants held Dutch citizenship upon arrival and had
affinity with Dutch culture and command of the Dutch language, some were

758 Driouchi, De casus Inburgering en Nationaliteitswetgeving, 44; Han Entzinger, Voorbij de multiculturele
samenleving (Assen: Koninklijke van Gorcum, 2002); Iris van Huis and Ali de Regt, ‘Tussen dwang en
dialoog. Maatschappijoriëntatie in inburgeringscursussen’ in: Sociologie 4 (2005) 382-406; Erik Snel,
‘De vermeende kloof tussen culturen. Een sociologisch commentaar op een actueel debat’ in Sociologische Gids 3 (2003) 236-258.
759 Ibid., 359.
760 Tames, Doorn in het vlees, 359.

761 Nienke Zoetbrood, Essentializing Culture: Perceptions of citizenship embedded in Dutch civic integration [MAthesis] (University of Amsterdam, 2017), 18, 28.
762 Alfons Fermin, ‘Burgerschap en multiculturaliteit in het Nederlandse integratiebeleid’ in: Beleid &
Maatschappij: Themanummer Migranten en Burgerschap 36 (2009) 12-26, 16.
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still seen rather as colonial subjects than as Dutch citizens. As ‘newcomers’, most
of whom were visibly recognisable as ethnically and culturally distinct, they
faced immense pressure to assimilate. Their cultural practices had to change:
social workers undertook efforts to reshape Eurasian domestic life. In particular, immigrants from the former Dutch East Indies quickly and successfully
integrated in the Netherlands. Men found employment and families settled
into local life. Yet despite their rapid assimilation, they were confronted with
cultural stereotypes, wilful ignorance and direct racist taunts. Integration and
assimilation did not guarantee full acceptation in Dutch society.
For guest workers who arrived in the 1960s and 1970s, the criteria of ‘good’
or ‘typical’ Dutch citizenship did not apply, at least, not initially. The Dutch
government expected that their stay was of a temporary nature and that they
would soon return to their home countries. Yet when a growing number of
guest workers decided to stay, and social problems emerged, the lack of integration became an issue. In some respects, this situation shows similarities
with the arrival of German nationals in the 1920s and 1930s. Tens of thousands
of German nationals came to the Netherlands for (temporary) employment,
many could easily find a job and as a result of the Vestigingsverdrag of 1907, relocating to the Netherlands was not difficult. Some returned to Germany after
a couple of years, others settled in the Netherlands on a permanent basis and
started a family. They often integrated easily and quickly in Dutch pre-war
society. One explanation for this integration, which marks an important difference with guest workers in later years, is that German nationals often had
no problem understanding and learning the Dutch language. For guest workers from Mediterranean countries, the Dutch language proved a barrier, while
German nationals were helped by the lexical similarity between German and
Dutch. In terms of religion, German nationals often had little trouble integrating, whereas Muslim minorities have increasingly experienced more difficulties. Various key Dutch values are in conflict with the general views of Islam on
gender, homosexuality and freedom of speech. 761 In fact, in recent years, Islam
has been called an obstacle to integration. Integration problems have increasingly been defined as cultural conflict.762
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I

f one conclusion can be drawn from analysing integration policies since
1945, it is that the ambition of ‘a spirit of openness and greater mutual tolerance for cultural elements’ as expressed in Dutch minorities policy of 1979
has still not been fully realised. Ethno-cultural dimensions, sometimes implicit and hidden, still define Dutch culture in a homogenising way. The road
to inclusion in Dutch society is littered with obstacles.763 Guidelines of what
‘typical Dutch’ behaviour is, or what the good moral conduct that Dutch citizens ought to display exactly entails, are still open to interpretation. In conclusion, I therefore have no immediate answer to the question of whether citizenship criteria formulated in the post-war years have had a (continued) effect on
symbolic and legal demarcations between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between what has
been perceived as the country’s ‘own’ people and ‘foreign’ or ‘alien’ people’ in
the Kingdom of the Netherlands in the course of the twentieth century. There
is no causal effect or relationship between the de-enemisation policies in the
late 1940s and the current civic integration exam. Yet several of the criteria
deployed and employed in the de-enemisation procedures are also part of integration and assimilation policies today. Evaluation of language skills, socialeconomic status, employment, participation in Dutch society and knowledge
of Dutch culture have become pillars of Dutch integration policy. Analysis
of the developments in integration policies over the years demonstrates that
rather than a causal relationship, policies towards German nationals, followed
by policies towards collaborators, immigrants from the former colonies and
guest workers point at similar modes of inclusion and exclusion. The policies
towards these groups differ in time and context, but they all show comparable
patterns, questions and mechanisms. In this respect, they expose an issue that
is inherent to nation-states that have nationality and citizenship as the basis
for membership. The geographical, political and legal borders of a nationstate inevitably lead to confrontation with foreigners, people from a different
nationality. In addition, national boundaries are not confined to the specific
domain of the nation-state’s physical or territorial border, but extend into
the interior as well, as they shape the pursuit of equal citizenship within the
national society. This introgression of the border, as Linda Bosniak has called
it, is precisely what occurred in the case of German nationals, who enjoyed
763 In September 2019, Dutch-Russian researcher and journalist Yegór Ósipov-Gipsh published an insightful article on the bureaucratic obstacles on his route to Dutch citizenship since 2014, criticising
the complex, arbitrary criteria for newscomers (non-European emigrants) who apply for naturalisation in the Netherlands. Yegór Ósipov-Gipsh, ‘Inburgeren voor gevorderden. Waarom is het zo moei
lijk om Nederlander te worden?’ in: De Groene Amsterdammer 143: 36 (2019) 32-38.

764 Linda Bosniak, The Citizen and the Alien, 9.
765 Susan Legêne, ‘Status hebben en burger zijn’ in: Historica 3 (2017), 3.
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certain rights but also remained outsiders under the community’s thresholdregulating citizenship rules.764 In times of (post) conflict and transition, this
outsider status can turn into symbolic, and even legal, alienage. While the idea
of citizenship is often portrayed as the ultimate goal and is commonly invoked
to convey a state of belonging and inclusion, this inclusion is premised on a
conception of a community that is bounded and exclusive. Citizenship only
provides a varnish of protection in times of transformation and transition, as
the experiences of German nationals categorised as enemy citizens also show.
Moreover, it is precisely in turbulent periods of (constitutional) change, such
as the aftermath of the Second World War or during great migratory movements, that citizenship is put to the test – a test that is never restricted to the
boundaries of a state, but is always transnational.765

6.4 Conclusions and
recommendations

Having examined the details of how German nationals were treated in the
Netherlands in the aftermath of the Second World War, we must conclude
that these politics of citizenship and nationality were particularly messy and
thorny. If one thing, the history of German enemy citizens shows once more
that sorting people along the lines of citizenship and nationality results in
institutionalised prejudices and cultural cleavages, and that nationally defined notions of citizenship encourage one to classify people as either friends
or foes.766 This historical insight is important in an increasingly globalised
world, in which political ideology works with softer notions of loyalty to inform the definition and identification of citizens, as well as aliens. Although
we associate citizenship with protection by the state and community membership, the experiences of the minority groups discussed in this chapter clearly
show that citizenship also denotes exclusivity and closure.
This study set out to investigate and explain Dutch policies towards German nationals categorised as enemy citizens in the aftermath of the Second
World War. Archival records and policy documents kept in the NBI archives
provided new insights into the categorisation and classification of the heterogeneous German minority in the Kingdom of the Netherlands in the turbulent post-war years. Analysing the NBI archives along and against the archival
grain, I discovered the definition of the modes of inclusion and exclusion deployed and employed by NBI employees in the categorisation of enemy citizens and in the de-enemisation procedures. Using traditional methods and
digital tools, the political line of reasoning and the modus operandi of the Dutch

766 Marieke Oprel, ‘Enemy or Alien? Classifying German citizens in Dutch (de-) enemisation policies in
the aftermath of the Second World War’ (unpublished paper presented at the 52nd Historikertag in
Münster, 2018), 2-3, 10. See also Wünschmann, ‘Politics’, 23.
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post-war administration of justice unfold – in all their inconsistency and arbitrariness. In retrospect, the Decree on Enemy Property is best described as a
big net cast out not only to catch big fish, but all fish. The definition of enemy
citizens as formulated in Article One and Two of the Decree categorised all
German nationals as enemies, thereby including German nationals who had
not behaved like enemies or who had even been persecuted themselves by the
Nazis. Ironically, the Decree primarily affected German nationals who had resided in the Netherlands long before war broke out, instead of targeting German soldiers and German civil servants who came after 10 May 1940 and had
collaborated with the German occupiers. The majority of cases – in the random
sample as well as the case studies – concerned German nationals who had tried
to manoeuvre between what was prescribed by the German authorities and
loyalty towards the Dutch. This leads to two observations. First, most of the
German nationals who lived and worked in the Netherlands before 1940 had
not actively supported the Nazi regime. They were considered accountable,
simply because they were, had become by marriage, or had once been, German
nationals. Second, many Germans who had in fact collaborated or committed
war crimes had left the Netherlands before the Decree on Enemy Property was
ever implemented. Those who were prosecuted and deprived of their assets
were not judged by the NBI, but on the basis of the newly created system of
extraordinary jurisdiction. As mentioned in Chapter 1, their records are kept
in the CABR archives - this is a project for further research.
Examination of legal magazines and parliamentary debates gave insight in
the debates and controversies about the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property. The line of argumentation advanced by both legal scholars and
politicians shows that the objective of the confiscation of German assets by the
Dutch State was financial compensation. The Decree was not a penal measure
targeted at individuals, but an administrative means of addressing the German
occupation. In this respect, the Decree could be regarded as an instrument of
transitional justice, a response for reckoning with the past. Yet in practice, thousands of ordinary German men, women and children were unfairly affected by
the post-war measures. Despite Dutch promises that the German government
would compensate its citizens, the greater majority of the German nationals
treated as enemy citizens never received full compensation for their confiscated
assets. The Decree on Enemy Property conflicted in this respect with international law and newly established protocols on human rights.
This study offers new narratives on Dutch policies towards German nationals in the aftermath of the Second World War. It presents narratives of war
experiences, narratives of post-war experiences, narratives of bureaucracy and
narratives of reconstruction and nation-state building. In this respect, the re-
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sults of this study contribute to debates on the Second World War and the aftermath of the Second World War and add the histories of a significant, very
heterogeneous minority to the grand narrative of Dutch post-war history. As I
emphasised in Chapter 1 and in this last chapter, this study makes a strong plea
for scholars examining the aftermath of the Second World War to pay more
attention to the imperial and colonial dimension. Analysis of post-war history
viewed through the lens of citizenship highlights the particular experiences
of imperial, national, ethnic or culturally defined minority groups. In addressing the biographies of German nationals in the Netherlands and in the Dutch
overseas territories, this study aimed both to reject the old academic tendency
to keep Western European nations separate from their empires and to fight
against the fragmentation of post-1945 Dutch history into a national history
without its imperial dimension. As this study builds primarily on sources in
Dutch archives, it proved impossible to fulfil this ambition completely. Further research on material that might be stored in archives in Suriname or Indonesia, as well as material spread over regional archives in the Netherlands and
material on German nationals in the former Dutch East Indies that is kept in
German archives, would allos for a more transnational perspective on post-war
policies towards foreign nationals categorised as enemy citizens in the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The NBI archives also require and deserve further research in the future.
For this study, documents related to the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property, reports on the activities and modus operandi of the NBI and a substantial number of beheersdossiers have been analysed, but the archives contain
much more material on other groups of enemy citizens such as collaborators
and Italian enemy citizens, as well as material on the Dutch administration
of justice in the post-war period in general. The cross-analysis of information
kept in the NBI archives and CABR archives that was conducted for a couple of
case studies indicate that the NBI archives complement the archives of extra
ordinary justice, and thus research on documentation in these archives may
provide new insights into the prosecution of people accused of collaboration
in the aftermath of the Second World War. A third recommendation for further
research also goes beyond national borders. A relevant question, which was beyond the scope of this research, is to what extent Dutch policies towards German nationals differ from similar measures in other countries. Based on scarce
available literature and conversations with colleagues in France, Denmark and
Belgium, my assumption is that Dutch policies differ from other Western European countries in their emphasis on and prioritisation of financial motives.
Further research in foreign archives is needed to compare Dutch policies with

767 See De Hart, ‘Een tweede paspoort’, 271-275; Wünschmann, ‘Politics’, 23-24.
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those in other countries and to understand the Dutch post-war policies in a
more global framework.
In conclusion, as an analytical lens, citizenship highlights the complexities in the relation between a state and an individual. It demarcates a specific
legal relationship between a person and a state, the rights, duties and responsibilities. Yet the concept of citizenship is also used to analyse and evaluate
notions of belonging and membership. The issue revolves around the potentially uneasy relationship between law and politics. The prescriptive potency
of citizenship and nationality as theoretical-legal concepts facilitates a political categorisation and classification of individual civilians, regardless of loyalties, identities and resources. More historical research is essential if we are to
fully grasp the true meaning of the politics of citizenship and nationality, and
subject to careful scrutiny, the normative power of theoretical-legal concepts.767 This study on the post-war treatment of German nationals categorised as enemy citizens therefore not only aims to encourage debate on the
effect of categorical state-ordered measures on individual civilians in the aftermath of the Second World War, but also presents sound reasons to critically
rethink how notions of citizenship and nationality define the bond between
the individual and the state, and continue to do so both nationally and transnationally throughout citizens’ lives.
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Abbreviations, acronyms
and translations

In this study abbreviations, acronyms, translations and jargon are used. In this
section an overview of the most important terms is given.
Adviescommissie
Rechtsherstel en Beheer
Algemeen Mijnwerkersfonds
Ausgleichsvertrag
Beheersdossiers
Besluit Buitengewoon
Strafrecht
Bestemmingswet
Bijzondere rechtspleging
Binnenlandse Strijdkrachten
Bisschoppelijke Hulpactie
voor Oorlogsslachtoffers
Blitzmädel
Bundesentschädigungsgesetz
Bundesrückerstattungs
gesetz
Bureau Bijzondere
Rechtspleging
Centraal Afwikkelingsbureau
Duitse Schade-Uitkeringen

Advisory Committee on Legal Redress
and Administration
Miners’ Union, or ‘A.M.F.’
Settlement Agreement of 8 April 1960
(ratified May 1963)
Administration records
Decree on Extraordinary Criminal Law,
or ‘BBS’
Allocation Act of 20 July 1951
Extraordinary Jurisdiction
Interior military forces, or ‘BS’
Episcopal Relief Action for Victims of
War
Female armed forces helpers
Federal Compensation Law of 1953, or
‘BEG’
Federal Restitution Law of 1957, or
‘BRüG’
Bureau for Extraordinary Jurisdiction’,
or ‘BBR’
Central Office for the Administration and
Distribution of Damages from Germany’,
or ‘CADSU’

E-133 Besluit Vijandelijk
Vermogen
Feindvermögen
FRG
German Reich/Deutsches
Reich/
Grensboer or Grenzbauer
IARA
Kloosterzusters,
kloosterlingen
Koninklijke Besluiten
Luftgaukommando
Mijnwerkers
Militair Commissariaat voor
het Rechtsherstel
Militair Gezag
Nationaal-Socialistische
Beweging
Nationaliteit
Nederlanderschap
Nederlands Beheersinstituut

Central Archive of the Extraordinary
Judiciary’, or ‘CABR’
Central Property Investigation
Inspection, or ‘C.V.O.’
Committee for Wartime Legal
Proceedings’, or ‘CORVO’
Committee on Restorations of Legal
Relations
German Embassy
German Revision and Trustee Stock
Company, or ‘DRT’
Mad Tuesday, 5 September 1944
Decree on Restoration of Legal Relations
issued on 17 September 1944, or ‘Decree
E-100’ or ‘E-100’
Decree on Enemy Property issued on 20
October 1944, ‘Decree E-133’ or ‘E-133’
Enemy property (seized by Nazi
Germany)
West Germany/Federal Republic of
Germany (Bundesrepublik Deutschland)
Constitutional name for Germany in the
period 1871 until 1945
Border farmer
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency
Nuns and monks
Royal Decrees
Administrative Unit of the Luftwaffe
Mineworkers
Military Commissariat for the
Restoration of Rights, ‘MCRH’
Military Authority, or ‘MG’
National Socialist Movement’, or ‘NSB’
Nationality
Membership of the Dutch state
Dutch Custody Institute, or ‘NBI’
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Centraal Archief Bijzondere
Rechtspleging
Centrale
Vermogensopsporingsdienst
Commissie Rechtsverkeer in
Oorlogstijd
Commissie Herstel
Rechtsverkeer
Deutsche Botschaft
Deutsche Revisions und
Treuhand Aktien Gesellschaft
Dolle Dinsdag
E-100 Besluit Herstel
Rechtsverkeer
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Nederlands-Indisch
Beheersinstituut
Niet-ingezetene vijandelijke
onderdanen
NS Frauenschaft
NS Volkswohlfahrt
NSDAP

Ontvijanding
Ontvijandingsverklaring
Politieke Opsporingsdiensten
Politieke Recherche
Afdelingen
Politieke Recherche
Afdelingen Collaboratie
Provinciale
voedselcommissaris
Raad voor het Rechtsherstel
Rechtsherstel
Reichsangehörigkeit
Reichsdeutsche
Reichs- und
Staatsangehörigkeitsgesetz
Auslanddeutsche
Volksdeutsche
Reparationsschädengesetz
Rijkswet op het
Nederlanderschap
SNK
SS
Staatsangehörige

Dutch Custody Institute in the
Netherlands Indies, ‘NIBI’ in Batavia
Non-resident enemy citizens
National Socialist Women’s League, or
‘NSF’
National Socialist Welfare Organisation,
‘NSV’
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche
Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist
German Workers Party)
De-enemisation
Declaration of de-enemisation
Political Investigative Services, or ‘POD’
Political Investigation Department, or
‘PRA’
Political Investigation Department of
Collaboration with the Enemy, or ‘PRAC’
Provincial Food Commissioners’, or
‘P.V.C.’
Council for the Restoration of Rights, or
‘RvhR’
Restoration of rights
Citizenship of the German Reich
Citizens of the German Reich
German Law on Citizenship
German citizens residing outside
Germany
Ethnic Germans
Law on the Compensation of War
Damages of 1969
Law on Dutch Citizenship
Stichting Nederlands Kunstbezit (Dutch
Art Property Foundation)
Schutzstaffel (Paramilitary organisation
of the NSDAP)
German national

Vijandelijke onderdanen
Vijandelijk vermogen
Wet Inburgering
Nieuwkomers

Citizenship
Government Gazette
Transition Treaty of 1952
Settlement treaty between the
Netherlands and Germany of 1907
Enemy citizens
Enemy property (seized by the Dutch
government)
Civic Integration Newcomers Act
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Staatsburgerschap
Staatscourant
Überleitungsvertrag
Vestigingsverdrag
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Summary

This dissertation discusses the government-imposed classification of Germans in the Dutch Kingdom after 1944 as vijandelijke onderdanen (‘enemy citizens’) and explores the meaning and implications of this label. On 20 October
1944, anticipating the end of the Second World War, the Dutch governmentin-exile in London promulgated het Besluit Vijandelijk Vermogen (‘the Decree on
Enemy Property’, ‘Decree E-133’). The Decree classed all nationals of Germany, Italy, Japan as enemies of the state, or vijandelijke onderdanen (‘enemy citizens’), and entitled the Dutch State to confiscate all assets belonging to enemy
citizens within the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Decree also meant that
more than 25.000 German civilians who resided and worked in the Netherlands, some for many years, were suddenly deprived of their status as (permanent) residents. Het Nederlands Beheersinstituut (the ‘Dutch Custody Institute’,
or ‘NBI’), a newly established institute, was authorised to detect, administer
and control the expropriated assets. The objective of this administration was
the liquidation of assets (by sale or otherwise) on behalf of the Dutch State.
Soon after the end of the German capitulation, tens of thousands of enemy
citizens – primarily German civilians – were stripped of their assets, regardless of their place of residence or political allegiance and without any Dutch
compensation. Enemy citizens were also deprived of their social rights: their
pre-war residence or work permits were no longer considered valid. Some were
arrested, imprisoned or expelled, whereas others left the Netherlands of their
own accord. Many tried to appeal their status of enemy citizen by submitting a
request for an ontvijandingsverklaring (‘declaration of de-enemisation’), with the
aim of gaining their rights and assets back.
The Burden of Nationality examines the categorical classification of Germans
as enemy citizens and shows how the enemy status impacted on the everyday
lives of the people who were targeted. Furthermore, it analyses how different
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actors – German enemy citizens, Dutch government officials, NBI employees
– defined and perceived ‘Germanness’, as opposed to being Dutch. In order to
qualify for the declaration of de-enemisation, enemy citizens had to provide
evidence of ‘typical’ Dutch behaviour, ‘that they had behaved during the years
of occupation as the greater majority of the Dutch people did and had thus de
facto not sided with the enemy’. Importantly, what this Dutch behaviour entailed and what the criteria for de-enemisation were, was not specified.
The main question that runs through this study as a leitmotiv is how notions
of citizenship functioned as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion for German nationals in the Netherlands in the aftermath of the Second World War.
What did German citizenship imply for German residents in the Netherlands,
and how did the status of enemy citizen affect their daily lives? What were the
aims behind the expropriation legislation, what was the historical context?
How could German nationals appeal their imposed enemy status? And, how
did notions of Dutch citizenship serve as criteria for inclusion of certain German nationals? As this study shows, the question of how politics of citizenship
informed the inclusion and exclusion of German nationals illuminates a deep
ambiguity regarding what makes someone a Dutch citizen.
Offering a multi-faceted overview of the history of German enemy citizens
by highlighting the different actors, stakeholders and institutions that defined, implemented or challenged the Decree on Enemy Property, this study
adopts a thematic approach. Chapter 1 is a general introduction that addresses
how citizenship is defined and employed in this dissertation and prepares the
reader for the chapters that follow. It introduces the Decree on Enemy Property in historical and legal context and discusses whether Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals were a new phenomenon in comparison with
anti-German policies in neighbouring countries. Furthermore, the chapter
positions the research within the historiography on the Second World War and
its aftermath and elucidates why the (de-)enemisation and expropriation of
German nationals by the Dutch government post 1945 is a forgotten episode
in Dutch post-war history. The chapter also describes the sources and qualitative and quantitative methods used in this dissertation and explains why this
study seeks to go beyond national borders to be more reflective and critical
regarding the Dutch national narrative and memory of the aftermath of the
Second World War.
Chapter 2 explores the Dutch Custody Institute and its archives. This chapter discusses the implementation of the Decree on Enemy Property and the
modus operandi of the NBI. The NBI archives are an enormous collection of
incoherent, multi-interpretable, dynamic, talkative or rather closed texts. As
shown in this chapter, when approached as both a container of narratives and
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a literary, narrative device, the NBI archives display tensions and discrepancies
that raise the question of whether the Decree on Enemy Property was a means
of delivering justice. There were 23,960 paper index cards containing personal
data such as name, place of birth, place of residence and final verdict digitised
for this project. Statistical analysis of the dataset provided insight into the output of the NBI over the years as well as the size and heterogeneity of the enemy population. In addition to queries on the dataset, over 500 beheersdossiers
were closely examined for style, format and content. Analysis of the reports on
the bureaucratic proceedings and developments, the discussions on the (lack
of) criteria for de-enemisation, the absence of certain documents, the various
stamps and signs show the uncertainty and arbitrariness of the NBI that was
established to implement a rather abstract, generalising decree.
Chapter 3 discusses the categorisation and classification of the enemy
population in the Netherlands on the basis of the data on the index cards introduced in the previous chapter. It shows that nationality determined enemy
status, yet in the de-enemisation procedure enemy citizens were also sorted
out and classified by ethnicity, race, class, religion, gender and occupation.
Operationalizing intersectionality as an analytical framework, the chapter
answers questions about the differential treatment of German, Austrian and,
for example, Italian enemy nationals, preferential treatment of Dutch women
married to Germans, as well as unequal and unfair treatment of Jewish refugees from Germany.
Chapter 4 explores the impact of enemy status on the daily life of those
declared enemy citizens and their children and grandchildren. The chapter
presents ten biographies, showing the diversity of (post-) wartime experiences
of the heterogeneous German minority in the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
In addition to Chapter 2, this chapter further unravels the status and power
of the NBI archives as a container of narratives and object an sich. Apart from
police reports and testimonies on the behaviour of enemy citizens during and
after the war that were kept in the NBI archives, private archives and conversations with family relatives were also examined to analyse the effect of the
enemy status on enemy citizens and their offspring. Personal correspondence,
testimonies and photos complement the bureaucratic NBI reports. The similarities and dissimilarities among the cases show how notions of citizenship
and belonging served as mechanisms of both inclusion and exclusion for German nationals who appealed their enemy status.
Chapter 5 questions the validity and legitimacy of the Decree on Enemy
Property. Analysing legal magazines and minutes of parliamentary meetings,
this chapter explores the most important themes in contemporary debates
amongst various political and legal actors on the interpretation and imple-
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mentation of the Decree. Furthermore, it examines to what extent the Decree
on Enemy Property conflicted with international law. The chapter also reflects
on the question of whether the Dutch policies towards German nationals did
justice to the title rechtsherstel (‘restoration of rights’).
Finally, Chapter 6 answers the main question posed by this study: how did
citizenship function as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion in Dutch policies towards German nationals and what has its implication been for the reconfiguration of Dutch citizenship since 1945. Contextualising Dutch citizenship
policies towards German nationals by exploring citizenship policies towards
collaborators, postcolonial migrants and guest workers, the chapter explores
whether Dutch post-war policies towards German nationals show a reconfiguration of the definition of Dutch citizenship, involving various dimensions of
identity-constructing and civic virtue-building. It reflects on continuities and
discontinuities in the understanding of who was considered a Dutch citizen
and what was perceived as ‘typical Dutch’ citizenship in the aftermath of the
Second World War and asks whether and how these ideas on Dutch citizenship
have had a (continued) effect on future integration and immigration policies.
The sixth chapter closes with some overall conclusions that may be drawn
on the basis of the material presented and discussed in this study. The history of German enemy citizens shows once more that sorting people along
the lines of citizenship and nationality results in institutionalised prejudices
and cultural cleavages, and that nationally defined notions of citizenship fuel
attempts to sort people into friends and foes. Analysis of the political line of
reasoning and the modus operandi of the Dutch post-war administration of
justice reveals inconsistency and arbitrariness; the modes of inclusion and
exclusion deployed and employed by NBI employees in the categorisation of
enemy citizens and in the de-enemisation procedures targeted individuals
simply because they were, had become by marriage, or had once been, German
nationals. Although the Decree on Enemy Property was not a penal measure
but an administrative means of addressing the German occupation, thousands
of ordinary German men, women and children were unfairly affected by the
post-war measures. Despite Dutch promises that the German government
would compensate its citizens, the greater majority of the German nationals
treated as enemy citizens never received full compensation for their confiscated assets. A second conclusion that can be drawn from the research in this
dissertation is that understanding the Dutch transnational, colonial past is
vital for our understanding of excluding mechanisms with respect to citizenship in the Netherlands in the post-war period. Analysis of post-war history
viewed through the lens of citizenship highlights the particular experiences
of imperial, national, ethnic or culturally defined minority groups. This study
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on the post-war treatment of German nationals categorised as enemy citizens
therefore not only aims to encourage further debate on the effect of categorical
state-ordered measures on individual civilians in the aftermath of the Second
World War. It also makes a compelling case to critically rethink how notions of
citizenship and nationality define the relationship between the individual and
the state, and continue to define this during the life of a citizen, in a national
and in a transnational context.
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